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Soldier of  Christ





Prologue

The Pius War

Miserere mei Deus secundum magnam misericordiam tuam: 
Have mercy on me, O God, in your great mercy.1 With these words from the 
first verse of  Psalm 51, Eugenio Pacelli, known to the world as Pope Pius XII, 
began his last will and testament.2 It was scribbled on the back of  a used enve-
lope. Pacelli had a habit of  saving and using scraps of  paper for note taking, 
an idiosyncrasy that has con trib uted to the uncharitable caricature of  the 
pope as an aloof  eccentric.
 By tradition, Psalm 51 is considered the “deathbed psalm”—recited as a 
form of  confession when one is nearing death.3 When he wrote his brief  tes-
tament in 1956, two years before he died, Pacelli seemed resigned to the judg-
ment of  his tory, and of  his God. He asked “with humility” for forgiveness 
from all whom he had offended, hurt, or scandalized “by word or by deed.” 
He pleaded with those charged with caring for his mortal remains not to erect 
grand monuments to his memory. “It would be good enough if  my poor 
mortal remains,” he wrote, “are placed simply in a holy place, the more ob-
scure the better.” Beyond that, the usual Catholic prayers for the repose of  his 
soul would suf fice.
 After his death in October 1958, things did not go quite as he had desired. 
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His tomb is plain—a simple white sarcophagus inscribed with his name and 
the traditional labarum, the monogram of  Christ. It sits in a small side chapel 
just beneath Bernini’s spiraling altar in St. Peter’s Basilica, not far from the 
spot where, as tradition has it, Saint Peter himself  was buried. Much more 
conspicuous is the imposing monument to Pacelli on the main floor of  the 
basilica. Commissioned by some of  the grateful cardinals he created dur-
ing his pontificate, the massive bronze monument is the work of  the Ital ian 
sculptor Francesco Messina.
 Completed in 1964, Messina’s Pius XII is, in a word, monumental. 
Mounted atop a marble pedestal, the larger- than- life fig ure of  the pope is clad 
in a massive undulating cape that rises several feet to meet an outstretched 
hand poised, seemingly, to impart a blessing. The earnest, bespectacled face 
of  Pacelli, with its characteristic angular features, is crowned by a towering 
 bishop’s miter, replete with intricate designs in a brilliant bronze gold fin ish. 
But it is the cape and outstretched hand that command attention. One source 
has it that the outstretched hand symbolizes the pope’s ardent determination 
to put an end to the Second World War. Others believe that the pope’s reso-
lute gaze symbolizes his prophetic vision of  the war’s inevitably disastrous 
outcome.4 Here is Eugenio Pacelli, soldier of  Christ—a spiritual warrior stir-
ring to resist the gathering forces of  the enemies of  Christ, which threatened 
from all sides.5

 In fact, Pacelli’s likeness is barely discernible, enveloped as it is by the 
weighty liturgical vestments that proj ect an unmistakable sense of  the power 
and dignity of  the  bishop of  Rome. Messina’s monument seems designed to 
inspire awe and admiration of  the papacy as an institution, not to memorial-
ize a dead pope. We have here not Eugenio Pacelli as he was in life but Pope 
Pius XII as his many admirers saw him or wanted him to be—a pope for all 
seasons.
 The German playwright Rolf  Hochhuth, in his controversial but highly 
in flu en tial drama about Pius XII’s wartime activities, known in Eng lish as The 
Deputy (1963), also pro jected onto Pacelli his own assumptions of  the papal 
of fice. In his stage notes, he advised actors cast to play Pius XII to remember 
“that his Holiness is much less a person than an institution: grand gestures, 
lively movements of  his extraordinarily beautiful hands, and smiling, aristo-
cratic coldness, together with the icy glint of  his eyes behind the gold- rimmed 
glasses—these should suf fice.”6
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 Hochhuth’s version of  Pius XII con trib uted amply to what has become 
by far the most common perception of  the wartime pope. In this account, 
Eugenio Pacelli is an ethereal fig ure who moves in a rarified, sheltered envi-
ronment, far removed from the gritty daily reality of  the millions of  faithful 
whom he calls his flock. This Pacelli is the privileged son of  an aristocratic 
Roman family whose titles were earned in the nineteenth century by dint of  
unyielding loyalty and ser vice to the papacy. He is no ordinary parish priest. 
Intelligent, industrious, yet taciturn, Pacelli seems destined to wield in flu-
ence. Prodigious academic abilities open the door to years of  study in canon 
law, and then further study and practice in the art of  papal diplomacy. So 
much time immersed in books and dusty archives, the argument goes, left 
Eugenio Pacelli with precious little pastoral experience, little meaningful con-
tact with the ordinary faithful whose lives he would come to in flu ence in pro-
found if  understated ways.
 Pacelli’s odd mannerisms and habits con trib uted to his reputation as 
someone painfully out of  step with the world around him. Much will be 
made by future commentators of  his habit of  dining alone, his sole compan-
ion a pet bird perched atop his shoulder. Equally intriguing is the rumor that 
Pacelli issued orders to his gardener to refrain from facing the pope directly. 
Still other stories verged on the absurd: according to one account the pope 
decreed that his staff  were to be on their knees when conversing with him by 
telephone.7

 Whereas Messina’s Pius XII wears the heavy cloak of  spiritual leadership 
in opposing the approach of  war, Hochhuth’s pope wears the moral responsi-
bilities of  an institution that failed to defend the weak and powerless in the 
face of  a ruthless and incorrigible enemy. The play’s chief  protagonist, the 
valiant young Je su it Father Riccardo Fontana, who tries in vain to get the Vat-
ican to issue an unequivocal public condemnation of  Nazi brutalities, openly 
questions whether a pope such as Pacelli, who “stands so very high above the 
destinies of  the world,” can possibly comprehend the plight of  the thousands 
of  victims who crowd ev ery corner of  war- torn Europe, some of  them un-
der his very window. “The victims . . . ,” Riccardo asks, “does [the pope] truly 
bring them to his mind? . . . Do you think he is there, that he has ever watched 
with his mind’s eye—has ever seen the way they are deported from Paris . . . 
children under five snatched from their parents . . . eleven thousand Poles in 
mobile gas chambers—their cries, their prayers—and the laughing SS thugs.”
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 Through Riccardo, Hochhuth delivers what has become for many the 
 de fin ing image of  Pius XII during the Holocaust: “A deputy of  Christ who 
sees these things and nonetheless permits reasons of  state to seal his lips—
who wastes even one day in thought, hesitates even for an hour to lift his an-
guished voice in one anathema to chill the blood of  ev ery last man on earth—
that Pope is . . . a criminal.”8

 Hochhuth’s Pius XII is indeed less a man than an institution. More to the 
point, the wartime pope is made to symbolize a deeply flawed institution that 
lacked the po lit i cal foresight, spiritual integrity, and courage to confront pub-
licly the Nazis’ murderous treatment of  the Jews. Here was a Vicar of  Christ 
who opted for diplomatic caution and protocol in times that demanded the 
prophetic, even radical actions of  a martyr.
 In recent years, books with such provocative titles as Hitler’s Pope, A Moral 
Reckoning, and Fatal Silence have solidified the image of  Pius XII as, at best, 
timid and indecisive, and, at worst, uncharitable, anti- Semitic, and even sym-
pathetic to Nazism. As the historian Frank J. Coppa observed, since the publi-
cation of  The Deputy, scholarly research and public debate over the controver-
sial role of  Pius XII during the Holocaust have been “decidedly partisan,” 
swinging from exaggerated suggestions of  the wartime pope as complicit 
with Nazism, to hagiographic apologias of  Pius XII as wartime saint. In a 
provocative response to Pacelli’s critics, some commentators have suggested 
that Pius XII be considered a “Righ teous Gentile” for, they say, his part in di-
recting papal representatives and other Catholic institutions throughout Italy 
and Europe to rescue hundreds of  thousands of  Jews from certain death at 
the hands of  the Nazis.9

 In death, much more so than in life, Pius XII has become an intensely po-
larizing fig ure—to some, he is a venerable saint, and to others he is a damna-
ble silent witness to un imag in able atrocities in the heart of  Europe. The in-
cessant partisanship of  the so- called Pius War has consistently sac ri ficed 
historical interpretation for polemical and po lit i cal purposes.10 This pattern 
is evident even within the Catholic world, where, from the time of  the Sec-
ond Vatican Council in the mid- 1960s, the fig ure of  Pius XII has served as 
a lightning rod for both nostalgic conservatives and disgruntled liberals. For 
the former, Pius XII was the last truly magisterial pontiff; for the latter, he 
embodied ev ery thing that was wrong with the Catholic Church before the 
affable John XXIII (Roncalli), the “good pope,” came to air out the static, stul-
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tifying atmosphere of  the church before Vatican II. This elementary division 
was evident even at the time of  the council when Pope Paul VI (Montini) of fi-
cially began the pro cess to bring beatification and perhaps eventually saint-
hood to both of  his immediate predecessors. Recommending the causes of  
both Pius XII and John XXIII, Pope Paul VI reasoned, “will be in answer to the 
desire that has been expressed by innumerable voices in favor of  each of  these 
Popes. In this way, his tory will be assured the patrimony of  their spiritual 
legacy.”
 Montini, who worked side- by- side with Pius XII throughout the tumultu-
ous war years, was keen to craft an alternative narrative to the one taking 
shape in people’s minds in the wake of  Hochhuth’s controversial play. Tell-
ingly, two years before he formally opened the cause to have Pius XII made a 
saint, when he was still the cardinal arch bishop of  Milan, Montini wrote to 
the British Catholic periodical The Tablet to challenge Hochhuth’s reading of  
a his tory Montini himself  had lived. “His tory,” the future Paul VI wrote, “will 
vindicate the conduct of  Pius XII when confronted by the criminal excesses 
of  the Nazi regime.” For Montini, his tory would set the rec ord straight; it 
was the only effective antidote to Hochhuth’s version, which amounted to 
little more than the “ar ti fi cial manipulation of  facts to fit a preconceived 
idea.”11

 Despite Paul VI’s belief  that the path to sainthood for both popes would 
proceed “for no motive other than the cult of  their holiness,” it was clear 
even to outside observers that internal church politics would come into play. 
Referring to Pius XII, the New York Times reported that the “austere, distant 
and intellectual Pope has become the focus of  conservative admiration.” By 
contrast, his successor, John XXIII, who was de scribed as “warmly human 
and simple,” was said to be the “favorite” of  the so- called pro gres sives, if  only 
because he had convened the Second Vatican Council, at which the “pro gres-
sive” views seem to have prevailed.12

 And so it has been, back and forth, for de cades now. Despite occasional 
lulls in the Pius War, a dogged attachment to competing caricatures of  Pius 
XII, to say nothing of  the canonization cause, means that the war of  words 
will persist, generating point and counterpoint ad infinitum. The tendency to 
see Pius XII as less a man than an institution has resulted in an abundant ma-
nipulation of  facts—to borrow from Montini—arranged selectively to fit pre-
conceived notions of  what this pope did or did not do; what he said or did not 
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say; what he could have or should have done. I leave it to the reader to decide 
whether his tory has vindicated Pius XII, whatever that means. It is to his tory, 
after all, that we must turn to find Eugenio Pacelli, the man, priest, diplomat, 
and pope.
 The vast literature chronicling Pius XII’s long and eventful pontificate has 
mostly centered on his seeming failure to speak out clearly and firmly during 
World War II to defend European Jews facing systematic persecution and 
murder by the Nazis. The claim that he turned his back on the Jews, and the 
riposte it provoked, gave life and sustenance to the “Pius War.” Yet this war of  
words has done more harm than good to our un der stand ing of  this central 
fig ure of  twentieth- century his tory. With very few exceptions, studies of  Pius 
XII have offered a distorted or highly selective picture of  the subject. We have 
become accustomed to reading interpretive leaps, which are grounded on 
counterfac tual or normative claims about what the pope could have or should 
have done rather than a reasoned assessment of  what he did or did not do—
and why. This is to say nothing of  the fact that, as understandable as it is, such 
a heavy focus on Pius XII’s wartime rec ord has obscured our view of  the en-
tire span of  his active life in the ser vice of  the papacy. It is easy to forget that 
Pacelli’s pontificate lasted for thirteen years after the end of  World War II. 
We know comparatively little about the Cold War years and even less about 
Pius XII’s prodigious teachings, which sought to address internal and external 
realities of  Catholicism in rapidly changing times. However we might assess 
it, there can be no doubt that Eugenio Pacelli’s pontificate left an indelible 
mark on the papacy and in flu enced the Catholic encounter with the modern 
world in ways we have scarcely begun to understand.



1

The Black Nobility and Papal Rome

When the future Pope Pius XII was ordained a priest at Eas-
ter, April 1899, he distributed ordination cards to family and friends that read 
simply: Eugenio Pacelli, Roman. It was a fitting way for the young Pacelli to de-
scribe himself, an expression of  that quin tes sen tial pride and self- awareness 
characteristic of  one born and raised in the Eternal City. But there was more 
to it than civic pride. After all, Eugenio Pacelli hailed from a new generation 
of  the so- called black nobility, a class of  Roman society distinguished by its 
loyalty and ser vice to the Holy See. Eugenio’s father and brother were both 
lawyers associated with the Vatican. His grandfather, the patriarch Marcanto-
nio Pacelli, served the papacy in the tumultuous years of  Ital ian Uni fi ca tion, 
when anticlericalism ran rampant in Rome, and earned for the Pacelli family 
honorific titles and a privileged place in the papal court, in gratitude for his 
unwavering loyalty even after the forcible capture of  Rome by the young Ital-
ian state spelled the end of  papal temporal sovereignty.
 The capture of  Rome and the struggles that ensued between church and 
state—which historians have dubbed the Roman question—left an indelible 
mark on Eugenio Pacelli. In those years, life in the Eternal City seemed an 
eternal squabble, and worse. The city was the scene of  sometimes violent 
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confrontation between anticlerical elements and papal defenders. When Pius 
IX died in 1878, he could not be buried in the Church of  San Lorenzo Outside-
 the- Walls as he had hoped. Of fi cials feared vehement protests from extreme 
anticlerical forces. When Pius IX’s remains fi nally were moved to the San 
Lorenzo church in 1881, a mob of  protesters tried to seize the coffin and 
dump it in the Tiber River. They were stopped at the last minute by local au-
thorities, amid the invocations of  the Our Father and Hail Mary by loyal pa-
pists and the cries of  the anticlericals shouting, “Death to the pope! Death to 
the priests! Throw that filthy carcass into the river!”1

 It was impossible to grow up in the Pacelli household and not be pro-
foundly in flu enced by such an atmosphere. The fall of  the last papal state and 
the loss of  papal temporal power presented a serious challenge to the Pacelli 
family, and to all the black nobility, to say nothing of  the papacy itself. Loss of  
the territorial in de pen dence of  the pope caused the gravest concern. Experi-
ence had taught the Vatican that territorial sovereignty was vital to defending 
the pope’s claims of  spiritual sovereignty over the universal church. As Pius 
IX said to the French ambassador in 1871, “All that I want is a small corner of  
the earth where I am master . . . so long as I do not have this little corner of  
earth, I shall not be able to exercise in their fullness my spiritual functions.”2

 Pius IX’s dream was not realized until 1929, with the establishment of  
Vatican City, whose creation was due in no small mea sure to the skillful ne-
gotiations of  Francesco Pacelli, brother to the future Pius XII. At the time, 
Eugenio was a papal representative in Germany, soon to be called back to as-
sume the of fice of  the Vatican’s secretary of  state. Ever since he was a young 
boy playing in the narrow cobbled streets of  central Rome, all of  his per-
sonal, academic, and pastoral experiences prepared him for the lifelong task 
of  defending that “small corner of  the earth” where the pope was master and 
the church had concrete rights to protect its spiritual autonomy within the 
modern secular state.

Eugenio Pacelli, Roman

Eugenio was the third of  four children born to Filippo Pacelli and Virginia 
Graziosi, arriving late in the evening of  March 2, 1876. The family apartment 
was in the Palazzo Pediconi, a simple but dig ni fied seventeenth- century edi-
fice at the edge of  the Ponte district of  Rome’s historic city center. The quar-
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ter is named for its proximity to the Ponte Sant’Angelo, the iconic bridge that 
connects Castel Sant’Angelo and St. Peter’s to the southern and eastern part 
of  central Rome. The Pacellis’ neighborhood, an area known for centuries 
as Monte Giordano, is steeped in his tory and immortalized in the works of  
writers and artists. It was here that in the fourteenth century the Roman no-
bleman Giordano Orsini constructed a massive, fortress- like structure that 
dominated access to the only major thoroughfare leading to St. Peter’s. The 
elevation that bears Orsini’s name came to enjoy some fame by the Middle 
Ages because its height afforded a unique view of  the basilica across the 
Tiber. From this location streams of  pilgrims from across Europe caught 
their very first glimpse of  the church constructed to mark the spot where, ac-
cording to tradition, the Apostle Peter, the first pope, was crucified and bur-
ied.3 The place also marked the intersection of  one of  the great cultural fault 
lines of  Western civilization between the city’s ancient Jewish community 
and its powerful Christian majority. Local memory recalls how in centuries 
past the popes would greet Rome’s chief  rabbi on Monte Giordano to pub-
licly upbraid the Jews for their spiritual blindness and “hard- heartedness” in 
failing to recognize Jesus as the Messiah.
 Eugenio spent almost all his life—except for the years as papal representa-
tive in Germany in the 1920s—living and working within a short walking 
 distance from where he was born, just across the river from St. Peter’s. In 
1880, his family moved from the Pediconi building to their own apartment in 
the nearby Palazzo Rossini in Via della Vetrina. The family’s new home was 
just a few minutes from the Palazzo Pediconi, which allowed for frequent 
visits with Eugenio’s grandfather, Marcantonio.4 According to family lore, 
the Pacellis preferred to live on the upper floors of  the palazzo, to keep from 
being disturbed by the considerable noise emanating from the narrow paths 
of  the street below. The location may have re flected, too, the family’s  modest 
economic means, since the lower levels of  the Roman palazzi of  the day were 
reserved for the traditional aristocracy and those of  considerable economic 
means.5 In later years, Eugenio nostalgically recalled how easily he mastered 
those stairs to the family’s apartments: “I could jump two or three steps at 
once, because I had long legs.” It did not escape the young Eugenio, a sensi-
tive child, that his aged grandfather did not have such an easy time of  it.6

 The neighborhoods, or rioni, of  Pacelli’s youth were a dense maze of  
apartment buildings, of fices, shops, and churches whose majesty and style 
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are easily lost amid the semblance of  uniformity, as well as the twists and 
turns of  so many narrow and winding streets. These busy rioni stood at the 
crossroads of  Rome, connecting the heart of  the ancient city with the Vati-
can—a bridge between two universal and imperial impulses, secular and sa-
cred, that have long animated the city’s identity.
 The rioni were monuments to a city that lived with one foot in the past 
and one in the present, one eye on this world and another on the world to 
come. In these streets, one finds the occasional artifact of  the ancient world 
crowded out by the palazzi of  the Renaissance, built at a time when the area 
was a center of  banking and commerce. They share pride of  place with the 
imposing churches of  the Counter Reformation, conspicuous expressions of  
the combative Catholic resolve to overpower the Prot es tant reformers, places 
like the Church of  Santa Maria in Valicella, known more commonly as the 
Chiesa Nuova, built at the start of  the 1600s by the famed architect Borro-
mini. The Oratorio dei Filippini (Congregation of  the Oratory of  Saint Philip 
Neri), where young Eugenio and his brother Francesco par tic i pated in a 
Catholic youth group for many years, is located next to the church. Here the 
newly ordained Eugenio Pacelli would receive his first pastoral assignments, 
a few steps from where he was born. A short distance away stands the Church 
of  Santa Maria dell’Anima, popularly known as the Church of  the German 
Nation, established to care for the pastoral needs of  the city’s German com-
munity. The church’s sixteenth- century façade has among its many orna-
ments a biblical inscription from Isaiah 32:17: opus iustitiae pax, the work of  
righ teous ness is peace. Eugenio Pacelli would make this his papal motto.7

 Eugenio’s parents hailed from large Roman families with close ties to the 
city. Filippo Pacelli was so highly regarded in papal circles that he was eventu-
ally named dean of  the Consistorial College, a prestigious body of  twelve 
lawyers referred to as consistorial advocates. With rare expertise in both 
church and civil law, these lawyers were central to the internal legal pro cesses 
of  church governance. The future pope’s cousin, Ernesto, was a high- ranking 
of fi cial of  Vatican fi nance, and served as president of  the in flu en tial Banco 
di Roma from 1903 to 1916.8 Eugenio’s older brother Francesco, his closest 
and perhaps only true confidant, was a Vatican lawyer who oversaw the nego-
tiations between the Vatican and Mussolini’s Italy to establish Vatican City 
in 1929.
 Although the Pacellis have long been associated with the Roman nobility, 
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theirs were essentially honorific titles, a gesture of  papal gratitude for the el-
der Pacelli’s loyalty to the pope during the 1848 revolutions. When republican 
rebels, led by Giuseppe Mazzini, chased Pius IX out of  Rome, the pope fled 
to Gaeta. Marcantonio followed him into exile and was rewarded when the 
pope returned to Rome after 1850 to resume control of  a restored papal 
state.
 Of  much greater consequence than honorific titles was Pius IX’s decision 
to appoint Marcantonio Pacelli as deputy interior minister of  the papal gov-
ernment, a position he held until the fall of  papal Rome in 1870. Marcantonio 
was now privy to the inner workings of  the papal government, including le-
gal, security, and economic matters. He was also named as one of  the ten- 
member censure committee that was established after the restoration of  pa-
pal temporal power to rule on the future of  papal bureaucrats who had 
served in the administration of  the Roman Republic, as well as to deal with 
revolutionaries associated with Mazzini’s boisterous but short- lived experi-
ment in governing Rome without the pope.9

 With Marcantonio’s appointment to a prominent position in the restored 
papal government, the Pacellis had arrived. They were now members of  a 
privileged club, an exclusive class that counted among its members the old 
Roman noble families like the Borghese, Barberini, Ruspoli, and Torlonia. 
Many of  the new nobility were seen by the older Roman families as provin-
cial parvenus. In a characteristically derisive tone, the old Roman patricians 
could be heard to ask the new title- bearers, “Have you any lamps and churches 
in your villages?” It was a pointed reminder of  the  modest rural origins of  
men such as Marcantonio Pacelli.10

 In practical terms the Pacellis enjoyed what is best de scribed as a middle- 
class sta tus and existence. But like the old Roman aristocracy, the black nobil-
ity, represented by the pope’s Noble Guards and other new title- bearers, stuck 
together. Their children attended the same schools; they worshipped in the 
same churches. Having obtained a position in one of  the of fices of  the papal 
government, these solidly middle- class families were able to offer their chil-
dren the promise of  professional mobility and security in the ser vice of  the 
Holy See.11 The sta tus of  the entire Pacelli clan for generations owed much to 
Marcantonio Pacelli’s loyalty to the pope.
 The restored papal court in which the elder Pacelli served after 1850 was 
governed by the charismatic but combative Pius IX, who was growing in-
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creasingly intolerant of  the liberal reforms he had championed early in his 
papacy. The pope was also decidedly cool to the idea of  Ital ian Uni fi ca tion; 
although as an Ital ian he openly sympathized with the movement, Uni fi ca-
tion threatened the vital interests of  the French and Austrians, whose po lit i-
cal and military support Pius IX needed to defend his territories and avoid a 
replay of  the Gaeta experience.12

 Pius IX’s hardened attitude toward the cause of  po lit i cal and social re-
form of  the papal states was accompanied by a deepening aversion to liberal 
ideas and to modern society as it was evolving in the late nineteenth cen-
tury.13 The pope who was known to be affable, warm, and accessible could 
also be illiberal, intolerant, and impetuous. He seemed constantly at war with 
the expanding Ital ian state, which had its eyes fixed on Rome as the future 
cap ital of  a fully united Italy. It did not help that, with the advance of  Uni fi ca-
tion under the leadership of  Piedmont, territories that formerly belonged 
to the papal states were annexed, and then subjected to the same kind of  
 vigorous secularizing mea sures known in Piedmont. In its more energetic 
form, secularization included the state’s demand for a say in the nomina-
tion of   bishops and even parish priests, a direct assault on the authority of  
the pope.14

 This was a dif fi cult time for the pope, who watched his territorial domin-
ion being whittled away by an overpowering po lit i cal and military movement. 
By the late 1860s, all that remained of  the papal states was the area surround-
ing Rome itself, known as the “Patrimony of  St. Peter’s,” whose defenses 
were buttressed by French troops. When the Franco- Prussian War erupted 
and the French troops were pulled out to attend to French defenses, the stage 
was set for the last, climactic act in the long, often bloody road to Ital ian Uni-
fi ca tion. For Pius IX, the capture of  Rome by the Ital ian government in Sep-
tember 1870 and the attendant loss of  papal territorial sovereignty were the 
last straws. The pope greeted the culminating moment of  the Risorgimento 
with a characteristic blend of  bombast and affected resignation, declaring 
himself  a “prisoner of  the Vatican” and refusing to leave. A correspondent 
for the New York Times who witnessed the fall of  Rome wrote, “The Pope is 
still in the Vatican, surrounded by his friends, all evidently in a state of  be-
wilderment. Their old plans are upset, and they are puzzled to know what to 
do next.”15

 Pius IX was not one to go quietly. Although he had resigned himself  to 
the annexation of  Rome, he refused to grant the king the blessing he sin-
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cerely desired. The king, like all of  Italy, waited in vain for a papal blessing on 
the new state. Thus began what the Je su it historian Robert Graham called 
the “second phase” of  the Roman question, a protracted tussle between the 
Vatican and the Ital ian state over the po lit i cal and legal sta tus of  the pope and 
the Holy See, which now found itself  on sovereign Ital ian territory. Pius IX’s 
anxiety over the future of  the papacy was grounded in an awareness of  the 
past. After all, the his tory of  the institution had been punctuated by frequent, 
often violent con flict between popes and secular rulers over the territorial 
and po lit i cal manifestations of  papal in de pen dence.16 Moreover, the Holy See 
believed that the pope’s temporal power flowed from the will of  God, as an 
indispensable basis of  the pope’s spiritual authority. Take away territorial or 
temporal sovereignty, and full spiritual in de pen dence could not truly be guar-
anteed.
 In the febrile context of  nineteenth- century European politics, practical 
considerations were at play. The popes could very well draw out fine distinc-
tions in church law and convention to assert that the Holy See had juridical 
standing in its international relations, with accompanying rights and privi-
leges vis- à- vis civil authorities. But Pius IX and his successors wanted more, 
believing that even a small mea sure of  absolute territorial sovereignty would 
solidify papal claims of  complete in de pen dence from outside interference.17 
Deprived of  his territory, Pius IX went into a self- imposed exile in the con-
fines of  the Vatican, refusing ever again to leave the area between St. Peter’s 
Basilica and the adjacent apostolic palace. Not until 1929, when Mussolini 
ruled Italy, would the Holy See receive from the Ital ian state assurances of  
“absolute and visible in de pen dence” as well as an “indisputable sovereignty” 
grounded in the newly created Vatican City.18

 Together with the increased intensity and pace of  secularizing campaigns 
among various European governments from the late 1870s onward, the loss 
of  Rome left the Holy See feeling defeated and greatly diminished.19 By this 
point, the long pontificate of  Pius IX was drawing to a close. When the pope 
died in February 1878, he was almost eighty- six years old and had occupied 
the Chair of  St. Peter  longer than any pope in his tory. The British historian 
Owen Chadwick observed that when he died, Pius IX was “the most hated 
man” among some Romans, “but only some.” For other Romans, and in 
much of  the Catholic world, Pius IX was “almost at once a possible candidate 
for sainthood.” His successor, Leo XIII, also governed for a very long time 
over a church facing unprecedented challenges.20 An early biography of  Eu-
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genio Pacelli reached the obvious conclusion that both pontificates left an in-
delible mark on him: the former de fined by the forcible capture of  Rome and 
the loss of  papal temporal sovereignty; the latter by its determined efforts to 
find ways to engage with a modern world that rejected the papacy’s claim 
to temporal power but also questioned the most elementary tenets of  Chris-
tian i ty itself.
 After 1870 the Holy See faced serious dif fi culties in its dealings with Euro-
pean states, especially the most Catholic among them: Italy, France, Belgium, 
and Austria.21 The year 1877 was pivotal. Across Europe, left- wing govern-
ments came to power, a portent of  growing anticlericalism. In France, elec-
tions in 1877 resulted in a republican anticlerical government that had as 
one of  its key objectives a revision of  the 1801 Concordat with the Holy See. 
Some politicians even talked about scrapping the document altogether. A 
protracted diplomatic tussle ensued between successive French governments 
and the Vatican, culminating in the breaking of  diplomatic relations in 1904. 
A year later, the Concordat—a legacy of  the Napoleonic era—was repudiated 
of fi cially.22

 The pattern of  church- state relations in Italy was distinct since even the 
most anticlerical politicians understood that the papacy and the Holy See 
were inextricably tied to Ital ian life. Rome especially was bound by his tory 
and tradition to be home to the spiritual leader of  the universal Roman Cath-
olic Church. Accordingly, the leading fig ures of  Ital ian politics in these years 
expected some kind of  accommodation; they hoped that the Holy See would 
come to accept annexation as a fait accompli and recognize the set of  laws that 
the Ital ian parliament enacted in May 1871 (the Law of  Guarantees) to de fine 
the legal and territorial sta tus of  the pope and the terms of  church- state rela-
tions generally. But Pius IX refused to compromise. What sense was there in 
accepting, among other things, a salary from the very state whose legitimacy 
the pope continued to contest?23

City of  God, City of  Man:  
The Pacellis after the Fall of  Papal Rome

So it was that the Roman question remained unresolved for de cades as the 
Ital ian state took its first steps. In practice, church- state relations were less 
envenomed than appearances suggested at the time, and there emerged a 
practical modus vivendi that allowed the church to enjoy a privileged place in 
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Ital ian life.24 The culture of  the Ital ian church into which Eugenio Pacelli was 
raised exhibited a paradoxical mix of  humiliation and pride, of  resignation 
and resolve. It was at one and the same time defeated, yet still alive, and even 
renewed. Above all, it was pragmatic in seeking a workable accommodation 
with the state, notwithstanding continued resentment of  the state’s very exis-
tence.
 In the years after Uni fi ca tion, the neighborhood where Eugenio Pacelli 
grew up underwent profound physical, social, and cultural transformations 
while remaining grounded in a storied past. Rome’s transition from heart 
of  the papal states to cap ital of  a would- be European power brought about 
rapid and far- reaching changes. The old city was dif fi cult to recognize.25 By 
1872, the Ital ian government had legislated suppression of  religious houses 
and the sale of  church properties in Rome, mirroring a similar pattern under 
Uni fi ca tion in other parts of  Italy. Virtually all the churches and religious 
houses of  Rome—including seminaries, convents, and monasteries—were 
seized by the state; many were converted into government of fices. Even his-
torical papal properties in the city fell into government hands. Papal palaces 
such as the Villa Madama became the Ital ian Senate, whereas the Montecito-
rio palace was adapted to house the Ital ian Chamber of  Deputies.
 Befitting the ambitions of  the young state, new and grandiose structures 
went up just as older, more  modest buildings came down. The rioni of  Eu-
genio Pacelli’s youth were indelibly marked by the state’s ambitions to trans-
form Rome from provincial backwater to major European cap ital. In the 
1880s, after repeated flooding devastated the neighborhoods on the Tiber’s 
banks, massive concrete walls were erected. This massive public works proj-
ect, though necessary, effectively destroyed much of  the charm of  the rioni, 
cutting off  direct access to the river and removing the buildings that towered 
above the river banks. In the place of  these charming palazzi was a modern 
city street that snaked along the old river at the height of  the newly erected 
walls. In the 1880s, construction began on the Corso Vittorio Emanuele, an 
ambitious proj ect to build a major thoroughfare connecting the old city cen-
ter to the area around St. Peter’s. The Ponte Umberto, a bridge completed 
near the close of  the nineteenth century, joined the new Corso to the Vatican 
area across the Tiber. Both the bridge and the new street carried the name 
of  Savoy monarchs, a concrete reminder of  the power shift under way in Ital-
ian life.
 The transformations were more than physical. Signs of  change were ev-
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erywhere. One contemporary observer spoke of  a “moral revolution” that 
accompanied the fall of  papal Rome: “The pyramid,” he quipped, “has been 
inverted.” As a correspondent for the New York Times put it in 1876, the pope’s 
“monopoly” over power was “broken,” ending one of  the last vestiges of  ab-
solutism in Western Europe. The laity, previously assigned a supporting role 
to prelates in the affairs of  the papal government, now called the shots; some 
of  the more ambitious among them even presumed to tell the Holy See how 
it should manage its internal affairs. For the most part, the old Roman fami-
lies survived, and many assumed administrative positions in the Ital ian gov-
ernment. Yet their particular claim to govern the po lit i cal and social life of  
the city waned in the face of  Uni fi ca tion. By and large, the men who had 
made Italy and helped to facilitate the capture of  Rome were from the North 
or other parts of  the peninsula. Unfamiliar with Rome, they were often dis-
paraging of  its provincialism and its crowded, dirty streets, not to mention 
its loud and unruly in hab i tants. The traditional Roman families continued to 
think of  themselves as an exclusive bunch, but the locus of  power was shift-
ing to national legislatures and thus to a national po lit i cal class.26

 The Pacelli family lived these years like most ev ery one else in the Eternal 
City: with one foot in the past and one in the present. Loyalty to the pa-
pacy and even nostalgia for the return of  papal Rome coexisted with the 
practical necessity of  getting on in the new Rome, cap ital of  a uni fied Italy, a 
new player with grandiose ambitions on the world stage. The Pacellis had 
little choice but to make arrangements to guarantee their future in uncertain 
times.
 This is not to say that the Pacellis were wholly unaffected by the forcible 
annexation of  Rome. They were as defiant as other families of  the black no-
bility, and as defensive of  the pope’s claims to territorial in de pen dence as the 
indispensable condition of  his spiritual sovereignty. But there were some ob-
vious realities to face after 1870. As lay persons, the Pacellis could continue to 
perform im por tant functions within the church, but they would continue to 
play a secondary role to prelates, a situation that was exacerbated when the 
administrative business of  running a papal government ended. It was doubt-
ful whether the Holy See, with its material resources seriously reduced in the 
wake of  Uni fi ca tion, could continue to provide lay employees with the kind 
of   modest but comfortable income to which the Pacellis had grown accus-
tomed.
 Some sources have suggested that after the fall of  papal Rome in 1870, the 
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Pacellis faced dif fi cult fi nan cial times.27 They were not especially wealthy, and 
no doubt the end of  the papal state gave them cause to worry about their 
professional and economic future. The fall of  the papal state meant, for in-
stance, that Marcantonio Pacelli’s position as deputy interior minister ceased 
to exist, although he continued to serve as an editor of  the Vatican news paper 
L’Osservatore Romano, an in flu en tial publication that was Pacelli’s brainchild, 
first published in 1861. Sources suggest that the elder Pacelli was offered a po-
sition in the Ital ian government after 1870, an offer he declined as a gesture of  
continued loyalty to the pope. Still other sources suggest that Eugenio Pacel-
li’s father, Filippo, continued to work as a lawyer with the Holy See while also 
working in the secular government as a civil lawyer and even city councilor.
 The family appears to have managed its affairs quite well after 1870, en-
joying a lifestyle much more privileged than that of  most ordinary Romans, 
including some of  the traditional aristocracy, who had fallen on hard times 
after Uni fi ca tion. They lived in a spacious, well- kept apartment, albeit one 
they rented, that was well appointed with antique furniture, some works of  
art, valuable porcelain, and a rich library. It was the library that Eugenio trea-
sured the most.28 The Pacellis were comfortable enough fi nan cially to be able 
to offer some limited assistance to the poor, a common practice among the 
well- to- do Roman families of  the time; indeed, as elsewhere in Europe and 
the Americas, such almsgiving was seen not only as a Christian duty but as 
a way of  demonstrating middle- class respectability. Other signs of  middle- 
class sta tus and material means included season tickets to the opera and fre-
quent visits to the theater and open- air musical concerts. The Pacelli children 
were schooled in various European languages, notably French and German.29 
From a very young age, Eugenio demonstrated an affinity for classical music, 
playing the violin and piano. Even as a boy, he preferred the German compos-
ers: Wagner, Beethoven, and Bach.30 On Sundays, the family often rented 
a carriage to spend the day in the pastoral Roman countryside or at the sea 
resort of  Ostia. Summer holidays were spent between the beach and the 
 modest country estate of  a relative at Onano, Marcantonio Pacelli’s home 
town. There was the occasional trip to Tuscany, but Onano was clearly the 
vacation retreat of  choice. Here, Eugenio and his siblings indulged in their 
favorite pastimes: horseback riding and long country walks. It was to Onano 
that Eugenio came as an adolescent to recover from repeated bouts of  illness 
that kept him out of  school for months at a time.
 In many respects, the Pacellis were a typical family. There was a great 
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deal of  affection among the Pacelli siblings, and between the children and 
their parents, albeit conditioned by a degree of  formality that re flected the 
family’s aristocratic pretensions. The Pacelli children addressed their parents 
with lei, a form of  address usually reserved for formal occasions. The Pacelli 
children were expected to kiss their parents’ hands before heading off  to bed 
each night. Eugenio was especially close to his older brother Francesco, and 
after becoming the cardinal secretary of  state in 1929, he lived for a year with 
Francesco and his family. His nephews, Carlo, Marcantonio, and Giulio, came 
to know him well in those years and witnessed firsthand the self- discipline 
and spartan lifestyle that became de fin ing characteristics of  his pontificate. 
They knew their uncle to be a hardworking and devoted priest, rising early in 
the morning to celebrate Mass, and staying up well into the night reading and 
preparing material for his work in the Secretariat of  State. Yet they recall him 
as affable as well as prayerful; while Eugenio Pacelli was not one to dote on 
the children, he did seem to take a genuine interest in their lives, asking con-
stantly about their studies and recounting stories from his own childhood.
 After becoming pope, Pacelli met with family members infrequently—
perhaps once or twice a year, and usually very briefly. But the strong sense of  
family loyalty remained, especially with his nephews. When Giulio was mar-
ried, he asked Pius XII to offer a blessing. The pope obliged, insisting, how-
ever, that the ceremony be conducted in his private chapel and with only im-
mediate family members present—Eugenio Pacelli always worried about the 
appearance of  nepotism. As a wedding gift, he gave the couple a ring that his 
mother, Virginia, had given him when he was named a  bishop in 1917. He told 
Giulio and his wife: “I am giving you this because it is an object that  comes 
from the Pacelli family, and I want it to remain in the family.”31 In 1934, Giulio 
and his brother Marcantonio accompanied their uncle, by then cardinal secre-
tary of  state, to a large international Catholic gathering in Buenos Aires. 
Later, when Pacelli was pope, Francesco’s oldest son, Carlo—who, like his 
father, was a leading fig ure in the Vatican City administration—became one 
of  Pius XII’s closest, albeit informal, advisors. Together with Count Enrico 
Galeazzi, also an in flu en tial Vatican City administrator with close personal 
and business ties to prominent American Catholics such as Cardinal Spell-
man and Joseph P. Kennedy, Carlo Pacelli met with the pope on almost a daily 
basis for much of  Pius XII’s pontificate. As Pius XII lay dying at Castel Gan-
dolfo in October 1958, all three of  Francesco’s sons were at his side to the end. 
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Carlo recalled that, in one of  his last moments of  lucidity, when the pope saw 
his nephew standing at his bedside, he asked, “What are you doing here? Go 
to work!”32

When he was a schoolboy, roughly thirteen years old, Eugenio Pacelli was 
asked to de scribe himself  in a school assignment. In a short essay titled “Il mio 
ritratto,” or “My Portrait,” the future pope offered a disarmingly honest as-
sessment of  his physical and intellectual development. He de scribed a bud-
ding adolescent of  average height, rather thin, with a pale face set against 
otherwise dark features. Then there was that “aquiline” nose, with its pro-
nounced bridge and curve, especially evident when viewed in profile—that 
quin tes sen tial eagle- like Roman nose, fitting for Eugenio Pacelli, Roman. The 
future pope offered a more generous assessment of  his moral character and 
intellectual capacities. Nature had endowed him with certain intellectual 
gifts, so that, together with hard work and ambition, the young Pacelli felt he 
could accomplish many things. Here was a young man who enjoyed attend-
ing classes and was happy to read well into the night, as was his wont. He 
confessed to a great love of  music and the works of  classical antiquity. As to 
his vices, impatience and quickness to anger were foremost among them. An 
“instinctive generosity” of  spirit made it easy for Eugenio to forgive those 
who offended him.33

 More so than his siblings, Eugenio exhibited the qualities of  his mother: 
reserved, taciturn but affable, deeply sensitive, introspective, and devoutly 
Catholic. The last trait was characteristic of  the whole family. Signs of  the 
family’s intense devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary were evident in the fact 
that each of  the children was given “Maria” as a middle name, and in the fact 
that the family recited the rosary each evening before dinner. This intense 
Marian devotion stayed with Eugenio Pacelli all his life, culminating in the 
controversial proclamation of  the Dogma of  the Assumption of  Mary. The 
intensity of  young Eugenio’s devotion was pronounced—he would spend 
hours alone in the chapel of  the Madonna della Strada (Our Lady of  the 
Way), a side chapel in the imposing Je su it church Chiesa della Gesù in central 
Rome. Eugenio’s mother was struck by her youn ger son’s attachment to this 
particular Marian chapel, whose origins date back to Saint Ignatius of  Loyola. 
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One day she asked, “Eugenio, what do you do in the chapel all that time?” To 
which the young Pacelli responded, “I pray, mother: I tell the Madonna ev ery-
thing.”34

 If  Eugenio possessed his mother’s reserve and piety, he also exhibited his 
father’s legal mind and probity, a keen attention to detail, a carefulness and 
deliberation in thought and in speech. These are all traits for which Eugenio 
would later be praised, or assailed, as papal diplomat and pope. Those who 
worked closely with Pacelli in later years and who were favorably inclined to 
judge his actions as diplomat and pope acknowledged that he could demon-
strate steely decisiveness, clear- minded reasoning, and moral certitude, but 
this was always mixed with a re flective, even hesitant temperament. He was 
able to see all sides of  an argument and to assess and reassess ideas and opin-
ions, even at the cost of  decisive action.35

 A devout and attentive mother gave Eugenio Pacelli and his siblings a 
solid grounding in orthodox Catholic belief  and practice well before they be-
gan their formal schooling. Pius XII’s youn ger sister Elisabetta recalled in par-
ticular the time and effort her mother devoted to preparing Eugenio and 
Francesco for their First Com mu nion in 1886. Eugenio’s exposure to a sound 
Catholic formation at home was buttressed by an early education in religious 
schools, first in a preschool run by the Sisters of  Divine Providence in Piazza 
Fiametta, and then in a private elementary school at the Arco dei Ginnasi run 
by Professor Giuseppe Marchi. An early biographer of  Pius XII wrote that 
Professor Marchi was known to rant in front of  his pupils about the “hard- 
heartedness of  the Jews.” The biographer goes on to remark, “There was a 
good deal to be said in favor of  Signore Marchi; he knew that the impressions 
gained by small children are never lost.”36 A later biographer, John Cornwell, 
tried to make some thing out of  Marchi’s supposed in flu ence, inferring that 
his rants against the Jews left an indelible mark on the young Pacelli.37 Eu-
genio would have been about seven or eight years old at the time—an impres-
sionable age, to be sure, but hardly formative for a boy who would go on to 
take university degrees in philosophy, theology, and canon law.
 Far more sig nifi cant to Pacelli’s intellectual and spiritual development 
was the in flu ence of  Father Giuseppe Lais, a priest from the Oratory of  Saint 
Philip Neri and vice- director of  the Vatican Observatory.38 From the Chiesa 
Nuova, not far from the Pacelli family home, Father Lais ran the renowned 
Collegio Vallicelliano, which functioned as a kind of  youth group dedicated 
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to catechesis and the spiritual life of  the parish boys who, like Eugenio, were 
to become altar servers at Mass. The future Pius XII was about eight years old 
when his father decided to send him and Francesco to the college. Lais’s work 
with the youth of  central Rome was part of  a wider grassroots initiative by 
many religious orders after the fall of  papal Rome. In view of  the state’s sei-
zure of  church property and the suppression of  religious orders, the priests 
were anxious about the spiritual health and intellectual formation of  Catho-
lic youths growing up in a secular and overtly anticlerical environment.39 Fa-
ther Lais was remembered by the Pacelli family as a kindly fig ure, greatly ad-
mired by the young people with whom he worked, not to mention their 
families. Among the many activities Father Lais or ga nized were educational 
trips to visit the catacombs of  the early Christians—that labyrinth of  narrow 
passageways beneath the city that housed the tombs of  the early Christians. 
Along with the other boys on these trips, Eugenio and Francesco learned to 
transcribe the inscriptions, words, and symbols that marked the clandestine 
life of  the persecuted church in pre- Christian Rome.40

 That his contact with the priests of  the Oratory left an indelible impres-
sion on Pacelli is evident from his repeated public testimonials to the forma-
tive in flu ence of  priests like Father Lais and Giulio Castelli. Not long after 
being elected pope, in fact, Pacelli spoke publicly in favor of  the beatification 
of  Father Castelli, recalling this “tall and graceful fig ure” who acted always 
with humility and dignity. The newly elected Pius XII said that he hoped per-
sonally to be able one day to declare Father Castelli a saint. A few years later, 
when Rome itself  was under siege from German and Allied troops, Pacelli 
recalled his childhood devotion to Saint Philip Neri, known as the Apostle of  
Rome, and invoked the saint’s intercession to deliver the Eternal City from 
the horrors of  war.41

 Father Lais was a frequent visitor to the Pacelli home, evidence of  the 
trust and respect he enjoyed among families like the Pacellis. The daily pres-
ence of  the priests of  the Oratory in the lives of  the Pacelli boys in partic-
ular re flected the family’s commitment to seeing that their sons received 
proper religious and spiritual guidance. Father Lais was especially impressed 
by young Eugenio’s piety and devotion in assisting as altar boy at Mass. Eu-
genio’s sister Elisabetta recalled that as a boy Eugenio would pretend to cele-
brate Mass, mimicking the gestures and incantations of  the priest—his family 
even purchased vestments to lend an air of  authenticity to this harmless di-
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version. Cardinal Marchetti- Selvaggiani, one of  Pacelli’s longtime advocates, 
who knew Pius XII since youth, recalled in later years that “even as a boy, he 
knew how to pray and to love God better than any of  us.”42 Pacelli’s sister re-
called how, enthralled by the heroic accounts of  the lives and martyrdom of  
Christian missionaries, the young Eugenio declared, “I also want to be a mar-
tyr! But without nails.”43

 In 1885, at the age of  nine, Eugenio Pacelli was enrolled in secondary 
school at the Liceo- Ginnasio Ennio Quirino Visconti. The Visconti was 
housed in the historic Collegio Romano, an institute founded by Saint Igna-
tius of  Loyola and the Je su its in the mid- 1500s to give seminarians a solid edu-
cational and cultural foundation. The Roman College counted some of  the 
most formidable minds of  the Counter- Reformation Church as both students 
and teachers, including Cardinal Roberto Bellarmino, Cardinal Pietro Pallavi-
cino Sforza, and Saint Luigi Gonzaga. It was still in Je su it hands in 1870 when 
the school passed to the newly uni fied Ital ian state, which proceeded to trans-
form the storied college into a premier state school. By the time Eugenio 
Pacelli attended in the mid- 1880s, all obvious traces of  clerical in flu ence over 
the curriculum were gone, replaced by a rigorous standard classical educa-
tion, in an atmosphere rent with anticlericalism. Such were the times. Years 
later, when Eugenio was pope and was informed that students from the 
nearby Visconti school were coming to pay their respects to one of  their most 
illustrious alumni, he quipped, “Now they come for an audience with the 
pope, but at one time, there were anticlericals and masons at that school.”44

 It is somewhat surprising that as devout Catholics and convinced papists, 
the Pacellis sent their son to be educated in such an environment. Perhaps 
they recognized that although the pope could choose to remain the prover-
bial prisoner of  the Vatican, lay Catholics had to find a way to inhabit both 
worlds—to be loyal to the claims of  papal Rome while learning how to sur-
vive and succeed in a secular, anticlerical environment. Maybe the Pacellis, 
mindful of  the widespread sentiment against the surviving trappings of  papal 
Rome, wanted to make sure that their children did not suf fer socially and pro-
fessionally for the family’s open fidelity to the pope. Besides, there were few 
serious alternatives to the public school system, and the Visconti school was 
arguably the best public school in the city. Sending their son to an excellent 
state school was surely one way of  helping him on his way.45

 The Pacelli family’s well- known papal connections did not inhibit Euge-
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nio’s academic prog ress. Many excellent teachers at the school recognized 
the young Pacelli’s academic abilities, his diligence, and his ma tu ri ty. Even 
those who were known to hold liberal and nationalist views created an atmo-
sphere in which the young Pacelli felt free to express his thoughts, including 
his  unpopular ideas on religion, his tory, and literature. His teachers recog-
nized Eugenio as an exceptional student who completed his grammar school 
studies with distinction, including a gold medal in his tory. A former teacher 
de scribed Eugenio as “serious, studious, and intellectually outstanding.”46 The 
future pope was off  to an auspicious start. Pacelli remained an outstanding 
student through his university studies. He was always at or near the top of  his 
class. In his final year of  high school, in fact, he was exempt from final exams 
because of  his excellent performance throughout the academic term.47

 Such demonstrable academic excellence and a real enthusiasm for learn-
ing distinguished Pacelli from his peers. These qualities certainly helped to 
get him noticed in Vatican circles once his studies were complete. It also 
helped to have the Pacelli name. Unlike the seminarians he studied with in 
Rome, many of  whom came from poor peasant families with no access to a 
high- quality education, Eugenio Pacelli enjoyed a privileged classical prepara-
tion of  the kind that state schools such as the Visconti offered in those days. 
That meant a solid grounding in Ital ian, Latin and Greek, his tory and ge og ra-
phy, mathematics, physics, chemistry, and philosophy and ethics. The young 
Pacelli had a particular affinity for the study of  the classical languages and for 
his tory, but above all for poetry and literature. As an adult, he came to be 
known and respected for his sharp analytical skills, evidence of  the legal mind 
and training, in keeping with the family tradition. The adolescent Eugenio 
Pacelli, though, was drawn to literature and poetry. He was barely a teenager 
when he began to compose his own poetry.
 Pacelli was well versed in the works of  Dante Alighieri and could quote 
from memory parts of  The Divine Comedy. Dante occupies a singular place in 
Ital ian culture and national his tory. He was a great Christian poet, of  course, 
and The Divine Comedy is a great allegory of  the Judeo- Christian un der stand-
ing of  his tory, both sacred and secular. But this masterwork by a true genius 
of  the late Middle Ages is also an innovative and unparalleled monument to 
the vernacular Ital ian language that Dante more than anyone helped to con-
solidate in a diverse and divided nation. In post- Uni fi ca tion Italy, which was 
eager to forge a national consciousness to buttress po lit i cal uni fi ca tion, the 
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curriculum of  the day had a decidedly nationalist orientation. This may ex-
plain Eugenio Pacelli’s affinity for the great fig ures of  Ital ian literature, whose 
works his teachers encouraged students to read and internalize, not just for 
the love of  the great works but for love of  country. For the great fig ures of  
Ital ian literature, though, love of  country could not be divorced from Italy’s 
profound and rich Christian traditions, a fusion of  pa tri ot ism and piety that 
appealed to the young Pacelli’s sensibilities. If  Pacelli was enamored of  Ger-
man composers in music, his tastes in literature and poetry were almost ex-
clusively Ital ian: the names of  Dante, Machiavelli, Petrarch, Leopardi, and 
Manzoni emerge from his high school notes as particular favorites. Vittorio 
Alfieri and Ugo Foscolo were also im por tant in flu ences on the young Pacelli’s 
literary tastes and on his evolving ideas about the nation- state, which tended 
toward the romantic rather than the po lit i cal or liberal variants of  national-
ism. Whether these in flu ences were felt in Pacelli’s thought and action as pa-
pal diplomat and pope is dif fi cult to determine. It is clear, at any rate, that the 
histrionics of  Mussolini and Hitler, or, worse yet, the pseudo- sci en tific theo-
ries of  racial purity their followers proffered, were of  a different ilk from the 
plaintive yearning for liberation and freedom Pacelli would have discerned in 
the romantic nationalism of  eigh teenth-  and nineteenth- century Ital ian liter-
ature.
 That Pacelli was an idealistic and introspective adolescent is clear from 
some of  his earliest writing. In keeping with the Zeitgeist of  his generation, 
the future Pius XII was quite taken with heroic deeds, with the great men of  
his tory, and with the power of  ideas to drive human his tory forward. One of  
his essay titles expressed it aptly, if  verbosely: “His tory, Describing Enduring 
and Heroic Deeds through Which Higher  Ideals Are Achieved, Is Not Only 
Wisdom But Also Poetry of  Life.” The essay begins with a telling de scrip tion 
of  Pacelli’s emerging conception of  human his tory: “I would de fine the life 
of  men and peoples as a struggle, more or less miserable, more or less dis-
graceful, but a struggle; continuous and non- stop struggle, which is directed 
towards the achievement of  certain  ideals.” The essay goes on to discuss great 
fig ures of  his tory who fought for freedom and justice. It cites in particular 
Gregory VII, who defended the freedom of  the church and the divine right of  
peoples to enjoy po lit i cal freedom. It cites too the twelfth- century struggle of  
northern Ital ian cities for freedom from the Germanic emperor Barbarossa. 
Here, again, Pacelli fused piety and pa tri ot ism, seeing church his tory and Ital-
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ian his tory as interwoven parts of  a complex but integrated whole. The strug-
gle to protect the church from persecution at the hands of  hostile world rul-
ers could not be divorced from the struggle of  oppressed peoples for freedom 
and what later generations would call self- determination.
 His was a selective reading of  his tory, to be sure, but in some senses the 
seeds of  Pacelli’s po lit i cal philosophy were being sown. He may not yet have 
had the intellectual tools or the formal training in theology, his tory, or phi-
losophy to express it precisely, but already the future Pius XII was grappling 
with a doctrine of  church- state relations that saw the church and civil soci-
ety as distinct and autonomous but also inextricably linked. There was no 
desire to return to the confessional state of  old in which church and state 
were fused, no trace of  a desire to restore the papal states of  his grandfa-
ther’s generation. It is a telling sign of  his intellectual in de pen dence, perhaps, 
that Pacelli found the late fif teenth- century Florentine priest and civic leader 
Savonarola so admirable. The religious and po lit i cal reformer, branded a her-
etic by the papacy and executed, struck the young Pacelli as an idealist who 
was struggling above all for po lit i cal freedom and freedom of  individual con-
science. In a high school essay Pacelli even de scribed Savonarola as a “protec-
tor of  civil rights” and idealized the kind of  state that exists to serve its peo-
ple, not the other way around.48

 One of  the more pervasive images of  Pius XII is that of  a reclusive fig ure, 
someone far more comfortable in the solitude of  his study than in active min-
istry. This is a distorted caricature, though grounded in some truth. The pow-
erful American prelate and future cardinal Francis Spellman, one of  Pacelli’s 
closest friends and confidants from the 1920s, once quipped that while the fu-
ture Pius XII was a good, loyal, and generous friend, he always maintained a 
“certain reverential distance, which could not be de scribed in words.”49 As an 
adolescent, Pacelli exhibited a proclivity for solitude, prayer, and study; his 
great love of  books nurtured a growing conviction that only divine  ideals are 
ultimately real and true. Human relationships seemed somehow less im por-
tant, even fraught with dif fi culties. In one high school essay titled “A Good 
Book Is Your Best Friend,” Pacelli observed that it was better to spend one’s 
time with an “ethically worthy” book than with friends who did nothing but 
“corrupt” one’s innocence. Pacelli was about thirteen years old at the time. In 
the various papers that have survived from his adolescent years, he makes 
reference to a handful of  friends. Some biographers, eager to acquit Pius XII 
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of  the charge of  anti- Semitism, point to the interesting fact that one of  the 
close friends he had as a teenager was Guido Mendes, who came from a Jew-
ish family. By all accounts, the two were typical mates of  that age group, 
spending time together at school and visiting each other’s homes. When ra-
cial policies were enacted against Italy’s Jews after 1938, then Cardinal Secre-
tary of  State Pacelli helped Mendes and his family leave Italy for Switzerland. 
They stayed there until 1939 before making their way to Palestine, thus avoid-
ing the fate of  so many of  Italy’s small but ancient Jewish communities.50

 Aside from a few passing references to childhood friends, the future Pius 
XII was detached from his immediate social surroundings as an adolescent. 
He sought very much to fulfill the Christian admonition to be in the world 
but not of  it. His principal spiritual guide was the rigorous devotional mani-
festo The Imitation of  Christ by the medieval German monk Thomas à Kem-
pis. The surviving essays from his adolescence are littered with references 
to the book. Pacelli could quote entire passages by heart. For centuries, it 
has been one of  the most cherished and widely read books of  the Christian 
world, severe and ascetical in its prescriptions for a contemplative life of  self- 
denial lived in the imitation of  Christ, for love of  God. True to its monastic 
spirit, the book counsels the way of  Christ by teaching “contempt for the 
world, and all its vanities.” Pride, greed, the seeking of  riches, coveting of  
honors, even the “empty learning” of  academics—it was all vanity, and it 
would all pass. “‘Vanity of  vanities, and all is vanity’ except to love God and 
serve him alone,” Kempis declared, invoking Scripture. “And this is supreme 
wisdom—to despise the world, and draw daily nearer the kingdom of  
heaven.” In order to imitate Christ and win the kingdom of  heaven, Kempis 
advised readers to cultivate a pure heart, simplicity of  mind, prudence in ac-
tion, deliberation, and self- control in speech. He warned especially of  “the 
danger of  superfluity of  words” and against “vain and worldly learning.” The 
book’s ascetic prescriptions for spiritual devotion and its uncompromising 
distaste for “earthly things” fitted well with Eugenio Pacelli’s temperament. 
Although he was to reach the heights of  power within the church and find 
himself  courting and being courted by monarchs, presidents, and diplomats, 
Eugenio Pacelli always pro jected the aura of  a mystic, one who was detached 
from worldly concerns.
 A tall and slender frame, a thin, angular face with a prominent Roman 
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nose, piercing eyes framed by steel- rim spectacles, a studious, taciturn look 
that was softened by the occasional boyish smile—this is how the world 
would come to know Eugenio Pacelli, through personal traits that gave life to 
legends and caricatures. His reputation for being severe, restrained, and aloof  
was at odds with how Pacelli interacted with guests to the apostolic palace, 
both before and after becoming pope. A correspondent for the New York Times 
who interviewed Pacelli weeks before he was elected pope in 1939 observed 
that in person, Eugenio Pacelli was more animated and more expressive than 
photographs suggested. Expecting to find Pacelli “austere and cold,” the re-
porter was pleasantly surprised to find him “smiling, warm and vivacious.”51

 In other respects, though, the caricature could fit the man. Pacelli had a 
reputation for great propriety and formality, strict punctuality, various idio-
syncrasies and minor compulsions, and immense personal discipline, both 
physical and intellectual. He was restrained and mea sured in his speech and 
fastidious in keeping to his routine. Writing of  the new pope, Time magazine 
noted that Pacelli “does not smoke, eats sparingly, drinks little wine.” He ex-
ercised regularly but otherwise prayed and worked constantly, allowing him-
self  a few diversions, usually a walk around the Vatican grounds or perhaps a 
car ride to Castel Gandolfo, the papal summer residence just outside Rome. 
Those who were able to observe him close up could attest to certain idiosyn-
crasies that suggested some harmless compulsive tendencies. When the Ken-
nedy family visited Pacelli in the days after he was formally installed as pope, 
Joseph P. Kennedy caught a glimpse of  one of  the odd behaviors. As the pope 
knelt to pray after Mass, Kennedy saw him reach into his pocket to remove a 
small object, which he glanced at and then put back, before returning to fer-
vent silent prayer. After a short time, the pope once again reached into his 
pocket and, as Kennedy recalled, “went through [the] same performance as 
before. When Kennedy realized that the object of  the pope’s attention was a 
watch, it struck him as slightly odd. “It looked funny to be using this kind 
of  watch,” he rec orded in his journal, “and also to be timing your prayers.” 
Galeazzi explained to Kennedy that Pius XII “always uses exactly the same 
time to the minute ev ery day.”52 In her memoirs, Mother Pascalina Lehnert, 
Pacelli’s housekeeper for some forty years, recalled the pope’s “exacting pre-
cision” in all things: he was “punctual for Holy Mass, punctual in his work 
and in his meetings, punctual at dinner, punctual with his daily walk.” While 
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he was empathetic and un der stand ing with members of  his staff, Mother 
 Pascalina said, he insisted on precision and punctuality. It would have been 
against his nature to think of  wasting any time.53

 Already in his adolescence Eugenio Pacelli exhibited the patterns of  be-
havior that later critics would deride as characteristic of  a pope who was ill- 
equipped to deal with the mammoth po lit i cal challenges of  the twentieth 
century. On a few occasions during his studies, Pacelli was withdrawn from 
school for reasons that have been vaguely ascribed to rapid physical develop-
ment, a delicate stomach, and anxiety. The first time was during the academic 
year 1890–91, just as Pacelli was set to begin se nior- level studies at the Vis-
conti. Again in 1895, a year into his studies for the priesthood, Pacelli with-
drew from classes for reasons related to stomach ailments and apparent anxi-
ety. Pacelli’s parents sent their son to Onano for an extended period of  time, 
to recuperate with family in the country.54

 Pacelli’s physical ailments were most likely caused by emotional or psy-
chological stresses associated with the rigors of  study, exacerbated by his in-
tense work habits and drive to succeed. There is also some evidence that the 
emotional stresses in question were the result of  a kind of  spiritual crisis 
Pacelli experienced near the start of  his high school studies. Two surviving 
entries from what appears to be Pacelli’s diary or journal, written in August 
1891, rec ord the overwrought musings of  a sensitive and devout adolescent 
experiencing, perhaps for the first time, doubts about his faith. The diary en-
tries are preceded by a curious but revealing marker: a single blank sheet on 
which Pacelli sketched a design of  a fish and anchor, heavily laden with Chris-
tian symbolism. The rudimentary sketch was accompanied by a phrase writ-
ten in Greek, Latin, and Ital ian that read: Know thyself. The adolescent Pacelli 
was by his own admission following an ancient maxim—Nosce te ipsum— 
undertaking a deliberate exercise in self- discovery. He de scribes the human 
heart as a “mystery” and a “bottomless abyss,” the depths of  which only God 
can see. Repeated references to modern psychological terminology suggest 
some familiarity with this emergent field of  study. It was precisely this en-
counter with new ideas and different ways of  thinking that shattered the 
youthful certitude of  the young Pacelli. In its place came a pervasive sense of  
doubt: doubt in previously held beliefs, practices, and received faith tradi-
tions; doubts even about the very existence of  God. Speaking in the third 
person, as was his wont in these writings of  his youth, Pacelli paints a picture 
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of  someone formerly content and assured in his faith. But, Pacelli wrote in 
August 1891, “What if  God  doesn’t exist?” It was enough to drive the doubt-
ing believer to despair, even to the point of  welcoming death or wishing he 
were never born. This rather dire entry ends with a prayerful invocation: “But 
Lord, enlighten him!”55 It seems likely that these were little more than the 
melodramatic musings of  a young man struggling earnestly through a spiri-
tual crisis but fumbling with expression, making the crisis seem worse than 
it ac tually was. It is conceivable, too, that the adolescent Pacelli, like most 
youth, experienced periods of  doubt and wondered seriously about the mean-
ing and value of  life.
 Whatever the sincerity or depths of  this apparent spiritual crisis, it culmi-
nated in a fortuitous decision. Sometime in the summer of  1894, just after 
graduating from secondary school, Eugenio Pacelli abruptly announced to 
his family that he wanted to study for the priesthood. A ten- day retreat in the 
Spiritual Exercises of  Saint Ignatius Loyola helped to solidify his decision. 
There was nothing particularly unusual about his choice—Pacelli was cer-
tainly not the first or the last Catholic boy to think about becoming a priest. 
Nor did his family appear to in flu ence him one way or another, although, 
here again, being raised in a devoutly Catholic family would have made a vo-
cation to the priesthood perfectly plausible, even praiseworthy.56

 Pacelli’s parents seem to have been content to facilitate their son’s call to 
the priesthood. By the fall of  that year, Pacelli had entered the seminary at 
the historic Collegio Capranica and had also begun to study philosophy at the 
Gregorian Pontifical University. Pacelli distinguished himself  at once for his 
academic abilities, earning top marks, praise from his instructors, the respect 
of  his classmates, and even some academic awards.57 Despite his academic 
successes, Pacelli found the rigors of  seminary life and intense study almost 
too much to take. The social and intellectual demands of  the seminary were 
challenging, characterized by a strict discipline and daily routine of  prayer 
and study. Students awoke before sunrise for Mass, with the rest of  the day 
punctuated by study and prayer. Meals were taken in common but consumed 
in silence.58 The curriculum and social regimen of  seminary life were de-
signed to form a spe cific kind of  cleric: a young priest imbued with the  ideals 
of  piety, self- sac ri fice, detachment from the materialism of  the world, and 
constant prayer and work.
 Eugenio Pacelli’s time at the Capranica was short- lived. After just one 
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year of  study there, a recurrent bout of  the prob lems that had afflicted him 
during his time at the Visconti forced him to withdraw from the seminary. 
Eventually, his parents managed to get Eugenio a rare dispensation to con-
tinue studying for the priesthood as a day student, living at home rather than 
in nearby Capranica seminary, which was within easy walking distance of  the 
Pacelli apartment. From his philosophy studies at the Capranica, Pacelli con-
tinued on to study theology at the storied Apollinare pontifical university, 
while also registering for courses at Rome’s state university. Pacelli’s univer-
sity education thus mirrored a pattern seen from his childhood: a blend of  
personal and familial piety, formal religious instruction and spiritual direc-
tion, together with immersion in the secular, often anticlerical and antireli-
gious atmosphere of  the state- run university.
 What kind of  priest, then, did Pacelli become by virtue of  the education 
he received in Roman seminaries at the close of  the nineteenth century? Born 
and raised in Rome, educated in Rome’s schools and seminaries, he was the 
quin tes sen tial Roman priest. Pacelli’s clerical training was grounded firmly in 
a model laid down by Pius IX in the wake of  the tumultuous revolutionary 
events of  the mid- nineteenth century. Pius IX intended to create a seminary 
in Rome to train some of  the brightest young priests from around the papal 
states. Eventually, the Seminario Pio, which he founded in 1853, came to oc-
cupy the Apollinare building, sharing its space with the much older Seminario 
Romano. What Pius IX wanted, and needed, was a clergy that was far better 
trained than was the case by the middle part of  the nineteenth century, es-
pecially in the areas of  canon and civil law. With the territorial and po lit i cal 
sta tus of  the Vatican increasingly threatened by the avaricious ambitions of  
Europe’s secular states, the embattled Pius IX needed a clergy trained for bat-
tle—of  the pen, if  not of  the sword.
 Pius IX bequeathed to the Roman seminaries a rigorous course of  study 
and a deep, abiding fidelity to the papal cause. Both the Seminario Romano 
and the Seminario Pio distinguished themselves for their excellent instruc-
tion in Hebrew, which was taught to stimulate a more sci en tific study of  
 sacred Scripture. The first two years of  preparation for the priesthood were 
grounded in the study of  philosophy: logics and meta phys ics; ethics, natural 
law, and the natural sciences. Then it was on to four years of  theology: bibli-
cal studies, Hebrew, moral and dogmatic theology, and church his tory. After 
the theology degree, graduates could pursue another degree in canon and 
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civil law. This further study was highly specialized, and admission to the pro-
gram highly competitive: it was reserved only for the most accomplished stu-
dents of  the Roman seminaries. Eugenio Pacelli made the grade easily. He 
was even tapped to become a professor of  canon law. His superiors, however, 
had plans for the young Pacelli far removed from the sheltered, tranquil walls 
of  academe.
 If  the structure of  seminary training bore Pius IX’s masterly imprint, the 
atmosphere of  these schools when Eugenio Pacelli studied there owed much 
to the pioneering pontificate of  Pope Leo XIII.59 When Gioacchino Pecci be-
came Pope Leo XIII in 1878, Eugenio Pacelli was just two years old. By the 
time Leo XIII died in 1903, Pacelli had been a priest for four years and was al-
ready working in the Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs. A 
young man in his mid- twenties by the time Leo XIII died, Pacelli had already 
completed degrees in philosophy, theology, and canon law and was flu ent in 
German, French, and Eng lish. It is a telling indication of  the spiritual and in-
tellectual debt that Eugenio Pacelli owed to Leo XIII that in his first papal en-
cyclical, Summi Pontificatus, issued in October 1939, Pius XII invoked the anni-
versary of  Leo XIII’s consecration of  the world to the Sacred Heart of  Jesus. 
This was in 1899, the year Pacelli was ordained a priest. For the newly elected 
pope, it was a providential sign that the first year of  his pontificate should be 
associated with the memory of  the first year of  his priesthood and, more im-
por tant, with the memory of  Leo XIII, whom Pacelli praised as a pontiff  “so 
sure in his diagnosis of  the open and hidden needs and sores of  his day.” With 
another European war looming, and mindful of  the pressing need for him 
now to diagnose the many “needs and sores” of  his own time, Pius XII re-
solved to follow Leo XIII’s lead.60

 Thanks in large part to Leo XIII’s spirited engagement with the modern 
world, Pacelli’s clerical preparation came during the most intellectually vi-
brant and turbulent era in Catholic thought since the Reformation. Various 
schools of  thought competed for the attention of  young seminarians and for 
of fi cial approval in papal circles. At one extreme were those who continued 
to defend the letter and spirit of  Pius IX’s pontificate, punctuated by the 
claims of  papal infallibility, the Syllabus of  Errors—in short, asserting ortho-
doxy in matters of  faith, and papal supremacy over both doctrinal and or ga ni-
za tional matters related to church governance. At the other extreme were 
rumblings of  what came to be known as the “modernist crisis,” later to be 
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denounced as heresy and expunged from the Roman seminaries under Pius 
X—whom Pacelli was to declare a saint in 1954. Heavily in flu enced by French, 
German, and Eng lish currents of  thought, the modernists who taught in 
the Roman seminaries pushed the envelope of  critical, sci en tific research on 
some of  the most fundamental beliefs of  orthodox Catholicism- Chris tian i ty. 
These included, among other questions, whether Moses was the ac tual au-
thor of  the Pentateuch, the first five books of  the Bible. More generally, they 
pushed against a literalist interpretation of  Scripture. They demanded, above 
all, fidelity to the methods and insights of  the critical- historical method of  
biblical scholarship, even if  these ran counter to the “infallible” teaching of  
the church. Pushed to its extreme, modernism flirted with ideas that ques-
tioned the very divinity of  Jesus. Between the two ex tremes of  strict ortho-
doxy and modernism was a kind of  middle way—a moderate current of  
thought that was open to new ideas associated with the critical- historical 
study of  Scripture, while remaining faithful to settled doctrine and, most im-
por tant, to papal authority for the final word on such matters.61

 When Pacelli was studying for the priesthood, these competing schools 
of  thought subsisted under the general revival then under way in Catho-
lic seminaries and universities of  the teaching of  the philosophy of  Saint 
Thomas Aquinas, or Thomism.62 This revival was largely the work of  Pope 
Leo XIII, who wanted to effect a major reorientation of  Catholic theological 
and philosophical thought by offering the philosophy of  Thomas Aquinas as 
a coherent, rational framework for reconciling faith and reason in modern 
times.
 In a sense, Leo XIII engaged with modernity by proposing instead of  im-
posing Catholic principles.63 He was more interested in establishing working 
relationships with secular states than in fight ing old battles from previous 
eras. He had to serve as the spiritual head of  an increasingly global faith com-
munity, without the bene fit of  legal- juridical sta tus in international law as a 
sovereign head of  state, the first pope in centuries to face such a situation.64 
Leo XIII was as convinced as his predecessor that modern philosophies like 
liberalism and Marxism were essentially wrong- headed and bound to lead so-
ciety astray. By recapturing the “wisdom of  St. Thomas” and by making the 
“right use of  philosophy,” Leo felt that Catholics could find a way of  deal-
ing with the great intellectual challenge of  the day: to reconcile faith and 
 reason.65
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 Thanks to papal patronage, Thomism flour ished in Catholic thought in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The revival of  Thomism was 
evident in Catholic universities around the world, in particular in the facul-
ties of  theology and philosophy in the Roman seminaries and pontifical uni-
versities.66 The Roman Thomists were criticized as being men of  limited 
 intellectual abilities with scant appreciation of  historical pro cesses or of  mod-
ern philosophy; they were said to be intransigent and intolerant, more con-
cerned with the appearance of  passing on approved interpretations of  Aqui-
nas’s teaching than with adhering to the Angelic Doctor’s own venerable 
methods.67

 These concerns reached into the heart of  the classrooms and libraries 
where Eugenio Pacelli studied in the 1880s and 1890s. Most of  the students 
sincerely seem to have been dreaming of  a restoration of  the papal state and 
the installation anew of  the “pope- king” venerated in the streets of  Rome 
with shouts of  popular acclamation.68 Leo XIII might have hoped that it was 
possible to keep one foot in the past and another in the present by proposing 
the thought of  a medieval genius as antidote for the ills of  modern society. 
But for many of  the more committed Thomists, including prominent clergy-
men, the proj ect to restore the philosophy of  Aquinas assumed a wider cul-
tural and po lit i cal sig nifi cance; the aim was to restore not just the philoso-
phy of  a cherished medieval mind but also the papal state as chief  guardian 
against the ills of  modernity.69 The tussle between the Thomists and their 
liberal, reform- minded critics was more than a mere academic squabble; 
there were fundamental differences at work that reached far beyond matters 
of  Scripture, theology, and philosophy, touching upon basic questions about 
the po lit i cal and social order of  modern times.70

 Where did Eugenio Pacelli fit into all of  this? It is dif fi cult to say with cer-
tainty, since he left no spiritual testament and kept no diary or journal re-
cording his time studying in the Roman schools. The few pieces of  evidence 
that speak to this time in Pacelli’s clerical formation suggest that he occupied 
a middle ground among the various competing schools of  thought. Among 
Pacelli’s professors at the Apollinare, three were critical to the future pope’s 
formation: Father Riccardo Tabarelli, Monsignor Tito Martinetti, and Monsi-
gnor Francesco Faberj. Tabarelli and Faberj in particular re flected the basic 
divide between the Roman Thomists on the one hand, and the more liberal- 
minded anti- Scholastics on the other. Tabarelli was a deeply committed 
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Thomist. He was the very representative of  the Thomistic revival that reached 
the height of  its in flu ence just around the time Pacelli was studying for the 
priesthood. Interestingly, Pacelli once served as a teaching assistant to Ta-
barelli for an exam taken by Angelo Roncalli, the man who succeeded Pius 
XII as Pope John XXIII. That Pacelli had a certain admiration for Tabarelli is 
evident in a remark he made in 1903 to Cardinal Francesco di Paola Casetta. 
Recalling his days in Tabarelli’s classroom, Pacelli decried the fact that too 
many of  the seminarians felt en ti tled to challenge Tabarelli’s sound Thomis-
tic critiques of  modern theories.71

 As a seminarian Eugenio Pacelli was not afraid to be associated with the 
same liberal, reform- minded currents that would come to be denounced as 
modernist heresies by Pius X a few years after Pacelli was ordained. We know, 
for instance, that Pacelli was close to Father Taberj, who was in many re-
spects the antithesis of  Tabarelli. Indeed, Faberj eventually was accused of  
spreading “modernist” heresies in his classes. Despite the fact that Faberj 
fell out of  favor in Roman circles, Eugenio Pacelli kept in touch with his 
teacher, referring to him affectionately as “il mio ex maestro,” that is, “my old 
teacher.” When he was papal representative in Bavaria after the First World 
War, Pacelli wrote to Faberj to recall the “great ideal of  our lives,” which was 
the overriding commitment to work “for the good of  the church and souls.” 
For Pacelli, these were the very  ideals that his dedicated professors, men like 
Faberj, instilled in young seminarians.72

 The documentary rec ord for this time in Pacelli’s life is scarce, but the 
available sources indicate that, for a time at least, Pacelli was attracted to the 
ideas that later came to be denounced as modernist heresies. His association 
with Faberj is the first clue. It was Faberj who introduced Pacelli to Friedrich 
von Hügel, a wealthy nobleman and in de pen dent scholar based in Eng land 
with close ties to leading modernists like George Tyrrel and Alfred Loisy. An 
Ital ian by birth, with German and Scottish roots, von Hügel was a devout 
Catholic who, while managing to avoid excommunication, always flirted 
with an of fi cial reproach for his open modernist sympathies. In the early 
1890s, he and his family spent their winters in Rome to escape the cold and 
damp of  Eng land. It was during one of  these visits that he came to enjoy the 
con fi dence and company of  a group of  young liberal- minded seminarians as-
sociated with Faberj, including Eugenio Pacelli, whom he first met in January 
1896. Von Hügel and Pacelli continued to meet regularly for months after-
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ward, enjoying friendly and lively conversations on a host of  matters, includ-
ing the burning issues in biblical studies.73 In February 1896, together with 
Faberj and Pacelli, von Hügel attended a meeting of  the Società degli Studi 
Biblici, a Bible study group founded by some of  Faberj’s students to foster a 
sci en tific, critical- historical study of  Scripture. As a seminarian, Pacelli also 
attended Sunday lessons on church his tory offered by the French abbé Louis 
Marie Olivier Duchesne, then a distinguished professor of  ecclesiastical his-
tory. Like Faberj and so many others who taught in the Roman seminaries in 
the late nineteenth century, Duchesne was eventually caught up in the anti-
modernist wave, and his works ended up on the Index of  prohibited books.74 
It is clear, at the very least, that Eugenio Pacelli’s clerical training included 
exposure to cutting- edge research and liberal- minded professors who skirted 
and sometimes crossed the limits of  orthodoxy.
 In the end, though, there may be some truth to the suggestion that Pacel-
li’s encounter with the modernist crisis heightened a well- developed ability to 
say the right thing to the right people, at the right time, and better yet, to 
know when not to say anything at all. By the close of  1896, scarcely a year af-
ter von Hügel first met Pacelli, the baron detected how the changing winds 
of  acceptable scholarly debate in Rome altered the course of  young seminar-
ians like Eugenio Pacelli. When he returned to Rome in November 1896, von 
Hügel noted that already men like Duschesne had fallen out of  favor in papal 
circles, and clergy like Cardinal Parocchi were being pulled away from their 
increasingly “liberal” tendencies. A hardening of  the orthodox line that came 
from on high inevitably affected the mood in the scholarly circles in which 
men like Duchesne and Faberj moved. As von Hügel wrote from Rome in 
December 1896, “I see myself, by numberless unequivocal signs—and for that 
matter the Abbé Duchesne and Don Faberj tell me the matter is quite cer-
tain—that the situation has grown worse, narrowed, darkened since I left at 
the end of  April.”75 Especially disheartening for the baron was the change in 
the young Pacelli. As he noted in his diary, “Eugenio Pacelli came to me; first 
sight of  him this time; thought I noticed a change in his mind.”76 It seems that 
von Hügel was thinking of  Pacelli when he wrote to Alfred Loisy of  the signs 
of  a changed atmosphere in Rome: “A young priest whom I found quite open 
in the spring, I find quite closed in the autumn.”77 According to some reports, 
von Hügel and Pacelli met a few more times that winter, but infrequently, 
and usually in the company of  others. It is unclear whether the two kept in 
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touch after the winter of  1896–97; some students of  von Hügel suggest that 
the relationship effectively ended after 1897, while others point to continued, 
albeit infrequent, contacts between the baron and Pacelli in the years just be-
fore the First World War.78

With so many changes brought about by the fall of  papal Rome in 1870, it is 
dif fi cult to say whether there was anything typical about Pacelli’s clerical 
training in the closing de cades of  the nineteenth century. For some observ-
ers, the fall of  the last papal state and the effective end of  the pope’s territorial 
sovereignty were a sign that times were changing; whereas previously, the 
Roman priest had been trained to think and act more as a bureaucrat or ad-
ministrator of  the or ga ni za tional life of  the church, after 1870, the emphasis 
shifted to the pastoral dimension of  the humble parish priest: the dispensa-
tion of  the sacraments; direct daily contact with pa rish ioners; charity for the 
poor; comfort to the sick and the dying. The model Roman priest was a pas-
tor first and foremost. The study of  doctrine was not so much a second-
ary pursuit as it was a buttress to charity—doctrine in the ser vice of  good 
works.79

 Inevitably, though, studying and living in the shadow of  the cupolone—the 
giant dome of  St. Peter’s, as the Romans put it—some Roman priests would 
invariably be attracted to a career in the governance of  the church, whether it 
be work in the Roman Curia, the administration of  dioceses and parishes, or 
in the skillful art of  papal diplomacy. The cupolone pro jected an unmistakable 
air of  the power and majesty of  papal power: a symbol of  the triumph of  a 
once persecuted Christian minority over one of  the world’s greatest empires. 
Ev ery thing about papal Rome spoke of  power. One can easily imagine the 
impression the Eternal City made on the young seminarians who came from 
across Italy to study for the priesthood, many of  them from poor and hum-
ble origins. One seminarian called this phenomenon the “magical effect of  
Rome.” How far removed these adolescents were from their small towns and 
villages, here at the very center of  the Catholic world, partaking in regal pa-
pal rituals and pro ces sions, with proud, incredulous parents looking on at 
their humble contribution to this grand spectacle.80

 For Eugenio Pacelli—who at his ordination had de scribed himself  point-
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edly as a Roman—the grand spectacle of  papal Rome, even in its faded glory, 
was all he had ever known. Like other clerics of  his generation who emerged 
from the papal seminaries in Rome, Pacelli tended toward pragmatism, mod-
eration, and accommodation. The Roman priests mostly preferred working 
within existing frameworks and entities; they generally were suspicious of  
untested theories and grandiose utopias.81 In this sense, Pacelli embodied 
what we might call the Roman paradox: on the one hand, being at the center 
of  church governance, he exhibited at times a certain myopia that kept him 
from grasping fully realities beyond the shadow of  St. Peter’s dome; on the 
other hand, being at the heart of  church governance afforded the future Pius 
XII a unique perspective, a sense of  the universality and global reach of  the 
Roman church and of  its capacity for survival and adaptation while remain-
ing true to its founding claims.
 If  Eugenio Pacelli did fit the model of  the prete romano, it was because, 
unlike many priests who came from outside Rome or Italy, he accepted and 
defended the claims of  papal supremacy and saw the pope’s survival in Rome 
as providential and historical proof  of  Rome’s “universal mission.”82 And like 
the other men in his family, Eugenio Pacelli would spend a lifetime working 
to fulfill Rome’s universal, and eternal, mission.



2

The Diplomat’s Vocation

Eugenio Pacelli always insisted that all he ever wanted was 
to work as an ordinary parish priest among the ordinary people of  an ordi-
nary parish. He said he dreamed of  dispensing sacraments to the faithful—
celebrating Mass, hearing confessions, offering religious instruction to young 
people and charitable works to the poor of  his childhood neighborhood.
 In the early days of  his priesthood, Pacelli’s wishes were realized when 
his first pastoral assignment was to the Chiesa Nuova, where he had spent so 
much time as a young boy. Yet it was obvious soon enough that Eugenio 
Pacelli was destined for another kind of  pastoral assignment, one that con-
cerned itself  with saving souls through different means than those at the dis-
posal of  the average parish priest. At a time when the Holy See was working 
to build a formidable diplomatic corps to handle its often testy relationship 
with the European powers, Eugenio Pacelli was a highly attractive candidate. 
The Pacelli name certainly did not hurt, but quite apart from personal con-
nections, the young Pacelli had the kind of  talent and skill needed by Vatican 
diplomacy in a time of  transition. He was known to be intelligent yet  modest, 
with demonstrated competence in languages. Pacelli also had a reputation 
for being diligent and self- disciplined. If  ever there was an ideal candidate for 
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the new face of  Vatican diplomacy at the beginning of  the twentieth century, 
it was Eugenio Pacelli.
 From the very beginning of  his career there was some thing exceptional 
about the man who would become Pope Pius XII. While the other members 
of  his cohort were ordained together in 1899 at the Church of  Saint John in 
Lateran, one of  Rome’s oldest and most im por tant basilicas, Eugenio Pacelli 
and his family celebrated his ordination in a private ceremony in the chapel 
of  one of  Pacelli’s in flu en tial patrons, the Monsignor Francesco di Paola Cas-
setta. The family worried that Eugenio would not have the physical stamina 
needed to endure the  longer public ceremony. Of  course, Pacelli had known 
little of  the communal experience of  seminary life, so a private ordination 
was a fitting bookend to his clerical training.
 Surrounded by family and friends, the newly ordained Pacelli celebrated 
his first Mass in the Church of  Santa Maria Maggiore at the altar of  the Ma-
donna Salus Populi Romana—a devotion site venerated by Romans for cen-
turies to invoke Marian protection over the Eternal City. It was a fitting be-
ginning to Pacelli’s life as a priest, given his family’s long his tory of  Marian 
devotion and his later role in promoting the cult of  the Virgin Mary. Some 
might say that Pius XII was obsessed with Mary. Whether it was reverent ven-
eration or obsession, or both, Pacelli’s Marian devotion was one of  the great 
constants of  his spiritual life.1

 As befitted a family with one foot in papal Rome and one foot in the city’s 
secular affairs, Pacelli’s first public function drew a number of  high- ranking 
clerics as well as members of  the city’s po lit i cal class, including Ernesto Na-
than, a member of  one of  Rome’s prominent Jewish families, grand master 
of  the Masons, and future mayor of  Rome. The Vatican news paper, L’Osser-
vatore Romano, remarked that the presence of  the city’s secular elite re flected 
the high esteem in which the Pacelli family was held.2 Eugenio’s father was 
conspicuously absent from the event, due to illness. Eugenio made sure to 
bring him Com mu nion the next day.3

 The exceptional arrangements made for Eugenio Pacelli’s ordination and 
the attention it drew were in keeping with Pacelli’s clerical training to this 
point. Within months of  his ordination, while he dili gently carried out his 
pastoral duties in parish life, Pacelli’s superiors tapped the young priest for 
doctoral studies in canon and civil law, anticipating an eventual career as a 
scholar and university lecturer or possibly a papal diplomat. By the fall of  
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1899, Pacelli was enrolled at the leading pontifical universities in the city, 
where he studied church and civil law. Pacelli excelled in his studies, complet-
ing degrees in canon and civil law in 1902 and graduating summa cum laude. In 
1904, he received a doctorate in canon law, making him part of  a small and 
select group of  church law experts.
 Eugenio Pacelli’s academic prowess combined with the respected family 
name and the strong backing of  highly placed clerics made him a well- known 
fig ure in papal circles, especially in the of fices of  the secretary of  state. Little 
wonder, then, that he caught the eye of  Pietro Gasparri, the newly named 
secretary of  the Sacred Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs.4 
The Congregation, which operated under the authority of  the secretary of  
state, was a relatively new of fice in the government of  the church, established 
in the wake of  the French Revolution, to help the Holy See deal more effec-
tively with secular states. The Congregation specialized in negotiating con-
cordats—the formal agreements similar to treaties that regulated church- 
state relations. This was a matter of  concern both to the Vatican as an 
international entity and to domestic churches that sought a working relation-
ship with national governments. Whereas the Secretariat of  State proper 
dealt directly with foreign governments, sending and receiving diplomats and 
dispatches, the work of  the Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Af-
fairs was essentially consultative and internal—providing research and analy-
sis of  various matters arising from the church’s relations with civil govern-
ments, and making recommendations to the pope on a given course of  action 
in the Vatican’s dealings with civil authorities.5

 Pietro Gasparri was one of  the most in flu en tial secretaries in the Congre-
gation’s his tory, and he was a seminal in flu ence on Eugenio Pacelli’s career. 
When he first met Pacelli in 1901, Gasparri was a rising star of  Vatican diplo-
macy. He eventually served as cardinal secretary of  state for two popes: Bene-
dict XV and Pius XI, from 1914 until he retired in 1930, ceding the way to 
Pacelli.6 The story goes that Pacelli was at home one evening early in 1901 ac-
companying his sisters on the piano, when Gasparri stopped by to ask the 
young priest to join the Congregation. Pacelli tried to deflect the offer, insist-
ing that he was not fit for such work. A dejected Pacelli reportedly said, “But I 
had hoped to spend my life as a shepherd of  souls.”7 Gasparri would not be 
dissuaded. He had heard from Pacelli’s professors that Eugenio was an excep-
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tionally talented student.8 In a relatively small field of  quali fied candidates, 
Eugenio Pacelli immediately became someone to watch.
 So in February 1901 Eugenio Pacelli joined the growing ranks of  the Vati-
can’s Secretariat of  State as an apprendista, a junior functionary with the 
promise of  eventual promotion. It was an exciting time to be joining the se-
lect ranks of  the world’s oldest diplomatic tradition. Papal diplomacy was 
being transformed— modestly expanding in size but, more im por tant, grow-
ing in professionalism, which better equipped the Holy See to deal with civil 
governments.9 In the de cade or so before the First World War, the Vatican 
was building a network of  well- educated, well- trained career diplomats. 
These men were to be drawn from the ranks of  accomplished and promising 
young prelates, men such as Eugenio Pacelli, who were hand- picked from the 
top ranks of  the pontifical universities for specialized diplomatic training 
at the storied Pontifical Academy of  Noble Ecclesiastics. Arguably the great-
est innovation was the establishment of  a genuine meritocracy: one rose 
through the ranks by dint of  effort and as a reward for achievement.10

 Eugenio Pacelli found himself  working quietly behind the scenes earning 
a reputation for his competence and his discretion. In early October 1903, Pius 
X promoted him to the position of  minutante in the Congregation for Ex-
traordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs. For someone with Pacelli’s quali fi ca tions, 
the job of  minutante did not have much to recommend it, except for the prom-
ise of  advancement in the ranks of  papal diplomacy. In the or ga ni za tional 
structure of  the Secretariat, the minutante occupied a kind of  middle ground 
in importance and in flu ence—between the secretary and his undersecretary 
at the executive level, and functionaries such as attachés, archivists, and typ-
ists at the opposite end.11 The entire of fice operated under the jurisdiction of  
the cardinal secretary of  state, who has been de scribed as the civil equivalent 
to a prime minister or a foreign minister.12

 Despite its radical transformation in those years, the papal diplomatic ser-
vice remained a decidedly small world, in more ways than one.13 On the eve 
of  the war, scarcely more than two dozen individuals worked in the entire 
Secretariat, and roughly half  of  them, including Pacelli, worked in the sec-
tions that dealt with the Vatican’s foreign relations. All but one of  these func-
tionaries was a priest, and virtually all were Ital ian, especially in the high- 
ranking posts of  secretary and undersecretary. While pro gres sion through 
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the ranks tended to come only after several years of  administrative experi-
ence within the Secretariat, comparatively few of  the men who staffed the 
Secretariat of  State—even in the high- ranking positions—had very much ex-
perience in foreign affairs. By contrast, the foreign of fices of  civil govern-
ments were increasingly demanding international experience by the turn of  
the century.14

 Eugenio Pacelli found himself  at the nerve center of  one of  the Vatican’s 
most powerful of fices, working dili gently, though inconspicuously, on some 
of  the most consequential proj ects to emerge from that of fice under Gaspar-
ri’s tutelage.15 Gasparri later recalled that the relatively inexperienced Pacelli 
was one of  the most competent members of  his staff, “in whom I had partic-
ular con fi dence.”16 When Gasparri traveled to his home town of  Ussita (Ma-
cerata) to complete one of  the most pressing proj ects that crossed his desk in 
those years, he took Pacelli along. They worked long hours. Gasparri was 
impressed by Pacelli’s work ethic and by his fortitude, despite his rather slight 
and at times sickly appearance. Gasparri remarked that Pacelli was at once 
“so gentle, so re fined . . . yet at the same time very strong, very bold.”17

 Pacelli’s work with Gasparri set the stage for their collaboration on a 
monumental proj ect—entrusted to Gasparri by Pius X in 1904—of  codifying 
canon law. This was a major component of  the centralization of  papal au-
thority, bringing into one place the mass of  church laws accumulated over 
the centuries. Pacelli performed the largely clerical tasks of  the minutante, 
coordinating correspondence with the experts, drafting letters, memoranda, 
and summary reports. It was painstaking work requiring patience, careful at-
tention to detail, and many hours of  solitary work, which fitted well with 
Pacelli’s training and temperament.18 The proj ect took almost thirteen years 
to complete, but its legacy was considerable.19 Pacelli’s direct in flu ence on 
the proj ect was fairly minor—more clerical than substantive. His primary 
function was to gather and or ga nize material to supplement the hefty delib-
erations being conducted by seasoned experts.
 But on at least one point of  substance, the experts listened seriously to 
what the young Pacelli had to say since he did hold advanced degrees in the-
ology and canon law.20 In 1912, Pacelli published a highly technical treatise on 
the “personality and territoriality” of  laws, especially in church law. Drawing 
upon the authoritative work of  Saint Thomas Aquinas, whose philosophy 
reigned supreme in those days, Pacelli argued that church laws and decrees 
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had a personality and autonomy of  their own. He challenged the tradition 
that canon laws emanating from a spe cific  bishop did not apply to his sub-
jects outside the territorial jurisdiction in question. Despite what centuries of  
church law and tradition had said, Pacelli reasoned that a local  bishop’s au-
thority over his priests, say, could extend beyond the strict territorial limits of  
his immediate jurisdiction.21

 Coming as it did on the tail end of  the antimodernist crusade, Pacelli’s 
work re flected his obvious concern with two basic principles of  church gov-
ernance: the authority of  the  bishop and hierarchy, and the defense of  ortho-
doxy in doctrine and practice. And so, Pacelli reasoned, if  a  bishop decreed 
that the priests of  his diocese ought not to read certain unorthodox works 
lest they harm their own faith—or that, in order to avoid causing scandal 
among the lay faithful, the priests of  his diocese should avoid attending pub-
lic events—such decrees would apply to those priests even if  they traveled 
beyond the territorial limits of  their diocese.22 The experts working to reform 
and codify the whole body of  canon law gave some serious consideration 
to Pacelli’s thesis, to the point of  experimenting with revised wording that 
would have turned the existing doctrine on its head. In the end, the canon-
ist experts decided to af firm the sta tus quo, but the fact that they saw fit to 
consult the young priest showed that Eugenio Pacelli’s star already was on 
the rise.
 Pacelli did continue with some pastoral work, hearing confessions at the 
Chiesa Nuova, teaching catechism to the children of  the parish, and provid-
ing spiritual direction to groups of  young female religious and lay  women. A 
few tempting offers came his way to teach at the university level; there was 
even vague talk of  an offer to teach at the Catholic University of  America in 
Washington, D.C. In the end, though, Pacelli settled on teaching one of  the 
foundational courses in diplomacy at the papal diplomatic academy.23 This 
was close to his home and his work, and required the least commitment in 
terms of  teaching hours and preparation. It was also a quiet recognition that 
his work in the Secretariat of  State demanded most of  Pacelli’s time and at-
tention, and was of  great interest to him.24 One of  Pacelli’s former students 
at the diplomatic academy, Anton Maria Bettanini, who went on to teach at 
the University of  Padua, recalled how Pacelli’s academic expertise, combined 
with his practical experience working daily in the Secretariat, resulted in an 
applied approach to teaching papal diplomacy, weaving together his tory and 
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theory with re flection on contemporary realities. Without revealing sensitive 
information, Pacelli incorporated real- world scenarios into classroom discus-
sions, taken from the many files that crossed his desk at the Secretariat. Stu-
dents were struck by Monsignor Pacelli’s conviction that, through study and 
thought, and with a “lively faith and tranquil conscience,” this new genera-
tion of  papal diplomats had to prepare themselves for “bitter struggles to de-
fend the rights of  God and his church.”25

 For his dutiful ser vice in the middling ranks of  the Secretariat, Pacelli 
eventually was rewarded with promotions to executive positions within the 
of fice. In March 1911 he was named undersecretary for the reor ga nized Con-
gregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs, replacing the polarizing 
Monsignor Umberto Benigni, who had been his direct superior since 1906. 
This was a time marked by the reactionary atmosphere of  the antimodernist 
crusade led by Benigni. In 1912, Pacelli was named to be a consultore, or advi-
sor, to the Sacred Congregation of  the Holy Of fice, infamous in his tory and 
memory for its association with the dreaded Inquisition. That his skills and 
expertise were being called upon to deal with such hefty matters as the Holy 
See’s relations with civil governments and internal doctrinal orthodoxy is a 
clear sign that Pacelli enjoyed the con fi dence—some would even say the fa-
vor—of  Pius X and his inner circle.26

The Papacy at War, 1914–1918

The year 1914 was a turning point in Eugenio Pacelli’s career. It began with a 
major promotion when Pacelli was named secretary of  the Congregation for 
Extraordinary Affairs, the post vacated by Gasparri (later in the year, Gasparri 
was named secretary of  state to the newly elected Pope Benedict XV). Eu-
genio Pacelli’s time had come. What until then had been largely an adminis-
trative and consultative role gave way to a leadership position in the upper 
ranks of  the Vatican’s Foreign Of fice. Pacelli’s first major assignment was to 
oversee the negotiations of  a formal agreement between the Holy See and 
Serbia, a country at the center of  the spiraling crisis that shortly would spark 
the First World War. Here, fi nally, was a major foreign affairs initiative for the 
Holy See in which Eugenio Pacelli played a direct role.27

 Although Pacelli’s laborious efforts to conclude an agreement with Ser-
bia were overshadowed by the fast- moving events of  the summer of  1914, his 
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demonstrated ability to complete this major assignment on terms favorable 
to the Holy See made Pacelli the ideal candidate for the most im por tant papal 
missions of  the First World War. Within a few weeks of  the outbreak of  war, 
Pius X was dead, and by early September the papal conclave had elected one 
of  Pacelli’s former colleagues from the Secretariat of  State, Giacomo Della 
Chiesa, then arch bishop of  Bologna. That Pacelli enjoyed the special con fi-
dence of  the newly elected Benedict XV was clear when the pope entrusted 
him with two im por tant peace initiatives during the war, preferring him over 
more seasoned diplomats.28

 Pacelli’s first major assignment came in January 1915, when the pope sent 
him to Vienna to meet with the Austrian emperor, Franz Joseph. The aim 
was to urge the Catholic ruler to use his in flu ence to keep Italy out of  the war 
by agreeing to Ital ian territorial demands for control over Ital ian- speaking ar-
eas of  the vast and diverse Austro- Hungarian Empire.29 The second peace 
initiative was a much more involved affair that saw Pacelli engaged in pro-
tracted discussions to sell Benedict’s ill- fated peace proposal of  1917 to the 
Central Powers, and especially to Kaiser Wilhelm II of  Germany. In both ini-
tiatives, Pacelli’s objective was to convince the combatant powers that it was 
in the best interests of  all parties to prevent the spread of  the con flict and to 
work toward a lasting peace settlement. In the end, both missions, like Bene-
dict’s wider peace efforts, were in vain. But they are sig nifi cant insofar as they 
constituted Pacelli’s first real foray into the practical side of  papal diplomacy, 
and this in a time of  war—a kind of  baptism by fire for a future pope whose 
leadership would be tested early on by an even more destructive global con-
flict. Here was an opportunity for all the years of  Pacelli’s academic study of  
papal diplomacy and administrative work at a staff  desk in the Secretariat of  
State to meet the world of  realpolitik. Pacelli would have to come to terms 
with the tension between theory and practice, between ideal and real, in-
cluding a sober assessment of  the limits of  a wartime papacy. These were 
all lessons that Pacelli carried with him when, in the opening months of  his 
own pontificate in 1939, Europe stood at the precipice of  yet another confla-
gration.
 By the time of  his second major assignment, in 1917, in this case to meet 
with German leaders to gauge the prospects of  a formal papal peace initia-
tive, Pacelli had reached yet another im por tant milestone in his diplomatic 
career, having been named papal nuncio to the all- im por tant post in Munich, 
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Bavaria. Bavaria was the heart of  Catholic Germany and had enjoyed formal 
diplomatic relations with the Holy See since the late eigh teenth century. Even 
after German Uni fi ca tion, a papal nuncio remained in Munich as papal repre-
sentative to the Bavarian kingdom, but no such representation was to be 
found in Berlin until the mid- 1920s. Pacelli had been rumored to be a favorite 
for the job in 1916, but several factors had militated against the promotion, 
including, it seems, his relative lack of  experience in the field. Instead, the 
post went to a seasoned papal diplomat, Monsignor Giuseppe Aversa, who 
arrived in Munich in December 1916. When Aversa died unexpectedly in early 
1917 from surgical complications, Eugenio Pacelli was formally named apos-
tolic nuncio to Bavaria.30 In an unusual move, Benedict XV personally pre-
sided over the ceremony consecrating Pacelli as the titular arch bishop of  
Sardis, an honorific title granted to mark Pacelli’s promotion as nuncio. The 
event took place on May 13, 1917, the day many Catholics believe the Blessed 
Virgin Mary first appeared at Fatima, Portugal. It was a fitting coincidence—
believers might call it a providential sign—given the future pope’s special de-
votion to Our Lady of  Fatima in his anticommunist crusade during the early 
Cold War.31 Like his priestly ordination, Pacelli’s consecration as arch bishop 
and his promotion as nuncio were no understated affair. Leading of fi cials of  
the Curia, including Merry del Val (the Vatican’s secretary of  state from 1903 
to 1914) and Gasparri, were present, as were members of  the Pacelli family, 
including his mother. His father, Filippo, had died a few months earlier, in 
late November 1916, from complications related to the Spanish flu epidemic.32 
In a telling sign of  the Pacelli family’s special standing in the papal court, the 
pope invited Eugenio, his mother, and his brother Francesco for brunch. The 
next day, the rest of  the Pacelli clan was invited to a private audience with 
Benedict XV.33

 Here was yet another major milestone in Pacelli’s ascent through the 
ranks of  the papal diplomatic ser vice—an appointment to one of  the most 
in flu en tial papal representations anywhere. It was a decisive turning point in 
Pacelli’s career. Within a week of  his appointment, Eugenio Pacelli left Rome 
for Germany, where he remained virtually uninterrupted until 1929.34 The 
newly minted nuncio traveled to Munich in style, in a specially outfitted car 
of  the Ital ian state railway, thanks to the generous assistance of  Baron Carlo 
Monti, an Ital ian government chargé d’affaires to the Holy See.35 Pacelli ar-
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rived in Munich on May 25, 1917, and several days later presented his creden-
tials to King Ludwig III. The new nuncio was well received by Munich’s Cath-
olic power elite and also by its ordinary citizens. Soon after his arrival, in 
words eerily similar to his many wartime addresses as pope, Pacelli spoke to 
the residents of  Munich of  the need “in this grave hour . . . to reconstruct hu-
man society on the solid ground of  Christian justice,” and expressed the hope 
of  reaching a “lasting peace . . . based solely on the solid bases of  Christian 
law.” In an era without parallel in human his tory, Pacelli said, the pope had 
entrusted to him the “mission to con trib ute to this work of  peace” and also 
to lessen the “painful consequences of  war.”36

 This was a critical time in the war. The year 1917 brought with it momen-
tous developments, including the intervention of  the United States and whirl-
wind revolutionary events in Russia that in the span of  a few short months 
toppled one of  the world’s oldest monarchies, leading to the collapse of  Rus-
sian politics and society.37 It seemed a propitious time for the Vatican to put 
its much- vaunted impartiality to good use. The plan was to sound out the 
Germans to see whether the papal peace proposal was even viable before cir-
culating a formal proposal to all the belligerent powers.38 With little diplo-
matic experience under his belt, Eugenio Pacelli was thus engaged in a high- 
level, high- stakes diplomatic initiative that included meetings with Kaiser 
Wilhelm II and the leaders of  the German government.
 Pacelli’s mission began well enough. He met first with German Chan-
cellor Theobald Bethmann- Hollweg. Theirs was by all accounts a cordial 
 encounter, couched in the usual diplomatic protocol and accompanying 
pleasantries. Pacelli was able to present the terms of  Benedict XV’s draft pro-
posal, the so- called seven points that were to form the basis for an eventual 
peace settlement.39 With a tinge of  naïve optimism, Pacelli concluded from 
Bethmann- Hollweg’s reaction that the pope’s peace proposal stood a real 
chance to succeed. The new nuncio managed to secure from the German 
chancellor verbal assurances that Germany was indeed ready to negotiate se-
riously for peace. Bethmann- Hollweg assured Pacelli that the Germans were 
open to a reduction in armaments and to the idea of  an international or ga ni-
za tion that would monitor relations among countries and help to avoid fu-
ture con flicts. The Germans were even ready to talk about territorial conces-
sions to France in the hotly contested areas of  Alsace and Lorraine. Pacelli 
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was so con fi dent after his meeting with Bethmann- Hollweg that he told Ger-
man Foreign Minister Karl Helfferich that, for the first time since the war be-
gan, there was a real chance for peace.40

 His optimism was short- lived. Pacelli’s meeting with Kaiser Wilhelm a 
few days later ( June 29, 1917) at Bad Kreuznach brought with it a sober-
ing dose of  reality, despite the kaiser’s favorable impression of  the nuncio.41 
“Pacelli is a distinguished, likable man,” he wrote, “of  high intelligence and 
excellent manners, the perfect pattern of  an eminent prelate of  the Catholic 
Church.” They conversed informally in French, the traditional language of  
diplomacy; although Pacelli had a good comprehension of  German, he could 
not yet speak the language flu ently.42 For all the diplomatic niceties, it was a 
decidedly strange meeting characterized by the kaiser’s long, rambling, and 
incomprehensible statements. Pacelli found the kaiser’s manner odd, suggest-
ing in his reports to the Vatican that perhaps Wilhelm was exhibiting the ef-
fects of  three long years of  war, making it dif fi cult to conduct a meaningful 
conversation.43 Pacelli managed to share with the German leader the pope’s 
letter, in which Benedict XV suggested that, for the sake of  peace, Germany 
might have to renounce some of  its original objectives in prosecuting the 
war. In addition, Pacelli asked the kaiser to do ev ery thing in his power to stop 
the deportation of  Belgian workers and others from German- occupied terri-
tories. While the kaiser defended the legality of  these deportations, he agreed 
to consider the request in light of  Pacelli’s reasoning that, in the long run, 
ending the practice would work in Germany’s favor by helping to repair its 
tattered image.44

 In the end, the discussions of  the summer of  1917 went nowhere. Bene-
dict XV’s peace plan was effectively dead in the water. Despite some prom-
ising starts made by Pacelli in his first meeting with the German chancellor, 
the German military high command was in no mood for the concessions 
Bethmann- Hollweg had seemed ready to accept earlier that summer. But 
Bethmann- Hollweg’s days as chancellor were numbered. When Hindenburg 
and Ludendorff  were named to the Supreme Command of  the Army, it sig-
naled a decisive shift toward an increased in flu ence of  the German army over 
the country’s po lit i cal establishment, and even over the kaiser.45

 Writing to Gasparri in September 1917, Pacelli complained about the pro-
pensity of  the German leaders to com pli cate matters, “drowning in a sea of  
useless words and inopportune statements,” thereby neutering potential sup-
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port for Benedict’s peace plan.46 Pacelli’s reports to the Vatican reveal a sound 
grasp of  the German situation at the time—impressive for someone who had 
been in the country for just a few months and who was still mastering the 
language. In trying to account for the German government’s slow response 
to Benedict’s peace proposal, Pacelli noted, among other factors, the consid-
erable diversity of  opinion among German po lit i cal and military leaders. 
Public opinion, too, was divided, to say nothing of  continued optimism in 
military circles that the war could yet be won, or at least ended on favorable 
terms. In Pacelli’s mind, German optimism stood in the way of  a quick end 
to the war. As he wrote to Gasparri at the end of  September 1917, “without 
question the cause of  peace in Germany has suf fered a setback recently. It has 
always been that way here: when things are going badly, they are ready to ac-
cept any settlement; but if  the horizon clears up even just a little, they aban-
don themselves to the craziest illusions and make unreasonable demands 
against the real interests of  the country.”47

Pacelli as Nuncio: Between Munich and Berlin

His tenure in Germany nurtured Pacelli’s conviction that he knew the Ger-
man reality as well as anyone in Vatican circles. It was in Munich that Pacelli 
formed a small group of  friends and advisors who constituted a formidable, 
and deeply in flu en tial, inner circle to surround him for the rest of  his life. It 
was in Munich that Pacelli first met one of  his closest advisors, the Je su it Rob-
ert Leiber. Father Leiber was fond of  telling anyone in the nuncio’s of fice 
whose work was hastily done or incomplete that he should go to work for 
just a month with Pacelli; he would change his ways soon enough. For his 
part, Pacelli knew he could count on Leiber to work effectively and discreetly, 
building an impressive library collection and procuring relevant information 
and analyses to help orient Pacelli in his dealings with civil authorities.48 In 
Munich Pacelli also met and befriended Monsignor Ludwig Kaas, the future 
Center party chairman who became Pacelli’s chief  confidant on German 
matters in the 1930s.
 The Bavarian sisters from the religious order Holy Cross of  Menzingen 
ran Pacelli’s household from the time he was nuncio in Munich through the 
years of  his pontificate. Foremost among them was the headstrong Sister Pas-
calina Lehnert, often referred to as Mother Pascalina, who was in charge of  
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the household. Lehnert and Pacelli first met sometime toward the end of  
March 1918 when Lehnert and a fellow sister were sent to Munich as house-
keepers for the new papal nuncio. Lehnert served as Pacelli’s housekeeper for 
forty years, following him to Rome in 1930 when he was named secretary of  
state and continuing as head of  the papal household from 1939 until Pius XII’s 
death in 1958. As Lehnert recalled, there was a moment of  hesitation when 
she first met the future pope, not because there was anything awkward or 
imperious about his manner, but because of  the “profound respect” he in-
spired. She was struck by his soft and gentle manner of  speaking, and by the 
precision and care with which he attended to his daily tasks, from celebrating 
Mass in his private chapel to addressing the diplomatic matters that crossed 
the desk of  a papal representative amid the febrile po lit i cal atmosphere of  
postwar Germany.49 Having studied German, she noted, he had a good grasp 
of  the language, though it was painfully obvious from his frequent mistakes 
that the nuncio had had little practical experience in conversational German. 
Eager to master a language he admired and now hoped to use in the course 
of  his diplomatic work, Pacelli dove into further study and asked Lehnert and 
the other sisters to speak to him only in German and to correct any mistakes 
he made.50

 From the early days in Munich when some people questioned the propri-
ety of  such a prominent female presence in the residence of  the papal repre-
sentative, to the latter years of  Pacelli’s pontificate, when it was said that Leh-
nert would try to prevent cardinals she disliked from seeing the pope, Mother 
Pascalina was a constant source of  gossip. She was undoubtedly an opinion-
ated and domineering fig ure. She managed to antagonize many people who 
suspected that she was trying to exert inordinate in flu ence over Pacelli, even 
on his decisions on ecclesiastical appointments. Inevitably there was gossip 
about the true nature of  the close relationship between Pacelli and his house-
keeper. One story suggests that in the late 1920s, after Pacelli and his staff  had 
moved to the nuncio’s of fices in Berlin, some curial of fi cials in Rome, princi-
pally Francesco Borgoncini Duca, grew suspicious of  Lehnert’s place in the 
nuncio’s residence and sent a secret emissary to investigate the matter. It is 
not clear whether he was acting of  his own accord or under the direction of  
a higher- ranking member of  the Curia. Pacelli knew nothing of  the inves-
tigation, although word eventually reached him through his good friend 
Giuseppe Pizzardo.51 Lehnert also antagonized Pacelli’s youn ger sister, who 
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felt the German religious and her staff  had usurped the familial role of  caring 
for Pacelli when he returned to Rome in 1930 to assume the of fice of  secre-
tary of  state.
 Through his Munich associates Pacelli came to know and love the Swiss 
retreat of  Stella Maris in Rorschach, on Lake Constance, which remained a 
regular vacation spot for him until he became pope. It was to this tranquil 
Swiss refuge that he retired when the stress of  his diplomatic work aggra-
vated the anxiety and digestive ailments that had troubled him since he was a 
boy. He was joined there for weeks on end at least once a year by his house-
hold, including the sisters whose religious order ran a school there. Other 
close friends who visited included Michael Faulhaber, the arch bishop and 
soon to be cardinal from Munich; Monsignor Francis Spellman, future cardi-
nal and leading member of  the American hierarchy; and Monsignor Kaas, 
whose good humor was known to make the otherwise reserved Pacelli laugh 
heartily.52

 Pacelli’s attachment to Munich and to Bavaria was profound. And Mu-
nich’s unique Catholic culture in turn had a deep and lasting in flu ence on 
Pacelli’s evolving po lit i cal philosophy, especially as it concerned German af-
fairs.53 It is commonplace to assume that Bavarian Catholicism was uniformly 
conservative and papist, with a fiercely in de pen dent streak vis- à- vis the rest 
of  largely Prot es tant Germany. This it undoubtedly was, especially in the ru-
ral parts of  the region and among the Bavarian aristocracy and high clergy. 
The situation was different in Munich, though, where the majority Catholic 
population was more socially and po lit i cally diverse, contributing to a more 
liberal, reform- minded, and nationalist orientation. This made many Munich 
Catholics more comfortable than rural, conservative Catholics were with Ba-
varia’s place in the wider German polity. It rendered Munich Catholicism 
more flex i ble and porous, lacking somewhat the doctrinal purity and unity of  
Catholicism in other parts of  Germany.54

 Perhaps no member of  Munich’s Catholic community exerted a greater 
in flu ence on Pacelli than Michael Faulhaber. The close friendship formed be-
tween the two men in those years in Munich developed into a relationship of  
mutual trust and admiration whose in flu ence was felt at decisive moments 
for more than two de cades. According to Faulhaber’s sister Katherine, the 
cardinal considered Pius XII one of  his “best friends.”55 Theirs was a friend-
ship grounded in a shared vision for German Catholicism. As a relative new-
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comer to the German po lit i cal scene, Pacelli relied heavily on Faulhaber for 
his reading of  German affairs and his assessment of  the Nazi phenomenon.
 Pacelli was not expected to stay in Munich very long, nor was he expected 
to get too deeply involved in the hopelessly com pli cated Bavarian po lit i cal 
scene. His mission was clear and limited: to finalize a formal agreement be-
tween the traditionally Catholic state of  Bavaria and the Holy See. This was 
considered an easy first step for nuncio Pacelli, preparing the way for the 
more arduous task of  negotiating a formal agreement between the Holy See 
and the German federal state. This latter plan was a longstanding objective of  
papal diplomacy, a move that was helped along by the formal establishment 
of  a papal embassy in Berlin by the summer of  1920.56 In fact, it was widely 
expected in diplomatic circles that Pacelli would be transferred to the new 
Berlin embassy, a move vigorously opposed by the Bavarian  bishops and also 
by Pacelli himself, who was worried that a premature transfer from Munich 
to Berlin could jeopardize the successful completion of  the agreement be-
tween the Vatican and Bavaria. Pacelli also worried that opening a papal em-
bassy in the German cap ital would heighten sensitivities among Prot es tant 
conservatives. All this con firmed him in his resolve to delay a move to Berlin 
for as long as possible, even though his superiors made it clear that his time in 
Munich, however productive, was to be temporary.57 In the end, the decision 
was not his to make, though he did manage to convince the Vatican to allow 
him to continue living in Munich until 1925. He moved to Berlin only after the 
agreement with Bavaria was finalized in 1924.
 In the wake of  German defeat in the First World War, Pacelli found him-
self  living amid the uncertainties that arise when one po lit i cal order is dying 
and others struggle to be born. From his unique vantage point as papal am-
bassador, Eugenio Pacelli watched it all unfold: Germany’s defeat; the fall of  
the Bavarian monarchy and, eventually, of  Kaiser Wilhelm II of  the Hohen-
zollern dynasty; the establishment of  the Weimar Republic and the signing 
of  the reviled armistice; and the rapid rise of  Bolshevik- style revolutionary 
movements, which culminated in two short- lived Soviet regimes in the Ba-
varian cap ital. All this Eugenio Pacelli witnessed firsthand and reported in 
considerable detail to Gasparri and his staff  at the Vatican.58 As Pacelli’s re-
ports con firm, there was a very real fear that the entire German federal em-
pire would collapse, threatened from within by movements in such places as 
Bavaria for greater autonomy or outright in de pen dence from Berlin. Even 
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before it was formally swept away by revolutionary fervor, the Kingdom of  
Bavaria had tried to negotiate a separate peace deal with the Allied powers in 
early November 1918. The revolutionary movement led by Kurt Eisner of  the 
In de pen dent Social Democratic Party (USDP) seized on this opening to take 
Munich’s workers and soldiers from the city’s garrison into the streets in a 
massive protest against the Wittelsbach dynasty that had governed Bavaria 
for centuries.
 Virtually overnight, the Bavarian monarchy collapsed, with Eisner declar-
ing Bavaria a democratic Socialist republic. It was a sign of  things to come.59 
Before long, massive street protests in Berlin signaled the beginning of  the 
end of  Wilhelmine Germany. But it was in Munich where the revolutionary 
dynamic lasted the long est, spawning successive waves of  radicalism, which 
in turn sparked a series of  counter- revolutionary reactions that were to grow 
in size and efficacy in the coming years. Here, in this atmosphere of  revolu-
tionary and counter- revolutionary excess, the seeds of  Nazism were sown 
and, a short time later, Hitler’s po lit i cal career began.60

 Pacelli wrote to Gasparri that an or ga nized revolutionary minority had 
managed successfully to exploit the suf ferings and privations of  the ordinary 
masses and also of  war- weary soldiers, who otherwise might have been ex-
pected to quiet the disorder. To Pacelli’s mind, the recent success of  the Bol-
sheviks in Russia—what he called the “Russian example”—had stoked the 
revolutionary agitation in Munich, to the great surprise of  Bavaria’s ruling 
classes. Pacelli wrote of  an “indescribable” scene following the violent revo-
lutionary agitation, detailing the utter collapse of  the armed forces and of  
mass desertions of  soldiers to the revolutionary cause. His reports told, too, 
of  physical damage, even “devastation” and looting, and of  the seizure and 
occupation of  the city’s infrastructure, including the train station, the tele-
graph of fice, and eventually the Landtag, the Bavarian state legislature.
 Pacelli reserved his harshest criticism for the revolutionary cadres that 
had caused the trouble in the first place, especially the movement’s leader, 
Kurt Eisner. Eisner, he observed, embodied the revolutionary movement in 
Bavaria—an atheist, a radical Socialist, a tireless propagandist with intimate 
ties to the Russian nihilists, a rabble- rouser imprisoned frequently for po lit i-
cal crimes. What is more, Pacelli told his superiors, Eisner was a “Galician 
Jew.” Pacelli concluded that Eisner was “the banner, the program, the soul 
of  the revolution that . . . threatens Bavaria’s religious, po lit i cal, and social 
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life.” It was no secret that Eisner and his followers were deeply anticlerical. 
Pacelli told Gasparri that according to reports, at the first secret meeting of  
the revolutionary government, Eisner announced that the time had come “to 
be fin ished with those priests.”61 Some high- ranking prelates in Munich took 
Eisner’s threat as more than overblown rhetoric and urged Pacelli to leave 
Munich for a time for the safety of  Switzerland. According to some sources, 
this advice came from Faulhaber. At any event, Pacelli heeded the warning 
and made his way to the Swiss retreat at Rorschach.
 Controversy swirled in papal circles in the wake of  Pacelli’s decision to 
leave Munich. The purpose of  the move may have been to avoid the uncom-
fortable prospect of  the Eisner government’s asking to establish formal rela-
tions with the Vatican through Pacelli’s of fice. Faulhaber warned that such a 
development, especially if  the Holy See accepted the gesture, would cause 
consternation among the  bishops and the Catholic faithful of  all Bavaria. 
Pacelli’s superiors at the Vatican purportedly were troubled by his flight amid 
such uncertainty. Pacelli had to explain to Gasparri that he left on the sound 
advice of  the trusted arch bishop Faulhaber, who was also worried about 
Pacelli’s fragile physical and emotional state.62 Pacelli was not without his in-
securities, and he worried at times how his actions were being judged by his 
superiors. In a letter sent to his brother Francesco in December 1919, he was 
at pains to explain that his concerns about the revolutionary threats facing 
Munich in the months after the signing of  the Treaty of  Versailles had noth-
ing to do with fear for his personal safety.63 After all, even before the revolu-
tionary fervor had subsided, Pacelli and his staff  had returned to Munich and 
faced down a direct armed threat against persons and property of  the papal 
embassy in April 1919 in the wake of  the confusion that followed Eisner’s as-
sassination in February 1919 by Count Anton Arco- Vally, an army of fi cer and 
a Catholic.64 In a reputed show of  calm, Pacelli stood down the armed threat 
when Munich radicals pointed a gun at his chest—an act of  bravery that be-
came the stuff  of  legend among Pacelli’s inner circle for years afterward.65

 Pacelli’s de scrip tion of  Kurt Eisner as a “Galician Jew” re flected the in flu-
ence on the nuncio of  Munich’s conservative news papers and of  his contacts 
with members of  the city’s social and po lit i cal establishment, who were eager 
to discredit Eisner and his Bolshevik- style putsch. Eisner’s critics exploited a 
deep- seated anti- Jewish sentiment that conflated revolutionary politics of  the 
extreme Left with areligious and antireligious Jews while at the same time 
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trying to depict Eisner as an outsider—not a real Bavarian.66 It was no secret 
that many of  the leaders of  Bavaria’s revolutionary movement were of  Jew-
ish descent. For those already prone to see the connection, it was a logical 
step to view Bolsheviks and Jews as indistinguishable. In his reports to the 
Vatican, Pacelli often referred to the Jewish origins of  revolutionary leaders, 
branding them as immoral foreigners. Writing to Gasparri in April 1919, for 
instance, he de scribed Max Levien, leader of  the Munich Communists and 
head of  the temporary revolutionary central council, as a “young man, also 
Russian and Jewish, of  about thirty or thirty- five years of  age. Pale, dirty, with 
expressionless eyes, and a hoarse and vulgar voice: a truly repugnant type, yet 
with an intelligent and sly face.” Pacelli also painted a stark picture of  the 
condition of  the new government’s head of fice, formerly the residence of  
Bavaria’s royal family, as now being in chaos, overrun by workers and sol-
diers, crammed with an “army of  employees,” including many young  women 
of  dubious character—and all of  them, men and  women, “Jews . . . in all the 
of fices with provocative airs and shady smiles.” The leader of  the group of  
 women was Levien’s lover, whom Pacelli de scribed as “a young divorced Rus-
sian Jewess, who acts like the boss.”67 Pacelli clearly had  adopted the prevail-
ing cultural biases of  his Munich circles, tinged with the reactionary ethnic 
nationalism of  conservative Bavarians who saw Munich’s revolutionary pe-
riod as a scourge brought on by foreign Jews.
 When Kurt Eisner was assassinated in February by Arco- Vally, Pacelli 
feared that the murder would spark a wave of  anticlerical, anti- Catholic fer-
vor among angry revolutionaries. He wrote to Gasparri warning of  a pend-
ing “war against the clergy.”68 Pacelli de scribed Munich as a city both para-
lyzed and in tumult. With government of fices and businesses closed and 
public transportation ground to a halt, the city’s historic churches were being 
made to sound their bells to summon city residents to street rallies. Red flags 
fluttered ev erywhere. At night, the streets were filled with the sound of  gun-
shots as soldiers patrolled the city. It was impossible to say what was going to 
happen next. “One prepares possibly for days of  blood and terror for poor 
Bavaria,” wrote Pacelli. “May God spare her from such ruin!”69

 Pacelli’s prayers for Bavaria were answered. By early summer, the revolu-
tionary fire that had engulfed the city for months sputtered out, giving way 
to an unstable but vibrant parliamentary system for the region—but not be-
fore one last ugly outburst of  violence in late April and early May 1919. In an 
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attempt to regain control of  the city and put an end to the dreams of  a Red 
Munich, counter- revolutionary groups, led by the notorious Freikorps, un-
leashed a campaign of  repression—including mass executions—against sup-
porters of  the revolutionary cause. The Communist and Socialist forces re-
sponded in kind by executing a number of  hostages who were being held in a 
Munich high school in what nuncio Pacelli denounced as the “bestial hostage 
murder.” The reprisal sent shock waves throughout Munich and piqued a re-
action against the Communist factions of  the ruling revolutionary Bavarian 
council. Pacelli is reported to have said that the hostage murder warranted a 
severe response. In fact, the response was swift and severe—the Freikorps 
thus committed a good many excesses of  their own, roaming the streets like 
thugs, brandishing weapons, sexually assaulting  women, and conducting 
summary executions.70

 The brief  but violent revolutionary period that began in November 1918 
made a profound impression on Pacelli, offering formative lessons on the na-
ture of  German politics and society. From the time he first visited Germany 
to promote the pope’s peace proposal, to the volatile early months of  the 
postwar period, Pacelli’s thinking about the German situation came to be in-
formed by a set of  basic assumptions that remained with him for the rest of  
his career. The central tenet of  Pacelli’s evolving geopo lit i cal worldview was 
based on a core belief—that the po lit i cal stability and territorial integrity of  
Germany were essential to stop the spread of  Bolshevism from the East and 
to counter the in flu ence of  an excessive secularism from the West.71 Pacelli’s 
commitment to Germany’s po lit i cal stability translated into very decided 
views about the terms of  the peace settlement that was imposed on Germans 
by the Treaty of  Versailles; about the role of  Catholic parties in the po lit i cal 
system; and about the dangers of  po lit i cal extremism in German life, whether 
it came from the revolutionary Left or the authoritarian, nationalist Right.
 Pacelli had concluded quickly that there was a clear connection between 
the social and economic effects of  the war and the growth of  extremist po lit-
i cal parties, especially of  the revolutionary Left. Even before the decisive 
events of  early May 1919, Pacelli wrote to Gasparri to convey his sense that a 
total Bolshevik takeover of  Germany might yet be averted if  the devastating 
effects of  the war on the German people could be ameliorated. Ev ery thing 
depended on the outcome of  the ongoing peace negotiations with the Allied 
powers. If  the terms of  the settlement proved to be “balanced,” there was a 
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chance for long- term peace and stability in Germany and by extension all of  
Europe. If, however, the terms imposed harsh dictates on the German peo-
ple, it would be next to impossible to avert a Bolshevik “triumph” in all of  
Germany since even the parties of  law and order would have neither the 
strength nor the will to hold back an angry and desperate populace.
 According to one of  Pacelli’s contacts in the German diplomatic corps, 
someone whom the nuncio de scribed as a “moderate,” any punitive mea-
sures of  the eventual peace treaty would make conditions “intolerable” and 
reduce Germany to “slavery,” such that the German people would come to 
prefer Bolshevism to the democratic alternatives. Pacelli even had it from his 
contacts that the Russian Bolsheviks might consider an invasion of  German 
territory to help their German comrades and thus move closer to the realiza-
tion of  a worldwide revolution. Pacelli painted a frightening scenario of  a 
Bolshevik bloc, extending from Russia to Hungary to Germany, constituting 
an unstoppable “formidable danger” to France and Italy. Reporting this sce-
nario to Gasparri, Pacelli prayed, “May God inspire moderation in the states-
men gathered now at the Paris Peace conference, to spare Europe from an-
other scourge even worse than this war just ended!”72

 Having come to Germany in 1917 to talk peace, Pacelli wanted nothing 
more than to see the Paris Peace Conference succeed at laying the founda-
tions of  a lasting peace settlement. Yet like so many of  its critics, Pacelli did 
not see much hope for a lasting peace in the Versailles treaty signed in June 
1919. He realized that the perception of  the treaty as excessively harsh and 
punitive mattered as much as the reality, and was destined to inflame popular 
anger, sending more and more ordinary Germans to the ex tremes of  the po-
lit i cal spectrum. There was even the vague fear of  what Pacelli called “na-
tional Bolshevism”—a rumored alliance between the revolutionary Left and 
radical nationalists to “break the chains of  Versailles,” as Pacelli put it.73 There 
were fears about the practical consequences of  the treaty’s clauses, such as 
the reduction of  the size and strength of  the German army which might hin-
der the German state’s capacity to deal with Communist insurgents.74 There 
was some thing prophetic in Pacelli’s assessment that the unpopular settle-
ment would skew domestic German politics in such a way as to expose the 
so- called peace of  Versailles as an “international absurdity” and a fleeting 
 moment.75

 Not that Pacelli shared the vehement opposition to Versailles of  the 
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staunch nationalists. Months before the treaty was signed, even before the 
war ended technically with the armistice of  November 1918, the Vatican and 
Pacelli had shown a willingness to support a peace settlement promoted by 
the German Catholic politician Matthias Erzberger that entailed some major 
concessions on Germany’s part. As leader of  the Catholic party, Erzberger 
dealt with the papal nuncio frequently after Pacelli arrived in 1917. For much 
of  the war, Erzberger, like most German Catholics, had been keen to prove 
his loyalty to the Wilhelmine state through an aggressively nationalistic and 
militaristic support for the continued German war effort. By the time he 
came to know Pacelli, Erzberger had changed his mind about the direction 
of  the war and was leading a spirited crusade for a negotiated peace settle-
ment. In fact, it was Erzberger who led the debate in the German parliament 
in the summer of  1917 which precipitated the crisis that brought down the 
Bethmann- Hollweg government and then saw the Reichstag pass a resolu-
tion favoring a negotiated peace settlement that included im por tant conces-
sions. Erzberger went on to play a central role in the move toward the Wei-
mar system of  parliamentary politics, and was a member of  the delegation 
that signed the reviled armistice that ended the war in November 1918. For 
his association with the armistice, his championing of  the Versailles settle-
ment, and later his support for the Socialist government of  Freidrich Ebert, 
Erzberger was despised by ardent nationalists and militarists, including many 
of  the more conservative Catholics. Little wonder that the Catholic leader 
was eventually forced from of fice, and then assassinated by “nationalist fa-
natics.”76

 Pacelli had more than the po lit i cal future to worry about. He decried the 
state of  moral depravity spawned by the revolutionary atmosphere of  the 
time. In one report from early 1919, he wrote disdainfully of  the surreal qual-
ity of  Munich society, in which hunger, dep ri va tion, and revolutionary vio-
lence mingled with a penchant for dancing and socializing: “Here they do 
nothing other than dance, night and day, in private homes and in public 
places. The news papers are filled with advertisements of  dancing classes . . . 
of  cafes and clubs for dancing. . . . Just like the de cadence of  the Roman Em-
pire: panem et circenses [bread and circuses].”77 All this, while Socialists in the 
provisional government in Munich talked openly about a future constitu-
tional ban on religious instruction in schools. As a result, Pacelli and the Vati-
can felt there was an urgent need to negotiate a formal agreement that would 
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protect some basic rights and privileges for Catholics, above all in the area of  
education.
 Pacelli’s fear of  the spread of  Bolshevism led to his approval of  the Bavar-
ian Civil Guards, a well- armed paramilitary force of  several hundred thou-
sand men drawn mainly from the middle classes but well funded and armed, 
thanks to Bavaria’s po lit i cal and social establishment.78 At a time when the 
German Workers’ Party, the future Nazi Party, was a small, obscure move-
ment on the extreme right of  Bavarian politics, the Civil Guard was probably 
the largest group at the core of  a vast “counter- revolutionary network,” with 
ties to other self- proclaimed civilian defense forces beyond Bavaria.79 It is 
not clear whether Pacelli fully appreciated the militantly antidemocratic na-
ture of  the Civil Guard or of  the group’s ties to some decidedly unsavory 
paramilitary or ga ni za tions that were ready and willing to cow and kill those 
whom they called “enemies of  the Reich.”80

 The meteoric rise of  the Civil Guards as an armed force—three hundred 
thousand strong—sounded alarms in Berlin and in other cap itals of  Europe 
and led to calls for the group to be disbanded. When word spread that the 
Civil Guards were to be suppressed by the German central government, sev-
eral in flu en tial Bavarian Catholics approached the papal embassy in Munich, 
asking for the Vatican to intervene to prevent the move. Pacelli was receptive 
to their plea, since the Civil Guards were widely believed to be the only real 
defense against the Bolshevik threat.81

 The extent to which Pacelli genuinely believed the Civil Guards were in-
dispensable is revealed in a letter to his brother Francesco. Writing from Mu-
nich in December 1919, Pacelli told his brother that, in view of  the restrictive 
terms of  the Versailles settlement, the Civil Guards were the only reason the 
Communists had been held at bay so far. He had it from various authoritative 
sources, he said, that if  the pressure to disband the group succeeded, Bolshe-
vism would inevitably return to Bavaria, especially in Munich, and this time 
would be more firmly established. In a telling sign of  some dif fi culties be-
tween himself  and Gasparri’s of fice, Pacelli said that having already been ac-
cused of  being too easily frightened—presumably a reference to his flight 
from Munich in November 1918—he was more reluctant to write to the Vati-
can expressing his fears about the consequence of  disbanding the Civil 
Guards. He was therefore asking Francesco to make discreet in quir ies with 
Gasparri so that he had clear instructions about what to do in the event of  
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future dangers. “My life has already been threatened once,” he wrote, “and I 
 don’t know whether I’d survive a second time, but I am ready for anything, so 
long as someone tells me clearly and without quali fi ca tions what is expected 
of  me in case of  a threat.” He worried that his superiors in the Vatican did 
not seem to take the threat all that seriously, assuming that the German peo-
ple were naturally inclined to prefer po lit i cal stability. This might be the case, 
Pacelli acknowledged, but the Allied powers would then have to provide the 
Germans with the means—presumably, the armed forces—needed to defend 
against the “numerous and powerful revolutionary elements.” The nuncio 
trusted that Francesco would know best how to convey the sense of  urgency 
about a situation that was causing him such anxiety and aggravating his frail 
health.82

 The campaign to save the Civil Guards failed. The group was formally 
disbanded in June 1921, making room for other radical authoritarian nation-
alist groups, including Hitler’s National Socialist German Workers’ Party 
(NSDAP), to enter Bavaria’s and Germany’s po lit i cal life.83 Pacelli may have 
refrained from offering unquali fied public support for the Weimar Republic 
or for the Socialist- dominated government of  Friedrich Ebert, but he did 
demonstrate a consistent aversion to the extremist tendencies that threatened 
Germany’s po lit i cal stability from within.84 A revealing insight into Pacelli’s 
un der stand ing of  German politics  comes from his report to Gasparri on the 
results of  the federal election of  June 1920. Pacelli de scribed the vote as hav-
ing “a special importance,” as the first election after the formal proclamation 
of  the Weimar Republic and the establishment of  a Con stit u ent Assembly to 
write a new constitution. He surmised that the big winners of  the election 
were the extremist parties—both Right and Left—at the expense of  the cen-
trist parties. The latter included the Catholic Center Party, which saw a por-
tion of  its conservative Catholic support flow to the more hard- line German 
nationalist parties such as the Deutsche- National- Volkspartei. Pacelli at trib uted 
the victory of  the more radical parties to several factors. For one, it was evi-
dent that the experiment in coalition government—which included Socialists, 
democrats, and some Catholics from the Center Party—was failing, since it 
pleased none of  its key constituencies: workers, peasants, or members of  the 
middle class. Pacelli also singled out the Versailles treaty as a major cause of  
the increasingly radical nationalism in German po lit i cal life at the beginning 
of  the Weimar era. “The rebirth of  nationalism,” he reasoned, “was almost 
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fatal after that peace settlement which was accepted only by force and against 
the will of  the conservative parties and others. The reaction spawned by the 
conditions dictated at Versailles, some of  which are seen as too harsh while 
others altogether untenable have pushed a good part of  the middle class to-
ward those parties that previously were among the more energetic advocates 
of  Germany’s war policy.”85

 As for the Catholic Center Party, Pacelli suggested that its commitment 
to coalition government with Socialist and liberal parties had cost it the sup-
port of  a good part of  the Catholic middle class. The lingering hostility to-
ward Matthias Erzberger did not help either, which explained, to Pacelli’s 
mind, the gains of  the Bavarian People’s Party, that group of  conservative 
Bavarian Catholics who broke with the Center Party to militate more aggres-
sively for Bavarian autonomy. Pacelli warned that without the solid social 
bases upon which to build a workable majority government, the future por-
tended more and more elections, resulting in continued po lit i cal instability 
or, worse yet, “a lively class struggle which could lead to civil war.”86

 Pacelli’s worries about Germany’s po lit i cal future proved to be prophetic. 
The perpetual po lit i cal and social crises of  the early 1920s opened the door 
for Hitler’s nascent NSDAP to make its first serious foray onto the po lit i cal 
scene. Pacelli wrote to Gasparri with a pithy report on the Beer Hall Putsch 
of  November 1923—the ill- fated Nazi attempt to seize power in Munich and 
then all of  Germany.87 He reported calmly how on the night of  November 8, 
Hitler and his armed cohorts had seized the Bavarian governor Gustav 
von Kahr and other ministers gathered in a Bavarian beer hall, and had pro-
claimed a new German national government with General Erich von Luden-
dorff  as head of  the army. Pacelli did not seem especially worried about the 
attempted coup, telling Gasparri that order would be reestablished shortly, 
though probably not without bloodshed.88 It is not clear whether he thought 
the Nazi putsch was bound to fail, though it was clear that with the German 
army poised to march on Munich to deal with the situation, violence might 
ensue. But just as quickly as the Nazi coup had started, it ended. Pacelli re-
ported to Gasparri that Hitler had been stopped and order restored.89 What 
exactly he thought of  Hitler and National Socialism at this early stage of  the 
movement’s po lit i cal life is not clear from the rec ords at hand; at the very 
least, he did not care to expound on his assessment of  Hitler and the NSDAP 
in his uncharacteristically brief  reports back to the Vatican. But he did recog-
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nize the “anti- Catholic” nature of  the radical authoritarian nationalism es-
poused by the extreme Right, as witnessed in the rhetorical attacks leveled 
against Cardinal Faulhaber, arch bishop of  Munich, who had publicly criti-
cized radical nationalist attacks on Jews.90 The lesson Pacelli took away from 
the abortive Beer Hall Putsch, which con firmed him in a view first formu-
lated in 1917, was of  the inherent dangers of  an inflated, aggressive national-
ism. As he wrote to Gasparri in May 1924, nationalism might be “the most 
dangerous heresy of  our time.”91

 By the time he arrived to take up permanent residence in the German 
cap ital in 1925, Pacelli’s reputation had preceded him, increasing not only his 
profile in German power circles but also the profile of  Vatican diplomacy 
more generally, despite continued German opposition to the idea of  a formal 
agreement between the Holy See and the Reich. In less than a de cade, Eu-
genio Pacelli had gone from being a relative unknown in the ranks of  the pa-
pal diplomatic ser vice to one of  the Vatican’s best known and most widely 
respected representatives abroad, rubbing elbows with the in flu en tial po lit i-
cal, military, and diplomatic of fi cials present in Berlin. Although his heart was 
to stay in Munich, Pacelli soon discovered that Berlin was a world all its own. 
It was, after all, the nerve center of  German po lit i cal and social life, a vibrant 
city brimming with activity. It was in Berlin that Pacelli came to frequent cir-
cles where he met leading German conservatives and leading Catholics—
men such as Franz von Papen, a future chancellor of  Germany and one of  
the central players in Hitler’s rise to power in 1933. In fact, it was Papen who 
helped to initiate Pacelli into the conservative and Catholic circles of  the cap-
ital, hosting him ev ery so often at the prestigious Guards Cavalry Club. Pa-
pen later recalled that Pacelli was probably the first “Prince of  the Church” 
ever to be invited to the club, together with other prelates, including the fu-
ture  bishop Clemens August Graf von Galen, who came to be mythologized 
in later years as the “Lion of  Münster” for his open criticism of  Nazi euthana-
sia policies and the regime’s attacks against Catholic interests, and whom 
Pacelli made a cardinal after the war.92

 Pacelli’s attempt to formalize relations between the Holy See and the 
German federal government was made all the more challenging by the po lit-
i cal instability of  the Weimar system. Nor did it help the prospects of  an 
agreement with the Vatican that the Catholic Center Party was an integral 
component of  each coalition government, several of  which were led by Cen-
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ter Party leaders, including devout and engaged Catholics like Wilhelm Marx, 
chancellor on two separate occasions in the 1920s. Any hopes that having a 
Catholic as chancellor would facilitate the successful completion of  a formal 
agreement between the Holy See and the German Reich were quickly dashed. 
Pacelli realized as much in the early years of  the Weimar Republic in his many 
meetings with Marx. As Pacelli noted in one report to Gasparri from Decem-
ber 1923, on several occasions he had asked the chancellor whether now was 
an opportune moment to bring about a rapid negotiation of  a concordat be-
tween the Holy See and the Reich. The soon- to- be- ratified agreement with 
Bavaria provided a sound template, Pacelli reasoned. Chancellor Marx, how-
ever, remained noncommittal. By the end of  1923, Marx seemed quite certain 
that a concordat was not likely to be reached, given that the current govern-
ment was soon to fall. Clearly frustrated, Pacelli wrote to Gasparri that the 
“good but timid” chancellor did not seem to appreciate fully that in the near 
future, Germany’s federal politics would be even more polarized between ex-
tremes of  both the Right and the Left, between Prot es tant nationalists on the 
one hand and Communists on the other. This made it all the less likely that 
an agreement favorable to the church could be reached.93 In the end, of  
course, Pacelli was right; only in the summer of  1933—after Hitler signaled 
his intense desire to reach speedily an agreement with the Holy See, and 
with the Center Party on the verge of  self- destruction—was the controversial 
Reichs konkordat fi nally signed, to the quiet satisfaction of  Eugenio Pacelli, 
now ensconced as cardinal secretary of  state—the Vatican’s second most 
powerful fig ure.
 Pacelli’s dealings with the state of  Prussia proved especially challenging 
and demanded most of  the nuncio’s time and effort. There was considerable 
resistance among the Prussians to the idea of  a formal agreement with the 
Holy See. The one major incentive for the Prussians to reach such an agree-
ment was to do so before the Vatican concluded a concordat with the Ger-
man Reich itself. For this reason, the Prussian state pursued an agreement 
along the lines of  the deal between the Holy See and Bavaria, thus protecting 
Prussian interests in advance of  an eventual concordat between the Vatican 
and the German republic. The agreement between the Holy See and Prussia 
was finalized in July 1929. Although much vaunted, the Vatican’s agreement 
with Prussia was a limited success. It was probably the very best that could 
have been hoped for given the fierce opposition Pacelli faced.94
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 Not long after successful treaty negotiations with Prussia were com-
pleted, Eugenio Pacelli learned that he was to be made a cardinal. There was 
more: he was tapped by Pius XI to replace Gasparri as the Vatican’s secretary 
of  state. In a private note the pope explained to Pacelli the reasons for his 
choice: “It is your spirit of  piety and prayer that led me to this decision,” Pius 
XI wrote, invoking Pacelli’s impressive rec ord as a papal representative in 
Germany. In this regard, the pope wrote, Pacelli proved that he knows “how 
to employ the many gifts God has given you for His glory and in the ser vice 
of  the Church.”95

 Before returning to Rome, a resigned yet anxious Pacelli sought refuge 
and a brief  respite at Rorschach. He wrote to his brother as if  he were genu-
inely surprised by a decision that had seemed all but inevitable for months. “I 
am so distraught and I  don’t know where to begin,” he told Francesco, with 
so much to do in so little time before leaving Berlin for good. Pacelli worried 
that he did not even have the proper vestments for his new post, let alone 
lodgings or furniture. “I could never have imagined such a point- blank blow,” 
he wrote. “May God’s will be done.”96

 In early December 1929, Pacelli took leave of  Berlin and Germany. Ger-
man of fi cials or ga nized a grand send- off  at the city’s Kroll Opera, where Pres-
ident Hindenburg thanked Pacelli on behalf  of  the German people for his in-
cessant efforts to promote peace and a harmonious relationship between the 
Holy See and Germany. The major German dailies offered laudatory assess-
ments of  Pacelli’s legacy, a testament of  the extent to which he had succeeded 
in winning over or at least placating a good part of  the anti- Catholic move-
ment that had greeted him upon his arrival in the German cap ital. Thousands 
gathered at the Anhalter train station to say good- bye to a man whose past, 
present, and future were indelibly marked by his German experience. The 
German Je su it Friedrich Muckermann surmised that Pacelli’s tenure as nun-
cio in Germany was unprecedented—never before had a papal representative 
been so well known and so widely admired, even by non- Catholics. It is said 
that by the time he left Germany, Pacelli was more popular than even the 
German  bishops and cardinals.97 As he prepared to leave Berlin in late 1929, 
Pacelli invoked the memory of  the peace proposal that first brought him to 
Germany, trusting that his time and his activity among the German people, 
especially Germany’s Catholics, had not been in vain. With this, he offered 
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one last prayer asking God’s blessing on “the Catholics of  the cap ital of  the 
German Empire, on our brothers and sisters in faith in all the German terri-
tory, for the prosperity and the peaceful development of  all the German fa-
therland.”98

 Those who had come to know Pacelli well during his time in Germany 
knew that he left Berlin with a heavy heart. Even in later years, some of  his 
closest collaborators attested to Pacelli’s fond memories of  his tenure as nun-
cio and of  his resolve to defend all that he saw as good and noble about the 
German people and culture. Monsignor Giovanni Battista Montini, the fu-
ture Pope Paul VI who would serve as undersecretary of  state to Pius XII, re-
portedly said that “the Holy Father left his heart in Germany.” The former 
 bishop of  Speyer, Isidor Markus Emanuel, reasoned that Pacelli showed this 
enduring attachment to Germany during the “darkest hours” after the col-
lapse of  Nazism. Eugenio Pacelli was, put simply, “the first and for a long 
while the only one who defended our people who were banished before the 
whole world.”99

Render unto Caesar: Cardinal Secretary of  State

Eugenio Pacelli returned to Rome to assume the second most powerful posi-
tion in the Catholic Church at a time when the Vatican boasted a newfound 
stature in international affairs. In the late 1920s, while Pacelli was busy deal-
ing with the German states, his brother Francesco was guiding the Vatican to 
a historic agreement with Mussolini’s government that created Vatican City, 
thereby restoring territorial sovereignty to the papacy. The 1929 Conciliazione, 
usually referred to as the Lateran Pacts, formally guaranteed the Holy See 
“absolute and visible in de pen dence and an indisputable sovereignty.” In ef-
fect, the pope was once again a bona fide sovereign head of  state, and Vatican 
City was sovereign territory. The agreements af firmed that Roman Catholi-
cism was the “only state religion” in Italy and expanded religious instruction 
in all of  Italy’s ostensibly public schools. In return, Mussolini extracted from 
the Vatican a formal promise to remain “outside the temporal rivalries be-
tween other states” while reserving the church’s solemn right “to use its 
moral and spiritual powers.”100 What this meant in practice was not entirely 
clear at the time, as subsequent con flicts between the Vatican and the Mus-
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solini government would reveal.101 At the very least, though, Mussolini could 
be assured that the pope would tread carefully in his public dealings with the 
Fascist state, especially in the area of  international affairs.
 Scarcely had the ink dried when the Vatican and Mussolini’s government 
began to clash over the practical application of  the formal agreement. The 
disagreement was especially intense over the question of  youth: to be spe-
cific, the Mussolini regime’s aim to expand the Fascist Party’s reach over Ital-
ian youth, which necessarily meant challenging the autonomy and in flu ence 
of  popular Catholic youth or ga ni za tions.102 Tensions reached a high point by 
1931, when Mussolini ordered the dissolution of  Catholic youth or ga ni za-
tions, prompting Pius XI to respond with the biting encyclical Non Abbiamo 
Bisogno ( June 1931) criticizing the Fascist regime for its hostile treatment of  
the lay or ga ni za tions of  Ital ian Catholic Action and Catholic Youth, and con-
demning not the Fascist Party per se so much as Fascist ideas and activities 
that were deemed to be “irreconcilable with the Catholic name and profes-
sion.” This included, most gravely from the pope’s perspective, the drift to-
ward “Statolatry,” that is, “a real pagan worship of  the State” that was held to 
contradict the “supernatural rights” of  the church.103

 Having spent most of  the preceding de cade in Germany, Pacelli at first 
seemed out of  his depth when it came to working with the Ital ians. Se nior 
members of  his staff  had been dealing with Mussolini’s government for years, 
and it was natural that they would take the lead on Ital ian affairs while Pacelli 
was still settling into his new post.104 The new cardinal secretary of  state was 
being eclipsed from above, as it were, by an energetic and combative Pope 
Pius XI, and from below by his subordinates, especially his friend Giuseppe 
Pizzardo, who pursued an openly confrontational line with the Mussolini re-
gime through the crisis of  1931. The British ambassador to the Ital ian gov-
ernment wrote to the Foreign Of fice regretting Gasparri’s departure. It was 
widely known that Pacelli preferred a more conciliatory approach than his 
predecessor. The Ital ian Foreign Ministry hoped that his appointment would 
improve Vatican- Ital ian relations. The Ital ian ambassador in Berlin, Count 
Luigi Aldrovandi, wrote glowingly of  Pacelli’s considerable accomplishments 
as nuncio in Germany and of  his good working relationship with the Ital ian 
embassy. According to Aldrovandi, Pacelli on more than one occasion had 
expressed his “admiration” for Mussolini and his government.105

 As much as they admired him, Ital ian diplomats, like their British coun-
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terparts and other observers, sensed that Pacelli lacked the gravitas to miti-
gate the headstrong approach of  Pius XI and other hardliners.106 The British 
chargé d’affaires at the Vatican, G. Ogilvie Forbes, wrote to the Foreign Of-
fice in his report for 1930 that throughout the year, Pius XI had exhibited 
“great energy, personally controlling the conduct of  affairs even of  lesser im-
portance, so much so that his Secretary of  State [Pacelli] was in practice re-
duced to the position of  a clerk.”107 The French cardinal Alfred Baudrillart felt 
that Pacelli was a fairly marginal player in the papal court, despite his impos-
ing formal title. Baudrillart wrote in his diary that Pacelli was “rather sickly 
and not very in flu en tial,” and he iden ti fied two men—Pizzardo and Alfredo 
Ottaviani—as Pius XI’s closest and most trusted confidants.108 Baudrillart even 
hinted at some evidence of  poor judgment on the part of  the new secretary 
of  state that had hurt his standing with the pope. Writing in April 1931, Bau-
drillart alluded to “a painful affair” when word reached Pius XI that an Ital ian 
cardinal had blessed a Fascist banner. An angry and embarrassed pope is re-
ported to have asked Pacelli, “Did you know about this?” To which the secre-
tary of  state responded, “Yes.” The pope then asked whether Pacelli had ap-
proved the gesture. Pacelli once again said, “Yes,” adding, “I told you, Holy 
Father, that I would be incapable of  carrying out the functions of  the secre-
tary of  state.”109

 Whatever the story’s accuracy, Baudrillart’s account con firms the percep-
tion in certain circles that Eugenio Pacelli was not firmly in command of  his 
new job. Even a few years into the post, in fact, rumors spread that Pacelli 
was asking the pope to find a new secretary of  state.110 It was no secret that 
Pacelli himself  had hoped fervently to be passed over for the position, claim-
ing, perhaps with some false  modesty, that he had neither the temperament, 
nor the skills, nor the inclination to be secretary of  state. Some scholars have 
opined that Eugenio Pacelli was selected by Pius XI precisely because he was 
considerably youn ger and much less experienced than Cardinal Gasparri, and 
so could be relied upon to “do his master’s bidding.”111 The more plausible 
explanation for Pacelli’s promotion was that Pius XI saw him as the man most 
quali fied for the job, possessing an unparalleled combination of  intellectual 
ability, work ethic, and, after a de cade in Germany, practical diplomatic ex-
perience on some of  the Vatican’s most challenging files. Pacelli’s superiors 
and colleagues were unanimous in their praise of  the future pope’s talents 
and above all his seemingly endless capacity for work. Domenico Tardini re-
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called that Pacelli would spend hours working, often without pause, “read-
ing, thinking, and taking notes.” Pacelli could read with “extraordinary 
speed,” Tardini said, and yet he had powerful comprehension skills that al-
lowed him to grasp quickly the essential points of  a given issue.112 Even Car-
dinal Baudrillart knew not to underestimate the future Pope Pius XII. Bau-
drillart judged Pacelli “very cle ver” but also “secretive,” which kept ev ery one 
guessing about his true po lit i cal aims and intentions.113

 From his unique vantage point at the British legation, British Envoy Fran-
cis d’Arcy Osborne reported to the Foreign Of fice that while Pacelli was 
someone of  “great piety, intelligence and unusual personal charm,” he was 
bound to be overshadowed by the man he served. Given what Osborne de-
scribed as the “forceful personality” of  Pius XI, the cardinal secretary of  state 
would have “less say in the determination of  policy” than his predecessors.114 
There is no doubt that Ratti was a headstrong and voluble character. But Os-
borne, like the other diplomats at the papal court, seriously underestimated 
Pacelli’s own capacity for in de pen dent thought and action. They also under-
estimated how much Ratti trusted and counted on Pacelli, and the extent to 
which the future Pius XII translated this trust into serious in flu ence over pa-
pal diplomacy. In fact, Pacelli did not shy away from hinting at a divergence 
of  opinion with the pope. This may explain why several of  his interlocutors 
perceived Pacelli to be more amenable to accommodation, and less openly 
confrontational, than his superior. This was especially true of  Pacelli’s deal-
ings with Ital ian of fi cials with whom he met most frequently—evidence of  
the unique relationship between the Vatican and Mussolini’s Italy, which 
boosted Pacelli’s working assumption that the Holy See could exercise more 
direct in flu ence over Italy than over any other major power.
 In short, Eugenio Pacelli found his gravitas soon enough. Under the aus-
pices of  the Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs, which he 
led deftly, Pacelli oversaw the inexorable growth in the in flu ence of  the Vati-
can’s po lit i cal and diplomatic of fices. In this he was assisted by a small but 
growing staff  of  talented clerical administrators. Their numbers were small 
but their in flu ence considerable. When Pius XI was elected pope in 1922, the 
Congregation counted a grand total of  seven full- time staff  members; by 
1939, on the eve of  Pacelli’s election as pope, the number had risen to twelve.115 
More im por tant than its overall numbers was the increasing weight the Con-
gregation carried in church affairs, especially in the Curia. While the cardinals 
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and experts attached to other Congregations might be consulted on various 
doctrinal matters—as happened in the mid- 1930s, for instance, when the Holy 
Of fice was consulted about a possible papal condemnation of  nationalism 
and racism—final decisions increasingly were taken by the pope in consulta-
tion with Pacelli and his staff.116 In effect, the po lit i cal- diplomatic of fice of  the 
Holy See played the decisive role in papal decision- making on a range of  is-
sues through the 1930s, especially on church- state relations. The effect was 
not only to inflate the power and in flu ence of  Pacelli’s of fice but also to cen-
tralize decision- making in the pope’s hands. So it was that the most meaning-
ful deliberations and im por tant decisions about the degenerating situation in 
Germany and Spain in the late 1930s took place in Pacelli’s of fice. In practical 
terms, this meant that the pope and Pacelli were acting with considerable 
latitude in the Holy See’s dealings with powerful foreign governments.117

 Pacelli had a clear un der stand ing of  his new role and a vision for papal 
diplomacy. The personal notes he kept of  his daily meetings with the pope 
and with the diplomatic corps reveal that from the beginning Pacelli was very 
much engaged in the day- to- day operations of  the Vatican’s diplomatic ser-
vice. While Pacelli could appear hesitant and uncertain in his meetings with 
foreign diplomats, in reality he was exceedingly well prepared and displayed 
acumen both in articulating papal policy and in assessing the po lit i cal and 
diplomatic situation of  the day. That he was dutiful, even obedient, in his 
work for the pope was clear enough to ev ery one. It was said that if  Pius XI 
had declared some small inanimate object to be an elephant, Pacelli would 
have agreed readily.118 Pacelli’s daily meetings with the pope were usually 
lengthy and detailed, covering a wide range of  issues. The pope would ex-
press his thoughts on various matters and issue directives, which Pacelli then 
had to translate into concrete mea sures and transmit to the small but far- 
reaching network of  papal diplomats around the world. He met frequently 
with ambassadors of  all the major European powers and heard from papal 
diplomats from across the world.
 This gave the cardinal secretary of  state a unique vantage point. In the 
course of  an ordinary workday, Pacelli would meet with the pope to discuss 
papal responses to a given situation; then it was off  to meetings with various 
ambassadors, each of  whom sought to in flu ence the Vatican in ways that 
were favorable to their respective governments. The ambassadors and other 
diplomatic of fi cials provided Pacelli with im por tant insights into the domes-
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tic situation of  the various countries, including those beyond Europe. The 
Vatican was being drawn into ongoing tensions over the question of  Palestine 
and the implications of  Zionism for the region. In February 1934, Pacelli met 
with Emir Chekif  Arslan, who asked the Vatican to intervene with the British 
government to help stem the flow of  Jewish immigrants into Palestine. A 
month later, in agreeing that the pope ought not to meet with the Zionist 
leader Chaim Weizmann, Pacelli noted the papal response in his diary, “Zion-
ism is their business. . . . We cannot side with the Arabs because they con-
quered the Holy Land. Nor can we side with the Zionists. We have no other 
choice but to stay out of  this.”119

Pacelli, Germany, and the Rise of  Nazism

With the rise of  Hitler and the National Socialists to power in 1933, German 
affairs moved to center stage of  Vatican diplomacy. Pacelli, the resident ex-
pert on Germany, worked directly on the most consequential files. When the 
German  bishop Johannes Neuhausler, an auxiliary  bishop of  Munich, thanked 
Pacelli in the mid- 1930s for all he was doing on behalf  of  persecuted German 
Catholics, Pacelli replied, “Yes, yes, Germany gives me more work and more 
worries than the rest of  the world.”120

 Already by the time Pacelli had returned to Rome in 1930, the German 
situation was showing signs of  increased po lit i cal and social instability evi-
dent in the rising electoral fortunes of  the extremist parties—the Commu-
nists and the National Socialists—partly as a result of  the economic crisis of  
1929. The atmosphere bore an eerie similarity to the volatile period in 1918 
when revolutionary and counter- revolutionary forces had been poised to 
plunge Germany into civil war. Having lived this experience firsthand, Pacelli 
knew all too well how quickly Germany’s unstable and ineffective parliamen-
tary system, which had been a defect of  the Weimar Republic since its incep-
tion, could feed the rise of  extremism. Pacelli also knew the grave dangers 
that such an atmosphere posed to the interests of  German Catholics and the 
German church. His many German friends and acquaintances, prelates and 
lay people in whom he placed a great deal of  trust, kept him apprised of  the 
evolving situation. The most frequent correspondents included his old friend 
Cardinal Faulhaber, and lay men such as Baron Theodor von Cramer- Klett, a 
scion of  Bavaria’s Catholic aristocracy.121
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 Such men enjoyed Pacelli’s con fi dence partly because they tended to af-
firm his long- standing conviction that po lit i cal instability exposed all of  Ger-
many to the threat of  Bolshevism. Because of  this fear, some of  his cor-
respondents recommended overt Catholic po lit i cal collaboration with the 
parties of  the Right, including the rapidly expanding NSDAP, Hitler’s Na-
tional Socialist Party. At the same time, it was hard to ignore the obvious dis-
dain that Catholics such as Cramer- Klett had for the aggressive parties of  the 
extreme Right.122

 Pacelli’s response to the crisis bore heavily the imprint of  two distinct in-
flu ences from his time as nuncio. One was that of  the more conservative Ger-
man  bishops, especially Cardinals Faulhaber of  Munich and Bertram of  Bres-
lau, neither of  whom had any reason to favor Hitler and the Nazis.123 At the 
same time, because of  his long- standing relationship with many of  Germa-
ny’s traditional conservatives, including Catholics such as Franz von Papen, 
Pacelli concluded that there might be suf fi cient grounds to make common 
cause with the “new right” on the basis of  a few shared objectives that were 
po lit i cally authoritarian and socially conservative.124

 These assumptions crystallized into ac tual policy around the contentious 
question of  the role of  German Catholicism, and especially of  the Catholic 
po lit i cal parties—principally the Center Party—in the crisis atmosphere of  
the last years of  the Weimar Republic. On the eve of  Hitler’s rise to power, 
Catholics represented a robust minority of  about one- third of  the German 
population.125 The church hierarchy was led by a core of  intelligent, capable, 
and generally very cautious cardinals and  bishops. Some of  them were bril-
liant theologians and gifted teachers in their own right. Arguably, the most 
powerful were Cardinal Adolf  Bertram of  Breslau, who led the in flu en tial 
Fulda Episcopal Conference, the main or ga ni za tion of  German Catholic 
 bishops; Cardinal Michael Faulhaber of  Munich, who chaired Bavaria’s 
Munich- Freising  bishops’ conference; and Cardinal Joseph Schulte of  Co-
logne. In addition a coterie of  youn ger German clergymen went on to make 
a name for themselves as leaders of  the German church, including Clemens 
von Galen of  Münster and Konrad von Preysing of  Berlin.126

 By September 1930, Hitler’s NSDAP had become the second largest party 
in the German Reichstag, a force to be reckoned with in any future govern-
ment. This worried the German Catholic hierarchy. In their letters to Pacelli 
—both before and immediately after Hitler’s appointment as chancellor—the 
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papal nuncios in Berlin and Munich, Cesare Orsenigo and Alberto Vassallo di 
Tor regrossa, respectively, sounded notes of  concern about the danger that 
some Catholic voters would migrate to the NSDAP.127 Pacelli and his staff  
shared this concern, as did the German  bishops. This helps to explain why the 
German Catholic hierarchy was so determined to denounce certain Nazi doc-
trines, such as the racial theories espoused by Alfred Rosenberg, editor of  the 
Nazi paper Völkischer Beobachter and author of  The Myth of  the Twentieth Cen-
tury (1930), a book that provoked the ire of  Pacelli and his circle of  advisors.
 Yet doctrinal clarity did not translate readily into po lit i cal resolve. Part of  
the prob lem for prelates such as Pacelli and Faulhaber was that they were 
steeped in a po lit i cal theology that expressed no particular preference for any 
one form of  government. If  anything, by virtue of  their clerical training and 
personal histories, they were more likely to prefer traditional authoritarian 
systems over liberal democratic forms of  governance.128 In the absence of  
theological and philosophical commitment to the kind of  liberal democratic 
principles that undergirded the Weimar system, the German church hierar-
chy, like the Holy See itself, found itself  unable to respond in clear, unequivo-
cal ways to the growing extremism of  German po lit i cal life.129 Things were 
rendered all the more dif fi cult in that the Nazis, for all their radicalism and 
un- Christian racial theories, could still be seen as a lesser evil—a way out of  
chronic po lit i cal instability or, worse yet, German Bolshevism.130

 Nowhere was this more evident than in the hierarchy’s attitude toward 
Germany’s Catholic po lit i cal parties, especially the Center Party, which was a 
constant electoral force in German politics in the interwar era. It was joined 
in the 1920s by the Catholic party from southern Germany, the more conser-
vative Bavarian People’s Party. Because of  its centrist inclinations, the Center 
Party proved especially amenable to the system of  coalition governments 
that de fined the Weimar system, meaning that its members par tic i pated in 
almost ev ery government of  the Weimar era.131

 As he had done in the early 1920s, Pacelli watched closely to see what role 
the Center Party intended to play in the drama playing itself  out in national 
politics. And, as in those years, he still had reservations about the Center Par-
ty’s propensity to collaborate with the moderate parties of  the Left when it 
was po lit i cally expedient to do so. The man to watch at the start of  the 1930s 
was the Center Party leader Heinrich Brüning, a decorated war veteran, who 
served as chancellor from 1930 to 1932—one of  the last leaders of  the ill- fated 
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Weimar system. Brüning was tapped to lead a coalition government by the 
German military establishment, represented by General Kurt von Schleicher, 
who saw him as the obvious choice to head a cabinet that could rise above the 
partisanship of  party politics and govern the country with a strong hand, 
backed by the power of  the presidential emergency decree.132 But the mili-
tary’s enthusiasm quickly evaporated as Brüning stubbornly pushed an un-
popular fiscal reform agenda and then called elections for September 1930—in 
the middle of  a severe economic crisis—hoping to win a mandate for a mod-
erate right- of- center nationalist bloc. Instead, the radical parties scored his-
toric gains, as millions of  voters flocked to either the German Communist 
Party (the KPD) or Hitler’s NSDAP. Any hope for a more stable and durable 
Reichstag governed from a moderate center quickly faded. With just un-
der 5 million votes, the Communist Party claimed 77 seats, thereby increasing 
signifi cantly their parliamentary presence. The stridently anti- Communist 
NSDAP, though, fared even better. Hitler’s party, which had garnered slightly 
more than 800,000 votes and a paltry 12 seats in the German parliament in 
1928, now could count well over 6 million votes and 107 National Socialist 
deputies in the Reichstag. Though it would take him a few years yet to get 
there, Hitler was well on his way to national power.133

 Brüning managed to stay in power until May 1932, but to do so he had to 
rely on the parliamentary support of  the Social Democratic Party. This did 
not sit well with im por tant factions of  Brüning’s con stit u en cy, including the 
Vatican. Pacelli knew from the regular nuncio reports that although the Nazis 
were making impressive electoral gains across Germany through 1931–1932, 
the Catholic parties were more than holding their own at the local and na-
tional level.134 This gave the Catholic parties strategic po lit i cal sig nifi cance. 
With their electoral strength essentially intact, especially in Bavaria and Prus-
sia, they remained indispensable to governing at both the state and the fed-
eral levels.
 From the reports he received from private citizens as well as leading prel-
ates, Pacelli realized that he and the Vatican had to come to terms with the 
newfound po lit i cal prominence of  Hitler’s National Socialists. Talk soon 
turned to a subject that would have been unthinkable a year earlier—the pos-
sibility of  a coalition government between the Catholic parties and the 
NSDAP.135 In correspondence with Pacelli in the year or so before Hitler’s 
 appointment as chancellor, the papal representatives in Berlin and Munich 
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flirted openly with the idea of  Catholic collaboration with the Nazis, though 
they acknowledged that this would demand major concessions on the part of  
Hitler’s party. These included the demand that the NSDAP renounce its revo-
lutionary goals; that it accept the Christian basis of  an eventual government; 
and that it respect the Weimar constitution, as well as the various agreements 
already in place between the Holy See and several German states. From Ber-
lin, Orsenigo wrote to Pacelli hoping that the Center Party’s par tic i pa tion in 
government in largely Prot es tant Prussia would translate into a robust po lit i-
cal defense of  ev ery thing from Catholic schools to the sanctity of  marriage 
and to laws against abortion.136

 Given the nature of  Nazism and Hitler’s po lit i cal will, such expectations 
were hopelessly naïve. Leading German Catholic politicians such as Brüning 
and Dr. Heinrich Held, head of  the Bavarian People’s Party, knew as much, 
and they let the Vatican know.137 It is said that when one colleague suggested 
inviting the NSDAP into the cabinet after Hitler’s electoral success in Septem-
ber 1930, Brüning responded angrily, “No, never, under no circumstances. 
The National Socialist movement is a symptom of  the fever of  the German 
people that will soon disappear again.”138

 Most members of  the Center Party supported this view, with the notable 
exception of  Franz von Papen, who eventually played the pivotal role in or-
chestrating Hitler’s appointment as chancellor in January 1933. Like Brüning, 
the Center Party remained firmly oriented against collaboration with the 
radical Right in parliament and was increasingly eager to expand the state’s 
power to combat the belligerence of  Nazi or ga ni za tions on the street. In a di-
ary entry from April 1931, Josef  Goebbels, the future Nazi pro pa ganda minis-
ter, de scribed Brüning as “our most dangerous enemy.”139 Just as Brüning’s 
resolve against the Nazis deepened, the Vatican, including Cardinal Pacelli, 
was warming to the idea of  a strategic alliance between the German Catholic 
parties and the NSDAP. Pacelli had always been nervous about Chancellor 
Brüning’s constant reliance on the Social Democrats for po lit i cal survival, 
and many German Catholics felt the same way, including the Center Party 
chairman Monsignor Ludwig Kaas, a longtime confidant of  Pacelli from his 
days as nuncio in Germany. Kaas traveled to Rome to meet with Pacelli in 
1931 and returned to inform Brüning of  the Vatican’s growing support for the 
idea of  some kind of  po lit i cal collaboration with Hitler.140 That August, Brü-
ning himself  went to Rome and heard Pacelli say as much directly.141 In later 
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years, Brüning recalled the meeting as cordial but tense, characterized by a 
sharp disagreement over two issues in particular: talk of  a treaty between the 
Holy See and the German federal state, which Pacelli had long hoped to 
achieve; and the prospect of  Nazi par tic i pa tion in a cabinet with the Center 
Party.
 As Brüning interpreted it, Pacelli seemed to think that the two questions 
were inseparable. Presumably, a new, more stable government composed of  
the Center Party working together with the Nazis would hasten the success-
ful conclusion of  negotiations between the Vatican and the German state. In 
his memoirs, Brüning offered a harsh indictment of  Cardinal Pacelli’s reading 
of  the German situation: “Even though Monsignor Pacelli had spent thirteen 
years straight in Germany, he never understood the fundamental features of  
German politics, or the special place of  the Center Party.” Brüning correctly 
iden ti fied a basic difference in philosophy between the career papal diplo-
mat and the veteran lay politician. Cardinal Pacelli, Brüning concluded, was 
deeply “entrenched in the system of  concordats” and saw these formal trea-
ties as the surest way to defend Catholic interests in a given state. Like other 
po lit i cally active Catholics, Brüning believed that Catholic interests were best 
preserved and promoted in the po lit i cal arena “by the power of  lay Catholic 
politicians.”142 Perhaps more damning was Brüning’s conclusion that Cardi-
nal Pacelli simply “misunderstood” the true nature of  Nazism.
 Pacelli’s long- standing unease over Catholic collaboration with the Social 
Democrats was well known, as was his fear of  Socialist inroads in politics. 
Even some foreign observers felt that the Vatican’s response to the meteoric 
electoral rise of  the Nazis, and in particular the reluctance to condemn Na-
zism outright, was conditioned by the overriding fear of  Bolshevism.143 In a 
telling sign of  papal interest in the party’s po lit i cal potential, Pacelli noted of  
his discussion with Pius XI in early March 1933 that “Hitler is the first states-
man to speak publicly against the Bolsheviks. Up until now, the pope has been 
alone in this.”144

 Brüning, as he told Pacelli, believed that a Catholic alliance with Social 
Democrats was preferable to flirting po lit i cally with Hitler. “The Social Dem-
ocrats in Germany were not religious,” Brüning recalled, “but they were tol-
erant while, to my mind, the Nazis were neither religious nor tolerant.”145 
After his dif fi cult conversation with Pacelli, Brüning was surprised to hear the 
pope applauding the “courageous” German  bishops for their “unequivocal” 
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criticism of  the “errors of  national socialism.” Whatever the Vatican ac tually 
thought about the situation, Brüning commented to someone at dinner that 
evening that he hoped the Vatican would “have better success dealing with 
Hitler and Hugenberg than with the Catholic Brüning.”146

 Brüning never forgave Pacelli for what he saw as a betrayal of  the Ger-
man Catholic po lit i cal tradition and Brüning’s leadership in particular at a 
decisive point in the life of  the fragile Weimar system. For years afterward, he 
never missed a chance to express his disdain for Pacelli’s stance on the Nazis. 
The American Catholic historian John Tracy Ellis, who studied briefly with 
Brüning when the ex- chancellor was teaching at Harvard, recalled that Brü-
ning was critical generally of  the church’s “mistaken policies” but that he 
singled out Pacelli for particular blame. It was said that the former German 
chancellor in his lectures “never missed an opportunity at Harvard . . . to give 
a good slam against Pius XII.” Bothered by this open criticism of  Pacelli, a 
student approached Brüning after class one day to complain that such searing 
criticisms were hurtful to the church. Brüning was unapologetic. He claimed 
to have sent “documentary evidence” to the Vatican to convince the pope 
and his staff  that Nazism posed a dire threat to the church. But, he stated, the 
documents never reached Pius XI; he claimed that “they had been withheld 
by Pacelli.” In effect, Brüning blamed Pacelli for skewing the Vatican’s re-
sponse to the German po lit i cal crisis in favor of  Hitler at the expense of  Ger-
man po lit i cal Catholicism.147

 If  true, such claims would amount to a damning indictment of  Pacelli’s 
approach to German politics on the eve of  the Nazi rise to power. It is dif fi-
cult, though, to substantiate Brüning’s charge. It is unlikely that Pacelli would 
have had the temerity to keep such reports from reaching the pope’s desk.148 
Pacelli conceivably could have fil tered the information he relayed to Pius XI, 
especially since Pacelli and Brüning were increasingly at odds about how best 
to respond to the rising electoral fortunes and po lit i cal sig nifi cance of  the 
Hitler movement. Whatever reservations Pacelli may have harbored about 
the true nature of  the NSDAP, his characteristic pragmatism won the day, 
hence his openness to the idea of  a strategic po lit i cal or parliamentary alli-
ance between the Catholic parties and the parties of  the Right, including the 
sizable NSDAP. Such an alliance not only promised a way out of  continued 
instability and the perpetual Socialist threat but also bolstered the likelihood 
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of  speedy negotiations to ratify an agreement between the Vatican and the 
German central government.
 This cherished goal of  Pacelli’s diplomacy inched closer to realization in 
the months following Brüning’s resignation as chancellor in late May 1932. 
Brüning’s resignation signaled a decisive shift toward the Right, with the Ger-
man po lit i cal and military establishment acknowledging that Hitler and the 
NSDAP could no  longer be ignored. That the Catholic parties remained es-
sential to governing was evidenced by the fact that Brüning was replaced with 
Franz von Papen, another prominent albeit more conservative member of  
the Center Party. Papen was at odds with his own party in favoring a strategic 
alliance with the Nazis, but he enjoyed the backing of  President Hindenburg 
and the military establishment, and evidently could count on a sympathetic 
ear from the Vatican. Reports to Cardinal Pacelli from the papal representa-
tives in Germany now spoke much more openly about the possibility of  a 
coalition between the Catholic parties and Hitler’s NSDAP.149

 The assumption that Hitler could somehow be tamed easily and his 
power thus harnessed for other people’s po lit i cal goals was one of  the great 
miscalculations of  his tory, culminating in Hitler’s appointment as chancellor 
in late January 1933.150 Pacelli greeted Hitler’s accession with ambivalence and 
a healthy dose of  caution. Meeting with the French ambassador within days 
of  Hitler’s rise to power, Pacelli expressed anxiety over what a Hitler govern-
ment might do in the field of  church- state relations, noting that in the past 
the National Socialists had tended to oppose treaties between German states 
and the Holy See. Pacelli went on to say, “Hitler is a brilliant agitator, but it is 
not yet clear whether he is a statesman: besides, his party includes people 
of  the most varied tendencies.” He also expressed concern that the new gov-
ernment might resort to an “act of  violence” to achieve its chief  territorial 
objectives.151

 Despite this caution, Pacelli made negotiations of  a treaty with Germany 
a top priority. His mind was eased by a conversation with the German ambas-
sador to the Vatican a few weeks after Hitler became chancellor. As rec orded 
in Pacelli’s personal notes, he received “the fullest assurances that the current 
government will do nothing against the Catholic Church, nor upset its rela-
tions with the Holy See.” The German diplomat pointed out that Hitler had 
been raised a Catholic and that many leading fig ures of  his government were 
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serious Catholics. Pacelli received similar assurances from the Ital ian ambas-
sador in a meeting that same day. Mussolini was said to have counseled Hitler 
to hold firm against his po lit i cal opponents but not move in any way against 
the churches.152

 These assurances seem to have sat is fied the Vatican enough to encourage 
the German Catholic parties to engage with Hitler in discussions that ulti-
mately produced the much- desired treaty. Pacelli, ever the pragmatist, be-
lieved that the Vatican had no choice but to deal with the Hitler govern-
ment constructively, just as it would with governments of  other po lit i cal 
stripes. He even welcomed a suggestion made by Ital ian diplomats in March 
1933 that Hitler visit the Vatican if  he came to Rome to meet with Mussolini. 
Pacelli told the Ital ians that he should have no prob lem arranging such a 
meeting. Since the führer was the leader of  a legal government, he said, it 
would be “natural that, if  he were to come to Rome, he should visit the 
pope.”153

 Monsignor Ludwig Kaas was the indispensable conduit between the Vati-
can and the German Catholic po lit i cal parties in the months following Hit-
ler’s rise to power. As newly appointed chairman of  the Center Party, Kaas 
enjoyed a unique position with a foot in two com pli cated worlds—the Ro-
man Curia and German parliamentary politics. A certain degree of  mystery 
still shrouds Pacelli’s in flu ence over Kaas and, in turn, Kaas’s dealings with 
the Hitler government in the spring of  1933. On balance, the evidence sug-
gests that after the national elections of  March 1933, which saw the Nazis fall 
just short of  a clear majority in parliament, Kaas, with Pacelli’s support, re-
solved to seek some kind of  working arrangement with the Hitler govern-
ment and its coalition partners.154 On March 6, 1933, the day after the election, 
Kaas met with Vice- Chancellor Papen, and it seems safe to assume —although 
the evidence is inconclusive—that they discussed the possibility of  the Center 
Party’s support in parliament for the Nazi’s Enabling Act, which would allow 
Hitler to rule by emergency decree in exchange for his commitment to nego-
tiate a treaty with the Vatican.155 Before long, Kaas resigned as chairman of  
the Center Party and made his way to Rome, where he worked closely with 
Pacelli to negotiate the agreement. It was signed in July 1933—to the immense 
satisfaction of  Cardinal Pacelli and Chancellor  Hitler.156

 Recalling this pivotal period in the early life of  the Hitler regime, Hein-
rich Brüning spared little in his criticism of  both Kaas and Pacelli. In his un-
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published memoirs, he accused both men of  being so eager to finalize a treaty 
with the German government that they muted what should have been a 
moral caution to German Catholics about the true nature of  Hitler and the 
Nazis. Cardinal Pacelli, wrote Brüning, was prepared to sac ri fice ev ery thing, 
it seemed, for the sake of  a formal diplomatic relationship between the Holy 
See and the German government; Pacelli’s faith in the “system of  concordats 
led him and the Vatican to despise democracy and the parliamentary system.” 
Both Pacelli and Kaas believed that “rigid governments, rigid centralization, 
and rigid treaties” were needed to introduce “an era of  stable order, an era of  
peace and quiet.”157 Hence their readiness to make a Faustian deal with Hit-
ler, offering Center Party votes for the Enabling Act in exchange for the prom-
ise of  speedy treaty negotiations.
 Brüning’s criticism of  Pacelli is overstated, but his de scrip tion does pro-
vide an essentially accurate explanation of  why the Center Party voted to 
support Hitler’s Enabling Act, thereby handing Hitler the two- thirds majority 
needed to give his government the legislative instrument of  authoritarian 
rule. Even before the vote, Hitler told his cabinet that he needed Center Party 
support to pass the bill and could get it only if  the government reached an 
agreement with the Holy See. Hitler had always admired Mussolini’s decision 
to make peace with the Vatican in 1929, considering it a feat of  great po lit i cal 
acumen on the part of  Il Duce. In July 1933, with the concordat all but in 
place, Hitler told his cabinet that a treaty with the Vatican had been a central 
goal of  his since becoming chancellor.158

 What little resistance there remained among Center Party parliamentari-
ans to the Enabling Act dissipated, leading even Brüning and like- minded 
Catholic politicians such as Joseph Wirth to fall into line and vote with the 
Hitler government. Only the Social Democrats voted against the mea sure.159 
Germany’s Catholic po lit i cal tradition, by contrast, strengthened Hitler’s 
hand, perhaps unwittingly, out of  a mixed sense of  pa tri otic responsibility, 
a self- appointed duty to protect Catholic interests, po lit i cal opportunism, 
and resignation. The absence of  meaningful public ecclesiastical support did 
not help.
 Scarcely a day had passed after the Enabling Act was approved than Mon-
signor Kaas left for Rome to help steer the negotiations that would lead in a 
few months to the signing of  the Reichskonkordat. Events moved quickly from 
there as Vatican and German of fi cials worked to produce a draft agreement. 
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Papen arrived in Rome on the eve of  Holy Week, a hectic time at the Vatican 
amid preparations for Easter, the most im por tant celebration in the church’s 
calendar. Papen was insistent, though, hoping to return to Berlin with a draft 
agreement by Easter Monday. Pacelli and Kaas obliged, working with him 
late into the night to hammer out a draft. Father Ivo Zeiger, a German Je su it 
who worked with Pacelli and Kaas on the draft, de scribed it as “hurried work” 
that Pacelli shepherded with resolve and self- assuredness.160

 Around the same time, Nazi minister Hermann Göring met with Or se-
nigo to discuss what the Vatican might do to encourage the German  bishops 
to reverse their public condemnation of  the Nazi movement.161 It seems clear 
now that Pius XI and Pacelli felt that in view of  the changed po lit i cal circum-
stances, and with “new assurances” coming from Hitler’s government that it 
would preserve and promote the rights and interest of  the church in Ger-
many, a “mod i fi ca tion” of  the  bishops’ condemnation might indeed be in or-
der. In deference to the authority of  the German  bishops, the Vatican deemed 
it “neither necessary nor opportune” for the pope to intervene directly. In-
stead, at the pope’s behest, Pacelli told the papal nuncios in Berlin and Mu-
nich to encourage the German  bishops to rethink their public stance on Na-
zism. As Pacelli rec orded in his journal, “Tell the nuncios not to wait for the 
 bishops to come to them; that they should take the initiative.”162

 With this subtle but unmistakable signal from the Vatican, the German 
 bishops issued a formal declaration renouncing their earlier condemnation. It 
was not that the  bishops had suddenly jettisoned their suspicions of  Hitler or 
changed their minds about the yawning doctrinal gap between Catholicism 
and National Socialism.163 But they recognized the reality of  Hitler’s consoli-
dation of  power and realized that they should act quickly to protect the Ger-
man church from insidious outside in flu ences, including Nazism. Hence their 
of fi cial statement saying, in effect, that since Hitler had guaranteed the inter-
ests and autonomy of  the church, Catholics could dispense with earlier “bans 
and warnings” about the Hitler movement. It was not an explicit endorse-
ment of  the Nazis, of  course, but it was an implicit recognition of  the legiti-
macy of  the Hitler government. And it was just what Hitler wanted, and 
needed.
 While the Vatican saw this as a step in the right direction, destined to has-
ten successful treaty negotiations, leading German Catholic politicians 
thought otherwise. Despite their recent parliamentary support for the En-
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abling Act, they were worried that the  bishops’ statement would weaken the 
voice of  po lit i cal Catholicism. In the end, neither the German  bishops nor 
the Vatican mustered the resolve to provide the Center Party with the kind of  
public po lit i cal support it needed to survive very long as Hitler moved ever 
closer to forging a one- party state.164

 Without public ecclesiastical support, and lacking internal cohesion and 
sense of  purpose, the Center Party did not have much of  a future in German 
po lit i cal life. From the time Hitler became chancellor, there had been an in-
verse relationship between the Vatican’s diplomacy vis- à- vis the German gov-
ernment and the flagging fortunes of  the Center Party. While Kaas traveled 
between Berlin and Rome, working closely with Pacelli to prepare the draft 
of  an agreement to propose to Hitler, the Center Party slumped further into 
internal division and fatalistic resignation. Although Kaas was no  longer party 
chairman, he continued to push the logic that the Center Party needed to 
provide a constructive po lit i cal cover to the diplomatic negotiations taking 
place between the Vatican and Hitler. He even began to speak openly of  the 
bene fits to the church of  dealing with Fascist states, pointing to the Lateran 
Accords between Mussolini’s government and the Holy See as a model for 
church- state relations.165 In this he found common cause with Pacelli, who, 
like most Vatican of fi cials, had always been suspicious of  the Catholic po lit i-
cal experiment, whether in Italy or in Germany. Sir Robert Clive of  the Brit-
ish legation at the Vatican reached this conclusion after discussions with 
members of  Pacelli’s of fice. Clive reported to London that the Holy See was 
“far more interested in the mass of  Catholic voters in Germany than in the 
Deputies who had represented the [Center] party in the Reichstag.” The Holy 
See also doubted it was possible to re- create the Center Party as a po lit i cal 
force, he wrote, and it was frankly “not greatly interested in the question.”166

 Brüning, who had succeeded Kaas as party chairman in May, contested 
Kaas’s vision for the party’s future, insisting that it should continue to offer 
a robust opposition to counterbalance Hitler’s growing power. Disagreeing 
with Kaas also meant disagreeing with the Vatican, and in particular Cardinal 
Pacelli, who, Brüning was convinced, continued to work at cross purposes 
with the German Catholic po lit i cal tradition. In fact, in his negotiations with 
the Hitler government, Pacelli was showing more resolve than Brüning real-
ized. For instance, when Hitler insisted that any treaty contain an explicit ban 
on clergy in politics—a stipulation of  the Lateran treaties—Pacelli held firm 
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to the view that such exclusion made sense only in countries where Catholics 
were in an overwhelming majority. In short, Cardinal Pacelli was willing to 
defend a continued overt Catholic presence in German po lit i cal life.
 Papen realized that even Monsignor Kaas, for all his eagerness to help 
forge an agreement between the Vatican and the German government, would 
have a dif fi cult time urging the Holy See to agree to an explicit ban on clergy 
in German politics.167 But the Vatican did give way in the end; Papen noted in 
a report sent to Hitler in early July 1933 that Article 32 of  the final draft of  the 
concordat “brings the solution which you have wished, Chancellor, whereby 
the Holy See issues regulations excluding membership and activity in po lit i-
cal parties for all members [of  the clergy] . . . and people belonging to Or-
ders.” Papen informed Hitler of  an additional protocol contained in the fi-
nal text of  the treaty whereby the Vatican and the German government 
agreed to certain “general principles” to regulate the treatment of  Catholic 
clergy “in case Germany should reintroduce general military ser vice.” Papen 
shrewdly noted that the ac tual content of  the regulation mattered less than 
the fact that here, in the very early months of  the Nazi government, the Vati-
can “is already reaching a treaty agreement with us for the event of  general 
military ser vice. I hope that this agreement will therefore be pleasing to you. 
It must, of  course, be treated as secret.”168

 As the secret protocol suggests, Hitler’s government had exceeded its 
own expectations—a telling sign of  the po lit i cal disparities between the Vati-
can and the Hitler state. At a Nazi cabinet meeting to discuss the draft of  the 
concordat, Papen defended the “noteworthy provisions” of  the agreement, 
which included “elimination of  the clergy from politics and the introduction 
of  an oath of  loyalty for the  bishops and a prayer for the State.” For his part, 
Hitler brooked no serious debate on the agreement. He urged his cabinet to 
see “only the great success” in an agreement that would give the Reich “an 
area of  con fi dence . . . which was particularly sig nifi cant in the urgent fight 
against international Jews.” Among the notable achievements of  the concor-
dat, Hitler singled out the dissolution of  the Center Party, which he believed 
was made possible only after the Vatican “had ordered the permanent exclu-
sion of  the priests from party politics.” It was, Hitler told his cabinet, a re-
markable achievement to have reached a modus vivendi with the Vatican much 
sooner than he could have imagined when he became chancellor.169

 From the start, Heinrich Brüning interpreted the treaty negotiations as a 
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sign of  things to come, intimating to the British ambassador in Berlin, Sir 
Horace Rumbold, that the Catholic party was poised to dissolve itself  since 
Pacelli was “hostile” to its existence in its current form. Brüning sounded 
a prophetic note when he predicted in June 1933 that the dissolution of  the 
Center Party would mean that “Hitler will have achieved what he calls ‘to-
tality.’”170

 It is unlikely that Pacelli would have been so explicit. In fact, he reacted 
defensively when in mid- July 1933 word spread in Catholic circles in Holland 
that the Vatican had, in effect, sac ri ficed the Catholic parties for the sake of  
reaching a deal with the Nazi state. As he wrote to Lorenzo Schioppa, the 
papal nuncio at The Hague, the Center Party and the Bavarian People’s Party 
had dissolved themselves entirely “of  their own accord and completely in de-
pen dently of  the Holy See.” Pacelli rejected out of  hand the charge that the 
parties were dissolved at the Vatican’s instigation as a precondition for suc-
cessful rati fi ca tion of  the Reichskonkordat. They had “dissolved themselves 
spontaneously, without even informing the Holy See,” he asserted, insisting 
that the Vatican had no responsibility whatsoever in the demise of  Germany’s 
Catholic parties.171

 In Pacelli’s version of  events, it was the dissolution of  the Catholic parties 
and the inevitability of  a German government dominated by Hitler and the 
Nazis that made the successful negotiation of  a treaty all the more urgent. In 
view of  the new reality of  German politics, Pacelli told Schioppa, the Vatican 
had little choice but to do what it could to preserve the rights of  German Ca-
tholicism, with its twenty million faithful in one of  the most im por tant states 
in the world. In its approach to the Hitler government, Pacelli reasoned, the 
Vatican took its lead from the German  bishops, who agreed that a treaty was 
“the last hope” for the church in Germany and the only way to avert state- 
sponsored anti- Catholicism that would be even worse than the Kulturkampf 
of  Bismarck’s time.172 For many months after the Reichskonkordat was for-
mally ratified, Pacelli continued to insist that at no time had the Vatican de-
manded or even welcomed the dissolution of  the Catholic parties. In a meet-
ing with former Center Party politician Hermann- Josef  Schmitt in February 
1934, Pacelli expressed his astonishment that the Catholic parties had dis-
solved themselves so suddenly in the summer of  1933, reasoning that it had all 
come about much too prematurely. He claimed to know nothing of  Kaas’s 
apparent communications with Center Party leaders, in which the former 
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party chairman, by then deeply engrossed in discussions with the Hitler gov-
ernment, gave the impression that the party’s dissolution was a fait accompli. 
The story goes that in the first few days of  July, Kaas telephoned Center poli-
tician Joseph Joos and asked in a surprised tone, “Have you people not yet 
disbanded?” Pacelli always maintained that he knew nothing of  the call, just 
as he continued to assert that the future of  the Catholic parties had played 
absolutely no role in the treaty negotiations through the summer of  1933.173

 Abandoned by most of  their erstwhile allies, with no support from the 
German  bishops or the Vatican, the Bavarian People’s Party and the Center 
Party willingly dissolved themselves in the first week of  July 1933.174 While it 
may be technically true that the disbanding of  the German Catholic parties 
ultimately came from within, the absence of  meaningful ecclesiastical sup-
port made the outcome all the more likely. Pacelli, taking his lead from Mon-
signor Kaas and the German  bishops, was resigned to the fact that Hitler was 
moving toward a one- party state. When word reached him of  increasing ha-
rassment of  Catholics, especially the clergy, Pacelli was even more convinced 
that a quick rati fi ca tion of  a treaty with the Hitler government was the surest 
way to defend the German Catholic Church, its schools and associations, to 
say nothing of  its  bishops, clergy, and religious orders.175 Tellingly, the two 
German of fi cials charged formally with the task of  negotiating with Pacelli 
—Vice- Chancellor Papen and Ambassador Diego von  Bergen—were fully 
aware of  Pacelli’s anxiety over the immediate future of  the church in Ger-
many. When they met with Pacelli in late June and early July 1933, Papen and 
Bergen found him “visibly in flu enced” by reports from various sources of  a 
systematic campaign against German Catholic interests, including “the arrest 
and maltreatment” of  German clergy.176

 Although he must have been quietly sat is fied with the eventual rati fi ca-
tion of  the agreement with the German state in September 1933, Pacelli knew 
that Hitler could not be trusted to fulfill the commitments undertaken in the 
treaty. He said as much to the British chargé d’affaires, adding that the Vati-
can harbored no great love for the Hitler regime. Even in the weeks following 
the end of  treaty talks, the British representative Sir Robert Clive reported to 
the Foreign Of fice that Cardinal Pacelli openly “deplored the anti- Semitism 
of  the German government, their treatment of  po lit i cal opponents and the 
reign of  terror to which they had subjected the whole nation.” Moreover, 
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Pacelli explained that the Vatican had agreed to the treaty in the first place 
purely as a defensive mea sure, as a lesser evil between reaching an agreement 
with the Nazi state and, as Clive interpreted Pacelli’s view of  the alternative, 
“the virtual elimination of  the Catholic Church in the Reich.” And even when 
signs emerged later in 1933 that the Nazi Party had no intention of  ful fill ing its 
treaty commitments, Cardinal Pacelli insisted that the present treaty was bet-
ter than none at all; at any rate, whatever “excesses” the Germans commit-
ted, the world would know that “they were in the wrong and that the Church 
had nothing with which to reproach herself.”177

 In both public and private, Pacelli continued to maintain that the Vati-
can’s signing of  the agreement was in no way tantamount to Vatican endorse-
ment of  the Hitler state or radical Nazi policies, domestic or foreign. In a 
meeting with the Austrian ambassador in July 1933, Pacelli had assured him 
that the Vatican had no stomach for Nazi talk of  annexing Austria. Pacelli was 
worried about news that Austrian Chancellor Engelbert Dollfuss had begun 
to prepare a critique of  the Reichskonkordat on the grounds that the agree-
ment hurt his government’s ability to defend Austrian autonomy against Nazi 
aggression. Mindful of  the need to control his image for posterity, Pacelli had 
asked the Austrian ambassador to expunge any trace of  Dollfuss’s critique 
from the archives.178

 On balance, the Vatican’s response to Hitler’s rise to power in 1933, like 
that of  the German church more generally, produced mixed results, re flect-
ing the contradictory interests at play at a critical moment of  the interwar 
period. On the one hand, as secretary of  state and the Vatican expert on Ger-
man affairs, Pacelli was one of  the leading exponents of  an approach that 
hastened the evacuation of  po lit i cal Catholicism from German life precisely 
at a time when Hitler and the NSDAP were working to exploit legal, par-
liamentary instruments to pave the way for a one- party state and dictator-
ship.179 Pacelli’s approach re flected a sincere desire to defend the ability of  
the German church, and the Holy See behind it, to preserve the autonomy 
and doctrinal integrity of  German Catholicism in the face of  various modern 
heresies—godless Communism, pagan nationalism, and secularism. On the 
other hand, if  the Vatican’s apparent acquiescence to the po lit i cal ambitions 
of  Hitler so soon into his tenure as chancellor meant the silencing of  po lit i cal 
Catholicism and the stifling of  potential Catholic opposition to Nazi designs 
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for total control of  state apparatus, the Reichskonkordat constituted a poten-
tially im por tant instrument to contest successive Nazi attempts to control or 
suffocate altogether the life of  the German church.
 It was in the po lit i cal sphere that Hitler’s machinations revealed both the 
potential and ultimately the limits of  Pacelli’s diplomacy vis- à- vis the evolv-
ing Nazi dictatorship. When Germans went to the polls in November 1933 in 
the first national election of  what was now a one- party state, the German 
Catholic hierarchy and the Vatican continued to defend a principled Catholic 
opposition to Nazi sterilization laws. Even though the newly minted treaty 
expressly prohibited overt clerical involvement in politics, Pacelli insisted, 
with the pope’s backing, of  course, that in the pending election campaign, 
German clergy were “free to act according to conscience,” in a manner con-
sistent with church doctrine.180 Presumably, this meant that Catholic laity, 
long an im por tant de mo graphic in German electoral politics, also had the 
right and the duty to act according to conscience and in a manner consistent 
with church doctrine. Yet the dilemma remained—how to defend Catholic 
doctrine without an effective po lit i cal voice in electoral politics? Pacelli and 
the Vatican expected German Catholics to be free to preach, teach, and print 
in open opposition to certain Nazi policies. In the end, though, the laws were 
made in parliament, not in the pulpit or in the classroom or in the newsroom. 
The absence of  any meaningful Catholic electoral opposition to the Nazis, 
coupled with a monopoly on legislative and bureaucratic power, revealed the 
extent to which Hitler’s strategy for dealing with the church was paying the 
führer rich dividends. By contrast, the bene fits to the church of  the vaunted 
diplomatic entente with the German state were neither clear nor certain.



3

Con flict and Compromise

The German question dominated Pacelli’s tenure as cardi-
nal secretary of  state, just as it would dominate and in some respects de fine 
his pontificate. Even before the treaty with the German Reich was ratified 
formally in September 1933, Pacelli had learned to doubt the sincerity of  Nazi 
promises. Despite the apparent success of  negotiations, Pacelli immediately 
was confronting German of fi cials with what he called “disquieting reports” 
about Nazi intimidation and coercion against German Catholics. He was 
 concerned not only about certain technicalities deliberately left unresolved 
 during the last phases of  negotiations that summer, but also about a funda-
mental divergence between the Vatican and the Hitler government on “es-
sential points.” More than anything else, Pacelli feared that in practice the 
agreement with the Germans had “been applied in a manner detrimental to 
the Catholic interests and contrary to the intention of  the Holy See.”1

 It was a most inauspicious beginning to an arrangement that was meant 
to promote amicable relations between the Vatican and Hitler’s regime. 
Pacelli later was to regret not having clarified the “essential points” before 
signing the agreement. The Holy See even hinted that it was prepared to walk 
away from the treaty if  questions about its practical application were not re-
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solved before formal rati fi ca tion. The threat proved to be as idle as it was 
vague. The stage thus was set for a long season of  protracted discussions and 
intense disagreement between Cardinal Pacelli and German of fi cials over vio-
lations of  the agreement negotiated so eagerly by both parties in the spring 
and summer of  1933. Pacelli quickly emerged in diplomatic circles as one of  
the most forceful critics of  what he called an all- out Nazi assault aimed at de-
stroying the Catholic faith altogether.2 Yet when Pope Pius XI himself  began 
to question the logic of  continued diplomatic relations between the Vatican 
and the Hitler government, Pacelli defended the concordat as the single most 
im por tant defense of  Catholic interests in the Hitler state—a conviction from 
which the future pope never wavered, despite an abundance of  evidence to 
the contrary. He was either unwilling or perhaps simply incapable of  envi-
sioning alternative means of  engaging with Hitler. This was evidence either 
of  a resolute character and prudential judgment, or, conversely, of  a fateful 
inability to admit mistakes and to learn from them.
 Among the disturbing reports reaching Pacelli’s desk in 1933 were stories 
of  Hitler’s attempt to suppress the publication of  Catholic news papers that 
expressed opinions consistent with Catholic doctrine on such issues as eugen-
ics and sterilization, sometimes in direct opposition to spe cific Nazi policies. 
Pacelli wanted to dispel any suggestion that the Vatican wanted to constrain 
or silence altogether Catholicism in German public life, so he pressed the 
Germans to guarantee the freedom of  Catholic news papers to “proclaim and 
defend Catholic principles publicly.” Pacelli also told the Germans of  his con-
cern for Catholic or ga ni za tions that faced intimidation and in some cases 
 outright suppression. Nowhere was the pressure on Catholic associational 
life felt more than among Catholic youth groups, which were trying to resist 
government directives aimed at privileging membership in the Hitler Youth. 
Faced with the choice of  joining the Hitler Youth or remaining in their Cath-
olic or ga ni za tions, many Catholic youths, the Vatican feared, might join the 
Hitler Youth “for professional and economic reasons.”3

 Although undoubtedly sincere in their concern, Pacelli and the Vatican 
were not prepared to push the issue to the point of  ac tually jeopardizing the 
agreement. Meanwhile, Pacelli was calmed by German assurances that 
the Vatican’s ob jec tions were duly noted and that upon formal rati fi ca tion, 
the two sides would engage in a “friendly exchange of  views” to resolve out-
standing issues.4 But the exchange of  views was strained from the beginning. 
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When Pacelli met in September 1933 with the German chargé d’affaires, Eu-
gen Klee, for the formal exchange of  the rati fi ca tion documents, the cardinal 
handed Klee a supplement to the “Short Note” outlining three points of  con-
cern: the question of  Catholic groups, the sta tus of  the Catholic press, and 
the Nazi government’s dismissal from government posts of  Catholic employ-
ees, including those of  Jewish descent. Klee responded that the third issue 
was not strictly speaking related to the concordat. Pacelli conceded the point, 
but asked for the rationale behind the dismissal of  Catholics. Saying he was 
doing so at the expressed wish of  Pope Pius XI, Pacelli submitted a writ-
ten  request for the reinstatement of  Catholic employees who opposed Na-
zism  either because they held different po lit i cal views or for “reasons of  con-
science.” The Vatican also demanded “the same treatment” for Catholics of  
Jewish descent as was afforded Catholics of  so- called Aryan descent.
 Klee bristled and replied that this was “not possible, since the Jewish ques-
tion was not a religious but a race prob lem.” To this, Pacelli said that the 
pope’s “religious and humanitarian” beliefs compelled him to speak on be-
half  of  these Catholics from Jewish backgrounds—whether they were con-
verts from Judaism or had Jewish ancestors.5

 Having allowed himself  a brief  respite at his favored Swiss getaway at 
Rorschach, Pacelli returned to Rome in mid- October 1933 to find Pope Pius 
XI increasingly agitated by repeated German violations of  the agreement, to 
the point where the irascible pontiff  seemed ready to go public with his ob-
jec tions. The pope instructed Pacelli to express in no uncertain terms the 
depths of  his anger over the German government’s treatment of  Catholics. 
Pacelli was told to underscore that Pius XI was on the verge of  a very spirited 
public condemnation of  German behavior. In discussions with German dip-
lomats, Pacelli emphasized the evolving view in papal circles that the Vatican 
had held its tongue for too long, in the face of  too many blatant, unjus ti fied 
excesses against German Catholics. Summarizing Pacelli’s account of  the 
pope’s state of  mind, the German ambassador to the Holy See, Diego von 
Bergen, told Berlin that Pius XI had come to believe that “the dignity of  the 
Holy See requires that he emerge from the reserve which has heretofore been 
incomprehensible to the faithful.” In fact, Bergen had it from Pacelli directly 
that a formal note of  public protest was drafted and ready to be pronounced 
at an upcoming meeting between the pope and the cardinals. When Bergen 
warned Pacelli against any such public reprimand, Pacelli replied that the 
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pope was “deeply annoyed” and would be hard to dissuade. But Pacelli said 
he would try, and he was successful. Pius XI’s address to the cardinals con-
tained no overt po lit i cal commentary. Not for the first time, Pacelli had ex-
erted a moderating in flu ence on an increasingly combative Pope Pius XI, who 
was growing ever more concerned about the appearance of  Vatican indiffer-
ence to the plight of  persecuted German Catholics and others.6

 This, then, became the hallmark of  Eugenio Pacelli’s dealings with the 
Hitler state—pivoting constantly between private albeit formal and often bit-
ing criticism of  the Reich for its violations of  the concordat, and the urge to 
avoid a public repudiation if  not a formal break in relations with the Ger-
man government. To some extent, German recalcitrance may have been em-
boldened by the quiet assurance that the Hitler government could count on 
Pacelli to stay the hand of  an increasingly impatient Pope Pius XI. As early as 
October 1933, Bergen wrote reassuringly that Pacelli had a “realistic attitude” 
and was working to dissuade the pope from making any kind of  public ges-
ture to denounce Nazi tactics against German Catholics. It helped that Pacelli 
was seeking advice from Monsignor Kaas, who, Bergen apparently told Ber-
lin, was working hard “to counteract the opposition trying to block the path 
of  the new Germany.” At least Bergen said as much, perhaps as a strategy to 
convince skeptical German authorities to trust Catholic compa tri ots.7

 When Hitler’s government sent Dr. Rudolf  Buttmann of  the Interior 
Ministry to the Vatican to begin negotiations on a number of  pressing issues 
left unresolved by the concordat, Pacelli used the occasion to launch the first 
volley in what would become a war of  words between the Vatican and the 
Hitler state.8 In addition to reiterating earlier complaints about the coer-
cion and suppression of  Catholic or ga ni za tions, Pacelli voiced grave con-
cern about the pervasive in flu ence of  Nazi racial theories in schools and other 
institutions, including hospitals. Referring spe cifi cally to Alfred Rosenberg’s 
Myth of  the Twentieth Century, Pacelli put the prob lem plainly: “Since there are 
substantial differences between certain national- socialist principles and Cath-
olic doctrine, to impose such teaching is in open violation of  article one of  
the Reich Concordat.” Pacelli decried the “anguish of  conscience” that Cath-
olics experienced over Nazi sterilization laws and insisted that the German 
government respect the right of  Catholics to abstain from practices that vio-
lated church teaching and individual conscience. He concluded with a thinly 
veiled threat to go public with the Vatican’s concerns about continued Ger-
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man violations of  the concordat. Unless the government’s assurances to re-
spect the treaty were soon translated into action, Pacelli warned, the Vatican 
would have no choice but to publicize its complaints. He added that the Hit-
ler government should not misinterpret the public silence of  the “supreme 
Authority of  the Church” to mean immunity from judgment for the many 
“offenses against justice and against the freedom of  the Church and its fol-
lowers in Germany.”9

 German diplomats took Pacelli’s threat seriously but pressed the Vatican 
to desist, offering the usual verbal assurances of  their government’s sincere 
intention to address the contentious issues. But instead of  taking action to 
remedy the Vatican’s grievances, the government resorted to rhetorical de-
vices, invoking a common cause against a shared enemy, Communism, while 
assuring the Vatican that the Reich had no interesting in launching another 
Kulturkampf against German Catholics.10

 For all his characteristic restraint, Pacelli protested that words were no 
 longer enough—the Vatican, together with German Catholics, demanded 
concrete action to address the long list of  complaints. As he wrote in his per-
sonal notes after a meeting with Pius XI in December 1933, “One cannot trust 
in the loyalty of  Germany’s rulers.”11 He was especially worried about the 
obvious ambition of  the Hitler state to exert a monopoly over the education 
of  German Catholic youth, and he denounced as illegal the activities of  vari-
ous branches of  government that were coercing young Catholics into joining 
the Hitler Youth. With uncharacteristic sarcasm, Pacelli said he was perplexed 
that the German government repeatedly gave assurances of  its desire to re-
solve these grievances and respect the concordat yet continued to allow seri-
ous treaty violations to continue. Pacelli also voiced his frustration at an 
emerging pattern in the Vatican’s dealings with the Hitler government: when 
complaints were lodged with high- ranking government of fi cials, they blamed 
overly zealous lower- level of fi cials or untamed party members at the grass-
roots. When complaints were directed to the latter, the response invariably 
came back that ev ery thing had been approved by or even ordered directly 
from Berlin.12 Clearly, the Germans were playing games to avoid confronting 
treaty violations.
 Alarming reports about the sta tus of  Catholics in Germany continued to 
cross Pacelli’s desk, with mounting evidence that the persecution of  Catho-
lics was in ten sifying.13 In addition to the reports from the papal diplomats in 
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Berlin and Munich, there were letters from private individuals, addressed to 
the Secretariat of  State or to the pope himself, expressing concern over the 
security and freedom of  individual Catholics as well as Catholic news papers 
and associations. From Berlin, nuncio Orsenigo wrote of  a concerted “cam-
paign against Catholics,” recounting a now familiar litany of  violations of  the 
letter and spirit of  the concordat, as well as new Nazi threats to ban the publi-
cation of  diocesan bulletins that reprinted articles from the Vatican news-
paper, L’Osservatore Romano. From Munich, the nuncio Alberto Vasallo di Tor-
regrossa wrote to tell Pacelli about the arrest in August 1935 of  the Bavarian 
Catholic aristocrat Baron Cramer- Klett, one of  Pacelli’s long- standing ac-
quaintances from his days as nuncio in Germany. In a private letter, Pacelli 
told Cramer- Klett that his loyalty to the Holy See had surely been a factor in 
the baron’s harsh treatment by Nazi authorities.14

 Meeting with Dr. Buttmann in June 1935, Pacelli offered a sharply worded 
critique of  the National Socialist press, which, he said, was attacking the 
church regularly with an “intemperance” that was unheard of  even in Marx-
ist circles. Buttmann tried to explain it away as the lingering effect of  tensions 
between the NSDAP and the Center Party. Pacelli was having none of  it. 
“Where is the Center Party?” he asked pointedly, adding that hardly anyone 
in Germany spoke of  the party anymore, even less of  its revival. Buttmann 
countered that while the party was no  longer in parliament, the “Center 
spirit”—the Zentrumgeist, as he put it—remained. In fact, the Germans were 
convinced, or so they told Pacelli, that the Center Party was still alive and ac-
tive in German politics, but by means of  underground cells, and that the par-
ty’s head of fices were now in Rome. Pacelli dismissed the suggestion out of  
hand, pointing out that in signing the 1933 treaty, the church had hoped for a 
period of  mutual trust and respect between church and state, which could 
have been achieved but for the “anti- Catholic attitude” of  the Hitler govern-
ment.15 It was as close as Pacelli would ever come to acknowledging that the 
1933 treaty was negotiated at the expense of  German po lit i cal Catholicism.
 In January 1936 Pacelli sent German Ambassador Diego von Bergen a 
long and detailed protest of  ongoing Nazi violations of  the 1933 agreement.16 
The letter captures perfectly the substance and style of  Pacelli’s mode of  en-
gagement with the Nazi state at the time. It was a forceful denunciation of  
Nazi tactics against Catholic interests, especially the attempt to use the law 
and the courts as a cover to whip up anti- Catholic, anticlerical sentiment; it 
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was also a detailed exposition of  the prevailing po lit i cal theology that in-
formed papal diplomacy—a statement of  how the church understood its re-
lationship with the state, and above all a defense of  the church’s right to speak 
freely on matters related to Catholic doctrine. It illustrates Pacelli’s capacity 
to stand up to the Hitler government but also shows the futility of  a diplo-
matic protest without teeth. It was, in short, a paper tiger whose moral con-
sistency meant little to a Nazi state that was moving inexorably to a redefi ni-
tion of  what was ethical, legal, and thus permissible in the po lit i cal realm.
 Despite such protests, the attacks on Catholics continued. In March 1935, 
the German government ordered the arrest of  priests and nuns who were ac-
cused of  having directed funds outside Germany without the required au-
thorization, in violation of  German law and ostensibly against the economic 
interests of  the Reich.17 The arrests were accompanied by a Gestapo search 
and seizure of  religious houses—a sweep so brutal and so arbitrary, Pacelli 
wrote, that it caused serious physical harm to the accused, and in some cases 
death. In this matter, Pacelli concluded, the German government had vio-
lated its own norms of  due pro cess and the most basic precepts of  justice. 
Moreover, the Nazi pro pa ganda machine was using the arrests and trials to 
stir up anti- Catholic sentiment, a further offense to the norms of  civility, and 
to the church itself.
 Pacelli impressed on Hitler’s representatives at the Vatican that the Holy 
See took its commitment to the Reich Concordat of  1933 so seriously that it 
would not tolerate any action by Catholic clergy that might be seen to violate 
any terms of  the agreement. This, he said, was a sure mea sure of  the extent 
to which the Vatican saw the maintenance of  good relations with the Ger-
man government “a precious gift and worthy of  protection.” But the Vatican 
had studied the charges against the accused priests and ruled that the case 
against them was flimsy—“deficient” was the exact word Pacelli used. The 
state’s case against the German clergy was so flawed that it was hard to be-
lieve he even had to respond by means of  a formal diplomatic exchange.
 Pacelli knew that the Hitler government chafed at the Vatican’s contin-
ued characterization of  the Nazi treatment of  German Catholics as a new 
Kulturkampf, but he continued to press the point. There was not a diocese, he 
argued, perhaps not even a parish, in all the Reich that had not witnessed 
some form of  assault on church of fi cials or or ga ni za tions: “The Catholic 
press has been destroyed and forced through unseemly mea sures to cede its 
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editorial rights; Catholic journalists are subject to an odious censorship which 
protects attacks against the church but gags its defense; the  bishops’ pastoral 
letters are sequestered or banned from circulation,” Pacelli wrote. He went 
on to say that “Catholic priests lie in prisons and concentration camps be-
cause in exercising their ministry they defended the principles of  Christian 
doctrine and the Christian conception of  life . . . innumerable numbers of  
Catholic employees have been deprived of  their jobs, and of  their livelihood.” 
In the face of  such clear instances of  anti- Catholicism, how could the Hitler 
government still insist that the  bishops and clergy were free to continue with 
their pastoral activities?
 The Nazis jus ti fied such behavior on the grounds that some elements of  
the German Catholic Church,  bishops and clergy in particular, were mixing 
themselves in politics, to the point of  promoting a new kind of  “po lit i cal 
 Catholicism.” The Nazis claimed that this activity violated the concordat 
and, more seriously, stood in the way of  the National Socialist program for 
national regeneration. Pacelli dismissed the claim, suggesting that the gov-
ernment’s true intention was not simply to prevent the resurgence of  earlier 
traditions of  German po lit i cal Catholicism but to contain “those types of  ac-
tivities which are an essential part of  the church’s mission, which it cannot 
renounce.” Pacelli insisted that the church had no interest in or authority to 
interfere with that which was Caesar’s; even less did the church presume to 
express a particular preference for any form of  government. “The Church 
fulfills its mission in monarchies or republics,” wrote Pacelli, “in democratic 
states or so- called authoritarian states. The task which she has been assigned 
by her supranational mission and the experience she has acquired in two 
thousand years of  work keeps her from giving excessive weight to questions 
. . . about the different forms states have assumed in the course of  their devel-
opment.”18 In short, the church could tolerate any form of  government so 
long as it was intent on preserving and promoting notions of  the common 
good that were consistent with the principles of  Chris tian i ty. In this regard, 
for all their rhetorical paeans to the Christian roots of  German culture, the 
Nazis were skirting the line of  a po lit i cal order grounded in Christian ethics. 
In both its principles and its policies, Pacelli warned, National Socialism was 
heading down a road guaranteed to exacerbate tensions with the church. For 
instance, the Nazi pretense to promote so- called positive Chris tian i ty was 
deeply prob lematic from the Vatican’s standpoint. Pacelli said that if  the Na-
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zis understood the term to mean recognition of  the divinity of  Christ and of  
his teachings, with all that this entailed for the public sphere, the Vatican and 
all German Catholics would approve. But the words and actions of  Hitler’s 
government more often than not proved to be “diametrically opposed” to the 
precepts of  Chris tian i ty.
 At the heart of  the con flict between the Hitler government and German 
Catholicism were matters of  conscience. Pacelli reiterated his belief  that the 
continued travails in church- state relations re flected the pernicious in flu ence 
of  a dogged anti- Catholic, anticlerical faction within the Nazi Party, typified 
by the likes of  Alfred Rosenberg, who was excoriated by the German  bishops 
and the Vatican for his anti- Christian, neo- pagan, racialist doctrines. The way 
forward, Cardinal Pacelli insisted, was to “liberate” the Nazi Party from the 
“anticlerical and anti- Christian rubbish” that, he believed, was the work of  a 
small handful of  individuals.19

 German diplomats at the Vatican appreciated Pacelli’s penchant for mod-
eration and his ability to temper the increasingly abrupt and combative tone 
of  Pius XI. After meeting with the pope for a New Year’s audience at the start 
of  1936, the German ambassador Bergen complained bitterly to Foreign Min-
ister von Neurath of  the “resentment against Germany among leading Vati-
can circles,” referring spe cifi cally to the verbal dressing- down Pius XI deliv-
ered in the course of  their meeting about the persecution of  the German 
Catholic Church. Bergen complained to Pacelli of  the substance and tone of  
the pope’s veritable diatribe. Eager to calm the diplomatic waters, Pacelli 
managed to procure a written statement from the pope explaining in more 
precise and temperate terms the Vatican’s concerns about the ongoing “per-
secutions, restrictions and obstructions” of  the church in Germany. For Ber-
gen, extracting this papal statement was a signature of  Pacelli’s diplomatic 
style. He wrote glowingly to Berlin of  how “Cardinal Pacelli constantly 
strives to pacify and to exert a moderating in flu ence on the Pope, who is dif fi-
cult to manage and to in flu ence.” It is telling indeed of  Pacelli’s style that the 
more moderate papal criticism of  Germany concluded with the forceful re-
statement of  papal displea sure at continued actions against German Catholic 
interests. “We can only say that friends do not behave like this. We are, in 
truth, deeply grieved and gravely displeased,” Pius XI wrote. The net effect of  
this minor diplomatic incident was that the German ambassador found him-
self  urging his own government to avoid any further con flict with the church 
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and to seek a “truce” and a “tolerable relationship with the Curia,” in the in-
terests of  both the church and the German state.20

 The hope for a genuinely amicable working relationship between the 
church and the Nazi state was still alive, or so Pacelli said. He may even have 
believed this. The fact that he still thought the Vatican could deal construc-
tively with the Nazis reveals im por tant insights into his temperament and his 
po lit i cal judgment. Pacelli had more than enough evidence to con firm a view 
he had expressed in other settings, to some British and Ital ian of fi cials, for in-
stance, that Nazi promises meant precious little. Meeting with the Ital ian am-
bassador to the Vatican, Bonifacio Pignatti, in March 1936, Pacelli said repeat-
edly that for the Nazis “treaties were mere pieces of  paper.” There was no 
reason to believe anything Hitler’s government said.21 Clearly, Pacelli knew 
what he was talking about. After all, close to three years had passed since the 
signing of  the Reich Concordat and things were obviously getting worse.
 Why, then, did he insist on preserving the Vatican’s formal diplomatic re-
lationship with Nazi Germany? Was this the pragmatism of  a career diplomat 
at work, re flect ing a deeply seated conviction that, like it or not, the church 
had to deal with the Hitler government, even on unfavorable terms? Or was 
it a form of  naiveté, a misjudgment of  the true nature of  National Social-
ism, and an underestimation of  Hitler’s capacity to manipulate his dealings 
with the Vatican for po lit i cal gain? Perhaps it was a mea sure of  the extent to 
which Pacelli’s thinking about German affairs re flected the advice he sought 
from German prelates such as Monsignor Kaas and the Austrian prelate Alois 
 Hudal, rector of  the German national church in Rome—the Santa Maria 
dell’Anima—who would have reinforced Pacelli’s own inclination to keep 
open the lines of  communication with the Hitler government.22

 Into the late 1930s, despite evidence of  the increasing radicalism of  Nazi 
domestic policies—sterilization laws, anti- Jewish mea sures including the Nu-
remberg Laws, and ongoing attacks against Catholic interests—Pacelli con-
tinued to believe that a genuine working relationship with Hitler’s govern-
ment was not only possible but essential. Some sources suggest that Pacelli 
placed an inordinate hope in Hitler himself, convinced for reasons that are 
not entirely clear that the führer was being unduly in flu enced by some radi-
cal fringes within the party elite. In response to a meeting in early November 
1936 between Munich’s Cardinal Faulhaber and Hitler, Pacelli agreed that 
Faulhaber had done well to express the church’s continued grievances with 
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the German government, especially with its vociferously anti- Catholic fac-
tions—what Faulhaber labeled die Rosenberg- Stimmung, the Rosenberg effect.23 
Still, Pacelli saw some signs of  hope in Faulhaber’s account of  the meeting. 
As he wrote to Faulhaber, for all the outstanding grievances between church 
and state, Hitler’s “personal attitude” suggested that ev ery thing was not as 
“hopeless” as it seemed.24 The challenge, then, was to reinforce the seem-
ingly moderate factions, associated with men like Göring, who, presumably, 
would help the führer to come to amicable terms with German Catholics and 
the Vatican.25

 Pacelli’s patience with the Germans doubtless re flected his deep emo-
tional attachment to the German people. But a more im por tant factor was 
his genuine concern for the survival of  German Catholicism if  its ties with 
the papacy were severed. Pius XI, Achille Ratti, was not so patient. Ratti had 
been elected pope in 1922, the same year Benito Mussolini came to power in 
Italy. Ratti and Pacelli had known each other for some time. Both men came 
from the professional papal diplomatic corps of  the early twentieth century, 
but whereas Pacelli cut his diplomatic teeth in the heady climate of  Weimar 
Germany, Ratti did so in Poland. As young papal diplomats, then, both men 
had witnessed firsthand the complex matrix of  ideological, social, and eco-
nomic factors that pushed much of  Europe between revolution and reaction 
in the contentious years after the First World War. Ratti had long admired 
Pacelli’s diplomatic abilities and sound judgment, and had tapped him to be 
his secretary of  state in large mea sure because of  Pacelli’s intimate knowl-
edge of  German affairs.
 Theirs was a unique relationship, characterized by mutual admiration, 
even genuine affection. Yet they were vastly different men in temperament. 
Ratti was a colorful character, emotive, outspoken, and argumentative. 
Pacelli was decidedly more reserved and introspective. The two were capable 
of  open disagreement with each other, but nothing, it seems, seriously threat-
ened their mutual respect and common sense of  purpose. As Pacelli once 
told his housekeeper, Mother Pascalina, in all the years he served as Ratti’s 
secretary of  state, “I never said yes to the Holy Father when I meant no, and 
no when I meant yes.”26 The two men appreciated the complementary dy-
namic of  their working relationship, and it has been suggested that Ratti felt 
he could speak more bluntly in public because he knew that Pacelli would 
serve as a moderating force and help to mediate any dif fi culties that arose. 
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For his part, Pacelli knew that his cautious and prudent manner found its nec-
essary complement in Ratti’s more forthright approach.27

 Eugenio Pacelli no doubt had a moderating effect on the irascible Ratti, 
who was known in diplomatic circles to be quick to anger. Pacelli’s in flu ence 
was evident during the very first months of  his tenure as secretary of  state, 
when the Vatican found itself  at odds with Mussolini’s government over the 
sta tus of  Catholic youth or ga ni za tions in Fascist Italy. It was also apparent in 
the Vatican’s dealings with Nazi Germany in the late 1930s, when growing 
Nazi radicalism in domestic and foreign policy seemed to be pushing Pius XI 
to the edge of  breaking off  all diplomatic ties with the Hitler regime. Already 
by 1936, the Vatican was moving toward more public criticisms of  Nazi be-
havior.28 Following the Nazi remilitarization of  the Rhineland, for instance, 
the Vatican news paper L’Osservatore Romano published an article that spoke 
of  the “moral duty to respect treaties.” The article, which Pacelli’s of fice 
 certainly would have authorized if  not penned, was intended to send a clear 
message to the Germans about the immorality of  their violation of  a key 
provision of  the Versailles treaty.29

Pacelli and Vatican Interwar Diplomacy

In his dealings with foreign governments, Pacelli had to wear several hats at 
once. His oversight of  Vatican interwar diplomacy in turbulent times rested 
on a complex matrix of  distinct yet related interests and calculations, some-
times complementary but often con flicting. It was demanding work for a 
staff  of  limited size and means, and with limited practical in flu ence on civil 
governments. It demanded a constant balancing act that took into account 
the needs and interests of  the national churches while also re flect ing the Holy 
See’s standing as an actor in international affairs. Predictably, then, papal di-
plomacy of  the 1930s produced mixed and often disappointing results from 
the perspective of  the Vatican’s own stated objectives. The future Pius XII 
thus confronted as secretary of  state a dilemma similar to what he had experi-
enced as a young diplomat in the First World War: the practical limits of  pa-
pal in flu ence on civil governments of  various forms and ideological leanings.
 Nowhere was Pacelli’s balancing act, and its limited efficacy, more evident 
than at home, in the Holy See’s com pli cated relationship with Mussolini’s It-
aly. In his meetings with the Ital ian ambassadors to the Holy See—Cesare De 
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Vecchi and later Bonifacio Pignatti—Pacelli expressed repeatedly his hopes 
for a genuine détente in Italy’s relations with the Vatican in the aftermath of  
the 1931 crisis over Catholic Action.30 It is not that Pacelli was under any illu-
sion about the true nature of  Mussolini’s attitude to the church. As he re-
corded in his personal notes, “Among the Fascists there are some good Catho-
lics, but Mussolini is not one of  them.” In a similar vein, when the Ital ian 
ambassador met with Pacelli in April 1931 to say that Fascism was the “antith-
esis of  Bolshevism,” Pacelli was not shy about retorting that there were, in 
fact, some fundamental similarities between the two systems.31 In his deal-
ings with the Ital ians, then, Pacelli’s clear desire to maintain good diplomatic 
relations did not cloud his judgment or fool him into thinking that Mussoli-
ni’s Fascism was some thing other than what it was; indeed, from the very be-
ginning of  his direct dealings with the Fascists, Pacelli exhibited his character-
istic ability to marry diplomatic engagement with a clear- minded resolve to 
insist that the Mussolini government respect the letter and the spirit of  the 
1929 agreements.32 In effect, Pacelli was prepared to give Mussolini’s govern-
ment considerable latitude in pursuing its domestic and international objec-
tives, so long as doing so did not impinge upon the church’s free reign over its 
own affairs and Mussolini’s policies avoided the radical and aggressive tone 
exhibited increasingly by the Hitler regime.
 Ital ian of fi cials realized early on that Pacelli would prove a formidable in-
terlocutor and should not be underestimated. They were frustrated from the 
start in their attempts to get a good read on the man who would lead Vati-
can diplomacy for the foreseeable future. Pacelli’s characteristic reserve im-
pressed and frustrated Fascist informants in the Vatican, who complained 
that it was hard to obtain any good information on Pacelli because he was, as 
one of  them put it, “as mute as a statue.”33

 Italy’s imperial and racialist turn in the mid- 1930s—expressed principally 
in its invasion of  Ethiopia—tested the logic and the limits of  the imperfect 
but mutually convenient accommodation achieved between the Vatican and 
the Mussolini regime after the 1929 Conciliazione.34 The planned invasion of  
Ethiopia was evidence of  Mussolini’s goal of  remaking Italy through imperial 
conquest.35 His imperial design against a member state of  the League of  Na-
tions, of  course, sparked the most serious diplomatic crisis of  the interwar 
era to that point. In so doing, it tested the mettle of  papal diplomacy by lay-
ing bare the com pli cated nature of  the Holy See’s formal relationship with 
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the Ital ian state. The radicalization of  Mussolini’s foreign policy agenda ex-
posed some of  the fundamental incompatibilities between Catholic doctrine 
and Fascist ideology. More to the point, Fascism’s imperialist designs left the 
Holy See caught on the horns of  a dilemma that was to a large extent of  its 
own making. By virtue of  its overriding commitment to preserve the 1929 
agreement with Italy, the Holy See willingly limited its direct involvement in 
matters of  state, which meant treading carefully in its response to Mussolini’s 
aggression. The establishment of  formal diplomatic relations with Italy may 
have won for the church critical spheres of  autonomy in Ital ian life, and in-
ternational standing for the Holy See, but it tied the hands of  the pope and 
his men, principally Eugenio Pacelli, in po lit i cal and diplomatic matters. To 
this extent, it curtailed the Holy See’s capacity to act as a neutral mediator 
in the diplomatic crisis of  1935–1936 and revealed the tensions inherent in pa-
pal claims to lead a universal flock. In his annual po lit i cal review for 1937 
the British representative d’Arcy Osborne surmised that the papal reputation 
had perhaps “suf fered severely” because of  its perceived “tenderness” for the 
Mussolini regime. In the eyes of  many, Catholics and non- Catholics alike, 
 Osborne opined, the Holy See had perhaps paid too heavy a price for the 
 Lateran Accords, a price mea sured by “the loss of  spiritual and moral in de-
pen dence and of  that universality in which the authority and tradition of  the 
Church are grounded.”36 In a manner that foreshadowed the strident critique 
of  the so- called silences of  the papacy during World War Two, the Holy See’s 
refusal in the mid- 1930s to condemn in clear, unequivocal, and public ways 
Mussolini’s invasion of  Ethiopia left Pius XI and Pacelli especially open to 
charges of  partiality, timidity, and moral failure in the face of  an aggressive 
war of  conquest that violated international norms and conventions.
 Presented with Fascist foreign policy that was deemed to be the proper 
and exclusive purview of  the state, the Holy See could or would say only so 
much to criticize the Mussolini regime, whether in public or in private. Con-
sequently, as the diplomatic crisis worsened through the second half  of  1935, 
leading to a Fascist invasion of  Ethiopia in early October 1935, Pius XI vacil-
lated between open confrontation of  the Mussolini regime and appeasement. 
So it was that within the span of  a few weeks in late August and early Septem-
ber 1935, Pius XI spoke publicly both to condemn aggressive wars of  conquest 
and territorial expansion and to call for a peaceful resolution to the con flict 
over Ethiopia in a way that would recognize legitimate Ital ian interests. 
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Speaking in late August to a group of  Catholic nurses, Pius XI warned against 
“an unjust war,” calling it a “horrible” thing. This was arguably the stron gest 
public denunciation that Pius XI ever delivered to warn against the threat-
ened invasion.37 Yet a few weeks later, while speaking to a group of  Catholic 
war veterans, he went so far as to identify personally and publicly with what 
he de scribed as “the needs of  a great and good people.” He was referring, 
of  course, to Ital ians, with whom, by virtue of  his background, the pope 
iden ti fied.38

 The Janus- faced nature of  Pius XI’s statements on the threatened Italo- 
Ethiopian war was but the public expression of  similarly con flicted impulses 
among his diplomatic staff. Privately, Pius XI continued to tell his diplomats 
to impress upon Ital ian of fi cials that “this war in Abyssinia must not happen, 
for Abyssinia’s sake and for Italy’s.”39 Mussolini’s pursuit of  imperial conquest 
in the face of  a diplomatic crisis pushed the pope to the brink of  open con-
frontation with the Fascist government in the late summer and early fall of  
1935. Pius XI was reported to have said that if  the invasion of  Ethiopia did 
proceed, then he would be compelled to “take a very serious step” that he 
had been contemplating for some time, which presumably meant a public 
rebuke of  the Fascist regime if  not the formal rupture of  diplomatic ties.40 In 
the end, though, despite initial signs that the seemingly combative Ratti was 
ready to go public with his condemnation of  the planned invasion, nothing 
came of  it. With Pacelli’s constant encouragement Pius XI chose the way of  
continued diplomatic engagement with the Mussolini regime as the means to 
precise ends. It was not so much complicity with the Fascist imperial proj ect 
that tempered the Vatican’s response, though undoubtedly there was some 
excitement in papal circles at the prospect of  exploiting Ital ian occupation in 
East Africa to further the work of  Catholic missions. After all, as was true of  
the church’s relationship with other European powers from the late nine-
teenth century onward, tense church- state relations at home could give way 
to constructive collaboration in the colonies, born of  mutually ben e fi cial po-
lit i cal, economic, and sociocultural arrangements.41

 More im por tant, though, was the Vatican’s rationale that diplomatic en-
gagement with the Fascist regime was the means to a spe cific end: preserva-
tion not only of  the church’s autonomy within the Fascist state and society 
but also of  the Vatican’s presumed diplomatic in flu ence with the Mussolini 
government. For Pacelli especially, this in flu ence was essential to the success 
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of  any attempt on the part of  Vatican diplomats to steer Mussolini’s Italy 
away from closer alignment with Nazi Germany. When Mussolini’s govern-
ment reacted angrily against Pius XI’s August 1935 speech warning about the 
consequences of  a possible Ital ian invasion of  Ethiopia, Pacelli distanced him-
self  from the tone and substance of  the pope’s statement. Meeting with the 
Ital ian chargé d’affaires Giuseppe Talamo Atenolfi, Pacelli explained that the 
pope had spoken publicly in this manner from a profound sense of  pastoral 
duty, and thus addressed universal moral principles about the just causes for 
military action. Pacelli knew that Ital ian of fi cials appreciated his efforts to 
temper the pope’s public address on the matter. Pignatti, the newly appointed 
Ital ian ambassador to the Holy See, reported to Mussolini in December 1935 
that Pacelli could be counted on to “pour water into [Pius XI’s] pacifist wine” 
—an obvious allusion to Pacelli’s resolve to impress upon the pope the conse-
quences to church- state relations in Italy of  a public papal statement in favor 
of  a negotiated settlement to the Italo- Ethiopian con flict.42

 Of  course, Pacelli’s in flu ence cut both ways, suggesting that juxtaposing 
papal intransigence with Pacelli’s moderation was part of  a deliberate strat-
egy to preserve both the moral authority of  the papal of fice and the practical 
efficacy of  papal diplomacy. For instance, when the Ital ian government is-
sued threats against the Vatican news paper for a series of  articles advocating 
a peaceful resolution to the Ethiopian crisis, Pacelli counseled restraint and 
patience. In this instance at least, the Ital ians listened. In moderating both the 
papal line and the Fascist response, Pacelli’s style of  diplomatic engagement 
worked, at least in the short term—even if  the effect was simply to paper over 
obvious ideological divisions between church and regime that were to grow 
wider and deeper in the late 1930s.43

 In his effort to be constructive rather than combative in dealing with the 
Mussolini government over the Ethiopian crisis, Pacelli hoped to win for pa-
pal diplomacy a sig nifi cant public relations coup, namely, credit for having 
worked diplomatically behind the scenes toward a much- desired mediated 
settlement. Pacelli told the Ital ians that the pope hoped the Mussolini govern-
ment would accept the concessions being offered by the British and French so 
that the Holy Father might announce a peaceful resolution to the con flict at 
an upcoming Consistory, the traditional meeting of  the College of  Cardinals. 
For its part, Mussolini’s government cautioned Pacelli and the Vatican against 
any public statement that might be seen to hurt Ital ian interests in the current 
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crisis. Pacelli assured them that no such statement was being planned. The 
papal representative to the Ital ian government, the Je su it Father Pietro Tacchi 
Venturi, even met with Mussolini personally in mid- December to assure Il 
Duce that the pope would resist saying anything at all in the upcoming Con-
sistory about the Italo- Ethiopian con flict.44 Although the Vatican continued 
to lobby Mussolini to concede to some form of  papal commentary on the 
con flict, it was unwilling to press very hard on the matter, lest doing so jeop-
ardize its formal diplomatic arrangements with the Ital ian state.45

 Not for the first or last time, the price to be paid for diplomatic engage-
ment with Fascist Italy was to mute the church’s public voice on the wisdom, 
to say nothing of  the morality, of  Mussolini’s imperialist misadventures. The 
effect was to con fine to secret diplomatic channels the Vatican’s deep anxiety 
about the Ethiopian crisis, and to keep hidden from public view the Vatican’s 
persistent efforts to lobby the major powers toward a quick and durable peace 
settlement.46 So it was that the Ital ian ambassador could write to Mussolini 
that in his public addresses, the pope “spoke like a good Ital ian.” In other in-
stances Pignatti wrote to tell Mussolini that the Vatican was trying to achieve 
a “just” settlement that would favor Italy, and that papal nuncios in various 
countries were working effectively to promote the Ital ian cause among Cath-
olics in those countries. Pignatti may have been overstating things for effect, 
knowing perhaps that Mussolini did not look kindly on the bearers of  bad 
news. At any rate, the full extent of  the Vatican’s anxiety over Mussolini’s ter-
ritorial ambitions did not receive the kind of  public airing the Ital ian leader’s 
critics were hoping to hear from St. Peter’s successor.47

 Behind the scenes, Pacelli and his staff  worked hard to maximize their 
presumed in flu ence over Mussolini’s government while keeping open lines 
of  communication with the other powers by means of  frequent and mean-
ingful face- to- face meetings with British and French of fi cials. Writing to the 
French ambassador from his holiday retreat in Switzerland at the start of  Oc-
tober 1935, Pacelli, who was unaware at the time that the Ital ians had already 
begun their military campaign in Ethiopia, noted that ev ery effort ought to 
be made to resolve the con flict peacefully, lest it spiral out of  control and pro-
voke “greater and more serious complications.”48 For papal diplomacy to be 
effective at all, it was imperative that Cardinal Pacelli facilitate good working 
relationships with France and Britain, whose responses to Mussolini’s increas-
ingly aggressive foreign policy plans put them on a collision course with Fas-
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cist Italy. Pacelli worked especially closely with the French ambassador Fran-
çois Charles- Roux; theirs was an amiable and effective working relationship 
that was solidified through frequent meetings at the Vatican and through the 
cardinal’s highly publicized trips to France in the late 1930s. Charles- Roux 
saw in Pacelli an astute observer and quin tes sen tial diplomat. Although the 
French ambassador was at times frustrated by Pacelli’s vague allusions to 
unspeci fied Vatican initiatives vis- à- vis the Mussolini government, Charles- 
Roux was con fi dent that Pacelli and the Holy See saw the Fascist invasion as 
ill- advised and dangerous, making all the more unlikely one of  Pacelli’s ad-
mittedly vain diplomatic hopes: a rapprochement between Italy and France. 
This objective re flected a long- standing Vatican interest in the emergence of  
what one historian calls a “bloc of  Catholic states” to maintain peace and sta-
bility on the European continent.49

 The frequency of  Charles- Roux’s visits to Pacelli at the Vatican did not 
escape the watchful eye of  suspicious Ital ian of fi cials. At the height of  the in-
ternational crisis spawned by the Ital ian invasion of  Ethiopia in the autumn 
of  1935, Charles- Roux’s meetings with Pacelli convinced Ital ian diplomats 
that the Vatican was working in tandem with the French government toward 
a mediated settlement of  the crisis.50 The Ital ians grew even more suspicious 
about Pacelli’s role in the opening months of  1936, when Pacelli and mem-
bers of  his staff  started asking some blunt questions about Italy’s capacity to 
continue fight ing in Ethiopia. Ambassador Pignatti assumed that Pacelli and 
his advisors were working on information from an unnamed source close to 
the Mussolini government. In fact, Pacelli and his staff  had reliable informa-
tion from an “interlocutor” of  the Vatican’s fi nan cial expert Bernardino No-
gara that Italy’s fi nances were strained almost beyond capacity, which in turn 
exposed the Mussolini government to serious internal po lit i cal threats. No-
gara reported to the pope that Mussolini’s calm public face masked Il Duce’s 
“state of  physical depression, or rather, fatalism.”51

 Such reports stiffened Pacelli’s resolve to push the Mussolini government 
toward a negotiated settlement. Ital ian representatives bristled at Pacelli’s in-
ten si fied efforts in the early spring of  1936 to mediate between Italy and the 
other Western powers, but Pacelli persisted, fearing that growing interna-
tional reaction to Ital ian aggression in Ethiopia would further isolate Italy 
and, worst of  all, strain the country’s relations with France and Britain to the 
breaking point.52 The Vatican worried that such a rupture would only push 
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Mussolini’s Italy toward a closer alliance with Hitler’s Germany, with dire 
consequences for Italy and for all of  Europe. Pacelli’s distrust of  the Hitler 
government, caused by years of  persistent violations of  the Reichskonkordat 
and in ten si fied attacks on German Catholics, deepened with the German re-
militarization of  the Rhineland in March 1936. Unmoved by Hitler’s assur-
ances of  peaceful intentions in the wake of  remilitarization, but convinced 
also that the French did not want to go to war with Germany over this and 
other violations of  the Versailles settlement, Pacelli redoubled his efforts to 
use papal diplomacy as the cornerstone of  a strategy to counter German am-
bitions by means of  an Ital ian détente with the other major powers. As Pacelli 
told Ambassador Charles- Roux, an “irreconcilable break” between Italy and 
Britain had to be avoided at all costs, lest there be “more serious conse-
quences.” While concerned about British intransigence vis- à- vis the lifting 
of  sanctions against Italy, Pacelli understood how news that Mussolini’s 
armies were using chemical weapons in Ethiopia, including poison gas, an-
gered public opinion in Eng land and made a quick resolution to the crisis that 
much more dif fi cult.53 The Vatican may have hoped for a quick resolution to 
the con flict, but the Ital ians were in no such rush; they certainly had no sin-
cere inclination toward the Vatican’s push for a negotiated settlement and 
compromise. And none was forthcoming: The invasion of  Ethiopia was an-
nounced on October 2, and Ital ian troops were on the move the very next 
day.54 Fascist Italy had marched off  to war and begun the conquest of  a Fascist 
Empire. Papal diplomacy had failed to achieve a primary objective. For Pius 
XI and even more for Secretary of  State Pacelli, there was little to do but to 
come to terms with Fascist imperialism despite lingering anxiety about its 
moral and po lit i cal wisdom.

As in his dealings with Fascist Italy, Pacelli’s response to growing civil strife in 
Spain after 1935 re flected the com plex ity of  balancing diplomatic commit-
ments with civil governments on the one hand with the various doctrinal and 
pastoral duties expected of  the Holy See on the other. The brutal campaign 
by Spanish Republican forces against Catholic clergy in the late 1930s appalled 
the Vatican. Yet, true to form, Pacelli counseled restraint and recognition of  
the duly constituted Spanish government. While moving the Vatican toward 
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public support for the nationalist forces arrayed behind General Franco, 
Pacelli warned against the type of  radical nationalism seen in Italy and Ger-
many. In meeting with Marquis Antonio Magaz, whom Pacelli de scribed as a 
“secret agent” sent to seek formal Vatican recognition of  Franco’s govern-
ment at Burgos, the cardinal expressed his hope that the nationalists would 
not resort to violence and “pointless atrocities.” As for talk of  a “new Spain” 
among radical nationalists, Pacelli said that he hoped this would not translate 
into the kinds of  prob lems the church faced in the new Germany.55

 Pius XI was uncharacteristically hesitant about how best to respond to 
the situation in Spain. In a role reversal of  sorts, it was Eugenio Pacelli who 
pressed for unequivocal public expressions of  sympathy for Catholic Spain, 
and it was he who resolved almost immediately that the con flict in Spain 
needed to be understood in religious and cultural as well as geopo lit i cal terms 
—as a struggle for the survival of  Spain’s Catholic heritage.56 Evidence sug-
gests that Pacelli played the decisive role in pushing Pius XI toward a clear 
public denunciation of  anticlerical violence by Republican forces. The pope’s 
first public reference to the civil war was a speech in September 1936 in which 
he praised the church’s “persecuted children” in Spain for their heroic acts of  
“faith and martyrdom.” The chief  author of  the speech was none other than 
the cardinal secretary of  state.57

 Pacelli confided his deep anxiety over events in Spain to the French am-
bassador, Charles- Roux, ever the trusted voice of  a country that found itself  
in a dif fi cult position on the Spanish question. Pacelli felt that events in Spain 
had reached a level of  atrocity not seen in Europe since the Terror at the 
height of  the French Revolution. Spanish refugees in Rome, he confided, told 
of  churches and altars being sacked and destroyed, and of  priests being sum-
marily executed. Pacelli had seen in some French news papers photographs 
of  the skeletal remains of  nuns taken from sepulchers and posed mockingly 
for public display. It was clear, he said, that Republican elements were aiming 
for “the barbarous destruction of  religion” in a bastion of  Catholic Europe. 
In the face of  such violence, Pacelli believed, “the church cannot remain neu-
tral.” Hence his move to lodge a formal diplomatic complaint with the Span-
ish government, which, he reasoned, had armed “anarchist and subversive el-
ements” and now did not have the means to control them.58

 Pacelli realized that the French government found itself  in a dif fi cult posi-
tion. With the Soviet  Union, Fascist Italy, and Nazi Germany all meddling to 
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sig nifi cant degrees in the Spanish Civil War, France faced the prospect of  a 
virtual encirclement by some form of  authoritarian government, Fascist or 
Communist. Moreover, with its own domestic scene fractured by internal 
support for the Republican or nationalist causes in Spain, there was a very 
real danger that the French government would collapse, thus exposing 
France’s democracy to instability and po lit i cal extremism. If  the government 
was not able to contain domestic pressure in support of  the Spanish Republi-
can cause, or, worse yet, if  the French Communists seized power by legal or 
extralegal means, the effect would be twofold: the Soviets would gain a foot-
hold in Western Europe from which to ignite their long- awaited “worldwide 
revolution,” and Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany would move toward a closer 
diplomatic and military alliance. Paradoxically, while worrying about an en-
trenchment of  the Hitler regime, Pacelli still feared a creeping Communist 
in flu ence in Germany, where, he said, Hitler’s war against religion would 
only serve to accelerate the rise of  Bolshevism.59

 Pacelli’s handling of  the Spanish Civil War exhibited the hallmark signs 
of  his po lit i cal philosophy and diplomatic style. He respected the formal 
terms of  diplomatic engagement with the duly constituted Spanish govern-
ment and continued to do so until the po lit i cal situation in Spain warranted 
Vatican recognition of  a new government. This occurred in the spring of  
1939, by which time Pacelli had been installed as Pope Pius XII. It fell to the 
newly elected pope in April 1939 to formally welcome the victory of  Franco’s 
forces, thanking them “for the gift of  peace and of  victory, with which God 
has seen fit to crown the Christian heroism of  your faith and love, demon-
strated in so much selfless suf fering.”60 Such a public af fir ma tion of  General 
Franco and his supporters had never crossed the lips of  Pacelli’s predecessor. 
But although Pacelli welcomed the victory of  Franco’s forces and the end of  
the bloody civil war, he was wary of  the Generalissimo’s openness toward Hit-
ler’s Germany and his tolerance of  certain racist tendencies that clearly were 
inconsistent with Spain’s Catholic traditions.61

 That France occupied a special place in Pacelli’s diplomatic maneuvers in 
the mid- 1930s, and in his vision for the future of  Christian Europe, was evi-
dent during his visits there in 1935 and 1937. Ostensibly, these were spiritual 
missions—pilgrimages, as it were—to popular devotional sites at Lourdes, 
 Lisieux, and Notre Dame de Paris. As always, though, contemporary po lit i cal 
and social realities were never divorced from doctrinal and spiritual consider-
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ations. Cardinal Pacelli’s French pilgrimages were a great public relations 
 success. Thousands of  people, from devout Catholics to curious onlookers, 
turned out to catch a glimpse of  the Vatican’s second- in- command, the man 
whom many already were saying would be pope some day. Speaking at 
Lourdes on his first visit in 1935, Pacelli sounded a pessimistic tone on the 
state of  Catholicism in the contemporary world, which he took to be a symp-
tom of  the “dep ri va tion and poverty of  our time.” The crisis of  modernity 
was evident from within Catholicism and from without. Pacelli aimed a par-
ticular criticism at Left- leaning currents within the French Catholic world—
“intellectuals” and “workers,” he said, who had abandoned their faith for the 
materialist promises of  godless ideologies; “[n]ot to mention those who lie in 
the shadows of  paganism,” he thundered, “or those whom heresy has sepa-
rated and torn from Peter’s boat, and fi nally those for whom disobedience 
has caused them to leave the church.” Pacelli acknowledged that economic 
crisis and social dislocation were causing widespread poverty—worse than 
had been seen in a lifetime. By exploiting the genuine suf fering of  so many 
ordinary people, he reasoned, opportunistic agitators had managed to “at-
tract the people, deceived by false promises, to the errors of  Socialism and 
Communism”; worse yet, the masses had been deceived into an outright re-
jection not just of  the Christian faith but of  the divine altogether.62

 It would be tempting to read into such an address a re flection of  Pacelli’s 
strident anti- Communism, which, it has long been assumed, clouded his 
judgment of  Fascism in general and of  Nazism in particular. It is true that 
while he made only veiled allusions to the dangers of  “paganism”—which 
presumably was meant to refer to the radical ethnic nationalism of  the Nazis 
and other Fascists—Pacelli chose to refer explicitly only to the errors and dan-
gers of  Socialism and Communism. The message would not have been lost 
on those French Catholics who favored Catholic rapprochement with the 
parties of  the Left as part of  a broad anti- Fascist coalition intended to defend 
the French Republic from the radical Right. Nor would the message have 
been lost on French Catholic intellectuals associated with Left- leaning Catho-
lic journals such as the Dominican magazine Sept, which was suppressed by 
the Holy Of fice in August 1937.63

 As with his attitude toward po lit i cally active German Catholics since the 
days of  the Weimar Republic, Pacelli had profound misgivings about French 
Catholic collaboration with Socialist and Communist parties. This should not 
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be taken to mean that Pacelli saw Fascism as a lesser evil than Communism 
or that he somehow approved of  French Catholic support for the radical au-
thoritarian nationalism that animated Fascism in Italy and Germany. A couple 
of  days after spe cifi cally denouncing the errors of  Socialism and Commu-
nism, Cardinal Pacelli spoke in clear and direct terms of  the twin threat posed 
to Christian civilization by Marxist materialism and radical nationalism. With 
the Grotto at Lourdes as his backdrop, he decried how the masses were rally-
ing “around the banner of  social revolution,” with its “false conception of  the 
world and of  life”; but he also deplored those who were “possessed by the 
superstition of  race and of  blood.” Both philosophies, he noted, were funda-
mentally at odds with the Christian faith, and thus the church could never 
subscribe to such ideas.64

 On Pacelli’s second visit to France, in the summer of  1937, he gave highly 
publicized and well- attended speeches in Lisieux, at the inauguration of  the 
Basilica of  Saint Thérèse de l’Enfant Jesus (Thérèse of  Lisieux), and at Notre 
Dame in Paris. As with his previous trip, Pacelli’s purpose ostensibly was reli-
gious—there were no diplomatic meetings scheduled and no treaties to be 
signed. Yet with a Popular Front government in power in France, a visit by 
the Vatican’s second most powerful personality carried obvious po lit i cal sig-
nifi cance. The symbolism was not lost on the German press, still smarting 
over the papal reproach of  the Hitler regime just a few months earlier, when 
the Vatican had issued an encyclical criticizing Nazism, albeit indirectly. Some 
German observers complained that Pacelli had gone to France to impart his 
“blessing” on the Popular Front government while continuing to launch 
anathemas against the Third Reich.65

 Pacelli used the occasion to defend France’s Christian heritage and its 
Christian vocation in the face of  multiple dangers posed by modern philoso-
phies, echoing a message conveyed during his 1935 visit. Speaking at Notre 
Dame de Paris on July 13, 1937, he warned the French against falling prey to 
deceptively simple solutions to dif fi cult social questions. Building on the re-
frain Vigilate—beware—which evoked Christ’s warning to his disciples on the 
night of  his betrayal and arrest, Pacelli expressed his deep concern over the 
loss of  religious faith, which, he said, fundamentally betrayed France’s spiri-
tual heritage. His speech was also a stinging critique of  the prevailing forms 
of  cap italist economic or ga ni za tion—a restatement of  classic Catholic social 
and economic principles. There were unmistakable corporatist undertones in 
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the speech, which evoked Leo XIII’s Rerum Novarum, the great papal teaching 
that underlay modern Catholic social philosophy. Pacelli decried cap italist ex-
ploitation with its complex, impersonal system of  production that had ren-
dered the individual superfluous and even sowed the seeds of  a looming 
 de mo graphic crisis caused by declining birthrates. He condemned the way 
modern man, so eager to give machines the appearance of  life, was “afraid to 
transmit his own life to others,” leaving the cemeteries full and over flowing 
and the cribs empty.66

 Cardinal Pacelli’s trip to the United States in October and November 1936 
was another public relations coup for the Vatican’s chief  diplomat. But it was 
also much more than that, since Pacelli was able to use the occasion to meet 
prominent American politicians, including President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
to discuss the state of  Vatican–U.S. relations and the possibility of  a closer 
working relationship. The trip proved to be a seminal moment in Vatican- 
American relations and helped to pave the way for a strategic rapprochement 
between the Holy See and the American administration on the eve of  the 
Second World War. It was also a sign of  the Vatican’s recognition of  the grow-
ing size and in flu ence of  American Catholicism, above all of  its mounting fi-
nan cial and po lit i cal clout and its contributions to the Vatican coffers.67

 The genesis of  the trip remains shrouded in mystery, though it was clear 
enough at the time that it was more than a leisurely holiday. Pacelli and the 
Vatican said that it was a vacation, that instead of  spending his holiday in 
Switzerland as usual, he had decided at the last minute to go to America be-
cause he had “a great longing to see the United States.” Pacelli insisted that 
there was nothing at all “po lit i cal” about the trip.68 To underscore the per-
sonal nature of  the trip, the Vatican announced that the cardinal would be 
staying in New York at the Long Island estate of  Genevieve Brady, the widow 
of  noted philanthropist and convert to Catholicism Nicholas F. Brady, and 
that he was traveling without other high- ranking of fi cials from the Vatican.69 
The cardinal’s principal traveling companion was the Vatican se nior adminis-
trator Enrico Galeazzi, an Ital ian representative of  the Knights of  Columbus 
and a man with extensive connections to prominent American Catholics, no-
tably Joseph P. Kennedy.
 Despite the of fi cial denials, media commentators could hardly take seri-
ously the claims of  a purely personal visit to the United States from the 
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second- highest- ranking prelate in the Roman Catholic hierarchy, the pope’s 
right- hand man. Underscoring the extraordinary nature of  the trip was the 
fact that it would make his tory, marking the first time that a papal secretary 
of  state had ever visited the United States. Time magazine reported that “sec-
ular gossips” were working “overtime” to account for Pacelli’s visit. Some 
speculated that he had been invited to collaborate with the American govern-
ment in the church’s “battle to the death against Communism.”70 Other ru-
mors suggested that the pope had sent Pacelli to deal co vertly with the trou-
blesome anti- Semitic Father Charles E. Coughlin, who was using his radio 
broadcasts from just outside Detroit to push an increasingly shrill anti- Semitic 
agenda. It was also said that the cardinal was planning to meet with the presi-
dent, a story that alarmed leading Catholics, who urged the Vatican to recon-
sider any such meeting in the middle of  an election campaign, lest it create 
the appearance of  Catholic support for the Democratic incumbent.71

 A meeting between the American president and the Vatican’s cardinal 
secretary of  state did materialize, though informally, at the president’s family 
residence in Hyde Park, New York. But it came only near the end of  Pacelli’s 
trip, in the first week of  November, after Roosevelt had secured re- election. 
Thus both the president and the cardinal were able to avoid any charge of  
untoward papist in flu ence in American presidential politics. Pacelli was com-
ing off  the heels of  a cross- country tour that seemed to reinvigorate more 
than tax the sixty- year- old chief  papal diplomat and future pope. Pacelli’s 
American sojourn contrasted starkly with the slow pace and predictable rou-
tine of  life at the papal court. After a few days of  rest and relaxation at Mrs. 
Brady’s Long Island estate, where he was fêted with an elegant reception at-
tended by high society types, Pacelli made the rounds of  northeastern cities, 
bastions of  American Catholicism: Boston, New York, Washington, Balti-
more, and Philadelphia. Ev erywhere he went Pacelli met with high- ranking 
American prelates, prominent American business and po lit i cal leaders, and 
thousands of  ordinary Catholics who turned out to catch a rare glimpse of  
the Vatican’s second- most- powerful man. In the nation’s cap ital, Pacelli spoke 
at a luncheon in his honor at the National Press Club, telling journalists that 
he was happy to be able to recognize publicly “the ideas and  ideals of  your 
press in reporting with accuracy events in all parts of  the world.” From there 
it was off  to Mount Vernon, Virginia, where Pacelli laid a wreath at George 
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Washington’s tomb, and then on to a thunderous reception by students and 
faculty at Georgetown University, where he received an honorary degree in 
canon and civil law.72

 As if  to avoid appearing to interfere with the presidential elections, Cardi-
nal Pacelli embarked on a far- flung weeklong tour of  the American Midwest 
and West Coast, which included a widely publicized “6,500- mile plane tour” 
that took the future Pius XII as far west as the Boulder Dam, all the way to 
San Francisco and Los Angeles. On his way back to the East Coast, the cardi-
nal asked to be flown over Niagara Falls—the dam and the falls, Pacelli told 
reporters, were among the “highlights” of  his trip. Pacelli marveled at the 
“grandeur of  America by air,” one news paper reported. Other reports told of  
his whirlwind tour of  “seven cities in seven days,” which included memorable 
stops at the University of  Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana, where he re-
ceived yet another honorary degree, one of  several from top- ranking Ameri-
can Catholic universities. In Chicago Pacelli spent some time at the home of  
the in flu en tial Cardinal George Mundelein before heading back to New York 
for further honors at a widely attended gathering at Fordham University.73 At 
Fordham, Pacelli received the honorary degree of  doctor of  laws before close 
to three thousand guests. His address was broadcast by radio across the 
United States and filmed for the newsreels. The Fordham speech was one of  
Pacelli’s most impassioned and most forceful. The future Pius XII spoke at 
length of  the “great need today of  an education of  the heart and of  the will 
as well as of  the mind and of  the intellect; an education which develops the 
whole man, morally and intellectually, spiritually as well as sci en tifically, an 
education that rests upon the rock of  truth and not upon the sand of  materi-
alism, a truly Christian education illumined by the light of  faith.”74

 Such public events and his cross- country tour gave Cardinal Pacelli a first-
hand look at the vibrant state of  American Catholicism. But it was Pacelli’s 
meeting with President Roosevelt over lunch at Hyde Park on November 6 
that had the most consequential and most lasting impact on Vatican- American 
relations. The cardinal was accompanied by a small party that included 
 Bishop Spellman, Joseph P. Kennedy, and Enrico Galeazzi. Just what Roosevelt 
and Pacelli discussed as they conversed privately by the fireplace in the living 
room at the Hyde Park estate that afternoon is not clear, since neither re-
corded the details. There were strict controls on media reporting of  the lun-
cheon. Afterward, Pacelli gave a very brief  statement and answered a few re-
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porters’ questions as he left Hyde Park but said nothing of  any substance. 
The cardinal limited himself  to predictable expressions of  gratitude, speak-
ing only of  the president’s “truly American family” and saying how grateful 
he was to have had the chance to meet with them over lunch. When report-
ers tried to pry some thing more out of  the Vatican’s secretary of  state, they 
were cut off  abruptly by  Bishop Spellman. The American prelate and long- 
time Pacelli confidant evidently knew well enough how to deal with persis-
tent American media, more so than the cardinal, who, in the words of  one 
news paper, seemed “be wildered” by intense media questioning as he left 
Hyde Park.75

 The time was not yet ripe for anything close to formal diplomatic rela-
tions —anti- Catholic sentiment and suspicion of  papist in flu ence ran deep, 
after all, in American life. Roosevelt knew that any such move would encoun-
ter stiff  resistance from the American public, not to mention the U.S. Con-
gress, which held the power to authorize formal diplomatic relations with 
foreign governments. Even so, during the next two years, he had informal 
talks with Cardinal Mundelein and  Bishop Spellman to see whether some 
kind of  formal arrangement might be made with the Vatican. In October 
1937, at a lunch with Mundelein in Chicago, Roosevelt reportedly floated the 
idea of  sending a “special envoy” to the Vatican, someone who would enjoy 
the rank of  ambassador, without the of fi cial title.76

 It would be another two years before Roosevelt’s plan for a more promi-
nent American presence at the Holy See was realized. By then, the Nazi con-
quest of  Europe had begun and Pacelli had been sitting on the papal throne 
for more than half  a year. But his brief  visit with Roosevelt in November 1936 
had made it all possible. In this respect, Pacelli’s American tour was much 
more than a public relations triumph for Vatican diplomacy: it was a turning 
point in Vatican- American relations. If  nothing else, it brought the two men 
closer together and helped to forge a cordial relationship; in their correspon-
dence after Pacelli became pope, they frequently recalled fondly the 1936 lun-
cheon and addressed each other in familiar, friendly terms. Pacelli’s 1936 U.S. 
tour also increased the stature and in flu ence of  Cardinal Mundelein,  Bishop 
Spellman, and Joseph P. Kennedy, all of  whom were indispensable conduits 
between the Vatican and the Roosevelt administration at a critical time in 
global affairs. Pacelli’s American “vacation” proved in the end to be not only a 
decisive strategic move of  papal diplomacy but also some thing of  a boon for 
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American Catholicism.77 In particular, it helped to reinforce the idea of  Amer-
ican Catholicism as a cultural, fi nan cial, and po lit i cal power bloc both at 
home and in deeply traditional Vatican circles long accustomed to thinking 
of  American  ideals and values as modernist heresies.78

 A closer relationship with the United States was especially im por tant for 
the papacy in the closing months of  1937 because of  the Vatican’s worsen-
ing relations with the Hitler regime. As the reports of  anti- Catholic attacks 
had increased earlier in the year, the Holy See’s patience with the German 
government had worn thin. In January 1937 Pius XI summoned several high- 
ranking German prelates—Faulhaber, Betram, Schulte, Preysing, and Galen 
—to the Vatican to address the situation of  the church in the Third Reich. 
The German prelates impressed upon the pope that the time was ripe for a 
forceful public papal critique of  the continuing persecution of  German Cath-
olics. After some discussion of  the form the protest should take, Vatican of fi-
cials agreed that the most effective approach would be a papal encyclical—an 
open letter from the pope to the German  bishops that would make an au-
thoritative statement about the ongoing Nazi persecution of  the German 
Catholic Church.79 At last, the Holy See intended to make good on its word 
to publicize its disapproval of  Nazi theories and policies. It would instruct 
German  bishops to have the papal statement read from the pulpit of  ev ery 
German church on Palm Sunday, the week before Easter. The Vatican could 
thus be assured of  a wide captive audience, even though the papal letter 
would have to be smuggled into Germany and then distributed secretly to 
parishes across the country.80

 As secretary of  state, Eugenio Pacelli oversaw the drafting of  Mit Bren-
nender Sorge (March 14, 1937), Pope Pius XI’s encyclical “On the Church and 
the German Reich.” It remains the stron gest public papal confrontation of  
aspects of  Nazism issued by the Vatican before the end of  the Second World 
War. In a clear rejection of  the Nazi doctrine of  racial purity, Mit Brennender 
Sorge said that only “superficial minds could stumble into concepts of  a na-
tional God, of  a national religion; or attempt to lock within the frontiers of  a 
single people, within the narrow limits of  a single race, God, the Creator of  
the universe, King and Legislator of  all nations before whose immensity they 
are ‘as a drop of  a bucket’ (Isaiah xI, 15).”81 To Pacelli goes the credit for what 
is arguably the most forceful and consequential paragraph: “Whoever exalts 
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race, or the people, or the State, or a particular form of  State, or the deposito-
ries of  power, or any other fundamental value of  the human community . . . 
whoever raises these notions above their standard value and divinizes them 
to an idolatrous level, distorts and perverts an order of  the world planned and 
created by God; he is far from the true faith in God and from the concept of  
life which that faith upholds.”82 A mea sure of  the sig nifi cance Pacelli himself  
ascribed to this fundamental principle was evident many years later, when in 
June 1945, as Pius XII, he harked back to the encyclical to find a point of  doc-
trinal consistency in his approach to the Nazi state. Pacelli recalled that the 
“fundamental incompatibility” of  the Nazi state with Catholicism found its 
most forceful expression in this part of  the encyclical.83

 Members of  Pacelli’s inner circle, including Father Robert Leiber and 
Mother Pascalina, recalled in later years just how deeply immersed Pacelli 
had been in the pro cess of  writing the encyclical. With his characteristic at-
tention to detail, he had read and reread ev ery last word; he even made stylis-
tic corrections of  the German version, leaving the German members of  his 
entourage impressed with his grasp of  their mother tongue.84 Pius XI report-
edly told a group of  German  bishops visiting the Vatican a few days after the 
encyclical was issued, “Not one line leaves this of fice which [Pacelli] does not 
recognize.”85

 In the deliberations that produced the encyclical, Pacelli balanced the in-
creasingly combative mood of  Pius XI with the more restrained approach 
counseled by Faulhaber, who had long enjoyed Pacelli’s trust on German 
matters. Pacelli made no apologies for having helped to stay Pius XI’s hand in 
1937 when Ratti was resolved to recall the papal nuncio from Berlin and break 
off  diplomatic ties with the Hitler government. As Pacelli told the German 
cardinals at the Vatican, just days after he was elected pope, “Pius XI once was 
so disgusted by the events in Germany that he said, ‘How can the Holy See 
continue to have a nuncio there? This goes against our honor.’ I responded, 
‘Holy Father, what would we do otherwise? How would we maintain our ties 
to the  Bishops?’ He understood and calmed down.” As he prepared to follow 
in the footsteps of  his much- admired predecessor, Pacelli acknowledged the 
basic philosophical difference between the two men: whereas Pius XI had 
worried that world opinion would not understand how the Vatican could 
maintain diplomatic relations with a government that treated the church in 
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such a way, Pacelli reasoned that “it is best that things remain as they are. If  
the government breaks off  relations, fine—but it would not be wise for us to 
do so.”86

 Not that Cardinal Pacelli found Nazi behavior toward Catholic interests 
any less frustrating than did Pius XI. On the contrary, as the Vatican of fi cial 
with the closest and most frequent German contacts, he had all the more rea-
son to be exasperated by the Hitler government’s unwillingness to put an end 
to systematic persecution of  German Catholics. Pacelli’s frustration was ob-
vious to other diplomats. The Ital ian ambassador Bonifacio Pignatti, who 
met with Pacelli on a weekly basis through the late 1930s, reported that the 
normally tight- lipped Pacelli let loose whenever talk turned to the German 
Reich. In one such meeting, Pacelli admitted that having spent some thirteen 
years in Germany he was inclined to look favorably upon any German gov-
ernment. It pained him, then, to learn that the word of  German leaders 
meant nothing. Worse yet, the government’s treatment of  clergy accused of  
improprieties was “ferocious.” Pignatti listened intently to Cardinal Pacelli, 
who, according to the ambassador, spoke excitedly and gesticulated wildly. 
As Pignatti put it, whenever Pacelli spoke of  German affairs, he lost all 
 control.87

 Pacelli knew how to send clear if  nonverbal signals of  his anger toward 
the Nazis. When in June 1936 the Ital ian ambassador tried to arrange a meet-
ing between Pacelli and Anton Mussert, the Dutch Nazi leader, Pacelli let it 
be known through Giuseppe Pizzardo that he was not likely to grant an inter-
view to someone so closely associated with German National Socialism. Pig-
natti wrote to Count Galeazzo Ciano, the Ital ian foreign minister, to com-
plain that Pacelli’s anti- German campaign obviously was having its effect in 
the upper echelons of  Vatican diplomacy. In the interests of  maintaining a 
good working relationship with the Ital ians, Pacelli relented and met with 
Mussert. Their conversation must not have gone especially well. In recount-
ing the meeting to the Ital ian ambassador, an animated Pacelli became so 
worked up that the veins on his neck were pulsating.88

 The 1937 papal encyclical on the church and the German Reich has been 
praised as the “crowning” achievement of  Pacelli’s handling of  the Vatican’s 
relations with the Hitler state after the Reich Concordat of  1933.89 Other his-
torians have given most of  the credit to Pius XI himself, arguing that the let-
ter’s undeniably defiant tone re flects Pius XI’s determination to send a clear 
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signal of  papal disapproval to the Hitler government.90 To be sure, the lan-
guage in parts is surprisingly sharp and evocative. Referring implicitly but ob-
viously to the Nazi persecution of  Catholic institutions and associations since 
1933, the encyclical spoke of  “fixed responsibilities” and “intrigues” on the 
part of  civil authorities whose aim from the start was “a war of  extermina-
tion.” But sending such a stark, unprecedented signal of  disapproval was not 
tantamount to diplomatic rupture; nor was the encyclical intended as a po lit-
i cal manifesto. To the contrary, the aim was to find ways of  preserving and 
promoting the mutually ben e fi cial accommodation worked out in 1933 but 
never fully ac tualized. That the encyclical intended to deliver an unquali fied 
rebuke of  certain aspects of  Nazi ideology and practice is clear enough. Yet 
even here, the real target was not so much Nazi racial theory as it was the 
persistent violation of  the letter and spirit of  the 1933 concordat, of  the Hitler 
government’s incessant attempts to interfere with, curtail, or repress alto-
gether the full and free expression of  German Catholic life in its varied di-
mensions. To that end, the encyclical admonished not only the state but Ger-
man Catholics as well: those who might, even under considerable duress, 
choose loyalty to the state over “faith in the church” or allow religious  ideals 
to be “emptied of  their content and distorted to profane use.” Faith in the 
church, the encyclical reads, “cannot stand pure and true without the support 
of  faith in the primacy of  the  bishop of  Rome.”91 Yet Pius XI was not asking 
German Catholics to put faith in the church or in the pope above their fidelity 
to the state. It was the state, not the church, that was imposing such a stark 
and—the encyclical infers—false choice. This was said to be the case, for in-
stance, with national youth or ga ni za tions in which membership was obliga-
tory even though, as the encyclical lamented, these or ga ni za tions expressed 
“manifestations hostile to the church and Chris tian i ty.” Sounding a hallmark 
diplomatic note, though, the encyclical offered assurances that the church 
had no intention of  preventing young Germans from establishing what it 
called a “true ethnical community in a noble love of  freedom and loyalty to 
their country.” Rather, the pope was objecting to the “voluntary and system-
atic antagonism raised between national education and religious duty.”92 So 
there could be room after all for young Catholics in a true German ethnic 
community, so long as that ethnic community acknowledged Christ as King. 
Was this an indirect but pointed assault on the Nazis’ totalitarian aim to con-
trol ev ery aspect of  society and eventually to supplant Chris tian i ty with a he-
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retical national religion? Or was this the expression of  a naïve belief  that Na-
zism might yet be tamed, might yet be made to coexist with Chris tian i ty and 
to acknowledge God as the Sovereign Master? Either way, the circumlocution 
characteristic of  such papal pronouncements did not translate readily into 
doctrinal clarity, even less into po lit i cal clarity for ordinary Catholics who 
daily grappled to reconcile fidelity to their faith with loyalty to the state and 
compliance with the law.93

 The encyclical’s careful attempt to defend doctrinal principles and reli-
gious freedom for German Catholics by means of  a mea sured, diplomatic 
rebuke—evidenced by the absence of  any explicit reference to National So-
cialism, Hitler, or the Nazi Party—was almost certainly due to Pacelli’s in flu-
ence. It was Pacelli who invited Cardinal Faulhaber to write the first draft, 
thereby guaranteeing a more restrained document than might otherwise 
have been the case.94 From the start, Faulhaber urged that the encyclical 
should be careful in its tone and substance and should avoid any explicit refer-
ence to National Socialism or the Nazi Party.95 Faulhaber’s first version was 
short, pointed on doctrinal matters, and careful in its wording. It walked a 
tightrope of  doctrinal clarity while avoiding an open confrontation with the 
Hitler regime.
 In this regard, Faulhaber and Pacelli were in accord—doctrinal clarity 
need not translate into a diplomatic rupture with the German government; 
that would only harm the church’s capacity to fulfill its spiritual mission. 
Pacelli’s direct in flu ence is felt most heavily in the first half  of  the document, 
where the emphasis was on the Reich Concordat of  1933 and the repeated 
good will shown by Catholic interests to respect the spirit and letter of  the 
treaty. The second half  of  the encyclical, which dealt at length with the doc-
trinal incompatibility between Chris tian i ty and Nazism, was drawn almost 
entirely from Faulhaber’s original.
 The papal encyclical had an immediate effect. For many observers, in-
cluding Catholics long frustrated by the Vatican’s policy of  engagement with 
the Hitler state, it was the papal word they had been waiting for—a glim-
mer of  hope. The excommunicated Ital ian Catholic activist Romolo Murri, 
who disapproved bitterly of  the Vatican’s diplomatic relations with the Fascist 
states, wrote to his sister that the pope’s message to the Germans was “su-
perb.” This was the way the church should “speak and act,” Murri wrote, see-
ing in the encyclical “a great promise for the future.” It was to be the start of  
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Murri’s gradual return to the Catholic fold, which culminated in his rehabili-
tation by Pius XII in 1944.96

 Hitler’s government responded angrily and swiftly, ordering the Gestapo 
to con fis cate as many copies of  the pronouncement as possible and instruct-
ing the German representation at the Vatican to launch formal diplomatic 
complaints.97 Nazi of fi cials saw the letter as a provocation and as a violation 
of  the 1933 Reich Concordat, claiming that the encyclical had “the character 
of  a po lit i cal document.” In a stern diplomatic note, the German government 
condemned the papal “attempt . . . to arouse the world against the New Ger-
many” and denounced the secret circulation of  the letter as proof  that Ger-
man church authorities knew of  “the illegality of  their procedure and the vi-
olation of  their obligation as citizens.” It complained that the papal statement 
about Germany “destroyed the effect of  the papal encyclical against Commu-
nism . . . and dealt a dangerous blow to the defense front against the world 
menace of  Bolshevism, so very desirable for the Catholic Church in particu-
lar.” The Germans intimated that they might walk away altogether from the 
1933 treaty, which Hitler had lauded as a master stroke of  po lit i cal genius.98

 Ambassador Bergen at the Vatican told Pacelli that it was dif fi cult to find 
the words to express the “uproar” caused in Germany by the papal statement. 
Bergen warned that there was talk in Berlin of  taking serious mea sures in 
 response. Even the French ambassador to Germany, François- Poncet, had it 
on good authority that the encyclical left Hitler’s government “full of  rage 
and wanting vengeance.”99 The Hitler government was so incensed by Mit 
Brennender Sorge that it ordered the resumption of  legal proceedings against 
Catholic clergy on charges of  fi nan cial and other improprieties.100 Hitler’s lin-
gering anger may have been on display the year after the encyclical was pro-
nounced when, during an of fi cial visit to Italy in May, he and his entourage 
studiously avoided visiting the pope.101

 The antagonism was mutual. Although Ital ian of fi cials approached the 
Holy See to discuss the possibility of  a meeting between Hitler and Pius XI, 
the pope said he would do so only under certain conditions, one being that 
Hitler use his visit to Rome to denounce the persecution of  German Catho-
lics. Recognizing that the pope’s conditions were unrealistic, Cardinal Pacelli, 
with characteristic pragmatism, believed that some good could come of  a 
formal meeting between the Holy Father and the German leader.102 In this 
instance, though, Pius XI won the day. When Hitler visited Rome, the pope 
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ac tually left Vatican City for the papal residence at Castel Gandolfo. Com-
menting on the Nazi banners and flags throughout the Eternal City, he re-
marked that it was sad that Rome should be bedecked with a cross—the 
swastika—“which is not the Cross of  Christ.”103

 Increased tension between the Vatican and the Hitler state was not the 
effect Pacelli had been hoping for when he worked so carefully to craft a state-
ment intended to be firm yet conciliatory. Still, he was not prepared—let 
alone authorized—to concede anything of  the Vatican’s position in order to 
quell German anger at the papal letter.104 In a lengthy note to Ambassador 
Bergen at the end of  April 1937 in response to the German government’s for-
mal complaints over the encyclical, Pacelli held his ground on both doctrinal 
and tactical issues. While his reply left open the lines of  communication, he 
gave no hint of  appeasement nor any desire to placate or pacify the Nazi 
complaints. The cardinal said simply, “It is my duty to reject the unjust criti-
cism” of  the papal letter of  March 1937. In a resolute and unapologetic tone, 
he dismissed as “erroneous” and “astonishing” the German government’s 
characterization of  the papal letter and its intention. He contested the de-
scrip tion of  the encyclical as a po lit i cal document, stressing its unmistakable 
religious and doctrinal aim. While acknowledging that the Vatican appre-
ciated “the formation of  inherently sound and vigorous defensive po lit i cal 
fronts against the danger of  atheistic Bolshevism,” he said that fear of  Bolshe-
vism could not blind the papal of fice to the fact that these errors had devel-
oped among anti- Bolshevist “po lit i cal defensive fronts”—a thinly veiled allu-
sion to Nazism. Fear of  Bolshevism, in other words, ought never to induce 
the Holy See to turn a blind eye to its authority and thus responsibility on 
 religious and spiritual concerns. In fact, Pacelli argued, nothing would 
strengthen the hand of  Bolshevism more than the “erroneous belief ” that the 
threat of  “atheistic Communism” could be defeated only by “external power,” 
thereby denying “spiritual powers” their “rightful place” in the struggle 
against godless Communism.
 Turning from more general statements of  principle, Pacelli addressed the 
German complaint that the encyclical violated the spirit and the letter of  the 
concordat with the German government. He was incredulous, he wrote, to 
hear the Germans complain of  such violations after so many years of  con-
stant pressure by the Vatican to get the Germans to respect the terms and 
conditions of  the 1933 treaty. In a meeting with Bergen to discuss the furor 
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caused by the encyclical, Pacelli said, “No one wants religious peace more 
than we do.” But the Vatican’s patience with the German government had 
worn thin. In effect, he said, German intransigence had forced the pope’s 
hand. After all, since 1933, the Vatican had been warning that continued Ger-
man violations of  the Reichskonkordat and escalating persecution of  the 
 German Church were bound to lead to a public papal statement: “They have 
had three years of  patience. But fi nally this public manifestation just had to 
be made.”105

 Cardinal Pacelli did acknowledge that the Hitler state had effectively re-
moved the threat of  German Communism, but he was not willing to  concede 
that National Socialism could take the credit. He also pushed back against the 
German government’s insistence that it had shown a “great spirit of  coopera-
tion . . . in word and deed” toward the Catholic Church in the very favorable 
terms of  the 1933 treaty. These terms, Pacelli pointed out, were neither un-
precedented nor especially favorable, since the Nazi government had reduced 
its promised payments to the church and enacted other fi nan cial mea sures 
that effectively damaged the fi nan cial standing of  parishes and church institu-
tions. And where the Germans accused the Vatican of  taking the side of  “lib-
eralist parliamentary democracy” against the “New Germany,” he responded 
with the conventional statement of  Vatican impartiality, reiterating that the 
Holy See “has friendly, correct or at least tolerable relations with states of  one 
or another constitutional form and orientation.” Pacelli held out the hope 
that this might yet be true with regard to the German state, but it all de-
pended on the extent to which Hitler’s government acknowledged what Mit 
Brennender Sorge upheld, namely, the “principle that the organic law of  ev ery 
state is subject to the law of  God.” Pacelli concluded by dismissing the Ger-
man government’s claim that the encyclical constituted a serious breach of  
the 1933 treaty. “A more amazing reversal . . . of  all the basic concepts of  con-
tract law than that attempted here,” Pacelli wrote, “is hard to imagine.” Still, 
he left the door open to a better working relationship between the Vatican 
and the Hitler state: he hoped for “the release of  the leadership of  the State, 
and of  the movement sustaining the State, from the ever tightening embrace 
and the increasing penetration of  the ideological and anti- Christian currents 
which draw their strength from the struggle against the Church.”106

 Pacelli had occasion to repeat this message often in the months after the 
papal letter was issued. In September 1937, in the wake of  the annual Nazi 
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Party rally at Nuremberg, Pius XI instructed the cardinal to write and have 
published in the pages of  the Vatican’s news paper a pointed reminder of  the 
Nazis’ continued transgressions of  their obligations and promises related to 
the church in Germany.107 As if  front- page coverage in the Vatican’s of fi cial 
news paper were not enough, Pacelli instructed papal representatives around 
the world to have his article translated and distributed to  bishops and clergy, 
and published in national news papers. The papal representative in Washing-
ton, Amleto Cicognani, had copies sent to various ambassadors in Washing-
ton, as well as to American Secretary of  State Cordell Hull.108 From Vienna 
came word that various news papers there, secular and Catholic, had also 
seen fit to publish the editorial. One Catholic paper even ran a special edition 
to publicize the piece.109

 The widespread diffusion of  Pacelli’s unsigned but authoritative edito-
rial was a remarkable demonstration of  the church’s capillary presence 
around the globe and of  the potential for papal communication through the 
mass media. The article was a forthright rendering of  the private complaints 
Pacelli had been registering with German of fi cials for years. He intoned 
against the ongoing “hidden and open struggle against the Church in Ger-
many and against the rights guaranteed to her in a solemn concordat.” The 
article singled out the troubling “penetration” of  “neo- paganism” into the 
Nazi movement, epitomized in the racialist theories of  Rosenberg’s Myth of  
the Twentieth Century. As for the claims made at the recent Nuremberg Con-
gress that the Nazi revolution “had not taken a hat from even one church-
man” —an obvious allusion to the anticlerical violence associated with the 
Spanish Civil War—Pacelli warned that what happened to the church in Spain 
had its precedent in anticlerical and antireligious literature such as that writ-
ten by Rosenberg.110

 Further evidence of  the Vatican’s increasing boldness in dealing with the 
Hitler regime emerged in May 1937, when Cardinal George Mundelein of  
Chicago publicly criticized the regime’s spurious legal proceedings against re-
ligious orders. Speaking to a group of  priests at a diocesan retreat, Mundelein 
asked, “How is it that a nation of  60,000,000 people, intelligent people, will 
submit in fear and servitude to an alien, an Austrian paper- hanger, and a poor 
one at that.”111 The Germans were so incensed by Mundelein’s comments 
that Ambassador von Bergen at the Vatican was instructed to lodge a formal 
complaint with Pacelli’s of fice.112 The Vatican used the occasion to offer both 
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public praise of  Mundelein and to reiterate in private its continued disap-
proval of  the Hitler government’s apparent unwillingness or inability to rein 
in anti- Catholic excesses. In his private meetings with von Bergen, Pacelli 
agreed that parts of  Mundelein’s speech were not particularly constructive, 
especially the personal insults directed at Hitler, but he explained that Mun-
delein was speaking not on behalf  of  the Holy See but as a free citizen acting 
within the rights afforded him by the Constitution of  his own country.
 More im por tant, though, was the fact that Pacelli refused to consider any 
kind of  public rebuke of  Cardinal Mundelein and used the meetings with the 
German ambassador to reiterate that the German government was not doing 
enough to address anti- Catholic actions despite repeated diplomatic promises 
to respect the terms of  the 1933 Reich Concordat. In his private meetings with 
Pius XI and other members of  the Secretariat, Pacelli reasoned that to criti-
cize Mundelein in public would be seen as an “act of  weakness” on the part 
of  the Vatican. Worse yet, it would do nothing but “make the National So-
cialist leaders even more arrogant, including Hitler, who in his self- delusion 
thinks that the entire world should bow before him.”113

 The Mundelein incident prompted a rare joint session of  the leading car-
dinals of  the Curia in June 1937. Under discussion was the “fierce persecution” 
of  the Catholic Church by the Nazi government in the wake of  the 1937 papal 
letter, followed a few months later by Cardinal Mundelein’s blunt assessment 
of  the Nazi leader. A sign of  just how seriously the Vatican’s relations with 
the German government had deteriorated can be seen from the fact that this 
was one of  the few times in his long pontificate that Pius XI chose to be pres-
ent at such a meeting and to direct it. The cardinals stood firmly behind 
Pacelli, dismissing the fuss over Mundelein’s speech as the proverbial tempest 
in a teapot, while the pope commended Pacelli’s masterly application of  pa-
pal policy.114

 The year 1937 was a turning point in the Vatican’s relations with the Hitler 
government. Since 1933, when the ink on the Reich Concordat was barely dry, 
the Vatican had been threatening to go public with its criticism of  the Ger-
man government’s violations of  its treaty obligations and especially for its 
persecution of  German Catholics. In the years that followed, Pacelli had con-
sistently voiced the Vatican’s disapproval of  the German government’s anti- 
Catholic policies, expressing his ob jec tions formally to German representa-
tives and con fi den tially to fellow diplomats. Commenting on the Spanish 
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Republicans, for example, he told some Ital ian of fi cials that the “reds” were 
doing immediately and violently in Spain—burning churches and killing 
priests—what in Germany was being done “more slowly but gradually and 
systematically, with a war of  destruction against the Church and Chris tian i ty 
itself.”115 This was arguably the most explicit language Pacelli ever used to 
denounce Nazi persecution of  the German Church. That the normally re-
strained and evasive Pacelli would say such things to diplomats from Italy and 
France underscores both the depth of  his anger and the seriousness of  his re-
solve to get the Hitler government to comply with the terms of  the 1933 
agreement, in which Pacelli had invested so much of  his time, energy, and 
expectations.
 To his brother cardinals in the Curia, Pacelli used similarly direct lan-
guage to decry the situation of  the church in Germany. In a joint session of  
curial cardinals in June 1937, called to discuss possible Vatican recognition of  
the victory of  Franco’s nationalist forces in the Spanish Civil War, Pacelli 
urged caution and restraint, however much he may have hoped for a defeat 
of  the anticlerical Republicans in Spain. Pacelli worried above all that quick 
Vatican recognition of  the nationalist side would appear to the world as if  the 
Holy See were joining the “Fascist bloc made up of  Italy and Germany (with 
Japan not far behind).” Besides, Pacelli continued, did it make sense for the 
Vatican to be seen joining sides with Nazi Germany, the very regime that 
“persecutes the church”? Even if  the Vatican did not intend it, joining publicly 
a bloc of  pro- Franco Fascist states would, Pacelli warned, “make it seem that 
the Holy See were in agreement with a group that wants to destroy religion. 
Even among Franco’s followers there are those who have a tendency to divin-
ize Hitler.”116

 For the Vatican, and especially for Pacelli, the ball was in Hitler’s court. In 
a meeting with the Spanish ambassador in 1938 to discuss Spain’s relationship 
with Nazi Germany, Pacelli insisted that the Vatican had “nothing against 
Germany and the German people, which it loves.” Nor did the Vatican have 
anything against the current government per se; the Vatican was only con-
cerned about the “religious situation” in Germany, and with “the salvation of  
souls currently exposed to grave dangers.”117 Though the Nazis had for years 
consistently and systematically refused to play by the rules, Pacelli hoped that 
there was truth to Hitler’s claim that he wanted to make “peace” with the 
church. When word reached the Vatican in December 1937 through Munich’s 
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Cardinal Faulhaber that Hitler had approached the auxiliary  bishop of  Augs-
burg, Franz Eberle, ostensibly carrying an olive branch, Pacelli was receptive 
but characteristically cautious. As always, he pointed to the 1933 concordat as 
the sole basis for continued talks between the Holy See and the Hitler gov-
ernment.118 Not for the first or last time, Pacelli’s hopes of  meaningful talks 
with the Hitler government proved to be in vain.
 As it was, on the eve of  his election as pope, Cardinal Pacelli knew that 
the Vatican’s relations with the Hitler government were at an all- time low. 
Whereas  Bishop Hudal continued to press for an accommodation between 
the church and the Hitler state, the German  bishops themselves let Pacelli 
know that the situation was at an impasse. Meeting in Rome in late October 
1938 with high- ranking German prelates, including Cardinals Bertram and 
Schulte, Pacelli was told in no uncertain terms that the situation was too dire 
at the moment to conceive of  some kind of  accommodation. Both Bertram 
and Schulte believed that there was “nothing to do” at present; Schulte went 
further in detailing the growing radicalization of  the Nazi hierarchy, and 
of  Hitler himself. Schulte told Pacelli that it was clear the Nazis sought the 
“destruction of  the church,” and so the approach  adopted by the German 
 bishops and the Vatican to this point had been the wisest course of  action. 
The Vatican’s options were limited, the German  bishops insisted. True, there 
were signs of  growing discontent among the population with Hitler’s foreign 
policies around the time of  the Munich Crisis. In the end, though, the  bishops 
reasoned that Hitler’s diplomatic successes allowed the Nazis to emerge from 
the crisis stron ger than ever, and more fanatical.119

 An air of  frustration and anxiety hung over papal circles, mixed with a 
growing sense of  futility. In a private letter to the U.S. ambassador to Great 
Britain, Joseph P. Kennedy, Pacelli acknowledged the anxiety with which the 
Vatican was watching the radicalization of  Nazi domestic and foreign policy, 
including Hitler’s long- threatened annexation of  Austria. Pacelli wanted to 
assure his American friend that the Vatican had no intention of  giving its as-
sent to the move for the sake of  making peace with the German Reich. This 
was clear enough from the Vatican’s immediate repudiation of  statements 
made by the Austrian  bishops opening the door to a formal recognition of  
Anschluss. What Pacelli hoped for above all, he told Kennedy, was the realiza-
tion of  the “plan that we had thought of  while in America,” an obvious allu-
sion to the establishment of  closer ties with the Roosevelt administration. “It 
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would make the world think over the ever increasing necessity in the present 
troubles of  keeping in touch with the Supreme Moral Powers of  the world, 
which at times feel powerless and isolated in their daily struggle against all 
sorts of  po lit i cal excesses from the Bolsheviks and the new pagans arising 
amongst the young ‘Arian’ generations.”120

 The bellwether of  this growing fanaticism was, as always, the Nazi treat-
ment of  Jews. While Pacelli and German church leaders were worried about 
the fate of  German Catholics, their concern about the “religious situation” in 
the Nazi state stopped short of  an explicit acknowledgment that the persecu-
tion of  one religious minority, German Jews, had reached intolerable levels in 
a purportedly civilized society proud of  its Christian heritage. After years of  
informal and formal mea sures meant to marginalize Jews, stripping them of  
rights and freedoms, social standing and property, Nazi anti- Semitism took a 
decisive, brutal turn in November 1938 with the infamous events of  Kristall-
nacht, when Jewish businesses and places of  worship—in the thousands—
were vandalized, looted, or destroyed altogether. Some one hundred Jews 
were killed, while hundreds more were injured, and close to thirty thousand 
innocent Jews were arrested and imprisoned in concentration camps.121 The 
gas chambers of  Nazi- occupied Europe were still some years from being 
built, but the events of  November 1938 foreshadowed what was to come. 
Pacelli learned of  the riots from nuncio Orsenigo in Berlin, who de scribed 
the mob violence in detail and had the distinct impression that the initiative 
had come from “very high up” in the Nazi hierarchy. Orsenigo told of  new 
ordinances intended to isolate Jews even further, barring them from busi-
nesses, public schools, theaters, and cinemas. A final indignity was that the 
Jews themselves were being made to pay a fine of  one billion Reichsmarks for 
having provoked the violence in the first place.122 Orsenigo was equally dis-
turbed by subsequent developments, including the move to nullify marriages 
between so- called Aryans and Jews. These included marriages in which a Jew-
ish spouse had converted to Catholicism, a blatant intrusion by the Nazi state 
into church affairs.123

 The Vatican archives contain no rec ord of  Pacelli’s response to Orsenigo’s 
alarming reports. It is safe to assume that Pacelli, like Pope Pius XI himself, 
was disturbed by the depressingly familiar news that the Nazis were employ-
ing such brutish tactics while using the cover of  legality to intrude into areas 
that were the proper purview of  the church. In the realm of  practical action, 
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Pacelli and the Vatican used their moral suasion to mobilize a marginally suc-
cessful rescue effort. Following the lead of  clergymen like Cardinal Innitzer 
of  Austria and Cardinal Hinsley of  Westminster, and with Pius XI’s blessing, 
Pacelli’s of fice showed considerably more resolve than other foreign govern-
ments, including the prospering democracies of  North America, to help fa-
cilitate the migration from Germany of  some 200,000 “non- Aryan Catholics.” 
Working through  bishops from around the world, Pacelli encouraged the es-
tablishment of  committees to assist the emigrants with concrete material and 
moral aid, and also to press their governments to ease entry requirements in 
order to maximize the rescue and assistance efforts.124

 Yet there was no formal, public Vatican response to the anti- Jewish riots 
of  November 1938. Nor was there any such response by other churches, the 
press, and foreign governments ev erywhere. It fell to Cardinal Arthur Hins-
ley, the Catholic arch bishop of  Westminster, to prod Pacelli and Pius XI to 
consider making some sort of  public statement condemning such brutal acts 
of  violence—a paternal word of  comfort and support from the Vicar of  
Christ on behalf  of  the thousands who were suf fering persecution on the ba-
sis of  “religion or race,” as Hinsley put it. Hinsley implored Pacelli to con-
sider having the pope make such a statement, which Hinsley characterized as 
“an authentic word of  the Holy Father” to declare before the world “that in 
Christ discrimination of  race does not exist.” Hinsley was convinced that 
such a statement, in addition to helping the persecuted, would garner new-
found respect for the Vatican, especially in the Anglo- American world.125

 Pacelli’s response to Hinsley’s suggestion was characteristically evasive. 
On the one hand, he encouraged Hinsley to make a statement on behalf  of  
those who were suf fering unfairly, and even to speak on the pope’s behalf. On 
the other hand, he never explicitly mentioned the persecution of  Jews, let 
alone the horrific events of  Kristallnacht. Nor was it likely that the pope him-
self  would speak out directly on behalf  of  persecuted Jews, including the 
nearly 100,000 so- called non- Aryan Christians—Jewish converts to Catholi-
cism. Pacelli explained that Pius XI was dealing with some health prob lems 
and that an overwhelming number of  other tasks demanded his attention; 
hence the decision not to offer a public comment from the Vatican about the 
worsening situation of  Jews in the Third Reich.126 In other words, the pope 
was too sick and too busy to offer a public statement condemning one of  the 
most violent anti- Jewish episodes in modern memory.
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 Eugenio Pacelli, who was just months away from becoming Pope Pius 
XII, was not indifferent to the plight of  the persecuted Jews. But could he ar-
ticulate a meaningful po lit i cal response to Nazi violations of  the norms of  ci-
vility and morality? In addition to providing emigrants with aid, there were 
other signs that Pacelli understood the dire situation of  Germany’s dwindling 
Jewish communities. Just weeks after Kristallnacht, he delivered a moving 
speech in the Roman Church of  San Giacomo, to commemorate the 200th 
anniversary of  the canonization of  Saint Vincent de Paul. Pacelli evoked the 
imagery of  the children of  Israel forced into exile, and likened the spiritual 
travails of  the great Catholic saint to the “anguished lamentations” of  the 
Jewish people in exile in Babylon.127 It was a moving tribute, no doubt, to the 
great saint and to biblical Israel. As a spiritual exercise, it had much to recom-
mend it. But it was a decidedly tepid po lit i cal response to the escalating ex-
cesses of  the Hitler state. Even after years of  tussling unsuccessfully to get 
Hitler to respect the terms of  the lauded 1933 treaty, Eugenio Pacelli was still 
struggling, seemingly in vain, to find an effective po lit i cal response to increas-
ing Nazi radicalism.



Eugenio Pacelli, c. 1883. The young Eugenio 
is said to have been reserved, introspective, 
and deeply sensitive. By all accounts, Pacelli 
family life was stable, happy, and materially 
comfortable with the aristocratic airs befit-
ting a family with a nominal noble title. 
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Eugenio Cardinal Pacelli as the 
Vatican’s secretary of  state. He 
served in this role from 1930 until 
his election as pope in 1939. 
(Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-2011-0209-
500/photo: o.Ang)



Monsignor Eugenio Pacelli as papal nuncio in Germany, 1919. (Budesarchiv, Bild 183-
S46735/photo: o.Ang)



Nuncio Pacelli at the Opel company headquarters in Rüsselheim, Germany, October 
1928. He is being presented with the gift of  a title to a Pullmann limousine. (Bunde-
sarchiv, Bild 102-06728/photo: Georg Pahl)



Nuncio Pacelli in pro ces sion, October 1925. This photograph was taken while Ger-
man press reports were suggesting that he would soon leave Berlin for Rome in or-
der to be made a cardinal. In fact, Pacelli remained in Germany for almost five more 
years. (Bundesarchiv, Bild 102-01953/photo: Georg Pahl)

The signing of  the Reichskonkordat between the Holy See and the German Reich, 
Rome, July 20, 1933. (left to right): Monsignor Ludwig Kaas, Franz von Papen, 
Giuseppe Pizzardo, Eugenio Pacelli, Alfredo Ottaviani, and Dr. Rudolf  Buttmann of  
the Reich Interior Ministry. Although negotiations concluded rapidly—and success-
fully—to the satisfaction of  both parties, unresolved issues and Vatican complaints 
of  German violations of  its terms marred the concordat from the start. (Bunde-
sarchiv, Bild 183-R24391/photo: o.Ang)



Eugenio Cardinal Pacelli together with Patrick Cardinal Hayes, arch bishop of  New 
York, leaving St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New York City, October 8, 1936. Pacelli’s 
month-long American tour was historic, marking the first time a papal secretary of  
state had visited the United States. Although it was of fi cially touted as a vacation, the 
trip included a private meeting between Pacelli and Franklin D. Roosevelt and helped 
to encourage closer Vatican–U.S. relations on the eve of  World War Two. (Associated 
Press)



Eugenio Cardinal Pacelli during 
his historic trip to the United 
States in 1936. His good friend 
Francis Spellman, future arch-
bishop and cardinal, is seen emerg-
ing from the plane. To avoid ap-
pearing to interfere in the 
presidential elections at the time, 
Pacelli took a widely publicized 
plane trip as far west as California. 
(San Diego Air & Space Museum)

The Kennedy family at the Vatican during the coronation of  Pope Pius XII, March 12, 
1939. (left to right, back row): Patricia, John F., Joseph P., Eunice, Rosemary. (left to 
right, front row): An uniden ti fied Vatican guard, Kathleen, Robert F., Rose, Edward 
M., Jean, and another uniden ti fied Vatican guard. President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
sent Joseph P. Kennedy, then ambassador to Great Britain, as his personal represen-
tative. (The John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum, Boston/Fotografia 
Felici)



The newly elected Pope Pius XII with Spanish troops during a general audience at 
the Vatican, June 11, 1939. As secretary of  state and as pope, Pius XII worried that 
General Francisco Franco’s regime would drift toward closer ties with the Hitler 
regime. Even still, he greeted the 1939 victory of  Franco’s forces in the Spanish Civil 
War as a triumph for Catholic Spain. (Associated Press)

An anguished Pius XII 
praying with the people of  
a Roman neighborhood on 
October 15, 1943, as part of  
a tour of  central Rome 
after an Allied air raid in 
August. (Associated Press)



Members of  the Royal 22nd Regiment with Pope Pius XII in Rome, July 4, 1944. 
(Canada. Department of  National Defence/Library and Archives Canada/PA-
166069)

Lieutenant Paul E. Vincent and 
members of  the Canadian Army 
with Pope Pius XII in Rome, De-
cember 20, 1944. (Canada. Depart-
ment of  National Defence/Library 
and Archives Canada/PA-166066)



Pope Pius XII with an old ac-
quaintance, Joseph P. Kennedy, 
former U.S. ambassador to Eng-
land, during an audience at the 
Vatican, June 22, 1955. (Associated 
Press)

Pope Pius XII with the Harlem Globetrotters at the papal summer residence of  
Castel Gandolfo, August 1, 1952. Eager to give the papacy a mass appeal, Pius XII met 
frequently with athletes and celebrities from around the world. (Associated Press)



Pius XII, who was very much at ease with modern appliances, using a typewriter. Al-
though the photograph was staged, Pius XII was often at his desk well into the early-
 morning hours working on drafts of  speeches and other papal pronouncements. 
( Fotografia Felici)



Pius XII giving gifts and imparting a blessing to school children during one of  his 
daily walks. Despite the popular perception of  Pacelli as an aloof  intellectual—and 
perhaps to counter it—the pope often was depicted interacting directly and warmly 
with the laity. Some commentators suggest that staged photos such as this were 
intended to promote something of  a personality cult around Pius XII. (Fotografia 
Felici)



Pius XII, wearing an elaborate tiara, being carried into St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome 
on the sedia gestatoria, which was a portable throne used only for certain formal oc-
casions, notably during papal coronations. The twelve palafrenieri, or footmen, who 
bear the throne are flanked by Swiss Guards. On either side of  the sedia are two fla-
bella, or fans, made of  feathers. Such ancient vestiges of  papal pomp and ceremony 
have largely been abandoned by the popes, starting with Paul VI. (Fotografia Felici)



Pius XII holding a goldfinch. A great lover of  animals, especially birds, Pius XII pur-
portedly almost always dined alone with his pet goldfinch Gretel as his sole compan-
ion. (Fotografia Felici)



A bronze monument to Pius XII from the main floor of  St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome. 
Commissioned by a group of  cardinals who had been named by Pius XII, and un-
veiled by Pope Paul VI in 1964, it is the work of  the Ital ian sculptor Francesco Mes-
sina. The pope’s raised arm seems to be imparting a blessing, although some com-
mentators surmise that it is intended to symbolize Pius XII’s attempts to stop the 
war that was to de fine his pontificate. (Photo by Barry Berenson)



4

A Tremendous Responsibility

Pope Pius XI, who had done more than anyone else to ad-
vance Eugenio Pacelli’s career, died in the early morning of  February 10, 1939. 
Pacelli kept vigil, praying by the dying pope’s bedside, in the final hours of  
what had been a long and painful illness. Pius XI and his secretary of  state had 
had their differences over the years, especially in the preceding months as the 
pope’s resolve to confront the Fascist dictators publicly clashed with Pacelli’s 
worry about an all- out confrontation. Yet there could be no doubt of  the gen-
uine affection between the two men, the fruit of  years of  almost daily inter-
action and a shared sense of  ser vice. When Pius XI died, Pacelli bent over to 
kiss his forehead and his hands in a gesture that took some of  the papal court 
by surprise, given Pacelli’s reputation for emotional reserve. In keeping with 
prescribed ritual, Pacelli called out the pope’s given name, Achille. When 
there was no response, a visibly shaken Pacelli declared, “The pope is truly 
dead.”1

 Pacelli took immediate control of  the transitional period that followed, 
thus setting the stage, perhaps unwittingly, for his own succession to the pa-
pal throne. In part, his actions flowed logically from his responsibilities as 
 camerlengo, the cardinal charged with the task of  preparing the papal funeral 
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and, more im por tant, organizing the conclave to elect a new pope. The fact 
that the late pontiff  had placed so much trust in Pacelli over the years gave 
the secretary of  state unsurpassed in flu ence over church governance during 
the period of  sede vacante, that administrative limbo between the death of  
one pope and the election of  another.
 Pacelli worked deliberately to steer the transition in a direction that re-
flected his own view of  the church’s future, especially regarding its dealings 
with the major powers. One of  his first decisions was to delay the start of  the 
conclave to the beginning of  March to allow cardinals from the Americas to 
attend. This included the U.S. cardinals—O’Connell of  Boston, Dougherty of  
Philadelphia, Mundelein of  Chicago—as well as cardinals from South Amer-
ica. The decision was not lost on expert Vatican watchers, who commented 
favorably on the fact that the whole College of  Cardinals, including non- 
Europeans, would be assembled for the vote. It was a sure sign of  the interna-
tionalization of  church governance, which was one of  Pius XI’s most under-
valued accomplishments. As pope, Pacelli would accelerate the trend.2

 That Pacelli would play the dominant role during the transition was clear 
in the weeks before Pius XI’s death, when an ailing but still combative pontiff  
resolved to make a definitive stand against Fascist policies. The pope hoped to 
live long enough to see the commemoration of  the tenth anniversary of  the 
Lateran Accords, the 1929 agreements between the Holy See and Mussolini’s 
government. Pius XI had planned to convoke a meeting of  Ital ian  bishops for 
the occasion, and to use the gathering to offer a pointed critique of  the cur-
rent state of  church- state relations both in Italy and in Germany. With his 
physical and intellectual capacities reduced, the pope relied more and more 
on his trusted secretary of  state. Though Pacelli worried about the pope’s 
drift toward more explicit public criticism of  the Fascist regimes, he never-
theless dutifully helped to compose the speech, making just a few minor 
 revisions but without altering the substance of  the dying pope’s forceful 
 message.3

 The speech, which was drafted as Pius XI lay dying, was strongly worded, 
its tone biting in its criticism of  so- called pseudo- Catholics—a clear allusion 
to Catholics with Fascist sympathies.4 Mussolini’s government and the gen-
eral public would have grasped the substance of  this papal critique—if  the 
address had ever been delivered. But the pope did not live to give the speech, 
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which was scheduled for February 11, the day after he died. The timing gave 
rise to an improbable rumor that Pius XI’s death had been hastened by one of  
his doctors, Francesco Saverio Petacci, the father of  Mussolini’s mistress. By 
dying when he did, Pius XI was prevented from delivering what would have 
been one of  the most formidable public expressions of  open opposition to 
Mussolini’s policies in close to twenty years of  Fascist rule.5

 Pacelli’s actions at the time con trib uted to the unsettled atmosphere. It 
was no secret that even though he had helped to draft the speech, he dis-
agreed fundamentally with the pope’s inclination to respond aggressively to 
Fascist policies. Because of  the pope’s sickness, the Vatican’s relations with 
the Mussolini regime were in a holding pattern, but within hours of  Pius XI’s 
death, Pacelli was already sending out peace feelers to Ital ian of fi cials. When 
the Ital ian foreign minister Ciano arrived at the Vatican to convey his govern-
ment’s condolences, Cardinal Pacelli took him into the Sistine Chapel to pay 
his last respects to the deceased pope. According to Ciano’s diary, the cardi-
nal used the occasion to speak of  church- state relations in “conciliatory and 
hopeful terms.”6

 Some Vatican insiders were struck by Pacelli’s markedly cordial reception 
of  a high- ranking member of  the Mussolini government. It was a sign of  the 
well- known difference in style between the deceased pope and his secretary 
of  state.7 Pacelli’s tone pleased Ciano, who had been growing increasingly 
worried that tension between the Vatican and the Mussolini government was 
driving diplomatic relations to a breaking point. Most troubling of  all was the 
fact that Mussolini himself  seemed to care less and less about what the Vati-
can said and did. As Ciano noted in his diary, news of  the pope’s death on 
February 10 scarcely made an impression on Mussolini, who was altogether 
“indifferent.” Mussolini’s reaction indicated a defi nite change in his attitude 
toward the Vatican.8

 Despite this apparent detachment, Mussolini and members of  his govern-
ment were very interested in who would succeed Pius XI and in what direc-
tion the new pope would take the Vatican in its relationship with the Ital ian 
government. Rumors circulated soon after Pius XI died—Ciano said they 
came from American sources—that the late pope had left behind a written 
statement or testament of  some kind. Mussolini was very keen to con firm 
whether this was true, and he was even more eager to see a copy of  the docu-
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ment. Given their level of  interest in the story, Ital ian of fi cials must have sus-
pected that the document related to the speech Pius XI had planned to deliver 
to mark the anniversary of  the 1929 Conciliazione.9

 If  the rumored document really was the speech Pius XI had prepared on 
his deathbed, the Ital ians need not have worried. Pacelli had already ordered 
an immediate stop to the publication of  the text of  the address, which was all 
but ready for wide distribution to the Ital ian  bishops. One of  Pacelli’s trusted 
colleagues, Domenico Tardini, recalled that within hours of  Pius XI’s death, 
Pacelli demanded that any and all materials related to the preparation of  the 
pope’s address be remanded to Pacelli’s of fice; any copies or templates of  the 
speech that were with the publishers were to be destroyed immediately.10

 What are we to make of  Pacelli’s role in suppressing what would have 
been a historic speech by a dying pontiff, even more so if  the speech had been 
published posthumously? One possibility is that Cardinal Pacelli was simply 
doing his job—ful fill ing his task as the man in charge of  the transition to keep 
an absolute veil of  privacy over the deceased pope’s intellectual and material 
property. Of  course, it is also true that after becoming pope Pacelli was com-
pletely at liberty to do what he wished with his predecessor’s speech, includ-
ing making it public or at least known to the cardinals.11 Pacelli said nothing 
about the speech, ever. Tellingly, it was not published until 1959—just months 
after Pacelli’s own death. Pacelli also decided after becoming pope not to pur-
sue publication of  a papal statement that had been in preparation by his pre-
decessor condemning explicitly Nazi racial thought and anti- Semitism in par-
ticular —the so- called hidden encyclical of  Pius XI, which did not emerge until 
many years later.12 In both instances, Eugenio Pacelli showed himself  very 
much to be his own man, deftly steering a course for papal diplomacy consis-
tent with his temperament and philosophy.

The Conclave

Pacelli’s machinations in the days after Pius XI died enhanced his chances of  
becoming pope, despite his stated eagerness to retire to the quiet life of  a par-
ish priest. For years, the cardinal secretary of  state had been considered by 
insiders and Vatican watchers as a likely papabile, a leading candidate to be-
come pope. It was no secret that Pius XI had always considered Pacelli ideally 
suited to be his successor. This explains his constant efforts, against Pacelli’s 
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wishes, apparently, to advance Pacelli’s career and to publicize what Pius XI 
saw as Pacelli’s rare combination of  intelligence, skill, and dedication. A se-
cret dossier prepared for the Ital ian Foreign Ministry in the late 1930s by Mon-
signor Enrico Pucci, who acted occasionally as an informant for the Fascist 
police, surveyed the list of  potential successors to Pius XI and concluded that 
Cardinal Pacelli was indeed an early favorite.13 Not for nothing had Pius XI 
increased Pacelli’s stature by sending him on those historic trips to Latin 
America, France, and the United States between 1934 and 1936. When a bed-
ridden Pius XI met in January 1937 with three German cardinals, the pope 
heaped praise on his trusted secretary of  state, making a deep impression on 
the leading German prelates who would eventually be called upon to elect a 
new pope.
 It mattered little that Pacelli continually expressed his desire to be fin-
ished with papal diplomacy and curial affairs. Diplomats at the papal court 
realized Pacelli was not entirely happy in his role as cardinal secretary of  
state, let alone at the prospect of  being considered a leading papabile. In a re-
port from 1934, British of fi cials at the Vatican con firmed that Pacelli’s role as 
chief  papal diplomat was “uncongenial to him” and that he really did “prefer 
work of  a more pastoral kind.”14 This time around, with the stakes so much 
higher, it was said that Pacelli hoped all the more fervently to be passed over 
by the College of  Cardinals so that he could live the quiet life of  a parish 
priest. His tory was on his side: it was rare for a cardinal secretary of  state to 
be elected pope; it had been more than a century since such a thing had hap-
pened.15

 According to Pacelli’s most intimate acquaintances, he was sincere when 
he said that he intended to leave Rome immediately after a new pope was 
elected. He ordered the sisters who ran his household to begin packing his 
apartment in the apostolic palace and to have their passports ready to travel 
to their favored Swiss retreat just as soon as a new pope was installed. His 
nephew Carlo Pacelli recalled seeing luggage and boxes packed and ready to 
go on the very day Pacelli was elected pope. Another nephew, Giulio Pacelli, 
insisted that his uncle neither expected nor wanted to be elected pope. Nor 
did he want the new pope, whoever it was, to keep him on as secretary of  
state, hence his plan to vacation in Switzerland immediately after the elec-
tion.16

 The election of  a new pope came at a delicate moment in international 
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affairs, and secular states around the world took an unprecedented interest in 
the papal election. It was widely believed that the major European govern-
ments, especially Italy and Germany, would try to exert pressure on the cardi-
nals to choose a pope who was friendly to their interests. Vatican watchers 
told tales of  intrigue and “behind- the- scene manoeuvres” to in flu ence the 
voting. Reporters told of  “prodigious whispering and bustling of  emissaries 
around Cardinals’ palaces,” and of  “secular diplomats” who had a “big stake” 
in dealing with the cardinals “as if  they too were secular diplomats.” Observ-
ers from the Anglo- American world reported that Italy and Germany were 
engaged in “some clumsy, public hinting” to pressure the cardinals to avoid 
selecting a pope who might alienate Mussolini and Hitler.17 The cardinals 
were being warned openly by the Fascist and Nazi press about the conse-
quences to church- state relations of  electing a “po lit i cal pope,” a euphemistic 
way of  advising against the selection of  someone like Pius XI, who was seen 
by Fascist authorities as too prone to intervene in what were supposed to be 
purely po lit i cal matters. One Fascist news paper in Italy alleged that a Jewish- 
inspired anti- Fascist press was hoping for the selection of  a pope who was 
“decidedly hostile to fascism . . . a po lit i cal pope who will compromise the 
church and provoke a schism.”18

 Some elements of  the German Catholic Church were said to welcome 
the election of  a nonpo lit i cal pope, in order to allow the German church “to 
make peace with the state.” For many Nazi commentators, Cardinal Pacelli, 
having been Pius XI’s closest advisor, could hardly be considered nonpo lit i-
cal; for this reason, he was attacked by some Nazi publications such as the 
SS- controlled Der Schwarze Korps. To many Germans, Pacelli was the person 
largely responsible for what one reporter called the “anti- German trend” in 
relations between the Vatican and the Third Reich. The Nazi security agency 
concluded in a 1939 report that Pacelli had gained a reputation while secre-
tary of  state for attacking National Socialism.19

 The major powers thought seriously of  ways to in flu ence the highly se-
cretive conclave. French Foreign Minister Georges Bonnet told the British 
ambassador to Paris, Sir Eric Phipps, that the Western democracies should 
work together to help guarantee the election of  a pope who would help to 
defend liberal democracy from the gathering threat of  an aggressive authori-
tarianism. Bonnet thought Pacelli was the most logical choice in this regard. 
The British representative to the Vatican, D’Arcy Osborne, agreed. Pacelli 
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was the favorite even of  leading German and Ital ian diplomats, notably Ger-
man Ambassador to the Holy See Diego von Bergen and Ital ian Foreign Min-
ister Galeazzo Ciano.20 Pacelli, it seems, was a papabile for all seasons.
 Other German of fi cials, especially in the rabidly anticlerical security ser-
vice (SD), held firmly to the view that Pacelli was deeply anti- German and too 
overtly po lit i cal to be acceptable. Far better from their perspective was some-
one like Cardinal Ildefonso Schuster of  Milan, who was considered favorable 
to the Mussolini regime—or better yet Maurilio Fossati of  Turin or Elia Dalla 
Costa of  Florence. Dalla Costa in particular was seen as a “nonpo lit i cal” can-
didate and thus unlikely to cause the Fascist dictatorships any real trouble. 
The height of  Nazi intrigue surrounding the election came when a would- be 
Vatican insider approached Albert Hartl, the former priest now in charge of  
the SD intelligence network on the church, saying that for some three million 
marks, the Germans could help to secure the election of  a pope favorable to 
the Third Reich. The SD relayed the offer all the way up to the führer, who 
was said to be intrigued by the prospect of  buying the papal election. Hitler 
considered the idea seriously but was eventually dissuaded on the grounds 
that if  word of  the bribe leaked out, it would be a pro pa ganda nightmare.21

 Many of  the reports of  diplomats, intelligence of fi cers, and spies attempt-
ing to in flu ence the outcome of  the voting were wildly inflated or downright 
fantastical, such as the story of  the Nazis trying to bribe dozens of  cardinals.22 
The Vatican understood that the pressure being brought to bear on the Col-
lege of  Cardinals was unprecedented. To guard against any outside attempt 
at manipulation, it created a special committee of  a few cardinals to scruti-
nize the credentials of  anyone asking for access to the conclave.23 There was 
apparently one potential breach of  the strict secrecy of  the pro cess, a planted 
dictaphone in the Sistine Chapel, but it was caught just before the balloting 
began.24

 Even before the voting began formally in early March 1939, some cardi-
nals were saying in hushed tones that Pacelli’s victory on the first ballot was 
all but certain.25 But his election was by no means a sure thing. There were 
several formidable candidates—all of  them Ital ian—with a solid base of  sup-
port among in flu en tial blocs of  cardinals. Cardinal Luigi Maglione, for one, 
who would go on to become Pius XII’s secretary of  state, enjoyed the back-
ing of  the in flu en tial French cardinal Eugène Tisserant. Cardinal Dalla Costa 
of  Florence was another contender, probably the most serious challenger to 
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Pacelli’s candidacy, whose support was especially strong among a uni fied 
group of  Ital ians in the College of  Cardinals. Dalla Costa was seen as the 
quin tes sen tial nonpo lit i cal candidate favored by a bloc of  cardinals who 
thought the church ought to be led by a more strictly spiritual and pastoral 
pontiff, someone more like Pius X than Pius XI, and thus someone less likely 
to be combative in dealing with the authoritarian states. So although Pacelli 
enjoyed widespread support among the French and German cardinals, a dis-
tinctly curial, Ital ian faction was aligned against his election. Despite his many 
years working in the very heart of  the Curia, Pacelli was not the choice of  
powerful insiders.26

 The divisions were apparent in the voting: it took three votes for Pacelli 
to achieve the two- thirds majority he needed to be elected. The successful 
vote came just a day after the conclave began, in the early evening of  March 
2, 1939, which happened also to be Pacelli’s sixty- third birthday. Most reli-
able accounts of  the voting suggest that Pacelli won by at least forty- eight 
votes—just six more than the two- thirds majority needed. This suggests that 
a determined group of  supporters refused to give up on Dalla Costa of  Flor-
ence, at least not until the very end, when Pacelli’s election was all but cer-
tain.27 Pacelli’s success was due largely to the solid support of  non- Ital ian car-
dinals.28

 Sitting next to him in the Sistine Chapel during the balloting was Cardinal 
Manuel Goncalves Cerejeira, the patriarch of  Lisbon, who observed that at 
the start of  voting, Pacelli was calm, seemingly lost in prayer and almost 
 detached from the momentous event. Other firsthand accounts agree that 
Pacelli appeared perfectly serene at the start of  voting, going about the nor-
mal routine of  his day, including his daily walks and Rosary recitations. He 
was even permitted the special privilege of  remaining in his own apartment 
in the apostolic palace during the conclave, since technically it was within the 
restricted area. In a fitting symmetry with the early years of  his clerical train-
ing, Pacelli did not share in the communal experience—he took his meals 
alone during the conclave while all the other cardinals ate and deliberated to-
gether in cramped quarters.29

 As Pacelli realized that he was the clear front- runner, his demeanor 
changed. Cardinal Goncalves Cerejeira noticed that Pacelli had begun to 
pray quietly but audibly, repeating Domine Jesu, Miserere mei: Lord Jesus, Have 
mercy on me. Cardinal Luigi Lavitrano, who sat on the other side of  Pacelli, 
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tried to encourage him, saying that his election was to be taken as a sign of  
God’s favor, to which Pacelli retorted, “But it is also a tremendous responsi-
bility.”30 Gone was the serene detachment of  a few hours earlier. Gone, too, 
was Pacelli’s celebrated composure. Just before voting began on the third and 
final ballot, a distracted Pacelli tripped and fell down a few steps—a minor fall 
that left him unharmed.31

 When the final results were known, the ritual of  certifying acceptance of  
the of fice began. Ceremonial of fi cers walked the length of  the Sistine Chapel, 
lowering the canopies over the chairs of  each cardinal, to symbolize their 
submission to the newly elected pope. Only Pacelli’s canopy was left stand-
ing. According to prescribed ritual, three cardinals stood directly in front of  
Pacelli and asked, Acceptas ne electionem in summum pontaficem?: Do you accept 
your election as Supreme Pontiff ? Pacelli replied meekly that, though he be-
lieved himself  to be wholly unworthy of  such a high of fice, he accepted the 
election as God’s will, and asked for prayers. Cardinal Gennaro Granito Pig-
natelli di Belmonte, dean of  the Sacred College, then asked the customary 
question, Quomodo vis vocari?: How do you wish to be called? Pacelli an-
swered, “I wish to be called Pius XII”—in appreciation for the years spent 
serving under pontiffs of  that name, but especially the late Pius XI, who had 
shown the new pope particular affection.32

 Although his election had been all but foretold, Pacelli seemed over-
whelmed by the result, as if  he suddenly realized the enormous responsibility 
that now rested on his shoulders. One of  the cardinals sitting close to him 
said that Pacelli gave the impression of  accepting his election as a kind of  sac-
rificial lamb, to the point of  being visibly shaken.33 Those who knew him best 
were struck by the immediate change that came over him after he returned 
to his apartment that evening. Enrico Galeazzi was moved almost to pity by 
the appearance of  the new pope, who already seemed to be bearing physi-
cally the burden of  such a high honor—and the responsibility. A tired Pacelli 
sank into his chair and said, “Do you see what they’ve reduced me to?”34 
Mother Pascalina de scribed him as a man transformed by the papal of fice. “It 
was no  longer Cardinal Pacelli that was coming home,” she said, “but Pope 
Pius XII.” With tears in their eyes, Mother Pascalina and the other sisters of  
the household knelt to kiss his hand. With tears in his own eyes, Pacelli said, 
“Look at what they’ve done to me.” It was dif fi cult to tell whether these were 
tears of  joy or sorrow, Mother Pascalina said.
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 Family and close friends soon arrived to pay homage to the new pope. 
Pacelli’s longtime German confidant Cardinal Faulhaber stopped by late in 
the evening but was overcome by emotion and decided to return at a later 
time. Another of  Pacelli’s German confidants, Monsignor Ludwig Kaas, of-
fered a friendly reminder that the former papal diplomat and secretary of  
state had always said he wanted a proper diocese of  his own. “Are you happy 
now to have received such a large one?” Kaas asked, playfully. Still wrought 
with emotion, Pacelli replied, “not one this large.”35

The Roman Pope

By the time Pacelli emerged from the central balcony of  St. Peter’s Basilica to 
greet the crowds and impart the traditional blessing, it was close to 6:30 p.m. 
Scarcely an hour had passed since he had accepted his election. At least fifty 
thousand people had crowded into St. Peter’s Square to catch a glimpse of  
the new pope, who had the great distinction of  being one of  their own—
the first Roman to be elected pope since the early 1700s.36 Pius XII was well 
known to the people of  Rome, but thanks to his years in the papal diplomatic 
corps and nearly a de cade as secretary of  state, he had a prominent interna-
tional profile too, even beyond the strict con fines of  the diplomatic corps. 
Arguably the Germans knew him best. Pacelli was not quite a household 
name in Germany, but he was probably better known and more popular than 
leading German churchmen. He was well known elsewhere, especially in 
France, where he had traveled on a few occasions in the 1930s and addressed 
large audiences.
 Pacelli’s election meant that for the first time in his tory the papal of fice 
was occupied by someone who had traveled to the United States and had 
close ties to members of  the American Catholic ecclesiastical hierarchy, as 
well as to in flu en tial American Catholics such as Joseph P. Kennedy. It was 
not lost on American commentators that the man soon to be sitting on the 
Chair of  St. Peter had a few years earlier chatted informally with FDR over 
lunch at Hyde Park, and relaxed in the Kennedy family’s sitting room when 
he visited their home in Bronxville, New York. Nor did it escape attention 
that Pacelli had expressed great admiration and “enthusiasm” for the United 
States. As he told the New York Times correspondent Anne O’Hare McCor-
mick, he marveled at the geographical, intellectual, and spiritual expanse of  
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American life, and its capacity for the free expression of  religious faith and 
practice.37

 The Kennedy family’s special connection to the new pope was evident 
when President Roosevelt sent Joseph P. Kennedy, then ambassador to Great 
Britain, to attend Pius XII’s formal coronation at St. Peter’s in March 1939. It 
was an unprecedented gesture and a mea sure of  just how seriously Roosevelt 
intended to cultivate his administration’s working relationship with the Vati-
can. The entire Kennedy clan traveled to Rome for the historic event, which 
culminated in Pacelli’s first Pontifical Mass, celebrated on Sunday, March 12. 
Representatives from various civil governments were present, including dele-
gates from Great Britain and a surprisingly large contingent of  Ital ian of fi-
cials. Among them was the Ital ian foreign minister Ciano. Even Mussolini’s 
sons Bruno and Vittorio had managed to procure tickets for the ceremony. So 
great was the demand for tickets that the Ital ian ambassador to the Vatican, 
Pignatti, complained of  a veritable “avalanche” of  requests for tickets, which 
were impossible to honor.38

 Ambassador Kennedy’s papers rec ord in great detail the pomp and cir-
cumstance that accompanied Pius XII’s coronation. The day of  the corona-
tion was cold but clear. St. Peter’s Square and the surrounding streets were 
packed with tens of  thousands of  people. Pius XII entered the basilica at 
about 8:45 a.m. to an exuberant crowd of  close to 50,000 people chanting, 
“Long live the Pope!” During the Pontifical Mass, the Kennedys were seated 
just opposite the papal throne, and thus had a near “perfect view” of  the cer-
emony. Ambassador Kennedy was both bemused and disturbed as Galeazzo 
Ciano, Mussolini’s representative, gave the Fascist salute, “bowing and smil-
ing” as he walked through the basilica. The elder Kennedy thought that Ciano 
looked and acted like a buffoon.39 For his part, Ciano rec orded in his diary 
that the new pope was as “solemn as a statue”; when he had met with the 
cardinal just a month before, Ciano said, Pacelli had been a man just like any 
other. Now, he noted that the former papal diplomat had been touched by 
the divine, elevated by the papal of fice.40

 For the Kennedys there were even greater privileges to come. The day 
after his installation, Pius XII invited the ambassador and his family to a pri-
vate audience in his old of fice at the apostolic palace. Ambassador Kennedy, 
together with Enrico Galeazzi, met privately with the pope first. Kennedy 
noted in his journal, “We went into the room and Genuflected [sic] and then 
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to my amazement as he was sitting behind a table he got up and I went to 
meet him he advanced a few steps towards me. I knelt and kissed his ring and 
then stood up. He smiled, motioned me to sit down and then sat down him-
self. He told me how happy he was to see me. He recalled his first visit to the 
house and his picture taken with all the children surrounding him. How nice 
they all were and how he ‘rejoiced’ that the President had sent me to Rome.”41 
With the diplomatic niceties exchanged, and after having recalled his “pleas-
ant visit” with Roosevelt at Hyde Park, Pius XII turned to the business at 
hand—formal American recognition of  the Vatican. Kennedy believed that 
the greatest obstacle was the apparent opposition of  the American Catholic 
hierarchy—the American cardinals in particular—who feared that formal dip-
lomatic relations between the United States and the Holy See would some-
how lessen their power and in flu ence both at home and in Vatican circles. 
Pius XII reassured the ambassador that the cardinals had nothing to worry 
about. Kennedy pledged to do what he could but asked whether the pope 
might have someone speak directly to the cardinals. It is not known how Pius 
XII reacted to this request. Kennedy rec orded simply that the pope “was 
cheerful, most kind and showed a real affection for me.” Just before inviting 
Rose and the children to join them, Galeazzi made what Kennedy took as 
an attempt to “put in a boost for his friend  Bishop Spellman of  Boston.”42 
Galeazzi reminded the pope of  Kennedy’s Boston roots, and Kennedy took 
the hint and spoke glowingly about Spellman, whom Pacelli had known well 
since the 1920s. The pope de scribed the American prelate as a “good man and 
a good friend.” Such a recommendation bolstered Spellman’s standing at 
home and in Rome, such that during Pius XII’s pontificate, Spellman became 
arguably the most powerful man in the American Catholic hierarchy.
 Two days later, the Kennedys were back at the Vatican for a rare privi-
lege, probably arranged through Galeazzi: Teddy, aged seven, received his 
First Com mu nion from Pius XII in the pope’s private chapel at the Vatican. 
When in 1962 Teddy was running for his brother John’s Massachusetts Senate 
seat, his doting mother recalled his First Com mu nion in a television special; 
she claimed that it was the first time ever that an American Catholic had re-
ceived such an honor. Teddy’s journal for the day noted,

We got there a little while before Mass, so we all prayed. Soon the 

Pope came in and he put on all his vestments right in the Chapel 
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in front of  the Altar. Then he said Mass. He was all dressed in red 

and white. At Com mu nion the Pope came down to your seat and 

gave us all Holy Com mu nion. . . . After Mass, one of  the three 

nuns who were there brought out a present for me on a plate and 

put it on a chair, and then she touched the Holy Father’s arm and 

I guess he knew that she had gotten the present alright. So then 

he went over and got it and gave it to me. He made the sign of  the 

Cross on my forehead and said, “Keep this for a souvenir and be 

good and pious during your life.” It was a lovely silver Rosary and 

he blessed it right in front of  us.

Writing in his journal, Ambassador Kennedy said that Pius XII was “awe- 
inspiring, majestic, kindness personified and with the humility of  God.” In a 
brief  report to the European Affairs desk at the State Department, he wrote, 
“Besides being a most saintly man, he has an extensive knowledge of  world 
conditions. He is not pro- one country or anti- another. He is just pro- Christian. 
If  the world  hasn’t gone too far to be in flu enced by a great and good man, 
this is the man.”43 A few weeks later, Kennedy offered a more pointed assess-
ment of  the new pope’s likely in flu ence on the course of  international affairs. 
Writing to Sumner Welles, the under- secretary of  state, Kennedy reasoned 
that Pius XII “was far from having any po lit i cal prejudices, except a subcon-
scious prejudice that has arisen from his belief  that the tendency of  Nazism 
and Fascism is pro- pagan and, as pro- pagan, they strike at the roots of  reli-
gion.” Kennedy was sure that this pope had more in flu ence in Italy than had 
any pope in the past century or so, though he was realistic about the practical 
limits of  the Vatican’s in flu ence over the Mussolini regime: “I  don’t believe 
that it is very practical to imagine that the Pope could stop Mussolini from 
fight ing a war which he had persuaded the people was for the glory of  Italy.” 
But, he insisted, the pope’s in flu ence “could be utilized for the cause of  peace 
in ways under the surface rather than in a big gesture.”44

 Kennedy’s enthusiasm for the new pope was by no means universal. At 
the time of  his election, some cardinals complained that Pacelli was a “man 
of  peace” at a time when the world needed a pope prepared to “do battle.” 
He was too much the diplomat, too careful, to provide the kind of  resolute 
leadership needed in a world threatened imminently by totalitarian repres-
sion and war. But his supporters reasoned that a skilled diplomat such as 
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Pacelli, with firsthand experience dealing with the warring states of  Europe 
in World War One, was precisely what was needed in the heady climate of  
1939. His detractors, and there were many, nurtured a nagging sense that 
Pacelli’s “indecisive” and “hesitant” nature would translate into a less openly 
combative confrontation with the Fascist dictators who occupied power in 
the two countries Pacelli knew best, Italy and Germany. The French ambas-
sador to the Holy See, Charles- Roux, who knew Pacelli as well as any diplo-
mat at the papal court, reported back to the French Foreign Ministry that the 
impression of  Pacelli as too indecisive and too cautious had convinced Cardi-
nal Tisserant, the lone French cardinal in the Roman Curia, to oppose Pacel-
li’s election in favor of  Maglione. In his memoirs, Charles- Roux criticized 
Pacelli’s tendency to want to appease and please, which he saw as a “perma-
nent feature” of  Pacelli’s character.45

 Ordinarily, this is what the faithful would expect in a clergyman, espe-
cially the would- be Vicar of  Christ: humility, kindness, and servitude. Inevita-
bly, though, the logic of  realpolitik drove the assessments of  Pacelli’s character 
as he stood poised to assume the highest of fice in the Catholic Church. Hints 
of  the tension between Pacelli’s pastoral inclinations and the unsparing world 
of  European power politics had been evident for years. For instance, an Aus-
trian representative at the Vatican a few years earlier had praised Pacelli as a 
model priest with an “ascetical” disposition, but added that these qualities 
could constitute sig nifi cant weaknesses in someone charged with leading pa-
pal diplomacy in treacherous times.46

 Similar sentiments were expressed by Ital ian of fi cials as they pondered 
the implications of  Pacelli’s election for their own government and for the 
Third Reich.47 Ciano and other members of  the Mussolini regime were 
pleased with Pacelli’s election, and expected him to be more agreeable to-
ward Mussolini’s government than his predecessor had been. Ciano wrote in 
his diary that news of  Pacelli’s election “does not surprise me,” recalling 
Pacelli’s conciliatory tone at the time Pius XI died. According to Ciano, even 
an increasingly detached Mussolini was “pleased” with Pacelli’s election.48 
The Fascist minister Giuseppe Bottai was also pleased, viewing the new pope 
as a “mystic,” someone “who acts, who speaks with mea sure; someone who 
knows what he wants.”49

 It was understandable that observers would see Pacelli as someone with a 
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rec ord of  appeasing if  not favoring authoritarian regimes. There were hints 
of  this tendency in his sympathy for Franco’s cause in the Spanish Civil War, 
his constructive working relationship with Fascist Italy, and his continued 
pursuit of  better relations with Hitler’s regime despite years of  diplomatic 
tension. In some circles Pacelli was clearly perceived as a “pro- Nazi pope,” as 
the American diplomat William R. Castle noted in his diary during the 1939 
conclave. For this reason, Castle concluded, Pacelli’s election was bound to 
“really wreck the Church. And the Roman Church, whatever one thinks of  it 
as an institution, is certainly a bulwark against most of  the subversive in flu-
ences in the world at present.”50

 Diplomats and journalists from the Western democracies especially wel-
comed Pacelli as an ally in the gathering threat to peace and stability. U.S. 
President Roosevelt sent a friendly note to the pope saying that the election 
gave him “true happiness.” Evoking fond memories of  their meeting at Hyde 
Park a few years before, FDR said simply, “I wish to take this occasion to send 
you a personal message of  felicitation and good wishes.”51 Other American 
po lit i cal and religious leaders similarly praised Pacelli’s election as a positive 
sign in the gathering confrontation with totalitarian systems. American reac-
tion also re flected the view that, having visited the United States a few years 
earlier, and with personal ties to leading American churchmen, the new pope 
had a particular un der stand ing of  and appreciation for the vitality of  Ameri-
can society and the growing importance of  Catholicism as a social and po lit i-
cal force in American life. Monsignor Michael J. Ready, general secretary of  
the National Catholic Welfare Conference, the de facto conference of  Ameri-
can Catholic  bishops, noted that during the whirlwind 1936 tour, Pacelli had 
“demonstrated his liking for the American way of  doing things.” Non- 
Catholic religious leaders praised Pacelli’s “pro gres sive policies,” his formi-
dable intellectual and diplomatic preparation, and his “deep humanitarian 
sympathies.”
 Nowhere was praise for Pacelli greater than in American Jewish circles. 
The chairman of  the American Committee for the Protection of  Minorities 
declared, “Jews and all other religious and racial minorities throughout the 
world know that in the election of  Cardinal Pacelli they have a friend.” Rabbi 
Hyman Judah Schachtel of  the West End Synagogue in New York City 
was quoted as saying, “The whole world can rejoice in the election of  Cardi-
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nal Pacelli. The mantle of  Elijah could fall on no more deserving an Elisha. 
He will continue the great humanitarian interests of  his illustrious prede-
cessor.”52

 The diplomat William Castle was quick to revise his thinking on the 
newly elected pope. As Castle noted in his diary, “Someone had told me that 
Pacelli would not do as he was very po lit i cal and very pro- Nazi. The last, I am 
told, is quite contrary to the truth, and I am told also that he is a very spiritual 
man, a philosopher who will make a great Pope in these troublous [sic] times. 
I certainly hope that he is a stabilizing in flu ence as was his predecessor and 
that he will keep the Church of  Rome out of  politics except as it must be 
there to protect the things in life which must be protected and are too of-
ten forgotten.” Having concluded prematurely that Pacelli’s election as pope 
would “wreck” the Catholic Church, Castle now expressed the hope that “the 
reign of  Pius XII be long and happy and useful.”53

 News paper headlines from around the world greeted Pacelli’s election as 
a sign of  continued Vatican opposition to totalitarian regimes. The New York 
Times declared boldly, “Pius XII Not the Pope Totalitarians Desired,” reason-
ing that Cardinal Pacelli was expected to continue the “virile policies” of  his 
predecessor against racist and oppressive authoritarian systems. The journal-
ist Edwin L. James argued that when electing a new pope, the cardinals had 
faced a simple choice: they could choose “a man of  compromise and holi-
ness,” or they could elect “a man of  holiness and virility.” By choosing Pacelli, 
James concluded, the cardinals “made the second choice. They took the 
bolder and the braver choice and one which will command respect the world 
over.”54 The British press delivered a similar interpretation of  Pacelli’s elec-
tion, praising the cardinals for having defied the “overt warnings” from the 
Fascist regimes against the election of  a “po lit i cal pope.” Considered to be 
Pius XI’s “right- hand man,” Pacelli was expected to continue his predeces-
sor’s aggressive policies against totalitarianism.55

 For their part, the Germans reacted with caution and uncharacteristic re-
serve to news of  Pacelli’s election. It was not immediately clear whether the 
new pope’s intimate familiarity with German affairs was a good or a bad 
thing from the perspective of  the Nazi state.56 Behind the formulaic words of  
congratulations coming from Hitler and from German representatives to the 
Vatican was ambivalence about Pacelli’s election. The Germans had good 
reason to conclude that in breaking with tradition and electing a sitting secre-
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tary of  state, the cardinals wanted to send a strong signal of  continuity with 
the tough line  adopted by Pius XI in the last few years of  his pontificate. True, 
German Catholics welcomed Pacelli’s election, seeing it as validation that the 
cardinals saw fit to elect a pope with such long- standing and intimate knowl-
edge of  German affairs. It was also true that as secretary of  state, Pacelli had 
helped to steer Vatican diplomacy away from open confrontation with the 
Hitler regime, despite years of  repeated ob jec tions to Nazi treatment of  the 
German church.57

 Still, there were early signs from the new pope that, while he might  adopt 
a more conciliatory line than his predecessor, he would be no less insistent 
that the Third Reich make good on its empty promises to respect the spirit 
and the letter of  the 1933 concordat. This is to say nothing of  the fact that 
Pacelli continued to express grave reservations, albeit privately, about the in-
creasingly aggressive tone of  Nazi foreign policy.58 One commentator put it 
aptly when he observed, “Pius XII as a Pope is an unwritten page.” It re-
mained to be seen just what Pacelli’s “reputation for astute diplomacy and 
keen po lit i cal vision” meant for the Third Reich, and for the immediate 
course of  international affairs in the volatile months ahead.59

Pope Pius XII and the “German Prob lem”

One thing was immediately clear following Pius XII’s election as pope—his 
greatest priority was dealing with the Third Reich. The sense of  urgency was 
evident when a few days after he was elected, even before he was formally 
installed as pope, Pius XII invited the German cardinals—as well as Cardinal 
Theodor Innitzer of  Vienna—to meet with him at the Vatican. He told them 
plainly: “The German prob lem is for me most im por tant. I will deal with it 
myself.”60 He was keen to discuss the sta tus of  the church in Germany and to 
strategize about future directions for papal diplomacy in the Vatican’s deal-
ings with the Third Reich. Word of  the supposedly secret meeting leaked out, 
and soon the story of  German cardinals’ meeting furtively with the newly 
elected pope was front- page news around the world. Speculation about papal 
motivations was fueled when word spread that the new pope also planned to 
meet with the German ambassador to the Holy See, Diego von Bergen. The 
Germans, it appeared, enjoyed privileged access to the new pope.61 Was this a 
sign of  things to come?
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 His meetings with the German cardinals in particular set the course of  
Pius XII’s policy toward the Hitler state for years to come.62 In advance of  the 
first meeting, scheduled for March 6, Cardinals Bertram and Faulhaber both 
drafted memoranda that summarized the dire condition of  the church in 
Germany and urged the pope to consider ways of  normalizing church- state 
relations. A détente with Hitler’s Germany was the order of  the day, accord-
ing to the German prelates, because it was the only way to protect German 
Catholicism from a hostile, implacable state. Even though such reconciliation 
was unlikely to succeed, Faulhaber argued that the effort should be made 
and, more im por tant, be seen to be made.63 At a practical level, he urged that 
a lesson be learned from German reaction to the 1937 encyclical Mit Bren-
nender Sorge. As he reminded the pope, the Hitler regime had been so angered 
by the papal statement that it very nearly broke off  all diplomatic ties and in-
ten si fied its persecution of  German Catholics. The need was greater than 
ever for papal restraint and caution in dealing with the Nazis.
 This piece of  advice had particular resonance in the opening days of  
Pacelli’s pontificate and af firmed the new pope’s preference for behind- the- 
scenes diplomacy over grandiloquent speeches. One of  the pressing issues 
Pius XII wanted to discuss with the German cardinals was the so- called Ras-
senfrage, the racial question. He needed to decide whether to address Nazi ra-
cial policies directly by means of  a papal encyclical or whether an explicit 
public statement would further exacerbate church- state relations. Presum-
ably the question was whether to fin ish the encyclical his predecessor was 
having prepared at the time he fell ill and died. It soon became clear that Pius 
XII had heeded Faulhaber’s advice to learn from the Nazis’ reaction to Mit 
Brennender Sorge. The new pope would make no public statement to denounce 
Nazi racial theories, nor would he issue a pointed papal denunciation of  Nazi 
anti- Semitic laws and policies. Pius XII would decline even to issue a direct 
public criticism of  the increasingly aggressive foreign policies of  both the Hit-
ler and the Mussolini regimes.64

 Pius XII staked out a clear position in which the preservation of  the 
church in Germany, including open lines of  communication between the Vat-
ican and the German  bishops, was the top priority. Preserving German Ca-
tholicism, the pope reasoned, made a modus vivendi with the Hitler state indis-
pensable. Even if  attempts at détente failed, he told the cardinals, the world 
will have seen that “we did ev ery thing possible to live in peace with Ger-
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many.” Clearly, it was imperative that the papacy resume serious diplomatic 
negotiations with the Hitler government. As he told the German prelates, 
“We want to see, to dare an attempt. If  they [the Hitler government] want a 
fight, we are not afraid. But we want to see whether it is somehow possible 
to come to some kind of  peace.”65 The list of  complaints against the Third 
Reich was as long as ever, ranging from the closure of  private Catholic 
schools, the attempt to place religious instruction under state supervision, 
hostile acts against Catholic properties and or ga ni za tions, and acts of  “sacri-
legious vandalism” to intense anti- Catholic pro pa ganda in the Nazi press.66

 Where did the Rassenfrage fit on this list of  grievances? Even though Nazi 
anti- Semitic policies had grown more radical and aggressive, to the point 
where many German Jews already were leaving the country, Pacelli contin-
ued to cling to the same principle that had dictated the Vatican’s response to 
Nazi anti- Semitism from 1933—that while the persecution of  Jews or any 
other group on religious or racial grounds was decidedly un- Christian, ulti-
mately it was a po lit i cal matter, the purview of  the civil authorities, and there-
fore not some thing the church had any standing to address. Thus went the 
answer in 1939, as it had in 1938 in the wake of  Kristallnacht, and as it had been 
as early as 1933, with the advent of  the very first Nazi mea sures to marginalize 
Jews in German public life.
 The pope’s decision not to proceed with any formal papal condemnation 
of  the racial politics of  the Fascist regimes was a sign of  things to come. The 
aggressive foreign policy of  both Mussolini and Hitler tested Pius XII’s re-
solve to resist what increasingly was being demanded of  him from various 
quarters: an explicit public expression of  papal disapproval with the radical 
turn of  the dictators. As Europe and the world were drawn inexorably into 
another conflagration, Pius XII held his ground: the church would do what it 
could to avoid war and, once it came, to bring about a quick and equitable 
peace settlement. But it would not do so by sacrificing its cherished impartial-
ity, or by sacrificing the tangible good that came from the Vatican’s formal 
diplomatic relations with civil governments, even murderous ones.
 Even his would- be admirers were frustrated early on by Pius XII’s stub-
born insistence on preserving the public appearance of  papal neutrality. 
When in April 1939 President Roosevelt issued a direct appeal to Hitler and 
Mussolini floating the idea of  an international peace conference to resolve 
the issues that threatened to plunge Europe into diplomatic crisis and war, he 
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turned in vain to the newly elected pope for support.67 The Vatican’s new 
secretary of  state, Cardinal Maglione, politely informed the Roosevelt admin-
istration that the pope did not think that any public demonstration of  papal 
support for the initiative was feasible; he refused even to consider making a 
behind- the- scenes diplomatic feeler, citing the current delicate state of  the 
Vatican’s relations with the Hitler regime. As for the Ital ians, the pope had 
already authorized approaching the state to discuss peace, but to no avail. 
Pacelli and Maglione both knew from experience that when it came to Mus-
solini, there was little to be gained from papal invocations for peace.68

 This early difference of  opinion between Vatican and American of fi cials 
foreshadowed what was to follow. The issue hinged on the reputed value of  a 
public papal intervention. A disappointed Sumner Welles wrote to Monsi-
gnor Ready of  the National Catholic Welfare Conference to express his regret 
that the pope would not publicly come out in open support of  Roosevelt’s 
 modest but sincere peace overture: “We here cannot . . . help but believe that 
some public pronouncement by the Pope in support of  the peace message 
would have the most ben e fi cial effect throughout the world.” The U.S. under-
 secretary of  state continued to prod the American Catholic hierarchy to get 
Pius XII to change his mind, but his attempts were in vain.69

The “Silent” Pope

The first weeks of  Pius XII’s pontificate thus were ripe with fresh diplomatic 
challenges that tested papal neutrality. The most serious came from the Mus-
solini regime, the government over which Pacelli was presumed to have the 
greatest immediate in flu ence. When the Ital ians invaded Albania in early 
April 1939, the pope faced a dilemma similar to that his predecessor had faced 
in 1935 with the invasion of  Ethiopia—to speak or not to speak. Should Pius 
XII publicly condemn this violation of  international norms that threatened 
the peace and stability of  the region? The invasion was even more shocking 
to many Catholics in that it had been launched on Good Friday, one of  the 
most solemn days on the church calendar.
 How would the new pope balance the tension between avoiding direct 
papal intervention in Ital ian affairs as stipulated by the 1929 treaty and respect-
ing the presumed moral imperative of  the spiritual leader of  Catholicism to 
denounce military aggression by a would- be Catholic nation on one of  the 
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holiest days of  the year? Pius XII chose to avoid any explicit mention of  the 
Fascist invasion of  Albania. To be sure, he made a few pointed warnings 
about the dangers of  war and offered the predictable invocations to peace 
among all peoples, but he did not directly acknowledge the invasion, nor give 
any word on how such action on the part of  a Christian people ought to be 
judged.70

 The pope’s failure to address the matter directly at Easter did not go un-
noticed. Barely a month into his pontificate, Pius XII already was being criti-
cized for his public silence in the face of  Fascist military aggression. The most 
searing criticism came from the Catholic world. The French Catholic intel-
lectual Emmanuel Mounier, one of  the most in flu en tial voices of  the vocal 
Catholic Left in France, nurtured a long- standing distaste for Vatican diplo-
matic accommodation with authoritarian regimes. Still, for Mounier, as for 
many other observers, Catholics and otherwise, a line had been crossed with 
the invasion of  Albania that demanded a resolute papal response. After all, 
Italy, “the most Catholic nation of  Europe,” was engaged in a brutal aggres-
sion against a smaller, unarmed state—and on Good Friday of  all days, the 
most somber and sacred day in the Christian calendar, as Mounier wrote. Yet 
what was the pope’s response? “Not a word from his mouth about this bloody 
Good Friday,” Mounier lamented.71

 Mounier realized that the pope was working behind the scenes and ex-
pressing his concern to Ital ian of fi cials. But Mounier argued that this did not 
absolve Pius XII of  the responsibility to use the full force and range of  the 
papal of fice to invoke the moral authority of  the church’s teaching to con-
demn Fascist aggression. There was a world of  difference, Mounier insisted, 
between Vatican diplomacy and church doctrine. The former might choose 
diplomatic caution, impartiality, even what Mounier called a “false docility.” 
But docility, passivity, impartiality in po lit i cal or diplomatic dealings, he said, 
were fundamentally at odds with the church’s true nature and mission. For 
this reason, the pope’s choice not to condemn Fascist aggression against Al-
bania, which Mounier called the “scandal of  silence,” made a profound im-
pression on thousands of  the faithful, and beyond. Whether in the name of  
Albanian civilians soon to find themselves marching in step with the Fascist 
passo romano, or for the sake of  the Spanish people, victims of  those who pre-
sented themselves as having been blessed by the Holy Father as “soldiers of  
God,” Mounier wrote, “we asked only for a few words. So that the Word also 
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may bring life.”72 He appreciated that Pius XII was torn over whether to 
choose “negotiation or heroism.” The pope would find thousands of  people 
of  goodwill ready to follow his spiritual leadership, Mounier promised, if  
only Pius XII would choose heroism.73

 Pius XII found such calls for heroism over negotiation ill- conceived and 
unpersuasive. The experiences of  the preceding de cades spoke to him of  the 
practical limits of  papal diplomacy in times of  crisis and war. In his first for-
mal address to the Sacred College of  Cardinals on June 2, 1939, Pius XII laid 
out the philosophy of  papal engagement with civil society, which had been 
the guiding principle of  the generation of  papal diplomats from which he 
came. It was a supreme moral imperative for the papacy, and for the church 
as a whole, to work ceaselessly for peace and to offer its “maternal ser vices” 
to avoid the use of  force with all of  its “incalculable material, spiritual, and 
moral consequences.” To do so, however, the church must remain extrane-
ous to competition among the civil powers. The church ought not to allow 
itself  to advocate for or be persuaded by “special interests, or to become tan-
gled up in territorial competitions among states, or to get dragged into the 
intricate con flicts which emerge therefrom.”74

 A more direct explanation of  this rationale came from Cardinal Maglione 
in response to demands from French Ambassador Charles- Roux that Pius XII 
abandon vague talk of  a great- power peace conference to avoid war, and 
move instead to a resolute, explicit papal statement of  a “moral” nature. This 
was another way of  saying that the pope ought to abandon the path of  diplo-
matic caution and public impartiality and identify the Fascist dictators as the 
real threat to peace and stability in Europe. He ought to take sides in the 
gathering crisis by refusing to weigh German or Ital ian demands as morally 
equivalent to the position of  Britain or France. Maglione resolutely defended 
the papal line: “When [Pius XII] speaks to governments and to peoples to 
promote peace, he cannot and he should not draw distinctions.” Besides, 
 Maglione insisted, the Vatican’s support for the idea of  a peace conference in 
the middle of  1939 had had the desired effect; above all, it had demonstrated 
that all sides genuinely wanted a peaceful resolution to the impasse that was 
threatening to spiral into armed con flict.75

 The French ambassador remained unconvinced, in part because he sim-
ply refused to see peaceful motives behind German and Ital ian maneuvers. 
Charles- Roux was expressing a general sentiment that was taking hold in cer-
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tain French circles, with echoes in diplomatic and po lit i cal circles in other 
Western democracies: a nagging sense that Pius XII had veered decisively 
away from his predecessor in pursuing more conciliatory relations with the 
Hitler regime. Meeting with Valerio Valeri, the papal nuncio in Paris, Charles-
 Roux conveyed the sense in many French groups that the differences in atti-
tude and approach between Pius XII and his predecessor were, in a word, 
“excessive.” It was normal to expect some  modest changes in temperament 
and method from one pontificate to another, but Pius XII’s desire to placate 
the Germans, it seemed, had moved the Vatican to the point where it no 
 longer saw fit to denounce the continued religious persecution in the Third 
Reich. Charles- Roux was unmoved by Valeri’s defense that this might be be-
cause the pope’s conciliatory approach had reduced religious persecution in 
the Nazi state; the evidence demonstrated otherwise. If  the pope sincerely 
wanted to con trib ute to the cause of  peace, the ambassador reasoned, there 
were two possible approaches: either by means of  diplomatic initiatives be-
hind the scenes or by af firming publicly basic moral and doctrinal principles 
to counter certain “theories in vogue” being perpetuated by the Fascist re-
gimes. Charles- Roux was convinced that the latter approach was the wiser 
course of  action.76 After all, the diplomatic approach employed to date had 
failed to yield the desired results.
 There was further grumbling in French circles about Pius XII’s response 
to the crisis that threatened European peace in the spring and summer of  
1939. By the summer, the Polish crisis emerged to test papal resolve to deal 
squarely with Hitler’s territorial ambitions. For many French observers, Pius 
XII’s response to this latest international outrage was woefully inadequate. 
Valeri wrote to tell the Vatican that some were even accusing Pius XII of  dem-
onstrating favoritism toward the authoritarian regimes.77

 French authorities, like their British and American counterparts, appealed 
to the Vatican to at least make a statement defending certain fundamental 
principles. The French Dominican priest Martin Gillet wrote directly to Pius 
XII in late June 1939 to report on his conversation with French Foreign Minis-
ter Bonnet, saying that the French government now seemed to think that the 
pope’s peace efforts would be most constructive if  he were to defend the 
church’s “doctrine of  peace.” It seems the French were thinking of  an encyc-
lical—a weighty papal document that would expound clearly on essential 
points of  Catholic doctrine: to defend the dignity of  the human person, for 
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instance, and individual freedoms; and to denounce the “po lit i cal and social 
heresies” that threatened those principles. A forceful, authoritative papal mes-
sage of  that sort, they believed, might ac tually impel the po lit i cal leaders and 
military planners to shelve plans for aggressive territorial expansion.78

 It may have been wishful thinking to believe that some thing as dense as 
a papal encyclical could single- handedly dissuade the Fascist dictators from 
their maniacal designs to remake Europe. That was not the point. The argu-
ment was simple enough: as Europe was drawn inexorably into a con flict by 
the German- Polish dispute over Danzig and the Polish Corridor, and with a 
German offensive against Poland all but certain, what remained to the pope 
but to exercise his moral authority to make a public statement placing re-
sponsibility for the crisis squarely on the Germans? Charles- Roux continued 
to prod the Vatican into action, reasoning that the time for papal impartiality 
had passed. Writing to Monsignor Domenico Tardini in August 1939, the 
French ambassador made yet another pitch for a public papal condemnation 
of  Nazi aims. There could be no doubt, he said, where the responsibility lay if  
and when Europe fell again into war: Germany and Italy threatened peace 
and stability. Charles- Roux concluded that the aggressors thus assumed a pre-
ponderate “moral responsibility” that the Vatican itself  could not ignore, add-
ing that “the cause of  peace” would be bolstered “if  the pope were to speak 
with his singular authority,” pointing out that if  war broke out, the responsi-
bility for it would rest with the countries seeking further territorial expan-
sion.79 The British agreed with this assessment and also pressed the Vatican to 
have the pope make a public statement con firming basic ethical principles. 
The British representative d’Arcy Osborne warned the Vatican that Hitler’s 
real aim was not to gain control over Danzig or territorial access by means of  
a Polish Corridor. “I strongly suspect that Hitler is determined to destroy Po-
land,” he told Tardini. If  this were to happen, a profoundly Catholic country 
“will fall under German rule and the Catholic Church will suf fer as she has in 
Austria.”80

 Pius XII was not oblivious to the gravity of  the hour or to the pastoral 
imperative that demanded some public statement from one of  the world’s 
foremost spiritual leaders. It was in this capacity, as a spiritual leader rather 
than as a head of  state, that he took to the airwaves on the evening of  August 
24, broadcasting a memorable appeal for peace via Vatican Radio. “The hu-
man family yet again faces a grave hour,” the pope intoned, his voice heavy 
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with anxiety.81 Although the speech was moving in its own right, it was not 
the partisan peace appeal that Charles- Roux and others had wanted. On the 
same day that the pope issued his appeal, news broke of  the Nazi- Soviet 
agreement, sending shockwaves through diplomatic and po lit i cal circles. Po-
land’s fate was sealed. Diplomatic of fi cials rushed to the apostolic palace to 
make more desperate pleas for Pius XII to condemn any invasion of  a Catho-
lic country. The Polish ambassador, Casimir Papée, in particular asked the 
pope to condemn the impending invasion of  his country. The message to the 
pope was clear: if  the Nazis invaded Poland, the Holy See ought to pronounce 
its judgment of  the immorality of  such an act.82

 While assuring the Poles that they enjoyed particular papal “affection,” 
Pius XII still refused to be drawn into taking sides or appearing to take sides. 
Instead, he instructed his diplomats to urge the respective parties to continue 
negotiating, giving paramount consideration to the terrible costs of  war. So 
desperate was he to find a peaceful resolution that the pope authorized his 
representative to speak directly with Mussolini to see whether there were 
grounds for a mediated settlement that would avoid war. Following Mussoli-
ni’s lead, the Vatican suggested that the Poles make some  modest conces-
sions, perhaps over the city of  Danzig, which might yet appease Hitler. But 
the pope refrained from formally endorsing any plan to resolve the crisis, re-
minding the Poles that armed con flict would cost them much more dearly.83

Soldier of  Christ: Pius at War

Pius XII issued one last public appeal, just before war began. It was not the 
kind of  direct and forceful statement that many hoped for. The pope still re-
fused to single out one side as bearing particular responsibility for the sit-
uation. With a Nazi invasion of  Poland imminent, the French ambassador 
Charles- Roux again urged the pope to issue a statement to “condemn explic-
itly” German behavior. Even after the war began in early September 1939, 
with the Nazi and then Soviet onslaught against Poland prog ress ing rapidly, 
Charles- Roux would repeat that call with greater urgency. Writing to Tardini, 
the ambassador put it plainly: the public was “waiting for the Holy Father to 
say some thing to the effect that he was passing judgment on, and that he re-
sented, this explosion of  violence and cruelty.”84

 The of fi cial response in those first weeks of  the war became the Vatican’s 
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standard line for the duration of  the con flict: an explicit public condemnation 
was not necessary, since the pope had already spoken out clearly and repeat-
edly in the name of  peace. In short, the church was doing what it could, and 
the facts would speak for themselves.85 Among Pius XII’s advisors, there was a 
palpable frustration that the pope’s efforts to avert war, and now to mitigate 
its worst excesses, were not fully understood nor widely appreciated. Aside 
from the constant diplomatic efforts taking place behind the scenes, there 
were frequent occasions on which Pius XII had publicly decried what the 
coming of  war would mean for Poland. But in his language Pius XII took 
great care to avoid spelling out in explicit terms that the moral responsibility 
for Poland’s fate lay at the feet of  the Third Reich. Instead, the pope con fined 
his public utterances to formulaic appeals to universal peace and brotherhood 
and demands that the belligerents respect the rules of  war, that civilians be 
sheltered from military operations, that the occupying armies respect “the 
life, property, honor, and religious sentiments” of  local in hab i tants, that pris-
oners of  war be treated humanely and have access to the comforts of  reli-
gion, and that the belligerent armies refrain from using poison gas or other 
forms of  chemical warfare.86 These were im por tant statements of  principle, 
to be sure, but they fell far short of  the moral judgment of  Nazi behavior that 
was being asked of  the pope from various quarters.
 Pius XII was not oblivious to the plight of  the Poles, who found them-
selves under the heel of  two repressive totalitarian systems—precisely the 
systems that Pacelli had spent years criticizing, though in carefully worded 
terms. Here, in the tragic position of  a predominantly Catholic nation over-
run and occupied by hostile forces, Pius XII found an apt demonstration of  
the consequences of  a world order ruled by what he was to call the “change-
able and ephemeral standards that depend only on the selfish interests of  
groups and individuals.” In a concession to demands coming from the Poles 
for a papal word on their fate, Pius XII made special mention of  Poland in his 
first encyclical, Summi Pontificatus, which was issued on October 20, 1939. As 
if  to answer the growing chorus of  critics, Pius XII asked, “Do We need to 
give assurance that Our paternal heart is close to all Our children in compas-
sionate love, and especially to the afflicted, the oppressed, the persecuted?” 
Then, in referring to the nations that were being “swept into the tragic whirl-
pool of  war,” he singled out Poland: “The blood of  countless human beings, 
even non- combatants raises a piteous dirge over a nation such as Our dear 
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Poland, which, for its fidelity to the Church, for its ser vices in the defense of  
Christian civilization . . . has a right to the generous and brotherly sympathy 
of  the world, while it awaits . . . the hour of  resurrection in harmony with the 
principles of  justice and true peace.”87 In his Christmas Eve address that year, 
Pius XII was even more outspoken, denouncing the “premeditated aggres-
sions against a small, industrious and peaceful people.” He deplored the 
“atrocities” and the “disregard for human dignity, liberty and life,” saying that 
such acts “cry for the vengeance of  God.”88

 With Nazi and Soviet armies brutally destroying a mutual enemy, the 
pope’s explicit cri de coeur for Poland’s fate showed that Pius XII was prepared 
to speak directly and resolutely when he felt it was warranted. Indeed, the 
spiritual head of  Catholicism’s praying for the hour of  Poland’s resurrection 
at a time when the country was overrun by foreign armies was arguably a 
powerful symbolic and practical gesture of  papal solicitude for Poland’s fu-
ture. In his encyclical, Pius XII went even further. After years of  public silence 
on Nazi anti- Jewish mea sures, Pius XII made a pointed statement af firm-
ing the “unity of  human society” that flowed from “our common origin and 
by the equality of  rational nature in all men, to whatever people they be-
long.” The statement was inescapably a moral indictment of  radically secular 
states “with unlimited authority” that substituted God’s law with “standards 
stripped of  the ethical content of  Revelation on Sinai, standards in which the 
spirit of  the Sermon on the Mount and of  the Cross has no place.” In light of  
so many errors in the life of  individual nations and the international order, 
wrote the pope, was it any wonder that “the Soldiers of  Christ,” clergy and 
laity, were “incited and spurred on to a great vigilance, to a more determined 
resistance by the sight of  the ever- increasing host of  Christ’s enemies?”89

 The British representative D’Arcy Osborne wrote to London express-
ing his satisfaction with the encyclical. Although the Germans had not been 
named directly, Osborne surmised, it was clear to ev ery one that the pope 
meant to hold the Nazis accountable for the war and its dire consequences.90 
But was this enough? Was the dense, lengthy, and somewhat obtuse style of  
an encyclical, authoritative though it was, the best way of  signaling papal dis-
approval? The encyclical certainly served well as a systematic exposition of  
doctrinal principle. But what value did it possess as a po lit i cal or diplomatic 
tool to translate the fine points of  doctrine into practical, effective resistance 
to the destructive policies of  totalitarian regimes? Who were Christ’s ene-
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mies: the Nazis, the Soviets, and the Fascists? Why not speak bluntly about 
the spe cific governments and spe cific policies that were threatening European 
peace and stability?
 Predictably, Pius XII would not do so. He chose instead the course of  dip-
lomatic engagement. That meant attenuating in public the profound anger 
and anxiety experienced in papal circles over the start of  war. Even though 
the years of  diplomatic protest and thinly veiled critiques of  Nazi policies had 
failed to achieve Pacelli’s objectives in the Vatican’s relations with the Hitler 
state, the operating principle of  papal diplomacy remained constant: to avoid 
doing or saying anything in public that might provoke the Germans—or the 
Ital ians, for that matter—into ramping up policies that the church had for 
years been working to mitigate. This approach called for supreme rhetorical 
restraint, a careful measuring of  ev ery word and sentence so that papal disap-
proval was couched in ways that allowed for the preservation of  the Vatican’s 
formal diplomatic relations with the belligerent powers.
 The pope hoped also that rhetorical restraint would avoid making mat-
ters worse for Catholics and other civilians on the ground. During his first 
Christmas address, in December 1939, Pius XII laid out the terms of  what he 
called a “just and honorable” peace settlement, but he did so in such a way as 
to avoid offending the Fascist regimes. The pope was mindful of  the fact that 
the Soviets, who had now invaded Finland as well as Poland, also were intent 
on territorial expansion. The result was a typically Pacellian amalgam of  prin-
ciple and pragmatism—the defense of  the right of  a nation to exist in lan-
guage that could not be taken as a direct assault on Nazi and Fascist territo-
rial ambitions yet subtly condemned the recent Soviet invasion of  Finland.91 
“One nation’s desire to live must never translate into a death sentence for an-
other,” he wrote. In an earlier draft of  the speech, Pius XII had  adopted the 
term spazio vitale in place of  vivere—a literal allusion to the Ital ian Fascist ter-
ritorial claim to “living space.” Several months later, when he met with Ger-
man Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop, Pius XII admitted that he had 
deliberately tempered both his first encyclical and the Christmas message in 
order to avoid offending any government, despite his “mission” “to speak the 
Truth.”92 How directly one spoke the truth was another matter altogether, 
hence Pius XII’s veiled reference in the 1939 Christmas message to the plight 
of  European Jews when he invoked the “Christian ideal” that in the name of  
“universal love” builds bridges toward those “who do not enjoy the bene fit of  
belonging to our faith.”93
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 Disappointment and frustration with persistent papal restraint were the 
price to pay for achieving Pius XII’s main objectives: the maintenance of  Vati-
can neutrality; the preservation of  diplomatic relations with the belligerent 
states; and avoidance of  greater harm to civilians on the ground. All of  this, 
the pope believed sincerely, would in due course leave the Holy See in the 
unique position of  being able to facilitate an effective peace settlement. It was 
a delicate balancing act, one that was sure to alienate and disappoint many 
people. Pius XII simply saw no practicable alternative.
 The inevitability of  alienating even his most ardent supporters was evi-
dent when Pius XII met with Ribbentrop at the Vatican in March 1940.94 Not 
surprisingly, news that a high- ranking Nazi had been granted a private audi-
ence with the pope caused more than a few murmurings, especially among 
the Poles.95 Questions already were being raised by the Western powers about 
Pius XII’s purported impartiality. In the wake of  his Christmas address and 
his public statements to the effect that the combatant powers ought to sac ri-
fice their national interests for the sake of  peace, the British government in-
structed d’Arcy Osborne to ask the pope for clar i fi ca tion. Was he in some 
way criticizing French and British war aims? The pope’s response was a rather 
tepid assurance that it was not the Western powers he was criticizing but the 
Soviets, whose domestic policies obviously ran counter to the basic principles 
of  Catholicism. As far as Germany was concerned, though, Pius XII defended 
the Vatican’s ongoing diplomatic relationship with the Hitler government, 
despite what the news papers characterized as “some points of  difference” be-
tween the Holy See and the Nazi regime.96

 In view of  these nagging suspicions about Pius XII’s impartiality, Ribben-
trop’s visit was sure to exacerbate tensions. In fact, the pope used the meeting 
to upbraid Ribbentrop and the Nazis for their actions, both at home and in 
occupied Poland, noting in particular that the German government consis-
tently failed to fulfill its promises to respect standing treaties and norms. The 
pope was especially persistent in pointing out that despite repeated assur-
ances to the contrary, the German government was in effect waging war on 
the church. But he reserved his most stinging criticism for the Nazis’ military 
agreement with the Soviets and pressed Ribbentrop to allow a papal delegate 
to travel to German- occupied Poland to assess the situation on the ground.97

 This exchange with Ribbentrop is an apt demonstration of  Pius XII’s po-
lit i cal philosophy in action: having exercised restraint in his first encyclical 
and in his Christmas message—as he admitted to the German foreign minis-
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ter—the pope now expected some thing in return: concrete action to address 
the countless acts of  persecution against the German church and guarantees 
that the German occupation of  Poland was being conducted according to 
prevailing legal and moral norms. Concurrently, also as part of  his peace ef-
forts, the pope was working to establish direct if  informal relations with the 
Roosevelt administration, a long- standing ambition of  both men. Given the 
po lit i cal prob lem of  getting the U.S. Congress to agree to formal diplomatic 
relations, Roosevelt and Pius XII agreed that the president would appoint 
Myron C. Taylor—who was chair of  the Inter- Governmental Committee on 
Refugees—as his personal representative, an “extraordinary ambassador,” to 
the Vatican. This arrangement would avoid the requirement of  seeking con-
gres sional approval and could be presented to the American public as 
Roosevelt’s commitment to resolving an escalating European crisis. Accord-
ing to Arch bishop Spellman, selling the Taylor mission to the American pub-
lic would be helped by the goodwill generated by Pacelli’s “historic” and 
“fruitful” 1936 American tour.98

 Although politicians and Prot es tant religious leaders in the United States 
were critical of  the Taylor mission, it gave the Roosevelt administration un-
precedented access to the Vatican and newfound gravitas in papal circles. 
FDR certainly thought he had a close ally in Pius XII. He spoke of  the need 
for a “closer association between those in ev ery part of  the world—those in 
religion and those in government—who have a common purpose,” and he 
looked ahead to the restoration of  “world peace on a surer foundation,” 
grounded on “common  ideals.” In response, Pius XII assured the Americans 
that Taylor was guaranteed access to the pope “at any time that he desired.” 
The American representatives at the Vatican took heart from these assur-
ances, though they worried about Pius XII’s weak grasp of  the Eng lish lan-
guage; it was not clear that the pope always understood what American of fi-
cials were saying.99

 Aside from a few minor challenges, the tangible effects of  this rapproche-
ment between the Vatican and the Roosevelt administration were felt imme-
diately. Meeting in March 1940 with Under- Secretary of  State Sumner Welles, 
who was at the Vatican to present Myron C. Taylor to the pope, Pius XII said 
that from his recent discussion with Ribbentrop, it seemed clear that the Ger-
mans were determined to continue waging war for the foreseeable future. So 
it was premature to talk about a negotiated peace settlement. It was not too 
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late, though, for the Roosevelt administration to use its considerable in flu-
ence to try to “dissuade” Mussolini from entering the con flict on Hitler’s side. 
In return, the Americans continued to urge the pope to use his privileged po-
sition with the Ital ians to do the same.100

 Although both Pius XII and President Roosevelt entreated Mussolini per-
sonally to keep Italy from declaring war on the side of  Germany, Mussolini 
promised nothing. Instead, he implied that Italy was likely to “enter the field 
of  battle” to protect its “honor, interests, and . . . future.”101 It was all but cer-
tain now that the fight ing would spread. The specter of  escalating violence 
loomed larger when word reached the Vatican in early May 1940 that the Ger-
mans were poised to launch a massive offensive on the Western Front, an at-
tack that likely would target Holland and Belgium. The information came 
from a trusted source, Josef  Müller, a Munich lawyer with known anti- Nazi 
sympathies who had the ear of  the pope’s closest German advisors—Monsi-
gnor Kaas and the Je su it priest Robert Leiber.102 Müller had the pope’s ear as 
well. The two had known each other from Pacelli’s time as nuncio in Munich 
and had kept in touch over the years. Recalling his meeting with the pope in 
1945 just after being released from a concentration camp, Müller said that Pius 
XII had embraced him, saying that it was as if  he were welcoming back one 
of  his own family members.103

 In a striking departure from his usual caution and presumed neutrality, 
Pius XII was quick to pass along this information to those states now a target 
of  Nazi aggression. The Vatican authorized the nuncio in Brussels, Arch-
bishop Clemente Micara, to deliver personally a warning to King Le o pold, 
while Pius XII himself  met with the French ambassador Charles- Roux to pass 
on word of  an imminent German attack in Western Europe. The British rep-
resentative Osborne was similarly informed and relayed the warning to the 
Foreign Of fice, despite his own misgivings about the credibility of  the 
threat.104

 In the early morning of  May 10, 1940, German forces launched a major 
offensive against Belgium, Holland, and Luxembourg, three neutral states. 
The invasion and fall of  France followed. It took little more than a month for 
Hitler’s armies to vanquish virtually all of  Western Europe. As France was 
falling, Mussolini joined the war on Hitler’s side. The Fascist domination of  
Europe was now a reality, a stunning failure of  the diplomatic maneuvering 
of  the preceding months and years. Having failed in its major diplomatic ini-
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tiatives to contain the spread of  war and keep the Ital ians from allying with 
Hitler, the Vatican was confronted anew with the demand that Pius XII con-
demn in the bluntest way possible such naked acts of  military aggression.
 Before the invasion of  France, Charles- Roux had been pressing his gov-
ernment’s case, saying that in view of  the Nazi invasion of  the neutral Low 
Countries, “the whole world was waiting for [Pius XII] to offer with his high 
authority a solemn condemnation to stigmatize this odious attack,” which 
had been motivated by nothing other than German strategic interests, in 
clear violation of  the norms of  warfare. The French government stressed that 
for the pope’s intervention to be effective, it needed to be “immediate”; there 
ought not to be any delay “between this abominable violation of  law and mo-
rality and the Pope’s protest denouncing it.” The French reasoned that a pub-
lic papal condemnation had to be expressed “in suf fi ciently strong and explicit 
terms” so as to in flu ence Ital ian public opinion decisively against any planned 
Fascist military action.105 British and American of fi cials demanded the same. 
Lord Halifax wrote to the pope saying that it was time for a “public and for-
mal condemnation of  the German aggression by the Holy See, in the name 
of  the Church and of  civilization.” The pope was uniquely placed, Halifax 
reasoned, to invoke the “authority of  Christian morality” to condemn “crimi-
nal” German behavior.106

 Pius XII moved swiftly to write directly to leaders in Belgium, Luxem-
bourg, and Holland, expressing his “paternal affection” for the invaded coun-
tries, and offering prayers for the “reestablishment” of  their “liberty and in de-
pen dence.” The telegrams were displayed prominently on the front page of  
the Vatican’s L’Osservatore Romano. Yet the pope fell short of  including any 
forceful and, most im por tant, explicit condemnation of  the Nazi invasion. In 
fact, the tone and substance of  the pope’s telegrams to the three leaders were 
notably more restrained and carefully worded than the early drafts drawn up 
by Tardini, which had said that the Vatican “deplored the injustice and the 
evil” of  the invasion, and that the pope was compelled to “raise His voice to 
deplore yet again such inequity and injustice.” As sent, the pope’s telegrams 
were more generically worded, evincing paternal anguish at the state of  af-
fairs and invoking divine intercession to restore “justice and liberty.” Implic-
itly, the pope condemned the invasions, but he studiously avoided using lan-
guage that would denounce the Nazi aggression spe cifi cally as immoral and 
unjust.107
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 Invariably, the pope’s public response to the Nazi assault on northwestern 
Europe provoked disappointment and anger, though for vastly different rea-
sons. The Mussolini government and the Fascist press saw the pope’s tele-
grams as a frontal assault on their ally. In a few incidents, vendors selling the 
Vatican news paper or those caught buying it were beaten. Copies of  the pa-
per were con fis cated and kiosks destroyed. The situation was so serious that 
Cardinal Maglione lodged a formal complaint with the Ital ian government. A 
few months after the invasion, the Fascist Party journal Regime fascista re-
called “that a telegram from the Pope goaded Belgium’s Catholic king to 
have his people shed their blood for the sake of  the Jews, the Freemasons and 
the bankers of  the City.”108

 By contrast, diplomats from Western Europe thought the pope’s mes-
sages of  sympathy were not nearly spe cific enough or tough enough on the 
Fascist perpetrators of  such unprovoked aggression and violence. From his 
temporary residence within Vatican City in the weeks after Mussolini’s Italy 
formally entered the war on Hitler’s side, a palpably frustrated D’Arcy Os-
borne wrote to Philip Nichols at the Foreign Of fice to complain that on the 
Vatican’s response to Ital ian intervention in the war, Pius XII “has not ut-
tered” a word. Osborne de scribed the Holy See’s attitude as one of  “anxious 
inactivity,” owing perhaps to its weakened position with the Ital ian govern-
ment as compared with World War One—the product presumably of  the 
1929 Lateran Treaty, which appeared to have given the Mussolini government 
considerably more latitude in church- state relations than was previously the 
case.109

 For their part Vatican of fi cials began to grow tired of  complaints coming 
from Western diplomats like Osborne, but especially from the French and 
Polish ambassadors, that the pope should put his criticism of  the Nazis in 
blunter terms, leaving no room for doubt that the Vatican condemned the 
Nazi invasions as criminal acts. Monsignor Tardini assured the French ambas-
sador Charles- Roux that the pope had indeed spoken with clarity, with dig-
nity, and with great affection for invaded states. What more could the pope 
do? Tardini said that the pope’s telegrams had accomplished precisely what 
Charles- Roux and others demanded. The French ambassador was persistent. 
It was one thing to express sympathy with those who were suf fering the con-
sequences of  military aggression; it was another thing altogether to condemn 
explicitly the aggressor.110
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 Tardini’s defense of  the pope’s position was no doubt sincere, but it was 
also somewhat self- serving. The pope and his advisors knew full well what 
was being asked of  the pontiff  by Western diplomats. They knew, too, that 
Mussolini was angry with the pope for speaking directly to the leaders of  the 
invaded countries, seeing it as an attack against an ally and against Mussolini’s 
own ambitions. Meeting with the outgoing Ital ian ambassador Dino Alfieri, 
Pius XII stressed that he had deliberately avoided saying anything that could 
be construed as offensive to the Germans or their allies. With the Ital ians inti-
mating that the pope’s response to the Nazi thrust westward would have seri-
ous consequences, an indignant Pius XII told Alfieri that he had ev ery reason 
to condemn in even harsher terms the actions of  German armies across Eu-
rope. The pope knew that people ev erywhere looked to him to say some-
thing, to demonstrate that he was not indifferent to suf fering and injustice. 
Why, he asked Alfieri, was the Mussolini government surprised to hear him 
express sympathy for the plight of  states that enjoyed friendly relations with 
the Vatican? Above all, he said, he expected from the Ital ians some recogni-
tion that he had held his tongue in order to avoid exacerbating the situation. 
Like him, the Ital ians knew the “horrible things” that were happening in Po-
land. As pope, he ought to offer “words of  fire against such things,” yet as he 
explained to Alfieri, he had refrained from doing so, knowing that if  he spoke 
in harsher terms to condemn Nazi behavior, it would only make matters 
worse for those already suf fering under the heel of  occupation and war.111 It 
was a frank admission—he could indeed be more forceful in his public state-
ments, but he was choosing to temper his language to avoid doing more harm 
than good.
 There was substance to the Vatican’s insistence that Pius XII was doing 
ev ery thing within his power to bring about a quick and lasting peace settle-
ment, above all to alleviate the suf fering of  innocent civilians. One of  his 
boldest moves in this direction was also his most secretive, with Pius XII act-
ing as an intermediary between anti- Hitler factions of  the German military 
and British authorities. The aim was to get Hitler and the other Nazi leaders 
removed from power, thereby setting the stage for a quick negotiated peace 
settlement.112

 The genesis of  the plan dated back to September 1939, in the closing days 
of  the Nazi rout of  Poland, when anti- Nazi German intelligence of fi cers de-
vised a scheme to enlist the pope to sound out the British on possible terms 
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for a negotiated peace settlement.113 The of fi cers singled out Josef  Müller to 
serve as their conduit to the pope, knowing of  the Munich lawyer’s close 
working relationship with Pius XII and with some of  his intimate associates 
such as Kaas and Leiber. Not only was Müller familiar with Catholic circles in 
Germany, but he had extensive business and legal connections that could be 
of  some use. Pius XII and Müller never ac tually met during the period of  the 
so- called Roman conversations; Father Leiber was the essential contact be-
tween the pope and Müller.114 Acting ostensibly on of fi cial German intelli-
gence business, Müller shuffled back and forth between Rome and Berlin for 
months in late 1939 and the first half  of  1940. Müller would arrive in Rome 
with instructions from Hans Oster and Hans von Dohnanyi of  the German 
intelligence ser vice, both of  whom were also active members of  the resis-
tance against Hitler. He also brought news from the German  bishops, who 
wished to let Pius XII know of  the latest Nazi attacks on the church. Müller 
and Leiber usually met at Leiber’s of fice at the Gregorian University in 
Rome’s historic quarter, though eventually, in order to avoid scrutiny, they 
met in the Je su it church of  San Bellarmino outside the city. Father Leiber 
then relayed Müller’s information to the pope, who in turn met secretly with 
the British representative to the Vatican, d’Arcy Osborne.
 What did Pius XII hope to achieve with such a high- risk initiative, one 
that was at odds with his stated preference for diplomatic means married to 
rhetorical restraint? According to Müller, the pope hoped the talks would 
achieve two objectives: first, to bring about a quick end to the war; and sec-
ond, to restore Polish sovereignty and territorial integrity so that Poland 
could act as a “buffer state” between Germany and the Soviet  Union.115 After 
the war ended, the Vatican admitted publicly in its of fi cial news paper that the 
pope had helped to facilitate the exchange of  information between anti- Hitler 
elements of  the German military and the Allies so that Germany might be 
“liberated from National Socialism.”116

 That the scheme came to naught does not lessen the sig nifi cance of  the 
pope’s role in the plan. Here, after all, was the normally cautious Pius XII po-
sitioning himself  and his of fice in the middle of  a high- stakes gamble involv-
ing military secrets and strategies to undermine a government whose legiti-
macy the Vatican had recognized since it came to power in 1933. It was a risky 
move for the military men and diplomats involved on all sides, but, as histori-
ans David Alvarez and Robert Graham suggest, Pius XII arguably risked the 
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most. His actions “compromised the traditional neutrality of  the Vatican, and 
jeopardized his personal position as well as that of  the papacy.” The pope 
knew this; hence his care in keeping the scheme secret even from his princi-
pal advisors, notably Maglione, Tardini, and Montini.117 Despite appearances, 
Pius XII evidently was capable of  bold decisive leadership, and of  subterfuge 
—more than even those close to him knew.
 That Pius XII felt morally and strategically jus ti fied in facilitating discus-
sions between elements of  the German resistance and Allied intelligence be-
lies the notion that he was incapable of  resolute action. It also lays bare one 
of  the basic assumptions that informed his response to the Third Reich—that 
a strong and uni fied German state freed from the Nazi mania was an indis-
pensable bulwark in defense of  Christian civilization against the Communist 
threat. If  his affinity for the German language and culture conditioned Pius 
XII’s response to Nazism, it caused him to see Nazism itself  as the prob-
lem, not Germany in general. This is what led him to argue early on in the 
war against the notion that all Germans were responsible collectively for the 
Third Reich and its destructive policies.
 The preservation of  German Catholicism was inextricably connected to 
the pope’s vision of  a strong and united Germany freed from the Nazi 
scourge. The coming of  war and the continued radicalization of  Nazi policies 
at home and in the occupied territories accentuated Pius XII’s long- standing 
fear for the fate of  German Catholicism if  its relationship to the Vatican 
somehow was sundered. To avoid this, the pope openly encouraged the Ger-
man  bishops to write to him frequently and directly during the war via the 
papal representation in Berlin. The  bishops wrote in great numbers and with 
relatively little dif fi culty until the last year of  the war. Their letters helped to 
keep the pope well informed about events in Germany, just as his correspon-
dence from the nuncios and  bishops in occupied territories offered Vatican 
diplomacy a unique perspective on the situation on the ground.118

 Pius XII insisted that he had a spiritual imperative, a “duty of  conscience,” 
as he put it, to avail himself  of  ev ery opportunity to achieve an “acceptable 
peace” between church and state. But he did not intend to advocate for “peace 
at all costs.” As he explained to Cardinal Bertram near the end of  1940, any 
such peace would be “incompatible with the principles of  the Faith and with 
the very nature of  the Catholic Church.”119 To seek an accommodation with 
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the Hitler state was not a form of  appeasement. Rather, Pius XII thought of  
his approach as a principled and prudent course of  action, consistent with the 
moral and administrative dictates of  his of fice. In fact, he rejected outright 
any suggestion that the Vatican was neutral in the present con flict. As he ex-
plained in a letter to his old friend Cardinal Faulhaber of  Munich, neutrality 
implied some mea sure of  indifference; he preferred to think of  his policy as 
one of  impartiality. “For Us impartiality means judging things according to 
truth and justice,” the pope told Faulhaber. “But when it  comes to Our pub-
lic statements, We have closely considered the situation of  the church in the 
various countries to spare the Catholics living there from unnecessary dif-
ficulties.”120 Pius XII used his correspondence with the German  bishops to 
acknowledge the dif fi cult choices he faced by virtue of  his of fice and the com-
peting demands being made on the Vicar of  Christ from the faithful through-
out Europe and the world. The logic of  allowing  bishops and priests to act 
according to their own assessment of  local circumstances was evident in 
1940, when the Holy Of fice condemned the Nazi euthanasia program. Hav-
ing asked the authoritative judicial of fice of  the Curia to respond of fi cially to 
the program, which was clearly at odds with Catholic doctrine, Pius XII left it 
to the discretion of   bishops and pastors to take matters into their own hands. 
So when  Bishop von Galen of  Münster delivered his famous sermons in the 
summer of  1941 to denounce the gassing of  mentally ill patients in area hospi-
tals, Pius XII let it be known that he appreciated the courageous move. In 
a letter to  Bishop Preysing, the pope said of  von Galen’s sermons, “They 
brought about in Us a consolation and a satisfaction which We have not expe-
rienced for a long time as We walk down a sorrowful path with the Catholics 
of  Germany.”121

 The desire to avoid doing more harm than good, to avoid a greater evil, 
as Pius XII put it, had determined another de fin ing feature of  his wartime 
policy: to devolve to the local level—to  bishops and even parish priests—
decision- making about how best to respond to evolving conditions on the 
ground. Pius XII sought the opinion of  his brother  bishops to help him de-
cide on the proper course of  action as the war in ten si fied. In April 1940, he 
wrote to  Bishop Preysing to ask about German reaction to a Vatican Radio 
broadcast detailing the situation of  the church in Germany. The pope ex-
plained that the broadcast had aired because “it was thought that complete 
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silence on the part of  the Holy See before the public might have resulted in 
German Catholics losing courage.” Also, outside Germany “such a silence 
would have led to a misun der stand ing, with people believing that ev ery thing 
was normal with the church in Germany, or in any case that things would 
improve.” Yet the pope was right to worry about Nazi reaction to the broad-
cast. Word of  reprisals reached him from Germany. As a result, the pope sus-
pended the broadcasts “until We can safely evaluate their pros and cons.”122

 Pius XII and his advisors may also have been hedging their bets in case 
Hitler and the Nazis eventually won the war, thus setting the stage for a pro-
longed period of  Nazi- Fascist domination over Europe. This was the impres-
sion that the American Harold H. Tittmann, a member of  Myron Taylor’s 
of fice, took from a candid conversation he had with the pope in 1941. Pius XII 
“frankly admitted” that relations between the Holy See and the German gov-
ernment were not good, and had not been for some time. As Tittmann noted, 
Pius XII realized that “things were going from bad to worse.” Still, as pope 
and thus spiritual pastor to Catholics ev erywhere, irrespective of  their form 
of  government, he refused to sunder formal relations with the Hitler state. If, 
he said, Catholic members of  the German military came to Rome and asked 
to meet with the pope in his pastoral capacity, then he must accede to their 
request. Tittmann discerned in the pope’s rationale not so much an impulse 
toward neutrality as self- interested pragmatism. “I had come to the conclu-
sion,” Tittmann later recalled, “that the true reason for its [the Holy See’s] 
noncommittal attitude stemmed not from this [neutrality] but rather from 
the conviction that as things were going then, a German victory in Europe 
was inevitable and that the Pope, responsible for the welfare of  the Church, 
was obliged to shape his policies accordingly as best he could, always in the 
interest of  the millions of  Roman Catholics.” Yet Tittmann was convinced 
that although he never said so directly, the pope and his advisors “deep down 
in their hearts” realized that “the only hope for the Church to avoid the neo- 
paganism of  the Germans and the atheistic communism of  the Russians was 
an Anglo- Saxon victory.”123

 This assessment was echoed by a detailed American report prepared for 
the director of  strategic ser vices in early 1944 outlining the military implica-
tions of  po lit i cal conditions in Rome. In its section on the Vatican, the report 
stated that it was a “neutral State” and intended to keep it that way, hence its 
studious attempt not “to alienate Catholic groups in Axis or pro- Axis coun-
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tries.” The Vatican was also anxious to avoid doing anything that could give 
the Nazis “the diplomatic excuse to enter Church lands.” For these reasons, 
said the report, the Vatican put on a diplomatic show of  neutrality when in 
reality “the Church in Italy is actively pro- Allied.” While there was no evi-
dence that the Vatican itself  was directly organizing or sponsoring overt resis-
tance activity against the Axis powers, intelligence sources did detect co vert 
and indirect ways in which the Holy See was helping the Allied cause in Italy. 
By maintaining at least the semblance of  neutrality, the church was able to 
help “ev ery one from anarchists to monarchists”; this included Jews, former 
Fascist of fi cials, anti- Fascist po lit i cal fig ures—all of  them, the report noted, 
“found haven and guidance in the church and convent network through 
North Italy.” The report concluded that “the Vatican is a sure source of  aid in 
the fight against the Germans.”124

 For Pius XII a top priority was still to preserve formal diplomatic relations 
with the Hitler government and to reduce the tension that had been building 
between the Vatican and the Third Reich during his predecessor’s pontificate. 
It was clear from Pacelli’s rec ord as secretary of  state that he had always seen 
diplomatic engagement with the German government as the best chance to 
improve conditions for persecuted German Catholics. He also saw it as essen-
tial that the pope and the German  bishops do ev ery thing in their power to 
conserve open and secure lines of  communication. If  the alienation of  the 
German episcopate from the Vatican was one of  the long- standing objectives 
of  the Hitler regime, then it was Pius XII’s objective to thwart it, even to the 
point of  tempering public criticism of  the German government so as to avoid 
provoking counterproductive reprisals. As the pope wrote in May 1939 to 
 Bishop von Preysing of  Berlin, the German episcopate should continue to 
work toward an improvement in relations with the Hitler government, press-
ing the long- standing demands that the government recognize the terms of  
its 1933 agreement with the Holy See. It was imperative that the  bishops do 
so, Pius XII urged, “without inciting useless con flicts.” In a letter written a 
year later, after receiving word of  an intensification of  the Nazi persecution 
of  Catholics, Pius XII told Preysing that he did not want to “impose useless 
sac ri fices on German Catholics, who already are so oppressed for the sake of  
their faith.”125

 For the pope, a more forceful and explicit public criticism of  the Nazis by 
the Vatican would only make matters worse for people on the ground, with 
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no commensurate improvement in the situation. The operative philosophy 
in Pius XII’s inner circle, therefore, remained rhetorical restraint and diplo-
matic mediation. As Domenic Tardini put it, his tory would someday show 
that the Vatican had done all it could for the cause of  peace, that it had ful-
filled its duty without compromising its dignity.126 This was a view soon to be 
contested.



5

War and Holocaust

When in September 1939 the Nazis invaded Poland, subject-
ing Polish civilians, Jews, and Catholics to a brutal occupation regime, the 
world had waited in vain for Pius XII to issue an explicit statement condemn-
ing Nazi aggression. As weeks of  Nazi occupation turned into months, and as 
the rest of  Europe was drawn inexorably into yet another world war, the 
pope still refrained from issuing the public statement that was expected of  
him. Even Polish Catholics, who were early targets of  Nazi military aggres-
sion, wondered why the pope refused to protest Nazi crimes, which included 
the murder of  Polish priests and religious. The perception spread among 
many Poles that the pope, to whom so many pledged filial devotion, simply 
was indifferent to their plight.
 For the remainder of  the war, in fact, Pius XII kept the public waiting for 
an explicit public condemnation that never came. Not even when the Nazis 
occupied Rome and began a systematic roundup of  Rome’s ancient Jewish 
community in October 1943 did Pius XII issue a public protest. Just over 1,000 
of  the Roman Jews arrested in October 1943 were eventually transported to 
Auschwitz, and most were gassed within a week of  arriving. All this, it was 
said, happened “under the Pope’s very window,” and yet still there was no 
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public protest, no word to the effect that the pope condemned such obvious 
transgressions of  God’s law.1

 But the pope was not silent during the war. Nor was he oblivious to the 
complaints that the Holy See was not doing enough or, rather, not saying 
enough to condemn Nazi actions. As we have seen, it was Pius XII’s policy to 
leave it to  bishops and pastors who were working at the local level to decide 
whether or not to protest. His rationale was that they were in a better posi-
tion than he to judge “the danger of  reprisals and of  various forms of  oppres-
sion.” As he explained to  Bishop von Preysing of  Berlin, the aim was to avoid 
a greater evil—ad majora mala vitanda.2 This single phrase expresses the rea-
soning behind Pius XII’s refusal to speak out forcefully to condemn directly 
Nazism and its manifest crimes throughout Europe. The principle of  avoid-
ing greater evil was consistent with all of  his diplomatic training and his cau-
tious character. It may even have saved lives. Still, a nagging question remains: 
was this enough?

Pius XII and the Church in Occupied Europe

The outbreak of  war heightened Pius XII’s sensitivity to what he saw as the 
competing demands and expectations placed upon the pope. It was under-
standable that he should worry about the fate of  German Catholics, but what 
of  the Catholics in countries living under German occupation? “Times are 
hard” for the pope, Pius XII told one  bishop in February 1941, with the Vati-
can find ing itself  in a “complex and perilous situation” that was without his-
torical precedent. “Where the pope wants to cry out loud and strong,” he ex-
plained, “it is expectation and silence that are unhappily often imposed upon 
him; where he would act and give assistance, it is patience and waiting.”3

 Nowhere was this logic tested more than in Poland, which was now un-
der Nazi and Soviet occupation. Both occupying powers, in distinct but re-
lated ways, were bent on breaking the church’s structure and spiritual in flu-
ence. Before long the pope had to confront what he de scribed as “terrible 
things” happening to civilians in Poland, including a systematic campaign of  
terror, intimidation, and violence.4 In the first months of  the Nazi occupa-
tion, before the Nazis had decided to use Poland as the epicenter of  their ex-
termination system, high- ranking Polish prelates wrote directly to Pius XII 
with shocking details of  Hitler’s war on Polish Catholicism, which they saw 
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as the bedrock of  Polish identity. Early reports told of  the roundup of  thou-
sands of  priests and other religious, male and female, who were arrested and 
imprisoned in concentration camps. Among them were several  bishops, who, 
along with thousands of  Catholic prelates, would perish in Nazi concentra-
tion camps during the war. One report on the situation in the Reichsgau- 
Wartheland estimated that of  the 2,000 priests active in the region, upward of  
one- third had been killed and several hundred were in prison.5 The leading 
Polish prelate, Cardinal August Hlond, sent Pius XII a series of  detailed re-
ports that added up to a clear indictment of  the Nazi regime and its calcu-
lated campaign against Polish Catholicism. Hlond told the pope, “Hitlerism 
aims at the systematic and total destruction of  the Catholic Church in the 
rich and fertile territories of  Poland.” Hitler’s ultimate aim, he said, was to 
reduce the Poles “to the sta tus of  slaves, who shall serve and promote the 
prosperity of  the ‘superior race.’” With prophetic clarity, Hlond predicted 
that the Nazi occupation of  Poland “will constitute one of  the darkest pages 
in human his tory.”6

 The Nazis were not the only masters of  a brutal occupation regime: in 
Soviet- occupied parts of  Poland, as in Ukraine and the Baltic states, reports 
reached Pius XII of   bishops being deported to prison camps, several of  whom 
were imprisoned for the duration of  the war and perished while still in Soviet 
hands after 1945.7 Eyewitness accounts told of  Soviet confiscation of  Catholic 
property, the closure of  Catholic schools and institutes, and an attempt to 
“corrupt” Catholic youth with atheism and immoral leisure activities such as 
dancing and music. One  bishop decried the undeniable Soviet contempt for 
religion, while another wrote to the Vatican saying that there was no other 
way to explain the Soviet system than to speak of  “a mass diabolical posses-
sion.” He even asked the pope to authorize a wholesale exorcism of  Soviet 
Russia. In a similar vein, another  bishop wrote that Soviet troops “are fierce 
beasts animated by the spirit of  the devil.”8

 Reports of  this kind reached Pius XII’s desk as early as late December 
1939 and continued to arrive, though intermittently, as the war dragged on. 
They provided the pope and his advisors with some of  the earliest and most 
graphic accounts of  the true nature of  Nazi and Soviet occupation. If  the 
pope had had any inclination to view Nazism as a lesser evil than Soviet Com-
munism, the news coming from Central and Eastern Europe would have dis-
pelled such a notion. As  Bishop Szeptyckyj of  Lviv, Ukraine, wrote to Pius XII 
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in August 1942, the initial relief  in that area, where the Germans were first 
greeted as liberators for clearing out the Soviet occupiers, was short- lived. 
Now, as a result of  its “regime of  terror and corruption,” the German occu-
pation was unbearable. Ev ery one agreed that the Germans were at least as 
bad if  not worse than the Bolsheviks. The Nazis were, put simply, “evil, al-
most diabolical.” Szeptyckyj spoke of  “the most horrible crimes” taking place 
on a daily basis, including execution, rape, and stealing. One group in partic-
ular was suf fering the wrath of  the occupying forces and their collabora-
tors. “The Jews are the first victims,” the  bishop wrote, adding that he was 
certain that well over 200,000 of  them had been killed in “our small coun-
try.”9 Written in August 1942, this is one of  the earliest and clearest warn-
ings—and from a Catholic  bishop—that Jews were the first and primary tar-
get of  Nazi brutality.10

 This pattern was repeated throughout occupied Europe, with Catholic 
 bishops on the ground sounding warning bells of  the unfolding tragedy for 
Europe’s Jews.11 Pius XII appreciated that reports of  such excesses warranted 
vigilant monitoring. In late 1939, he instructed his diplomatic staff  to prepare 
a dossier with reports from Poland. He also instructed them to contact the 
Hitler government, demanding that the German Foreign Ministry investigate 
charges against German forces in parts of  occupied Poland.12 Although the 
Poles and others were frustrated by what they perceived to be a lack of  papal 
engagement, in fact Pius XII was using the various tools at his disposal to at 
least spread information about German atrocities. For instance, he autho-
rized Vatican Radio to broadcast news in several languages, including Ger-
man, describing German practices in Poland.13

 As expected, the German government reacted angrily to these broadcasts. 
It complained to the Vatican that they were full of  inaccuracies and exaggera-
tions and warned that they would damage relations with the Vatican if  they 
continued. Always keen to improve relations with the German government, 
Pius XII agreed to suspend such broadcasts, albeit temporarily. There was a 
quiet expectation in his inner circle that the pope intended to resume the 
broadcasts soon enough.14

 Pius XII and his advisors considered it possible that some of  the claims 
being made about German behavior in parts of  Poland were exaggerated. 
They therefore made discreet in quir ies through former Ital ian diplomats 
in Poland to verify claims that the Germans were sterilizing Polish  women 
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and girls and transporting them to German brothels. Pius XII also wanted 
verification of  rumors of  the widespread rape of  Polish  women by German 
troops. The pope’s close advisor Father Leiber con firmed years after the war 
that while the pope knew that the Germans were committing unspeakable 
atrocities in Poland, neither he nor the members of  his immediate staff  be-
lieved the stories of  Polish girls being targeted in such a manner.15

 Despite persistent diplomatic efforts to protest German occupation poli-
cies in Poland and elsewhere, there was a growing perception that the pope 
was not doing enough. As Cardinal Hlond put it, the filial devotion and affec-
tion Poles felt for the Holy Father were diminishing amid a sense that Pius XII 
had abandoned them in their time of  need.16 Writing directly to the pope in 
early December 1941 to decry in frank terms the Nazi aim of  “extermina-
tion,” which seemed destined to wipe out all traces of  the church in Poland, 
Cardinal Hlond informed Pius XII of  the many private letters crossing his 
desk asking ever more plaintively: “But does the Holy Father know?”17 Hlond 
agreed that the perception of  papal indifference was unfair and that anticleri-
cal elements stood to gain by spreading rumors and half- truths about the 
pope’s response to the situation. But even high- ranking churchmen stressed 
that whether fair or not, the perception that Pius XII had abandoned Catholic 
Poland to its fate was palpable. Arguably the most evocative complaint about 
perceived papal indifference came from the  bishop of  Wloclawek, Karol Ra-
donski, who from exile in London wrote to Maglione in mid- September 1942 
describing a list of  abuses and saying that “the people, deprived of  ev ery thing, 
die from hunger, and the pope remains silent as if  he did not care for his 
sheep.”18

 Even the in flu en tial arch bishop of  Krakow, Adam Sapieha, wrote to the 
Vatican to warn of  the widening sense of  papal indifference to what he de-
scribed as the “tragic” condition of  the Polish people under occupation. “We 
live in terrible horror,” Sapieha wrote, in fear of  being deported and impris-
oned in camps “from which but few leave alive.” Sapieha realized that Pius 
XII knew of  their plight, but increasingly, he said, ordinary Catholics were 
asking questions to which he and other church leaders had no answer. “You 
might say,” Sapieha noted, that “the Catholic world awaits a defense of  jus-
tice, even if  this is not likely to change the German government’s behaviour.” 
Sapieha explained that resentment against the pope was growing among 
many ordinary Poles, who, in the face of  ceaseless “violence and atrocities . . . 
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wish to hear a condemnation of  these crimes.”19 In a similar vein, Cardinal 
Hlond advised that perhaps the time had come for an “explicit word” from 
the pope directed to the Poles, to answer the growing chorus of  papal crit-
ics.20 Outside clerical circles, too, diplomatic of fi cials like Harold H. Tittmann, 
Myron Taylor’s assistant, who were otherwise favorably disposed toward Pius 
XII, began to feel that the pope’s refusal to condemn publicly and in direct 
terms Nazi atrocities was damaging the “moral prestige” of  the papacy and 
undermining “faith both in the Church and in the Holy Father himself.” Titt-
mann, like other colleagues in the diplomatic corps, had repeatedly warned 
the Vatican about this “danger,” but to no avail.21

 The Vatican was frustrated at the lack of  appreciation for the pope’s con-
stant work on behalf  of  the persecuted Poles. After all, much effort was being 
expended on diplomatic approaches, albeit hidden from the view of  ordinary 
Catholics.22 In a letter to the Polish president in exile, Wladislas Raczkiewicz, 
in January 1943, Pius XII responded to the accusations that he had not done 
enough or said enough to condemn Nazi brutality. The pope’s Christmas ad-
dress, in which he had alluded in general terms to those who “solely because 
of  their nation or their race, have been condemned to death or pro gres sive 
extinction,” had clearly not been enough to placate the ever- frustrated Poles. 
They expected more from the Vicar of  Christ. In a letter to Pius XII in the 
weeks after the papal Christmas message, Raczkiewicz insisted  gently but 
firmly that what the Poles and others wanted from the Holy Father was not 
so much “material or diplomatic help,” since clearly there was only so much 
the pope could do in this regard. What the people wanted, Raczkiewicz said, 
was for “a voice to be raised to show clearly and plainly where the evil lies 
and to condemn those in the ser vice of  evil.” The Poles in exile felt that a 
clear articulation of  the principles of  “divine law” might give those living un-
der the heel of  Nazi occupation “the strength to resist” and induce civilians 
ev erywhere to do as the Catholics of  Warsaw had done, namely, “to protest, 
in the name of  Christian principles, against the violence done to the Jews and 
against their murder, even though each word of  their appeal might have 
brought down upon them the most dire suppression.”23

 The pope assured Raczkiewicz that he took ev ery opportunity available 
to him to remind all the combatant powers that the logic of  war ought never 
to trump basic values of  humanity, decency, and justice. The prob lem is that 
no one had listened to him, and now it pained the pope to learn that the Pol-
ish people had not even been told of  these many admonitions. The pope’s 
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own frustration with the perception of  papal silence was clear on at least one 
occasion, when he reacted angrily to the nasty rumor being spread that he 
somehow was favorable to the Fascists and cared little for the fate of  the 
Poles. In an audience with the Polish Order of  the Sisters of  Nazareth, Pius 
XII is reputed to have said, “Tell ev ery body the Pope loves Poland. He who 
says otherwise is lying.” To the persistent Polish ambassador at the Vatican, 
Casimir Papée, who never missed an opportunity to ask for further papal in-
tervention on behalf  of  the Poles, an exasperated Pius XII displayed an un-
characteristic flash of  anger. As Papée recalled, “I remember when I came to 
see the Holy Father for . . . perhaps the tenth time, in 1944; he was angry. 
When he saw me as I entered the room . . . he raised both his arms in a ges-
ture of  exasperation. ‘I have listened again and again to your representations 
about Our unhappy children in Poland,’ he said. ‘Must I be given the same 
story yet again?’” Undeterred, Papée promised to keep coming to implore 
the pope to do more on behalf  of  the Poles.24

 When  Bishop Radonski wrote with searing criticism of  the papal silence, 
Secretary of  State Maglione offered the usual explanation—the pope had 
chosen to temper his public statements in part to defer to local  bishops who 
wanted to avoid exposing their flock to even more brutal reprisals.25 To this 
Radonski replied:

I wonder just which  bishops have asked the Holy Father to re-

main silent, and I do not venture to judge whether their advice 

has been well chosen. According to Your Eminence, they did so 

out of  fear of  aggravating the persecution. But the facts prove 

that with the pope being silent, each day sees the persecution be-

coming crueler. Infants are now being snatched from their par-

ents and deported as a group to Germany, and the mothers who 

try to defend them are immediately killed. When such crimes, 

which cry out to heaven for vengeance, are committed, the inex-

plicable silence of  the supreme head of  the church be comes for 

those who do not know its reason—and there are thousands of  

them—a cause for spiritual downfall.26

 With the stroke of  a pen,  Bishop Radonski had encapsulated the sharpest 
Catholic criticism of  Pius XII’s wartime policy. For all the diplomatic maneu-
vers and behind- the- scenes complaints, the pope’s refusal to condemn explic-
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itly Nazi aggression—“the inexplicable silence of  the supreme head of  the 
church”—began to feel like a failure of  moral leadership, a betrayal of  the 
pastoral function of  the papal of fice. The pope’s diplomatic staff  realized as 
much. In one of  his characteristically lucid and frank internal memoranda, 
Domenico Tardini asked rhetorically whether the time had come for the 
Holy See to employ some “public act” to condemn and to protest the many 
injustices against the Poles. Tardini fell back on a tried and true jus tifi ca-
tion for saying nothing—practical considerations counseled prudence. He 
reasoned that explicit public statements would play right into Nazi hands. 
The German government would surely exploit any papal condemnation to 
justify in ten sifying attacks on the church and to impede the Vatican’s already 
hampered ability to deliver charitable aid at the local level.27 This explanation 
was plausible, but it was not what those who were living under occupation 
wanted to hear. Although Catholics in Poland and beyond looked to the pope 
for some thing akin to a Sermon on the Mount—a bold, simple, but powerful 
exposition of  the Christian message—they found the cerebral casuistry of  an 
academic and the diplomatic propriety of  a statesman.

The Church and the Jews

In his response to the Nazi persecution of  Jews, from the 1930s onward, Pius 
XII revealed himself  to be a man of  his time, which is to say a man of  limited 
vision with a correspondingly limited ability to perceive the precise nature of  
the Nazi war against the Jews. In this respect, he bore the unmistakable signs 
of  a generation of  clerics who had received their training in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth century, when the church was reacting against the 
modern world, including the secular state. Part of  this rejection of  the mod-
ern state entailed an attack on Jews—the group that was seen to have gained 
the most from liberalism and secularization, at the church’s expense.28 None-
theless, during the 1930s the Vatican and leading  bishops in Europe had de-
cried as incompatible with Catholic doctrine certain tenets of  National So-
cialist ideology and practice. The 1937 encyclical Mit Brennender Sorge, which 
Pacelli helped to draft, was an unprecedented papal critique of  Nazi divini-
zation of  race and state. It was followed in April 1938 by a pointed directive 
from the Sacred Congregation of  Seminaries and Universities—sometimes 
referred to as the Syllabus against Racism—condemning certain “pernicious” 
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and “false” racialist and statist ideas, such as notions of  racial superiority- 
inferiority or pretensions of  racial purity. For these and other pronounce-
ments in the late 1930s, Pius XI and the Vatican garnered the gratitude of  
Jewish leaders ev erywhere. When Pius XI fell gravely ill in late 1938, Isaac 
Herzog, chief  rabbi of  the Holy Land, cabled Cardinal Pacelli to express 
wishes for the pope’s “speedy recovery,” conveying what Herzog de scribed as 
the Jewish people’s “deep appreciation” for Pius XI’s “firm stand against anti- 
Semitism.”29 Expectations therefore ran high when Pacelli was elected pope 
in 1939 that he might build on the work of  his predecessor in defending hu-
man rights. Herzog sent Pacelli his “sincere blessings” on his election and 
hoped that as pope, Pacelli would draw on the Vatican’s recent experiences in 
dealing with Hitler to guide his leadership going forward. “I trust your noble 
and faithful belief  in the highest human values,” Herzog wrote, “revealed in 
your devotion during the days of  the Nazi atrocities will guide you in your 
new and im por tant position.30 As the British representative D’Arcy Osborne 
reasoned, Pius XI’s “courageous and uncompromising condemnation of  ra-
cialism and neo- paganism” had “greatly enhanced” the “prestige and author-
ity of  the Papacy throughout the non- Catholic world.” And so, he felt, Pacelli 
and the Vatican were better situated in 1939 to help the cause of  peace than 
they had been during the First World War.31

 Despite such im por tant statements of  principle, however, the papacy de-
livered no explicit condemnation of  the singularly repressive and increasingly 
violent treatment meted out by the Nazis and the Ital ian Fascists to Jews. As 
we have seen, Catholic voices in all quarters decried the persecution of  indi-
vidual groups on the basis of  “race” or “belief.” In fact, as secretary of  state 
and as pope, Pacelli was the author of  authoritative statements condemning 
the cult of  race or state as idolatry. Yet he made no explicit of fi cial condemna-
tion—by name, that is—of  the worsening violation of  the civil rights of  Jews 
from which flowed pro gres sively violent anti- Semitism, first in Germany and 
then throughout Hitler’s Europe.
 Pacelli shared the conventional view that Jewish questions were not the 
primary concern of  the church. As such, issues pertaining to the civil rights 
of  Jews or to their economic and social sta tus in Germany after 1933 could be 
categorized as po lit i cal, not religious, matters.32 This was not so much indif-
ference to the plight of  a persecuted minority as the church’s desire to respect 
its formal agreements with civil governments, whether Mussolini’s Italy or 
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Hitler’s Germany. As the leading Vatican exponent on the concordats, Pius 
XII held that only if  the policies of  civil authorities impinged on the church’s 
doctrinal prerogatives should the church speak out on po lit i cal matters. It 
was one thing for the Vatican to denounce Nazi sterilization laws or the re-
gime’s attempt to compel Catholic physicians and nurses to par tic i pate in 
practices that were contrary to the precepts of  their religion, just as it had 
been the church’s prerogative to speak against the Fascist racial laws of  1938, 
which presumed to rede fine the legal grounds of  marriage according to racial 
principles inconsistent with Catholic teaching. It was quite another thing, 
however, to speak publicly in defense of  the civil rights of  Jews.
 There is a common thread running throughout Pacelli’s response to Nazi 
anti- Jewish mea sures: a quali fied and restrained criticism of  anti- Semitic “ex-
cesses,” grounded in the Holy See’s “universal mission” to show charity to all 
men, irrespective of  religious or social distinction.33 In years of  diplomatic 
exchanges with German authorities to denounce various violations of  the 
1933 concordat, Pacelli never once mentioned the Nazi persecution of  Jews, 
other than to condemn in general terms the racial theories proffered by the 
likes of  Alfred Rosenberg. Evidently, the future Pius XII did not believe he 
had the authority, or the responsibility, to defend the civil rights of  German 
Jews as vigorously as he defended German Catholics. The persecution of  
Jews was a concern for the Vatican on humanitarian, not po lit i cal, grounds. 
The universal mission of  charity to all humanity, it seemed, stopped short of  
the public square.
 In this respect, Pacelli proved to be more of  a follower than a leader, de-
ferring to the conventional thinking of  his generation and to the judgment of  
the German  bishops whom he trusted most. Having failed to grasp the true 
nature of  Hitler’s repressive mea sures against the Jews, or feeling helpless to 
do anything about it, all the pope and his men could do when Nazi anti- 
Semitism grew so maniacally in the 1940s was to try to mitigate some of  the 
worst excesses by means of  the same combination of  restraint, caution, and 
diplomatic negotiation. As word reached him from eyewitnesses that Jews 
were being slaughtered in the thousands, all a tearful Pius XII could muster 
were prayers and a few rather oblique allusions to the singular suf fering of  
Europe’s Jews. His insistence on maintaining the public face of  impartiality 
undermined the po lit i cal credibility of  the papacy and, worse yet, left the in-
stitution vulnerable to the charge that it had failed the test of  moral leader-
ship at one of  humanity’s darkest hours.
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 The pope’s rhetorical caution in wartime did not mean inaction, just as 
impartiality did not mean indifference. While studiously avoiding the explicit 
public condemnation being asked of  him, Pius XII authorized papal represen-
tatives around the world to mobilize whatever resources they could muster 
to help those facing persecution and certain death because of  race or creed. 
Perhaps the most celebrated case was the Brasilienaktion, which saw the pope 
interceding with the Brazilian government to allow the immigration of  
Jewish- Catholic families who were desperate to leave the Third Reich.34 The 
Brazilian plan had its origins in the early weeks of  Pius XII’s pontificate, 
springing from Cardinal Faulhaber’s request that the new pope intervene to 
help so- called non- Aryan Catholics. For the Nazis, of  course, Jewish converts 
to Catholicism remained inescapably Jewish, a position that raised the ire of  
the Vatican as inconsistent with Catholic doctrine. Eager to shelter these Jew-
ish converts from the hostility of  the state and the resentment of  the Jewish 
community, the Vatican encouraged the work of  the German St. Raphael So-
ciety, a Catholic or ga ni za tion established in the nineteenth century to assist 
German Catholic emigrants. In the mid- 1930s, the society established a Relief  
Committee for Non- Aryan Catholics, which was empowered with the ad-
ministrative and material means to facilitate the migration of  German Cath-
olics of  Jewish descent. In this work, it could count on a mea sure of  Vatican 
fi nan cial support.35

 At Pius XII’s behest, the government of  Brazilian strongman Getúlio Var-
gas was pressed to honor its commitment to provide some 3,000 entry visas 
to non- Aryan Catholics from Europe, mainly Germany. That it took close to 
one year for the pope’s appeal to translate into action by the Vargas govern-
ment underscored just how limited papal in flu ence was over civil govern-
ments, even in predominantly Catholic countries such as Brazil. By March 
1940, the Brazilians said that they were ready to release the visas, 2,000 of  
which were to be provided by Brazil’s ambassador to Germany for distribu-
tion to non- Aryan Catholics who were still in Germany and who had been 
iden ti fied by the St. Raphael Society. The remaining 1,000 would be given to 
the Vatican to distribute to non- Aryan Catholics who had already left Ger-
many to seek temporary refuge elsewhere in Europe.36

 The Brazilian scheme worked only partially, to the Vatican’s great disap-
pointment. Pius XII and his advisors took some solace in knowing that by 
early 1941 the Vatican had managed to issue most of  the 1,000 visas in its pos-
session, with travel costs defrayed thanks to the fi nan cial generosity of  a 
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group of  American donors.37 But the 2,000 visas that were to have been dis-
tributed by the Brazilian ambassador to Germany never materialized. The 
pope’s direct appeal to President Vargas was not enough to overcome the in-
ertia and prejudice that lay behind the foot- dragging of  Brazilian of fi cials in 
Germany. They said they could not be sure that these non- Aryan Catholics 
were bona fide converts or whether conversion was a ploy for survival and 
escape. By November 1941, citing new emigration restrictions, the Brazilian 
authorities informed the Vatican that they were suspending the visa immigra-
tion scheme.38 Appeals to other governments in Latin America to ease their 
entry requirements to make room for Jewish- Catholic families also fell on 
deaf  ears.
 The ultimate failure of  direct papal intervention on behalf  of  just a small 
fraction of  Jewish refugees—and baptized Catholics at that—illustrates Pius 
XII’s limited capacity for effective action even by means of  trusted diplomatic 
channels. This did not stop the Vatican from defending its approach and an-
swering repeated calls for papal intervention with its standard if  increasingly 
worn response. When a desperate Cardinal Innitzer of  Vienna pleaded with 
the pope in early 1941 to do some thing on behalf  of  the thousands of  Jews in 
Vienna, many of  them converts, who faced imminent deportation, he was 
reminded firmly of  all that the Vatican had done and would continue to do 
on behalf  of  Jews. Innitzer pointed out that Jewish converts were especially 
vulnerable since they often did not receive assistance, moral or material, from 
Jewish aid or ga ni za tions. Pius XII sent the cardinal $2,000 to assist non- Aryan 
Catholics.39 Innitzer was grateful, no doubt, but this was hardly the kind of  
bold and decisive action he expected. To be effective, the cardinal told the 
pope, assistance for the isolated Jewish Catholics of  Vienna had to be “auda-
cious and daring” and immediate. Might the Vatican intercede with the Span-
ish and Portuguese governments, for instance, both Catholic nations, to see 
whether they might allow baptized Jews to emigrate to one of  their colonies? 
Speaking of  the baptized Jews of  Vienna, Innitzer noted that many of  them 
were being deported to Poland, where they faced a “harsh fate with courage 
worthy of  admiration, and they go to the uncertain fate of  their exile with a 
Christian heroism that edifies the Jews of  the Mosaic rite.” The response to 
the cardinal’s impassioned plea laid bare the Vatican’s resignation: “there is 
nothing that can be done.”40

 What is clear from the rec ord is that the pope and his staff  knew two 
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things for certain by the second half  of  1941: the Nazis and their collaborators 
were perpetrating shocking atrocities against civilians, Jews in particular; and 
there was mounting anger and disappointment with the pope’s refusal to is-
sue an explicit condemnation of  Nazi behavior. Month after month the re-
ports continued to come in from a wide range of  sources, telling of  deporta-
tions in Germany, massacres in the Ukraine, and in ten si fied persecution in 
Poland. Father Pirro Scavizzi, an Ital ian field hospital chaplain, began sending 
Pius XII and his advisors detailed reports in late 1941 that told of  angry reac-
tion in occupied Poland to the pope’s apparent silence and inaction. Traveling 
with the Ital ian army through occupied central Europe, Father Scavizzi had a 
frontline view of  Nazi occupation, which he related back to Pius XII and his 
closest advisors.41

 In November 1941, Scavizzi passed along a letter that was addressed to 
Pius XII from a Dominican priest named Lycrakow. It was a far cry from the 
usual diplomatic niceties the pope was accustomed to—noting that constant 
talk of  the Vatican’s charitable work on behalf  of  suf fering peoples was un-
convincing. What people wanted and expected was to hear the pope taking 
sides, that is, offering a “clear, public, and decisive” ideological stance against 
Hitler’s Germany. Until then, the Poles would continue to speak of  the pope’s 
“crime of  silence.”42

 Father Scavizzi also was the source of  the most detailed de scrip tion to 
cross the pope’s desk of  what was happening to Jews in Nazi- occupied Po-
land. His reports coincided with inquires coming from the American delega-
tion at the Vatican, asking for con fir ma tion of  rumors that told of  the sys-
tematic murder of  Jews in Poland.43 The Vatican’s initial response to the 
American in quiry was to con firm that there was some information to this ef-
fect, but that the Vatican had not been able to verify the accuracy or spe cific 
details of  the story. In fact, as early as May 1942, the Vatican had received 
word from authoritative sources that the Nazi persecution of  Jews was enter-
ing an unprecedented, un imag in able phase of  complete annihilation. In a let-
ter to Pius XII, Father Scavizzi told of  Cardinal Innitzer’s severe criticism of  
nuncio Orsenigo’s “silence” and timidity in confronting German authorities 
about their in ten si fied persecution of  Jews. Scavizzi added that the Nazi anti- 
Jewish “struggle is implacable and getting worse all the time, with deporta-
tions and even mass executions. The massacre of  Jews in the Ukraine is now 
complete. In Poland and Germany [the Nazis] also want to bring it to com-
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pletion, with a system of  mass murder.”44 A few months later, in Septem-
ber 1942, Count Malvezzi, a representative in Poland for Italy’s Istituto per 
la Ricostruzione Industriale, a state- owned entity that provided fi nan cial 
backing to save faltering companies from bankruptcy, met with Monsi-
gnor Montini to report on two “grave” facts. The first was the Russian aerial 
bombardment of  Polish cities; the second was the “systematic murder of  
Jews.” According to Montini’s notes of  the meeting, Malvezzi indicated that 
the slaughter of  Jews “has reached frightening proportions and detestable 
forms.” Nazi aims truly were stunning: to liquidate by means of  systematic 
mass murder the ghettoes filled with hundreds of  thousands of  Jews.45

 In October 1943 Scavizzi sent a chilling report describing just how far the 
Nazis were prepared to go to achieve racial purity. “The elimination of  Jews,” 
he wrote, with “mass executions, is virtually totalitarian, without regard for 
children or nursing mothers. In any event for Jews—who are marked with a 
white bracelet—civil life is impossible. They cannot go to market, or to the 
store, or ride a streetcar . . . watch a show, visit the home of  a non- Jew. . . . It is 
said that over two million Jews have been killed. . . . The Poles are being al-
lowed to move into houses in the ghettoes, which daily are being emptied by 
the systematic murder of  the Jews.”46

 In addition to his written reports, Father Scavizzi was able to meet se-
cretly with Pius XII on at least two occasions during stopovers in Rome. Many 
years after the war, he claimed that when the pope listened to his account of  
the brutality of  the Nazi occupation, Pius XII “cried like a child, and prayed 
like a saint.” When Scavizzi informed the pope that some people were won-
dering whether Hitler and his Catholic followers should be excommunicated 
as a sign of  papal disapproval, the pope stood there, “moved and shaken.” He 
then raised his hands to the heavens and said, “Tell ev ery one you can that the 
Pope agonizes for them and with them. Tell them that more than once I 
thought of  striking Nazism with excommunication, of  denouncing to the 
civilized world the bestiality of  the extermination of  the Jews.” But Pius XII 
insisted that trustworthy voices had advised him against speaking out too 
forcefully or explicitly, and thus risking even more brutal reprisals: “After 
many tears and much prayer, I decided that a protest from me would not 
have helped anyone, and would have provoked the most ferocious ire against 
the Jews, and multiplied the acts of  cruelty, because they are defenceless.” 
The pope acknowledged that a forceful public protest would have won him 
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the admiration of  the civilized world, but he maintained that it would have 
meant an even harsher fate for the Jews than that which they were already 
suf fering.47

 With overwhelming evidence that Jews were being killed systematically 
and en masse, Pius XII’s rationale of  avoiding a greater evil began to look like 
a serious error of  judgment.  Bishop Preysing was probably the most authori-
tative voice to challenge the logic of  papal public restraint and the propriety 
of  the Vatican’s maintaining formal diplomatic relations with the murderous 
Hitler state. And if  the Vatican was to preserve diplomatic ties with the Third 
Reich, Preysing wondered, was nuncio Orsenigo the right man to be repre-
senting the pope in Germany? Preysing saw Orsenigo as too cozy with the 
Hitler government and too resigned, even defeatist, to convey forcefully and 
effectively the church’s growing concerns about the plight of  civilians, espe-
cially Jews, in the ever- more repressive and exclusionary Hitler state.
 Doubtless, Orsenigo was pessimistic in his reports to the Vatican about 
the prospect of  pressuring the Nazis to change course in their sustained cam-
paign against the Jews. In numerous missives over the span of  several years, 
Orsenigo explained to the Vatican that the German government viewed the 
Jewish question as an “internal po lit i cal matter.” In one instance, he told Car-
dinal Maglione that the “situation of  Jews here is beyond all friendly interven-
tion.” In October 1942, he wrote bluntly of  the “impotence” of  papal diplo-
macy on any question pertaining to the sta tus of  Jews. Some of  his German 
contacts, Orsenigo said, were telling him not to bother bringing certain re-
quests on behalf  of  German Jews to the government’s attention since these 
approaches were being consistently rejected. In other words, nothing further 
could be done.48

 That the Vatican accepted as essentially true and accurate the informa-
tion attesting to the systematic deportation and murder of  Jews in Central 
Europe is revealed by an internal memorandum prepared by the Vatican’s 
Secretariat of  State in early May 1943:

The Jews. A dreadful situation. There were approximately four 

and a half  million of  them in Poland before the war; today the 

estimate is that not even a hundred thousand remain there, in-

cluding those who have come from other countries under Ger-

man occupation. In Warsaw a ghetto had been established which 
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contained six hundred and fifty thousand of  them; today there 

would be twenty to twenty- five thousand. Some, naturally, have 

avoided being placed on the list of  names. But there is no doubt 

that most have been liquidated. Nothing is known of  the thou-

sands and thousands of  persons who month after month have 

been deported. The only possible explanation here is that they 

have died, especially considering the enterprising character of  the 

Jew who, if  alive, in one way or another makes himself  known 

[se vive si fa vivo]. There are special death camps near Lublin 

( Treblinka) and Brest- Litovsk. It is said that by the hundreds they 

are shut up in chambers where they are gassed to death. Trans-

ported in tightly sealed cattle trucks with lime on their floors.49

 Such jarring de scrip tions of  what was happening sat uneasily with Pius 
XII’s public restraint in not condemning explicitly the Nazi treatment of  Jews. 
A few months earlier, in his Christmas address—a typically dense speech that 
was widely broadcast and reported around the world—the pope had referred 
to “the hundreds of  thousands of  persons who, without any fault on their 
part, sometimes only because of  their nationality or race, have been con-
signed to death or to a slow decline.”50 Six months later, in his annual address 
to the College of  Cardinals on June 2, 1943, Pius XII similarly spoke in veiled 
terms to victims who were “destined sometimes, even without guilt on their 
part, to exterminatory mea sures.” The pope used the occasion to reiterate 
the rationale for his policy of  restraint in his public pronouncements. “Ev ery 
public allusion,” Pius XII reasoned, “should be seriously considered and 
weighted in the very interest of  those who suf fer so as not to make their posi-
tion even more dif fi cult and more intolerable than previously even though 
inadvertently and unwillingly.”
 The 1942 Christmas broadcast in particular was interpreted by commen-
tators around the world as an implicit criticism of  the Third Reich. Media in 
the Allied countries, especially in the United States, tried to put a positive spin 
on the pope’s Christmas address, helped along with of fi cial government talk-
ing points that aimed to inflate the anti- Axis emphases of  the broadcast. The 
New York Times declared that Pius XII “assails the perils of  ‘Godless State,’” 
condemning implicitly “Marxist socialism” but also authoritarian govern-
ments “that disposed of  individuals like a ‘herd’ of  lifeless things.”51
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 Privately, though, Allied authorities continued to express frustration that 
Pius XII was not as bold or direct as he could be in clearly condemning the 
Axis powers. For his part, Pius XII insisted that he was doing and saying as 
much as was prudent. Harold Tittmann wrote to Cordell Hull in early Janu-
ary 1943 to say that the pope had reacted defensively to his suggestion that the 
Christmas message did not go far enough, did not speak explicitly enough, 
to condemn Nazi atrocities. Pius XII sincerely believed that he had spoken 
“clearly enough to satisfy all those who had been insisting in the past that he 
utter some word of  condemnation of  Nazi atrocities,” Tittmann said. The 
pope was “surprised” at the suggestion that ev ery one did not share this con-
viction. Pius XII insisted it was “plain to ev ery one” that his Christmas address 
referred directly to Poles and Jews. He told Tittmann that he had to avoid be-
ing too explicit when talking of  Nazi atrocities since he could not do so di-
rectly without also speaking of  Soviet behavior. The pope assumed that such 
direct reference to the Soviets “might not be wholly pleasing to the Allies.” 
No doubt Pius XII was correct in this assumption, though his rationale for 
creating equivalence between Nazi and Soviet atrocities remained unspoken. 
In the end, Tittmann conceded that, on the whole, the pope’s Christmas mes-
sage was the best that could be hoped for in present circumstances.52

 Frustration with Pius XII’s refusal to be more explicit was laid bare in a 
special report prepared by the U.S. Of fice of  Strategic Ser vices (OSS) in Janu-
ary 1943. Looking for ways to exploit the Christmas broadcast for pro pa ganda 
purposes, the report acknowledged that many observers had the impression 
that the present pope avoided “clear commitments in this war of  ideologies.” 
It was obvious that Pius XII was very careful not to appear to be “choosing 
sides.” The key to un der stand ing his complex public statement, said the re-
port, was to think as the pope did, which was by means of  “syllogism”—a 
form of  reasoning that presumed the listener or reader could deduce the logi-
cal conclusion of  an argument from a statement of  basic propositions. For 
someone like Pius XII, steeped in Thomist philosophy and methods, it was 
almost second nature to think this way. And so, as American intelligence of fi-
cials understood it, Pius XII’s approach was to begin with the statement of  
general principles regarding, for instance, totalitarianism, and assume that 
“his listeners or readers” would apply it to the type of  totalitarian regime 
with which they were concerned. Thus anyone who paid attention to the 
pope’s Christmas address would find “the ideological guidance they need.” 
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They would infer logically that when he referred to the thousands of  inno-
cents who were facing death or decline because of  religion or race, he meant 
the persecuted Jews of  Europe.
 There was an obvious advantage for the Allies in spinning the pope’s 
Christmas message in these terms. Theirs was an eminently plausible analysis 
of  Pius XII’s mode of  reasoning. Still, there was no escaping the sense that 
such papal circumlocution in wartime was less constructive than more direct 
language would have been. In its con fi den tial comment, the OSS report con-
cluded that while Pius XII’s critique of  the Axis powers seemed to be sharp-
ening, there was yet considerable room for even stron ger, unequivocal lan-
guage, reasoning that “there is still not the maximum of  decided opposition 
to Nazism which could be expressed by a Pope.” In short, Pius XII really could 
say more things more bluntly. His predecessor, the report lamented, had not 
been afraid to “call the different forms of  totalitarianism by their names in 
several encyclicals and published declarations.” Especially in times of  crisis, 
Pius XI had “used sharp words.” Pacelli was of  a different ilk. By virtue of  his 
training and his temperament, the report concluded, Pius XII’s approach was 
“very different from that of  the rather outspoken and abrupt personality of  
his predecessor.”53

 The pope’s closest advisors readily conceded the point. Pius XI would 
have “spoken sharply, more forthrightly,” said Pacelli’s long- time advisor Fa-
ther Leiber. But Leiber was not convinced of  the virtue of  such an approach. 
One word from the pope could “provoke an explosion,” he said. For this rea-
son, he held that the Jews themselves were “glad” that Pius XII had been cau-
tious in his pronouncements.54

 The pope’s refusal to call by name the Nazi war against the Jews fed the 
growing perception that Pius XII was not doing ev ery thing in his power to 
condemn Nazi atrocities. Even the pope’s long- time friend and confidant 
Arch bishop Spellman reportedly worried that the pope’s “authority suf fered 
somewhat among the Catholics of  North America” because of  the impres-
sion that he was being “too lenient” toward the Axis powers.55 It is commonly 
asserted that the accusation of  papal silence during the Holocaust was an in-
vention of  the postwar era—first in Soviet pro pa ganda, then in the contrived 
historical fiction of  Hochhuth’s play The Deputy. In fact, the criticism of  Pius 
XII’s reluctance to speak out against the Fascists stretches back to the early 
weeks of  his pontificate.
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 It is true that the full extent of  the Final Solution did not become clear 
until war’s end. But as we have seen, the Vatican’s own rec ords demonstrate 
that early on in the war Pius XII and his advisors knew not only that the Nazis 
and their collaborators were perpetrating a sordid campaign to eliminate 
Jews but also that it was successful. In May 1943 a Redemptorist priest named 
Theo de Witte wrote to Pius XII from Amsterdam asking for direct papal in-
tervention on behalf  of  the Jews of  Holland, in particular Jewish converts 
facing imminent deportation. De Witte belonged to a clandestine Catholic 
network established to aid refugees, and he acknowledged what the Vatican 
had already done to help Jews.56 But the circumstances demanded yet another 
papal intervention, he explained, and it had to be “valid and effective.” Pre-
sumably, he knew what had happened the previous summer when the Dutch 
Catholic  bishops had publicly denounced the deportation of  Jews. The Nazis 
had responded with one of  the more notorious reprisals of  the war, using the 
 bishops’ intervention to justify the immediate deportation of  Jewish con-
verts.57 With the Nazis preparing for another wave of  deportations, this time 
of  all Jews, converts or not, De Witte hoped that the Vatican might be able to 
prevent it by shaming the Nazis publicly, publicizing to the world the mea-
sures being taken against the Jews.58

 Of  course, recent experience in Holland contradicted De Witte’s ratio-
nale. After all, the deportations of  the previous year proved that the Nazis 
were not susceptible to public criticism from the Catholic Church. True, a 
strongly worded denunciation from the pope would carry an authority and 
have a global reach the Dutch  bishops did not have. Yet Pius XII and his advi-
sors were skeptical and resigned about their practical in flu ence. Experience 
led them to conclude that doing some thing further to help Dutch Jews was 
“not that easy.” Among the ideas bandied about, for instance, was to ask Por-
tugal or Spain to harbor Dutch Jews for a time while arranging to have Jews 
immigrate to Latin America. The pope could make entreaties with the gov-
ernments of  Spain, Portugal, and Cuba, some thing the Vatican did do, at 
American urging, in 1944.59 But as Vatican of fi cials put it when responding to 
De Witte, “the governments of  South America do not want to hear about the 
Jews.”60

 The Vatican’s response to the call for papal intervention on behalf  of  
Dutch Jews betrayed a sense of  pragmatism and realism with distinct traces 
of  resignation and defeatism. Even some Vatican insiders could appreciate 
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the need for pragmatism, but they challenged the sense of  resignation. They 
also worried aloud that the pope’s public stance of  impartiality, justifiable 
though it may be, was coming to be seen as a moral failure of  epic pro-
portions. In a remarkably frank criticism of  the pope’s policy of  tempering 
his public statements to avoid provoking the belligerent powers, Monsignor 
Carlo Respighi, prefect of  Pontifical Ceremonies, wrote to the Secretariat of  
State in May 1943 to say that people ev erywhere were “waiting for a strong 
and solemn word from the Holy Father in defense of  humanity.” It might be 
that the pope was working behind the scenes by means of  diplomatic chan-
nels, Respighi admitted. Still, these initiatives did not seem to be working; 
nor did they receive any meaningful public attention. This explained why, as 
Respighi said, people were “not only surprised but also disgusted by papal si-
lence and inaction.” Public disgust did not bode well for the prestige of  the 
papacy, the prefect worried, nor its future capacity for in flu ence. Respighi’s 
advice was simple: the pope ought to use the forum of  the Consistory, a for-
mal gathering of  the cardinals, to speak in clear and direct terms, avoiding the 
tendency for grandiloquent but obtuse speeches. Respighi understood that 
the pope feared the practical consequences of  an explicit public condemna-
tion, that Pius XII wanted to avoid provoking the ire of  belligerent powers 
and in so doing making matters worse for civilians on the ground. The prob-
lem, Respighi concluded, was that private initiatives and diplomatic maneu-
vers were having little obvious effect. “Those private letters to the  bishops,” 
he told Maglione, “have no particular worth.” What people expected of  the 
Holy See was a bold and courageous public show of  decisive leadership. A 
forceful and clear papal statement might provoke a reaction from the of-
fended governments, Respighi reasoned, but it would win for the Vatican and 
the pope “the appreciation of  humanity.”61

 Other well- placed prelates in Roman circles, some of  them with close ties 
to the pope’s inner circle, expressed similar concerns about both the immedi-
ate and the long- term consequences to the moral prestige of  the papacy. The 
American Je su it Vincent A. McCormick, former rector of  the Pontifical Gre-
gorian University and a fixture at the Je su it headquarters in Rome through 
the 1940s and 1950s, was among the most well- connected American prelates 
in Rome, with ties to the pope’s personal secretary, Robert Leiber, and the 
American delegation at the Vatican. McCormick was dumbfounded and frus-
trated by the Holy See’s policy of  public caution and restraint. Writing in his 
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diary in early December 1942, telling of  growing fears that Italy soon would 
find itself  in the crosshairs of  the Axis- Allied confrontation, McCormick 
hoped the pope would make a public appearance or statement to help defuse 
the tension and fear. Without some kind of  public papal gesture, the church 
risked leaving it to “George VI and Roosevelt to call for days of  prayer. The 
moral, I was going to say religious leadership of  the world is being asserted 
by non- Catholic countries.” It did not escape McCormick’s notice that when 
word reached the Vatican of  possible Allied bombing of  Ital ian cities, the 
pope’s men were prepared to move “ev ery power” to prevent this from hap-
pening. Privately, McCormick mused that the newfound papal resolve for di-
rect action was too little, too late. “Alas, I fear the voice has lost its resonance 
for its too long silence,” he wrote in December 1944. “I only pray that not too 
much harm may come to Church and souls thru [sic] policy of  Holy See.62 
When the pope did speak publicly to condemn the worsening violence, as in 
the 1942 Christmas Eve address, McCormick felt that Pius XII still was being 
too obtuse, too academic. He told Robert Leiber as much, saying that the 
pope’s speech was “much too heavy, ideas not clean- cut and obscurely ex-
pressed.” In the secrecy of  his diary McCormick added that Pius XII “should 
get away from German tutoring; have an Ital ian or a Frenchman prepare his 
text.”63

Defensor Civitatis: Pius XII and Nazi- Occupied Rome

It did not escape the notice of  those familiar with the papal court that Pius 
XII was eminently capable of  decisive public action and pointed rhetoric 
when he judged it necessary. This was especially evident when the Ital ians 
joined the war in June 1940 on Hitler’s side, after which time Pius XII and his 
advisors lobbied the belligerent powers, most of  whom were represented at 
the Vatican, to avoid the aerial bombardment of  Ital ian cities. The fate of  
Rome was especially close to the pope’s heart, and the foreign diplomats re-
siding in Vatican City were keenly aware of  it. It even gave rise to the percep-
tion in certain Anglo- American circles of  a double standard on the pope’s 
part. Some churchmen agreed. In February 1943, upon reading a letter Pius 
XII sent to the cardinal arch bishop of  Palermo, Luigi Lavitrano, to offer papal 
prayers after Allied bombing of  the area, Vincent A. McCormick, S.J., con-
fided at length to his diary,
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Holy See seems to manifest very keen interest in suf ferings of  ci-

vilian population when this population is Ital ian. They are fully 

aware of  what cruel suf ferings have been in flicted on civil popula-

tion in Slovenia, Croatia and Greece, and this by Ital ians— burn-

ing of  whole towns, murder of  innocent hostages in revenge, and 

no letter of  sympathy has been published as sent to  Bishops in 

those parts. I am find ing it more and more dif fi cult, really impos-

sible to defend the neutrality of  the present- day Vatican. Catho-

licity is very much compromised. Would that I were miles away 

from here, in some place where I could forget it all!64

 McCormick’s disappointment with the Holy See only deepened as Allied 
bombers began in flicting serious damage over cities in northern Italy in late 
1942 and early 1943. The papal response was swift and unequivocal. Pius XII 
openly lamented the attack on Ital ian cities, repositories of  the cultural heri-
tage of  Western civilization. The Vatican warned Allied representatives that 
in flicting such suf fering on Ital ian civilians was destined to inflame public 
opinion and rally people behind the Nazi- Fascist war effort. Attacks against 
Rome especially, the Allies were told, would likely turn worldwide Catholic 
opinion against the Allied cause and also force the pope to issue a formal pro-
test. The American and British representatives diplomatically reminded Pius 
XII that he had refrained from issuing an explicit public condemnation of  
the Axis attacks on London, Warsaw, even Pearl Harbor. To do so now that 
bombs were falling on Ital ian cities, against what were deemed to be legiti-
mate strategic military targets in a hostile state, could be interpreted to mean 
that the pope favored the Axis powers, and effectively was doing Mussolini’s 
bidding.65 Speaking as a Catholic priest with unmistakable sympathy for the 
Allied cause, Vincent McCormick noted in his diary in mid- April 1943 his own 
bitter disillusionment with Pius XII’s response to the Allied air assault:

The Pope has written a letter again this year to Cardinal Magli-

one. . . . Referring at the beginning to the present deadly war he 

laments almost bitterly the bombing of  peaceful cities. Where 

are these “peaceful” cities? Do military headquarters in a city de-

prive it of  the characteristic “peaceful”? Are military ports “peace-

ful”? I do think that Christ would be more interested in lamenting 
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and condemning the violent deportation of  100,000s of  innocent 

boys and girls from their homes into Germany to work for the 

avowed enemy of  their country in circumstances most dangerous 

to their faith and morals. Of  all this only silence!66

 The Allies knew, of  course, that Pius XII and the Vatican had long op-
posed Italy’s involvement in the war and had worked constantly for years to 
keep Mussolini from falling into Hitler’s arms, all to no avail. By the second 
half  of  1943, they were con fi dent enough in their dealings with the Vatican to 
approach the pope and his staff  about strategizing for a post- Mussolini Ital ian 
government, which was seen as the one obvious way to get Italy out of  the 
war. While the pope wanted to avoid appearing to interfere with internal Ital-
ian affairs, he authorized papal diplomats to make entreaties with King Victor 
Emanuel III in June 1943, to discuss options for getting Italy out of  the war 
and sparing Rome the horrors of  aerial bombardment or direct occupation.67

 In what was yet another blow to papal pretensions to in flu ence govern-
ments with which the Vatican enjoyed excellent relations, Allied bombers de-
scended on Rome the morning of  July 19, dropping what one contemporary 
estimated was 1,000 tons of  bombs on the Eternal City. American bombers 
targeted strategic military sites like the Roman rail lines, but among the phys-
ical casualties of  war were the nearby historic Church of  San Lorenzo Out-
side the Walls and the Verano cemetery. Harold Tittmann recalled a surreal 
scene as he watched with his family from the roof  of  the Santa Marta diplo-
matic residence sheltered within Vatican walls, as dark clouds of  smoke bil-
lowed up from the direction of  the San Lorenzo quarter. Tittmann de scribed 
a “dark pall” hovering over Rome and the pervasive, acrid smell of  smoke. 
His son recalled thinking, as smoke rose from the San Lorenzo neighbor-
hood, that “it was Rome’s turn to suf fer the horrors of  war.”68

 They were late in coming, but when they did, the horrors of  war visited 
Rome in a brutal way.69 For Pius XII, the first Roman- born pope in centuries, 
the Allied bombing of  his city felt like an intensely personal attack. For the 
first time since Italy declared war in June 1940, he left the safe con fines of  
Vatican City to make an emotional visit to the San Lorenzo district. It was 
one of  the most memorable moments of  his long pontificate and is etched in 
the popular memory of  the city, memorialized in a statue of  the pope that 
now stands in a courtyard directly in front of  the old church. An anguished 
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Pius XII, in a dirtied white cassock, stands in the square with his arms out-
stretched in prayer, surrounded by a throng of  devout residents. Together 
with his assistant Montini, the pope mingled for hours with residents of  the 
badly damaged district, kneeling amid the rubble to pray for the victims of  
this and other aerial bombardments. Pius XII even offered a personal cash 
donation to the Capuchin monks of  the district to be distributed to the needi-
est families.70

 The Allied attack on Rome and the bombing of  the San Lorenzo district 
strained the pope’s otherwise excellent relations with British and American 
authorities. Although he refrained from issuing anything like a formal diplo-
matic protest against the bombing of  Rome, Pius XII did find ways to publi-
cize his deep disappointment with the action, which irritated Allied of fi cials. 
In a letter featured prominently in the Vatican news paper, the pope deplored 
the fact that despite his many requests to both belligerent powers, the attack 
on Rome was a “sad reality” and had virtually destroyed one of  the city’s 
most im por tant basilicas. The American and British representatives at the 
Vatican were bothered by the publication of  the letter and expressed their re-
gret that the pope “had failed to raise his voice in some such manner as this” 
when British civilians, churches, and cultural trea sures were being bombed 
relentlessly by the Germans a few years before.71

 For his part, the pope let it be known through Montini that he had ex-
pected that his British and American friends might have sent a “personal word 
of  sympathy” directly to the pope. As it happened, Pius XII was reputed to be 
“bitterly disappointed” by their “silence.”72 The pope played the personal an-
gle, too, in a letter he sent to Roosevelt. Although it was intended as a private 
exchange of  views on the Allied bombing campaign, it was hard to escape the 
conclusion that the pope meant to lodge a kind of  informal complaint with 
the Allied governments. At ev ery chance, Pius XII underscored the unique 
nature and his tory of  Rome as a “parent of  western civilization” and still the 
center of  the Catholic world, a city of  “irreplaceable monuments of  faith or 
art and Christian culture.”
 Since late 1942, Pius XII had been working with American and British of fi-
cials to have Rome declared an “open city,” thereby removing it as a military 
target and preserving the city’s unique cultural and religious heritage. The 
pope had been pleading his case with Ital ian of fi cials too, extracting verbal as-
surances from the Mussolini government that obvious strategic targets would 
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be removed from the city’s historic core. Not for the first time, Mussolini’s 
promises proved hollow, a fact the Allies knew well. In practice, then, there 
was little chance that Pius XII could persuade either Allied authorities or the 
Ital ian and later German of fi cials to consider declaring Rome an open city. 
Near the end of  the war, months after Rome had been liberated by the Allies, 
D’Arcy Osborne quipped that the pope’s “consuming desire” to save Rome 
from the ravages of  war ultimately arose because of  the rapid Allied military 
advance, not because of  the pontiff ’s many “exertions.”73

 By mid- September 1943, Rome was firmly under the control of  German 
forces at Marshal von Kesselring’s command. Ever since the fall of  Mussolini 
in July and the continued advances on the city by the German army, Vatican 
of fi cials had been preparing themselves to confront German invasion and oc-
cupation of  the Eternal City. The fate of  the Vatican was uncertain. Rumors 
from intelligence of fi cers in contact with Cardinal Maglione suggested that 
the Nazis had drawn up plans for a possible occupation of  Vatican City that 
would involve the forcible con finement of  the pope and his removal from 
Rome, possibly to Munich.74 Contemporary sources suggest that there even 
was some vague talk by Hitler about the desirability of  removing the pope 
from Rome. But the evidence is fragmentary, unsubstantiated, and often con-
tradictory. In one account, Nazi Pro pa ganda Minister Josef  Goebbels was said 
to have favored the idea of  kidnapping the pope. Yet Goebbels’s diaries sug-
gest that it was he who convinced the führer to desist for fear of  inflaming 
public opinion.75

 The most systematic and deceptively plausible account of  a Nazi plot to 
kidnap the pope came from General Karl Wolff, the S.S. commander in Italy 
during the war. In sworn testimony given as part of  the investigation for the 
cause to beatify Pius XII, Wolff  told of  a number of  conversations he had had 
with Hitler at the Wolf ’s Lair between September and December 1943, in 
which the führer provided clear instructions that German forces were to oc-
cupy Vatican City and effectively kidnap the pope. When asked what he in-
tended to do with the Vatican now that Mussolini had been removed from 
power, Hitler reportedly said that the Germans would invade the Vatican at 
once. “Do you think the Vatican will subjugate me?” Hitler reportedly said. “I 
 don’t care. . . . Let’s drive out that pack of  pigs . . . and then we’ll apologize 
. . . for us it’s all the same.”76 Hitler’s plan, as Wolff  recalled it, was to trans-
port the pope to some locale in northern Europe, possibly in Germany, where 
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he would be safe from Allied in flu ence. Hitler and Himmler both were re-
puted to be keenly interested in securing the Vatican’s vast, priceless art col-
lection.
 In Wolff ’s fantastical and self- flattering account, the führer’s resolve to 
put the Vatican under heel and deport Pius XII was tempered only by Wolff ’s 
calm exposition of  the negative consequences such an action would bring: 
it would irritate German Catholics, above all, including German Catholic 
troops, as well as Catholics worldwide.77 It is unlikely that anything approach-
ing a serious, detailed plan to occupy the Vatican and effectively kidnap the 
pope ever existed. To be sure, there are a few scattered pieces of  evidence 
from the time—the Goebbels diary, for instance—which suggest that in one 
of  his characteristic flashes of  anger, Hitler intimated that he ought to invade 
the Vatican and clear the place out. But there was never anything like a con-
certed, coordinated plan, let alone a clear order from the top for German 
forces to move against the Vatican and the pope with Rome under their com-
mand. If  anything, Hitler and his advisors resolved that the Vatican and the 
pope were off- limits, for the time being at least. The Germans seem to have 
appreciated that any action against the Vatican or the pope had the potential 
to back fire and arouse Catholic resistance throughout Hitler’s Europe.78

 Whatever Hitler’s true intentions, the pope and his advisors, including 
Cardinal Maglione, believed the story about a possible Nazi occupation of  
the Vatican and removal of  the pope to be credible.79 Pius XII had resolved to 
stay put at any rate. Rather than worry about contingency plans in the event 
of  a Nazi invasion of  the Vatican, he instructed his diplomatic advisors to 
consider whether they ought to approach the German ambassador to the 
Vatican—now Ernst von Weizsäcker—with “an appeal in general terms . . . 
on behalf  of  the civilian population of  ev ery race, and especially for the weak-
est ( women, elderly, children, the lower classes . . .).” Although it was im-
plicit, the pope must have been referring to Jews, with a view to anticipating 
how the Nazis intended to deal with Rome’s ancient Jewish community.80 
Pius XII was under no illusions about what Nazi occupation meant poten-
tially for the Jews of  Rome, and throughout Italy. Even before the full brunt 
of  Nazi occupation bore down on Italy, there were ominous warnings that 
the thousands of  Jewish refugees who had found safe haven in Fascist Italy to 
that point in the war were threatened with deportation. In early July 1943, in 
fact, Isaac Herzog wrote to the Irish premier, Eamon de Valera, asking him to 
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“petition” Pius XII on behalf  of  these Jewish refugees in Italy now facing “cer-
tain death.”81

 There were early gestures of  papal resolve to spare Roman Jews the fate 
that had befallen much larger Jewish communities elsewhere in Hitler’s Eu-
rope. These included the offer of  fi nan cial assistance when the Nazis de-
manded that Jewish leaders come up with approximately fifty kilograms of  
gold or face immediate deportation in late September 1943. In the end, Jewish 
community leaders graciously declined the pope’s offer to lend them the out-
standing amount, since other or ga ni za tions, including Catholic institutions, 
had helped to make up the difference. The papal offer of  assistance was a tan-
gible gesture of  aid, however  modest.82

 More consequential was the assistance offered by Catholic religious com-
munities and lay people throughout the city as perhaps as many as 10,000 
Jews, including many foreign Jews who were in Rome by this time, sought 
refuge in monasteries, convents, and private homes. It is estimated that 
around 100 Jewish refugees were hiding in the Vatican itself, with dozens 
more in church- related properties in or near some of  Rome’s major basili-
cas.83 Although to date no written evidence of  a direct order from the pope to 
religious communities in the city to shelter Jews has been found, various 
credible sources con firm that Pius XII did get the word out informally that he 
approved of  and even encouraged this form of  shelter and rescue. In October 
1943, on the eve of  the infamous Nazi roundup of  Rome’s historic Jewish 
quarter, Pius XII approved the instruction to lift the so- called barriers of  ca-
nonical cloister, so as to allow both men and  women to be sheltered in fe-
male and male religious houses alike.84 A former Jewish chaplain with the 
American army in Italy, Captain Harold Saperstein, recalled “from personal 
experience” his meeting with several Jewish survivors in Rome after the city’s 
liberation in June 1944 and hearing firsthand accounts of  papal intervention 
on their behalf. Saperstein’s repeated question to survivors—“How did you 
survive?”—was met frequently with stories of  shelter and aid in convents and 
monasteries. The chief  rabbi of  Rome, Israel Zolli, an eventual convert to 
Catholicism who took the name Eugenio after the pope, told Saperstein that 
he managed to survive Nazi occupation by find ing shelter within the walls of  
the Vatican itself. Writing in June 1944, Saperstein noted, “It is an interesting 
fact that the clergy was very sympathetic with the Jews. They took them in 
and gave them sanctuary and refuge in the churches. Some were given refuge 
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in the Vatican city.” Months later, after the war in Europe was over, Saper-
stein traveled to Belgium, where he learned of  the quiet but heroic efforts of  
Vicar Andre, a parish priest who gave shelter to some 200 Jews during the pe-
riod of  Nazi occupation. Saperstein asked the humble Andre, “Why did you 
do this . . . placing your life in danger?” The priest responded plainly, “because 
we have one God and we are all brothers, and the Holy Father instructed that 
we should do all possible to aid our Jewish brethren.” Saperstein noted a simi-
lar pattern in France, where Jews found shelter and rescue in churches, con-
vents, monasteries, and seminaries. Writing in September 1944, Saperstein 
was struck by the parallels with what he had seen in Italy a few months be-
fore. It led the Jewish army chaplain to one conclusion: “I have no doubt that 
in the back of  it is the Pope himself, although no defi nite po lit i cal statement 
has been made in this regard.”85

 The valiant efforts of  individuals and or ga ni za tions connected in one way 
or another to the church to help save Jews demonstrated both the potential 
and the limitations of  Pius XII’s policy of  diplomatic engagement with au-
thoritarian dictators in predominantly Catholic countries like Italy or Spain. 
Besides the generic appeals to Christian charity in the face of  Nazi terror and 
his obvious willingness to offer concrete assistance to relief  and rescue activi-
ties, Pius XII conformed to a predictable pattern of  self- imposed restraint and 
caution consistent with a policy of  impartiality rather than rescue. Coura-
geous Catholic rescuers might be able to count on some mea sure of  papal 
support, but when their efforts became too risky, papal support was attenu-
ated if  not withdrawn altogether. The work of  the French Capuchin priest 
Father Marie- Benoît to save thousands of  Jews in southern France and then in 
Rome at the height of  Nazi occupation of  the city demonstrated how far Pius 
XII was prepared to go to offer a mea sure of  support for valiant rescue efforts 
on behalf  of  the ever- more vulnerable Jews. But it also revealed the effective 
limits of  his resolve on that front.
 Starting in 1940 Father Marie Benoît, whose given name was Pierre Pe-
tuel, spearheaded rescue efforts on behalf  of  Jews in southern France, in and 
around Marseilles, Cannes, and Nice.86 For his efforts, in fact, the Capuchin 
priest came to be known during the war as “le Père des Juifs,” “father of  the 
Jews.” After the war, one journalist dubbed Father Benoît “ambassador of  the 
Jews.”87 With the help of  Jewish relief  or ga ni za tions in France and Italy, as 
well as the Sisters of  Sion, a Catholic religious order in Marseilles, Father 
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Benoît successfully procured food, shelter, and money, as well as identity pa-
pers and travel visas, to permit Jews to find safe passage to Spain, Switzerland, 
or Italy. He worked on his own initiative but was able to count on the support 
of  his superiors in Rome, who knew and approved of  Benoît’s work. He also 
could count on the assistance of  Ital ian occupation authorities in southern 
France, who offered a mea sure of  cover for Benoît’s relief  and rescue activi-
ties. Father Benoît told Pius XII as much when the two met in July 1943 to 
discuss an ambitious scheme that the Capuchin was trying to or ga nize, to 
transport upward of  50,000 Jews from France to North Africa via Italy. 
Benoît’s work may have been clandestine, but it was no secret in high- ranking 
clerical circles in Rome and indeed at the Vatican itself.88

 Father Benoît’s activities in southern France brought constant surveil-
lance and harassment by Gestapo agents; his residence as well as monasteries 
suspected of  harboring Jews were searched periodically, exposing Benoît and 
Jewish refugees to danger. Concerns for his safety and perhaps too for the vi-
ability of  his rescue efforts apparently motivated his superiors to summon 
Benoît back to the Capuchin college in Rome in June 1943, ostensibly to teach 
theology and offer spiritual direction to seminarians and priests. Benoît was 
undeterred, continuing from Rome his resistance work and especially his re-
lief  and rescue efforts on behalf  of  Jews, whether in France or in Rome. It is 
estimated that Father Benoît helped to rescue upward of  4,000 Jews in Rome 
alone.89

 So central was Father Benoît to rescue efforts in France and Italy that by 
September 1943, on the eve of  the Nazi occupation of  Rome, he had become 
one of  the leaders of  the preeminent Ital ian relief  committee for Jewish refu-
gees, the DELASEM (Delegazione per l’Assistenza degli Emigranti Ebrei), an 
or ga ni za tion that collected sizable funds, in addition to providing false iden-
tity papers and find ing shelter in homes and religious houses.90 According to 
Fernande Leboucher, who worked closely with Benoît, the Vatican offered 
unconditional and unlimited fi nan cial support for Benoît’s work. The Holy 
See pledged to provide “whatever funds would be needed” for the Capuchin’s 
relief  efforts, Leboucher maintained, to the tune of  several million dollars.91 
Much of  the money came from American Catholic sources, in fact, as well as 
from British sources, and was channeled to Jewish relief  work through Amer-
ican and British delegations at the Vatican. This was not the Vatican’s money, 
in other words; but various individuals and agencies associated with the Holy 
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See, including its own war relief  of fices and the Secretariat of  State, were vi-
tal conduits that enabled DELASEM to work on behalf  of  Jews in Rome and 
beyond.92

 That Pius XII was willing to offer assistance to Father Benoît in his relief  
work was evident when the two men met privately in July 1943. Benoît had 
not been in Rome for more than a month or so, but already he was devising 
an ambitious scheme to ferry some Jews out of  France via the small zone in 
the southern part of  the country that was occupied by the Ital ian army. The 
scheme ac tually was the brainchild of  a group of  French and Ital ian Jewish 
leaders, including the Ital ian Jewish banker Angelo Donati, who seized on the 
strategic potential of  Father Benoît’s transfer to Rome; in their eyes, Benoît 
represented a direct channel to the papal court. As Benoît was preparing to 
leave for Rome in the early summer of  1943, Jewish leaders asked the trusted 
Capuchin priest to serve as their “intermediary” with Pius XII. They wanted 
him to meet with the Holy Father, to thank him for his charitable work on 
behalf  of  persecuted Jews, but also to implore him to do even more to help 
Jews suf fering growing persecution in Vichy France.
 The key to the scheme was to cap italize on the unique set of  circum-
stances posed by the nature of  Ital ian occupation policies toward foreign Jews 
on the one hand, and the pope’s presumed in flu ence over the Mussolini gov-
ernment on the other. Jewish leaders in France and Italy knew that, despite 
their formal alliance with the Hitler regime, and despite Fascist Italy’s own 
of fi cial rec ord of  anti- Semitism, the authorities in Ital ian- occupied France 
were actively working to protect Jews from German and Vichy French au-
thorities. Father Benoît told Pius XII as much when they met in July 1943, re-
ferring to the truly “humane” behavior of  Ital ian of fi cials toward Jews, treat-
ment that was to the great “honor” of  the Ital ian people, Benoît said. He 
singled out in particular Guido Lo Spinoso, inspector general of  public secu-
rity and Mussolini’s representative on Jewish affairs in Nice. Donati and other 
Jewish relief  workers wanted Father Benoît to ask Pius XII to persuade Mus-
solini’s regime to transfer close to 50,000 Jews in France to Italy under the 
cover of  Ital ian military and civilian operations.93

 Father Benoît secured a rare private meeting with Pius XII on July 16, 
1943. The pope greeted Benoît with his usual warmth and politeness and lis-
tened “with great interest” as Benoît told of  his rescue work in and around 
Marseilles. Pius XII reacted strongly to reports of  Vichy police persecution of  
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Jews. “One would not have expected this from France,” the pope responded, 
while pledging to give his full personal attention to Benoît’s questions and 
suggestions.94

 Father Benoît had much to ask of  Pius XII.95 In a lengthy memorandum 
replete with detailed appendixes, Benoît chronicled the situation of  Jews in 
France and of  his own role in the relief  and rescue activities in southern 
France. But the real purpose of  Father Benoît’s visit was to ask the pope and 
the papal diplomatic of fice for concrete assistance in four spe cific areas. First, 
Benoît wondered whether the Vatican could obtain more precise information 
on the sta tus of  Jews deported from France; this amounted to an estimated 
50,000 French and foreign Jews, who had been sent to Germany or elsewhere 
in Hitler’s Europe. Benoît provided the pope with secret information about 
concentration camps in Upper Silesia, and further details on the harsh man-
ner in which deportations from France had been conducted. While distressed 
by the news, the pope and his advisors insisted there was not much they could 
do to help in gathering information, since German authorities were refusing 
to share with the Vatican any information pertaining to the Jews. Second, 
Benoît requested that the Holy See intervene with German and French au-
thorities to improve the conditions and treatment of  Jews currently being 
held in French camps, asking the pope bluntly, “What might the Holy See be 
able to do in this regard?” The answer from Pius XII was a disappointing but 
resounding “probably nothing.”
 There was an unmistakable air of  resignation in Pius XII’s response. The 
pope seemed to think it was futile to press the case with German or French 
authorities who long had been impervious to criticism of  their anti- Jewish 
policies. But where the pope and his advisors thought they could make a dif-
ference, they were willing at least to try, albeit in rather attenuated ways. Pius 
XII and his diplomatic staff  responded favorably to Father Benoît’s third re-
quest, which was for the pope to help facilitate the repatriation of  Spanish 
Jews currently in France, many of  whom were Republicans with Socialist and 
Communist backgrounds. They had fled to France in the aftermath of  Fran-
co’s victory in the Spanish Civil War. Not surprisingly, earlier attempts to re-
patriate Spanish Jews had met with foot- dragging and obstructionism by the 
Franco regime. Father Benoît pointed out to Pius XII that delay and obstruc-
tionism by the Spanish government meant the arrest and deportation of  
many Spanish Jews in France; any further delay no doubt would put the re-
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maining Spanish Jews in France at risk, hence the urgency of  a direct papal 
appeal to the Franco regime. On this front, the Vatican acted quickly and res-
olutely. Working through the papal nuncio in Spain, the Holy See pressed the 
Spanish government to encourage its of fices in France to issue entrance visas 
to all Jews of  Spanish nationality, irrespective of  their “po lit i cal tendencies,” 
as Cardinal Maglione put it. It was a thinly veiled critique of  the stalling tech-
niques the Franco government had employed to date. The one caveat was 
that anyone seeking entry into Spain would have to prove their Spanish na-
tionality. The Holy See hoped for, and received, a generous interpretation of  
the rule; it might have been enough for a would- be Spanish national to have 
attended some consular event in France, on the occasion of  a Spanish na-
tional holiday, for instance, to be considered en ti tled to entrance papers. 
Franco’s regime expected to score some points with the Holy See, explaining 
to Vatican of fi cials that its authorities in France were being ordered to apply 
the entrance visa directives with great “generosity.” This notwithstanding the 
fact that many of  the Spanish Jews facing persecution in France were Repub-
licans hostile to the Franco regime, for whom France once represented a po-
lit i cal safe haven. Still, as the papal nuncio in Madrid, Cicognani, wrote to his 
superiors at the Vatican, the Franco regime was willing to take these Spanish 
Jews back as a “policy of  generosity.”96 For the Holy See, it was a  modest 
mea sure of  success and a vindication of  its policy of  diplomatic engagement 
and behind- the- scenes maneuvering to offer assistance to persecuted Jews.
 Father Benoît’s fourth request was the most ambitious and would require 
the greatest commitment of  will and effort on the pope’s behalf. It was a 
modi fied version of  the earlier scheme to transfer tens of  thousands of  Jews 
from France to Italy under the cover of  Ital ian occupation authorities. By the 
time Pius XII and Father Benoît met in mid- July 1943, po lit i cal and military 
conditions associated with the impending collapse of  the Mussolini regime 
meant that the plan to have these Jews relocated to Italy was no  longer feasi-
ble. Rescuers like Donati and Benoît persisted, knowing too well that the 
stakes were high and the situation for Jews was desperate. Benoît assured the 
pope that the plan still could work, provided that Jews in southern France 
were relocated to Allied- controlled North Africa instead of  Italy, together 
with any Jews in concentration camps in Italy. The point was to get surviving 
Jews in France and Italy out of  the way of  rapidly advancing German forces 
as Fascist Italy was collapsing. For tens of  thousands of  Jews, the Ital ian safe 
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haven was gone, to be replaced by the brutal reality of  imminent Nazi occu-
pation.97

 By all accounts, Pius XII listened intently and sympathetically to Father 
Benoît’s impassioned but reasoned and calculated strategies to cap italize on 
Vatican in flu ence with governments in Italy, Spain, and elsewhere to help as 
many Jews as possible. It is clear enough that the pope and his diplomatic 
staff  were willing and able to serve as a channel of  information and even as a 
conduit for material aid, when and where they thought it would make a dif-
ference. In the case of  the scheme to relocate some 50,000 Jews to North Af-
rica, for instance, all that Father Benoît and his collaborators could hope for 
was that the Holy See would continue to press the Ital ian government to 
agree to the use of  Ital ian cruise ships to ferry refugees across the Mediterra-
nean to North Africa or to encourage American and British of fi cials to fi nally 
do some thing concrete to “save the life of  the poor persecuted Jews,” as 
Benoît put it in a report to the Vatican. Thus far, he contended, they had lim-
ited themselves “to making speeches and threats.”98 At the very least, it helped 
Benoît’s cause to be able to invoke the pope’s personal assurances of  support 
for such relief  and rescue initiatives as the tireless “father of  the Jews” made 
the rounds of  diplomatic circles in Rome, pressing his case with British, 
American, and Ital ian of fi cials.99

 The logic of  Pius XII’s preference for dealing with the Nazis by diplo-
matic negotiation instead of  public protest was tested again by the Nazi 
roundup of  Rome’s historic Jewish quarter, which began in the early morn-
ing hours of  October 16, 1943. In the sweep of  the former Jewish ghetto and 
in targeted raids elsewhere in the city, the SS arrested more than 1,200 Jews, 
including  women and children, and transported them to the drab Military 
College just across the river from St. Peter’s. Within days, the vast majority 
of  those arrested during the roundup were crowded onto trains headed for 
Auschwitz. Very few—some 17—survived to return to Rome after the war. 
Most of  them were gassed within days of  arriving at the notorious death 
camp.100

 The Vatican knew firsthand of  the brutal conditions the arrested Jews 
faced during their temporary stay at the Military College from the report of  a 
member of  the pope’s diplomatic staff, Father Igino Quadraroli, who visited 
the college the morning of  October 17—the day before the mass deportation 
to Auschwitz. He told a sad tale of  “poor Jews” in pitiable conditions, includ-
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ing a woman suf fering through premature labor.101 Some of  the arrested 
or their family members managed to write directly to the Vatican after the 
roundup, pleading directly with Pius XII to intercede with the Germans on 
behalf  of  innocent civilians facing imminent deportation. One woman iden-
ti fied only as “Mme. X” wrote to Maglione to ask whether the pope might 
secure her release, given that she was older and in poor health, and had 
been arrested summarily during the roundup simply for being Jewish. It is 
not clear whether the pope was able to secure her release, or whether he even 
knew of  her anguished plea, along with those of  dozens of  others who ap-
pealed directly to the pope for protection.102

 The of fi cial response from the Vatican was the same as always: the pope 
was doing ev ery thing in his power to help. These efforts, such as they were, 
remained hidden from public view. In fact, the pope himself  remained largely 
secluded in the chaotic days of  the roundup, although he was not altogether 
inactive. Pius XII first heard of  the roundup from a personal friend, the Ital ian 
countess Enza Pignatelli Aragona Cortes, who reportedly met with the pope 
hours after the roundup began with details of  the German operation.103 Pius 
XII was shocked by the news, so sincerely had he taken the German promise 
not to move against Jews in Rome after having extorted from them a sizable 
amount of  gold.
 The pope’s reaction was swift and decisive—Pius XII placed a telephone 
call that set in motion an immediate if  private papal protest against what the 
Germans were doing to Jews within walking distance of  the Vatican. It fell to 
Maglione to summon Weizsäcker on the very day the roundup took place.104 
Maglione dispensed with the usual diplomatic niceties and directly asked the 
ambassador to do some thing immediately on behalf  of  “those poor people.” 
Maglione noted in particular that it was “painful” for Pius XII, “painful be-
yond words that here in Rome, under the eyes of  the Common Father so 
many people are made to suf fer simply because of  their particular back-
ground [stirpe].”105 The allusion to Jews was obvious, if  unstated. Weizsäcker 
understood immediately the implications of  Maglione’s criticism. He was ea-
ger to know how the Vatican intended to proceed should the German opera-
tion continue. Maglione held out one of  the last instruments of  papal in flu-
ence, which had been withheld for years in favor of  diplomatic negotiation. 
“The Holy See,” Maglione said, “would not want to be obliged to express its 
disapproval.” Put simply, if  the Nazis did not desist in their operation against 
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Jews in Rome, the pope would play his trump card, as it were, and issue an 
explicit public condemnation of  Nazi actions. It was a tacit admission that, 
for all their assurances to the contrary, the pope and his advisors realized that 
Pius XII still held certain weapons in reserve. For his part, Weizsäcker warned 
Maglione about the potential consequences of  such a public statement, espe-
cially since the directives for the roundup had come from the highest of fices 
of  the Reich. Maglione was insistent, though, taking Weizsäcker at his word 
that he was working “to do some thing for the unfortunate Jews.” It might 
even be best if  Weizsäcker saw fit not to mention their conversation. What 
mattered from the pope’s perspective was that some thing concrete and im-
mediate be done to stop the operation against the Jews in Rome.
 Some of  Pius XII’s critics see this response to the Rome roundup as em-
blematic of  papal silence and the Vatican’s diplomatic failure to make a for-
mal and forceful of fi cial protest of  Nazi actions. They characterize this reac-
tion as evidence that Pius XII was cowed by German threats of  unpredictable 
consequences should the pope go public with a formal protest.106 An alterna-
tive reading sees in this approach the quin tes sen tial features of  Pacellian di-
plomacy at work: acting pragmatically and concretely, seeking tangible assis-
tance for those facing imminent deportation. That Maglione, with Pius XII’s 
blessing, should leave it to Weizsäcker’s discretion to decide how best to relay 
the Vatican’s ob jec tions to the Hitler government was not a sign of  weakness. 
What mattered, after all, was that the Nazis end their operation against Jews 
in Rome. Saving lives was of  paramount importance, and if  the indirect, pri-
vate means of  doing so worked best, then a formal public papal condemna-
tion might yet again be held at bay.
 Years after the war, the pope’s closest confidants—Father Robert Leiber 
and Mother Pascalina—claimed that Pius XII ac tually had begun to draft a 
written protest to denounce Nazi treatment of  Roman Jews. They offered dif-
fering explanations of  why the protest was never issued. Father Leiber rea-
soned that Pius XII was dissuaded from going public with his protest by both 
leaders of  the Jewish community in Rome and the German  bishops. Jewish 
leaders were said to be worried that it would only make matters worse for 
the thousands of  Jews hiding in church properties across Rome. The German 
 bishops, for their part, were concerned that such a protest would create a 
“serious crisis of  conscience” among German Catholics. Mother Pascalina 
claimed that Pius XII decided at the last minute to burn the draft statement 
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for fear that, should the Nazis occupy Vatican City, it would give them jus tifi-
ca tion to exact a brutal reprisal against Jews and Catholics ev erywhere. The 
pope is purported to have said that if  the protest of  the Dutch  bishops had led 
to the extermination of  40,000 Jews, “I fear that my own statement . . . would 
result in the death of  200,000 Jews. I cannot, I should not accept such a re-
sponsibility.” The pope reportedly stood and watched as the two sheets con-
taining his handwritten draft protest were burned completely in the kitchen 
of  the papal apartment. Mother Pascalina also testified that around this time 
Pius XII personally authorized her to use his private funds to help facilitate 
the migration of  Jews from Italy to places like Canada and Brazil.107

 Pius XII’s response to the Rome roundup of  October 1943 did not end 
with a meeting of  Vatican and German diplomats. The pope is reported to 
have instructed his trusted nephew Carlo Pacelli to meet with Monsignor 
Alois Hudal the very day of  the roundup. Hudal was rector of  the German 
ecclesiastical college in Rome, and he was known to have a mea sure of  sym-
pathy for the Third Reich. The point of  the meeting ostensibly was to pres-
sure the Germans to suspend operations targeting Jews in Rome. In his testi-
mony in support of  his uncle’s beatification, Carlo Pacelli makes no mention 
of  this meeting with Hudal. Nor did the pope’s nephew suggest that Pius XII 
instructed him to meet with Hudal to help stop the arrest and deportation of  
Jews. Robert Leiber insisted that Hudal had “no instructions” whatsoever 
from Pius XII to convey to German authorities the pope’s presumed threat 
of  public protest if  the action against Roman Jews was not stopped. It is a 
 curious discrepancy that casts doubt on at least a part if  not all of  Hudal’s 
 account.108 According to Hudal’s version of  events, after meeting with the 
pope’s nephew, Hudal wrote a letter to General Stahel, the military governor 
in charge of  Rome, to pass along the papal demand to stop the roundup and 
suspend any planned deportations.109 If  true, Hudal’s version of  events sub-
stantiates the claim that Pius XII intervened directly and efficaciously to pre-
vent the further arrest and deportation of  thousands of  Jews in Rome.
 There is good reason to doubt that Hudal authored such a letter, or even 
that Pius XII himself  or Cardinal Maglione prompted it.110 The letter was sent 
to the German Foreign Ministry by Gerhard Gumpert, who worked in Weiz-
säcker’s of fice and was an aide to Stahel. The letter explained that the “arrest 
of  Jews of  Ital ian nationality,” which had begun the morning of  October 16, 
met with severe papal disapproval and might even lead the pope to make the 
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feared “public stand” against the arrests. The advice to Berlin from German 
of fi cials in Rome was to order “the immediate cessation of  these arrests” for 
the good of  Vatican- German relations, and to avoid letting any papal protest 
turn into an occasion for anti- German pro pa ganda against occupying forces 
in Italy and beyond.111

 Stahel sent the letter directly to SS leader Heinrich Himmler, while Am-
bassador Weizsäcker sent along a letter of  his own to the German Foreign 
Ministry con firming Hudal’s account of  papal disapproval and the threat of  a 
public condemnation. Weizsäcker acknowledged that the Curia was “dumb-
founded” by the roundup, “as the action took place under the very windows 
of  the Pope, as it were.” Consequently, anti- German circles close to the Vati-
can were pressuring Pius XII to dispense with his noted “reserve” in public 
pronouncements. Given that Catholic  bishops in France had spoken out pub-
licly and clearly to condemn operations against Jews in their cities, the rea-
soning went, Pius XII might now feel compelled to do the same. “The Pope, 
as supreme head of  the Church and  bishop of  Rome, could not lag behind 
them,” Weizsäcker stated. He even harked back to Pius XI, the combative and 
“impulsive” pontiff  who was much more inclined than Pius XII to issue the 
kind of  forceful public condemnation German of fi cials feared. This was a 
thinly veiled warning that Pius XII was on the verge of  abandoning the path 
of  discreet diplomatic negotiation for the more openly confrontational and 
public style of  his predecessor.112

 Did this amount to decisive, albeit discreet, action by Pius XII to stay the 
hand of  the SS in defense of  Jews in Rome? Some close observers, including 
British representative Osborne, thought that Maglione’s meeting with Weiz-
säcker in the early hours of  the roundup did indeed amount to a private papal 
protest, which, in turn, worked to convince the Germans to suspend opera-
tions against Jews in Rome.  Bishop Hudal maintained that when Heinrich 
Himmler was told of  a possible papal protest, the SS leader ordered an im-
mediate stop to the roundup, ostensibly “out of  consideration for the special 
character” of  the Eternal City.113 If  this was the case, then a direct line can be 
drawn between Pius XII’s directive to Maglione to approach Weizsäcker the 
morning the roundup began, and the decision to suspend the operation. Of  
course, it was the possible threat of  a papal condemnation, not any ac tual 
statement from the pope, that worried German authorities in Rome; they 
feared that further arrests and deportations would break the pope’s demon-
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strable resolve to avoid going public with his criticism of  Nazi actions. Weiz-
säcker assured his superiors in Berlin that the pope was resisting mounting 
pressure to make a “demonstrative pronouncement against the removal of  
the Jews from Rome.” Such was the mea sure of  Pius XII’s commitment to 
avoid further harm to the Vatican’s working relationship with the Hitler gov-
ernment and with occupation authorities in Rome.114

 In one sense, then, it could be said that Weizsäcker deliberately skewed 
his reports to Berlin so as to minimize the full extent of  papal anger at the 
roundup of  October 16. So much so that, according to the Je su it histo-
rian Robert Graham, Weizsäcker’s selective reports con trib uted in substan-
tive and lasting ways to the “legend” of  Pius XII’s “silence” during the Holo-
caust.115 Weizsäcker came away from his October 16 meeting with Maglione 
with a clear un der stand ing that the Vatican was threatening a public con-
demnation if  the arrest and deportation of  Jews from Rome were to pro-
ceed. With Maglione’s tacit approval, Weizsäcker chose to relay this message 
in carefully worded terms designed presumably to avoid angering Hitler’s 
government. In the end, what mattered was that Berlin was made to under-
stand that the threat of  a public papal condemnation was real and immi-
nent—this much the Nazi leadership knew, no matter how the ambassador 
chose to put it.116

 The extent to which Pius XII’s threatened public condemnation of  Nazi 
actions worked to save the Jews of  Rome remains an open question. For some 
historians Maglione’s rather tepid intercession at the pope’s behest the morn-
ing of  October 16 could not have been decisive, any more than the warnings 
coming from Hudal or Weizsäcker. The reasoning goes that the roundup 
stopped when it did because that was what the SS had planned all along; they 
simply had never intended a wholesale roundup of  Jews in Rome, opting in-
stead for selective screening and deportation.117 So it was that a few months 
after the notorious roundup of  October 1943, German of fi cials ordered the 
arrest and deportation of  close to 700 Roman Jews; many were sent to the 
Fossoli concentration camp in Italy, and many of  those eventually were de-
ported to Auschwitz. All this happened, as one historian puts it, “without a 
flicker of  a papal protest.”118 And when in March 1944 Hitler ordered the 
Wehrmacht in Rome to exact swift and unsparing reprisal for partisan killings 
of  German troops, which resulted in the summary execution of  more than 
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300 Ital ian civilians, including many Jews, Pius XII maintained his stance of  
public silence.119

 During the war and for de cades after, Pius XII and his men doggedly jus ti-
fied their approach. An in flu en tial member of  that inner circle, Monsignor 
Montini (the future Pope Paul VI), recalled in June 1963 that to have protested 
publicly against Nazi practices, especially against Jews, “would have been not 
only futile but harmful . . . that is the long and the short of  the matter.” Rob-
ert Leiber echoed those sentiments when he said in 1966, “I simply cannot 
understand why it is not better understood today why the Pope had to ex-
press himself  so carefully at the time. . . . If  the Pope had protested publicly, 
what then? What would have happened? We  don’t know. Hitler did as he 
liked.” And so, Leiber concluded, Pius XII clung to this “firm conviction: that 
it was better to keep silent.”120

Limits of  Papal In flu ence:  
Pius XII and the Jews of  Central and Eastern Europe

If  events in Nazi- occupied Rome revealed Pius XII’s capacity for direct inter-
vention on behalf  of  persecuted Jews, and even validated his rationale for us-
ing private rather than public means to do so, the practical limitations of  his 
in flu ence were demonstrated starkly by the condition of  Jews in Central and 
Eastern Europe. Even in largely Catholic states, papal in flu ence was curtailed 
both by the intransigence of  openly anti- Semitic puppet governments and by 
the Vatican’s self- imposed policy of  avoiding public protest. This was glar-
ingly evident in Slovakia, a fervently Catholic republic established after the 
Nazi annexation of  Czechoslovakia, which was governed as of  1939 by a Ro-
man Catholic priest, Father Joseph Tiso. Although nominally in de pen dent, 
Tiso’s Slovakia was closely aligned to the Third Reich, as was seen in its racial 
laws of  September 1941, which mimicked Germany’s Nuremberg decrees of  
1935. The pope’s representative in Bratislava reported that in some respects, 
the Slovakian anti- Semitic laws were even more severe than their German 
counterparts.121

 The contradiction of  a traditional Catholic state, headed by a priest, no 
less, enacting legislation that was at odds with Catholic doctrine was not lost 
on Pius XII and his advisors. Speaking on the pope’s behalf, Maglione wrote 
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to the Slovakian minister at the Holy See, Karol Sidor, to tell him of  the Holy 
See’s “intense pain” at hearing that profoundly Catholic Slovakia should en-
act laws that openly violated basic Catholic principles. In another one of  
the now familiar implicit allusions to Jews, Maglione spoke of  the universal 
church, which, he said, carried in its womb “people of  all background [stirpe]” 
and therefore looked with “maternal care on all humanity.”122

 Slovakian authorities were unmoved by the Vatican’s complaint. After 
months of  delay in responding, word reached the Holy See that the Slovakian 
government intended to resolve its Jewish prob lem by means of  “mass de-
portation of  all Slovakian Jews.” They likely would be sent to Galicia or Lub-
lin, “with no regard to age, sex, religion,” as the nuncio Giuseppe Burzio re-
ported. One of  the more disturbing aspects of  the planned deportation was 
that it was entirely a Slovakian initiative; there was no pressure coming from 
the Germans, who, if  anything, demanded that the Slovaks defray the costs 
to maintain deportees for up to two weeks. The self- professed Catholic prime 
minister Vojtech Tuka told the pope’s representative in Bratislava that he saw 
nothing “inhumane” or “un- Christian” about the deportation. The nuncio 
was incredulous. As he wrote to the Vatican in May 1942, the deportation to 
German- occupied Poland meant “certain death” for the vast majority of  
some 80,000 Slovakian Jews.123

 Other sources informed the Vatican in March 1942 that the number of  
Slovakian Jews facing imminent deportation to Poland was much closer to 
135,000, according to an estimate from Robert Guggenheim, president of  
Agudas Jisrael, an international or ga ni za tion of  Orthodox Jews. With British 
and American of fi cials claiming they could offer nothing in the way of  con-
crete assistance to these threatened Jews, Guggenheim appealed in despera-
tion to the pope to intercede with the Slovakian government to see if  inno-
cent civilians might be spared from “atrocious suf ferings.” Similar pleas came 
from other quarters as well, including in an open letter from the Jews of  Bra-
tislava to Pius XII.124 The pope and his diplomatic staff  swiftly asked the Slo-
vakian authorities to address the claim of  a pending mass deportation of  
Jews. The Vatican appealed directly to the Slovakian sense of  national iden-
tity, which was inextricably bound to Catholicism. It was to be hoped, the 
Vatican said, that a country which claimed to adhere to “Catholic principles” 
would not  adopt such destructive mea sures.125

 A telling sign of  the practical limits of  papal wartime diplomacy came 
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with the start of  the mass deportation of  Slovakian Jews in late March 1942. 
From his representative on the ground, Pius XII heard of  the brutality of  the 
operation. Chilling accounts crossed the pope’s desk of  young Jewish girls be-
ing accosted by members of  the Hlinka Guard, a Fascist- style militia of  the 
Slovak People’s Party. The girls were robbed, beaten, stripped, and humili-
ated, forcibly taken from their families and sent, as Maglione put it in one re-
port, to “perdition,” which was a thinly veiled allusion to reports that Jewish 
girls were being forced into prostitution. Such behavior, Maglione told Slova-
kian authorities, was a “disgrace, especially for a Catholic country.”126

 Months of  direct appeals to Slovakian authorities went nowhere. Despite 
the strenuous ob jec tions coming from the Vatican and from the Slovakian 
churches, just under 60,000 Jews were deported by the government in the 
first half  of  1942.127 The plain- speaking Domenico Tardini did not hide the 
sense of  futility that pervaded Pius XII’s inner circle. Speaking of  the Vati-
can’s dealings with Slovakian of fi cials, Tardini observed, “I  don’t know 
whether these steps will be able to stop . . . the lunatics. There are two luna-
tics: Tuka [the prime minister] who does these things, and Tiso—a priest [the 
president]—who allows these things to happen.” It fell to Tardini to deliver 
what may very well have been the most succinct expression of  Vatican resig-
nation when confronted with the abject failure of  its approach to Slovakia. 
“The sad thing,” Tardini noted in July 1942, “is that the president of  Slovakia 
is a priest. Ev ery one understands that the Holy See can’t do anything to stop 
Hitler. But that it can’t stop a priest, who could understand that?”128

 The question Tardini failed to ask was what effect a public campaign by 
the pope against the Slovakian government’s anti- Jewish mea sures might 
have had on public opinion in a fervently Catholic country. With tens of  thou-
sands of  Slovakian Jews being deported by the fall of  1942, it appears that 
neither the pope nor his advisors openly questioned the wisdom of  continu-
ing with private diplomatic channels, which obviously did not have the de-
sired effect. Instead, the papal court clung stubbornly to its standard line, as-
suring anyone who asked that the Vatican was doing what it could behind the 
scenes on behalf  of  Jews who ev erywhere were facing what the Vatican ac-
knowledged were “odious” mea sures. The Secretariat of  State insisted that 
much in particular was being done on behalf  of  Slovakian Jews.129

 There was some evidence that Vatican pressure, together with pressure 
from the Slovakian churches, was having a moderating in flu ence on the gov-
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ernment, even though Slovak of fi cials continued to frustrate papal diplomats 
with their evasive answers to direct questions about the fate of  Jews. When 
in early March 1943 the Holy See received reliable firsthand reports about 
the imminent deportation of  20,000 Jews from Slovakia, Cardinal Maglione 
wrote to Monsignor Giuseppe Burzio, the chargé d’affaires at Pressbourg, im-
ploring him to con firm the news and, if  accurate, to see what could be done 
to get the Slovaks to desist. Burzio was able to report that while the deporta-
tion was “very likely,” it did not seem imminent. Burzio complained that it 
was hard to get exact information since Slovak authorities were very “re-
served” and responded “evasively” to demands for information.130 The Vati-
can could take some solace in knowing that even in the face of  Hitler’s per-
sonal intervention in the spring of  1943 to bully Father Tiso into pursuing a 
more active “solution” to the Jewish question, the president, with the help of  
Slovakia’s  bishops, seemed to understand that the planned deportation of  
Jews was an affront to Catholic doctrine and to divine law. In a pastoral letter 
from the  bishops that was read in all the Catholic churches of  Slovakia, Presi-
dent Tiso and the  bishops made it clear to German authorities and their col-
laborators in the Hlinka Guard that the mass deportation of  innocent civil-
ians contravened the “natural and revealed laws of  God.” As much as it may 
have pleased the Holy See to hear such words from the mouth of  Tiso him-
self, reality intruded to temper any hopes for a reversal in policy. As Burzio 
put it to Cardinal Maglione, the question was not really whether Jews would 
be deported from Slovakia, but when and how.131

 Vatican pressure seemed only to stiffen the resolve of  the Tuka faction to 
follow through with its pledge to solve Slovakia’s Jewish prob lem once and 
for all. Tuka defiantly told Vatican of fi cials that they had no business med-
dling in Slovakian affairs, especially on behalf  of  Slovakian Jews. In a diatribe, 
Tuka decried the fact that the Vatican and the Slovakian  bishops themselves 
had fallen victim to Jewish in flu ence. All the more reason, he said, to be rid of  
“these pests.” This from a man who considered himself  a good Catholic and 
attended Mass daily.132 For its part, the Vatican remained undeterred; if  any-
thing, it grew more spe cific in its denunciation of  the threatened deportation 
of  Jews. When word reached the Vatican in early May 1943 that the deporta-
tions were under way, it renewed its long- standing hope that the Slovak gov-
ernment, in keeping with the country’s Catholic tradition and spirit, “would 
never proceed with the forced removal of  persons belonging to the so- called 
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Jewish race.” All the greater was the Holy See’s “hurt” and anxiety over news 
that the deportations were to include the “complete removal” of  all Jews in 
Slovakia; no one was to be spared—not  women and children and not even 
converts to Catholicism. In what was arguably the clearest, most explicit use 
of  its moral authority on behalf  of  persecuted Jews anywhere, the Vatican 
said that it was reminding Slovakian of fi cials that the Catholic Church ex-
tended its charity to people of  “ev ery race.” To that end, the Holy See would 
fall short of  its “divine mandate” if  it failed to denounce mea sures that vio-
lated the “natural rights” of  a group of  individuals “for the simple reason that 
they belong to a certain race.”133

 It was a mea sure not only of  the Vatican’s resolve to invoke its moral au-
thority on behalf  of  persecuted Jews, but also of  the practical effects that di-
rect pressure from on high could have on Slovakian authorities, at least for a 
time. The rumored deportations of  the spring and summer of  1943 were sus-
pended indefi nitely. Of  course, with the coming of  direct German military 
control of  Slovakia after August 1944, the deportation of  Jews from Slovakia 
resumed with a vengeance despite continued Vatican protests.134 In the end, 
as Burzio reported in late October 1944, papal intervention on behalf  of  the 
persecuted Jews came to naught as the Germans energetically seized and de-
ported Jews remaining in Slovakia. Despite the seeming futility of  further 
papal interventions, at least by diplomatic means, the Vatican did make one 
last attempt to appeal to President Tiso’s sense of  Christian charity and com-
passion. This time it was from the highest possible level—a direct message 
from Pius XII to Father Tiso urging the priest- president to think and act in 
ways that were in keeping with Tiso’s own “dignity” and with his “sacerdotal 
conscience.” The news of  the deportations was said to have caused Pius XII 
“deep pain.” Such violence in flicted against so many people simply for rea-
sons of  their nationality or ethnicity not only violated basic principles of  hu-
manity and justice, the pope said; it was also a black mark on the Slovak peo-
ple and was being exploited by so- called opponents to discredit the clergy and 
the church all over the world.135

 The Slovakia case reveals the paradox inherent in papal intervention on 
behalf  of  persecuted Jews. On the one hand, there is a clear rec ord of  Pius XII 
directing his diplomatic representatives to intervene strenuously and repeat-
edly to stop the planned deportation of  Jews from Slovakia, invoking the full 
moral authority of  the Holy See but also appealing to the Catholic conscience 
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of  the nation and its priest- president. There is evidence, too, that such direct 
papal intervention, albeit by private, diplomatic means, worked, at least tem-
porarily or in some limited capacity. According to some estimates, the Vati-
can’s interventions, together with those of  the Slovakian churches, Catholic 
and Prot es tant, managed to save 25 percent of  Slovakia’s Jews—about 20,000 
people—from the Nazis’ Final Solution.136 On the other hand, it was abun-
dantly clear to Pius XII and his advisors that their in flu ence over Catholic Slo-
vakia, and even over Tiso, only went so far.137

 To a large extent papal limitations were undoubtedly self- imposed. This 
was evident in Pius XII’s response to events in Hungary following Nazi occu-
pation in March 1944, when the Nazis and a pro- German Hungarian govern-
ment prepared to deport close to 800,000 Jews from the country.138 The pope 
was well represented in Hungary by the widely respected and energetic nun-
cio Angelo Rotta, one of  the few papal diplomats with a truly distinguished 
rec ord of  mustering the full weight of  the Vatican’s authority to offer assis-
tance to persecuted Jews. The pope and his staff  knew of  Rotta’s consistent 
efforts on behalf  of  the Jews and approved of  his work wholeheartedly; this 
surely is some mea sure of  papal resolve to mitigate the worst of  Nazi anti- 
Jewish excesses. Rotta was decisive as the point man in a flurry of  diplomatic 
activity in Vatican circles in 1944 on behalf  of  Jews threatened with deporta-
tion from Hungary and facing certain death in one of  the Nazi killing centers. 
With direct German occupation of  the country in the spring of  1944, desper-
ate pleas on behalf  of  the threatened Hungarian Jews reached the Vatican 
from the world over, from Jerusalem to London to Washington, all imploring 
the pope to intercede with the Hungarian regent, Miklos Horthy, to suspend 
the deportation plans.139 Jewish authorities in the United States turned to 
Catholic friends and allies in the hopes of  exerting pressure on the pope from 
within to do or say some thing on behalf  of  the threatened Jews in Hungary. 
Leon Kubowitzki of  the World Jewish Congress (WJC) met with French phi-
losopher Jacques Maritain in June 1944 to ask whether some prominent Cath-
olic lay men might be willing to petition Pius XII for a public appeal on behalf  
of  Hungarian Jews. Maritain was not sure whether such a petition would 
have any effect on the pope. In fact, the French philosopher assumed that any 
decision about a papal broadcast of  some sort rested not with Pius XII but 
with his “cabinet council of  prelates.” Kubowitzki had the distinct impression 
that Maritain, a devout Catholic, was deeply disappointed with the Vatican’s 
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policy vis- à- vis Jews. He thought the threat of  excommunication might have 
had some effect earlier, but that it was futile at this late stage to roll out such 
heavy artillery. After all, what sense would it make to threaten the Hungari-
ans with excommunication when, as Kubowitzki reported in his diary, the 
Vatican had not “even lifted a finger against the Germans”? Other in flu en tial 
American Catholics doubted whether approaching Pius XII with a petition of  
some kind would have much of  an effect, if  any at all. The day after meeting 
with Maritain, Kubowitzki went to see Father Felix Morlion, a Domincian 
priest working with the Catholic information bureau Pro Deo. The Belgian 
prelate told Kubowitzki that, knowing the pope as well as he did, it was un-
likely any such petition, even one signed by prominent American Catholics, 
would have the desired effect. As Morlion de scribed him, Pius XII was a “kind-
 hearted man, deeply affected and disturbed by the slaughter let loose in Eu-
rope.” The prob lem was that the pope was “intimidated by his entourage and 
by the rules of  protocol.” Any diplomatic initiative of  the kind being pro-
posed on behalf  of  Hungarian Jews would be left to the pope’s “inner circle” 
of  advisors to decide. Only the authoritative intervention of  high- ranking 
American clergymen might succeed at circumventing the pope’s entourage; 
Morlion suggested that someone from the World Jewish Congress contact 
Edward Mooney, the arch bishop of  Detroit, who was at the time president of  
the Board of  the National Catholic Relief  Committee.140

 It was all eerily familiar. Nazi invasion and occupation heightened anxiet-
ies ev erywhere about the fate of  Jews and inspired pleas for papal interven-
tion from civilians and diplomats alike. In response, the papal representative 
on the ground sent out diplomatic feelers and then followed a wait- and- see 
policy. The result was almost always the same: frustration and failure as thou-
sands of  Jews, including Jewish converts, faced deportation and death, though 
the pope’s intervention may have saved lives.
 One of  the remarkable aspects of  Rotta’s activity in Hungary, at the 
pope’s behest, it must be remembered, is how insistent and explicit Rotta was 
when protesting with government of fi cials about their treatment of  Jews in 
particular. As Rotta reported to the Vatican in late April 1944, in a meeting 
with the general secretary of  the Hungarian Foreign Ministry, the nuncio, in 
the name of  the pope, complained “seriously” about the government’s poli-
cies, stressing again the extent to which by virtue of  its manner and its reach, 
the persecution of  Jews was “inhumane and anti- Christian.” Rotta expressed 
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to Hungarian of fi cials Pius XII’s deep personal disapproval and sadness, “to 
see that Hungary too, which until now boasted that it was a Christian nation, 
has chosen a path that leads to con flict with the doctrine of  the Gospel.”141

 Rotta’s clarity and forcefulness were meaningful, to be sure, but they 
were largely ineffective. Not for the first time, Vatican intervention on behalf  
of  threatened Jews went unheeded, and the deportation of  Hungarian Jews 
to Auschwitz began in the middle of  May 1944. Rotta wasted no time in lodg-
ing an of fi cial complaint—in word but also in writing—with the Hungarian 
government, this time invoking directly Pius XII’s personal interest in the fate 
of  Hungarian Jews. Rotta acknowledged that his note was destined to have 
little practical effect, but he wanted it on rec ord nonetheless, as testimony to 
the position his of fice, and indirectly the Holy See, had assumed when con-
fronted with what Rotta called a “true anti- Jewish obsession” on the part of  
se nior Hungarian of fi cials. Writing to the Hungarian prime minister, Döme 
Sztójay, and to the Foreign Ministry on May 15, 1944, Rotta was characteristi-
cally blunt. In his letter to the Foreign Ministry, he lamented the ongoing per-
secution of  Jews, especially the expected deportation of  hundreds of  thou-
sands of  people. Rotta added, “Ev ery one knows what deportation means in 
practice.” And in his letter to the prime minister, Rotta invoked Pius XII’s 
fond recollections of  his 1938 visit to Budapest, while adding that the Holy 
Father was profoundly aggrieved by the deportations. Rotta indicated that 
Pius XII sincerely hoped that he would not be “obliged to raise his voice in 
protest” against Hungarian policies in his capacity as the universal shepherd 
of  the church and thus the “defender of  the rights of  all his children.”142 Here, 
again, was a thinly veiled threat that the pope was prepared to denounce pub-
licly the deportation of  Hungarian Jews. Evidently, Pius XII and his men knew 
that there was still one weapon at their disposal, a trump card that they had 
been threatening to play, with only  modest effect, for years.
 In this approach, Pius XII and his diplomatic staff  essentially were reac-
tive to news that the Nazi war against the Jews was spreading ev erywhere, 
but they did occasionally show signs of  taking the initiative. In June 1944, the 
War Refugee Board (WRB) asked the American delegation at the Vatican to 
pass along information from a reliable source that the Hungarians were pre-
paring a systematic mass persecution of  some 800,000 Hungarian Jews. Most 
were to be exterminated in Hungary itself, with the survivors to be deported 
to Poland. The WRB wanted Pius XII to issue a direct personal appeal to the 
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Hungarian government, using the radio if  need be, or via diplomatic chan-
nels. In fact, by the time this request reached the Vatican, Pius XII already had 
prepared a personal letter addressed to the regent Horthy. In it the pope made 
the predictably veiled reference to Jews, whom he referred to simply as “a 
large number of  unfortunate people” who were suf fering tremendously “due 
to their nationality or race.” Pius XII explained that appeals were reaching 
him from various quarters, and he could not ignore them. So Pius XII person-
ally implored Horthy “to do ev ery thing within your power so that so many 
unfortunate people would be spared further grief  and pain.”143

 Initially, the pope’s intervention on behalf  of  Hungarian Jews would ap-
pear to have worked, at least to some degree, as the deportations begun in 
the summer of  1944 were suspended. For the Vatican, Horthy’s af firmative 
response to Pius XII in July 1944 could be taken as proof  that the pope’s long- 
standing policy of  pursuing diplomatic channels rather than a strong public 
declaration was working. Even representatives of  Jewish communities and 
diplomats alike acknowledged and appreciated the pope’s efforts.144 Not all 
Jewish of fi cials agreed, however. After the war, some Jewish authorities who 
had been deeply involved in lobbying efforts to get the pope to speak out on 
behalf  of  the threatened Jews of  Hungary voiced skepticism about Pius XII’s 
practical in flu ence over Horthy. Leon Kubowitzki observed in later years that 
Horthy’s decision to suspend deportations in the summer of  1944 owed more 
to pressure and threats from the American government, prompted by the 
WJC itself, rather than to Pius XII’s rather muted appeal. Kubowitzki was 
convinced that the pope had little “effective in flu ence” over “the forces locked 
in this tremendous struggle” during the war. Whatever good the church was 
able to do at the time, he concluded, was owing to the initiative and goodwill 
of  individual Catholics and of  Catholic institutions at the local level. As for 
the pope and the Vatican, Kubowitzki said, they had “no real in flu ence on a 
higher international level.”145

 Tragically for hundreds of  thousands of  Hungarian Jews, Pius XII’s suc-
cessful intervention on their behalf  was short- lived. By late summer 1944, af-
ter Horthy was toppled by the Nazis and replaced with a puppet regime, mass 
deportations resumed. Calls were renewed, mainly in American circles, for 
Pius XII to act immediately and decisively, this time taking his message on 
behalf  of  Hungarian Jews directly to the people of  Hungary, ideally through 
Vatican Radio. Myron Taylor passed along to Pius XII messages from the 
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World Jewish Congress and the War Refugee Board asking that the pope 
speak by radio directly to Hungarians and use this forum to call on the Hun-
garian people, including the clergy, “to temporarily conceal Jews and oppose 
the deportation and extermination of  these people to the full extent of  their 
powers.” It was felt that as courageous and as bold as nuncio Rotta had been 
in working on behalf  of  Jews, the diplomatic avenue clearly was exhausted. 
Only a direct public appeal to Catholics to offer help to their persecuted Jew-
ish neighbors could help Hungarian Jews escape an increasingly hopeless sit-
uation.146

 This Pius XII would not do. He felt that a public radio appeal condemn-
ing Nazi actions would necessitate a papal criticism of  Soviet behavior as 
well. Ironically, Pius XII had used a similar if  inverted rationale in the early 
part of  1943 when rejecting direct appeals from Hungarian authorities asking 
the pope to publicly condemn Bolshevism. Pius XII had made it clear to the 
Hungarians then that the logic of  papal neutrality meant that any public de-
nunciation of  Bolshevism would necessitate a public condemnation of  Nazi 
persecutions as well.147 Although the timing and circumstances were dramati-
cally different in the face of  the pending deportation of  Hungarian Jews in 
late 1944, Pius XII clung obstinately to the logic of  papal neutrality. It may be 
that said logic ac tually served as a convenient pretext for papal reluctance to 
bow to outside pressure calling for decisive public action. In fact, warnings 
from the World Jewish Congress about a coming wave of  persecution against 
the remaining Jews in Hungary were met with a mea sure of  skepticism in the 
Vatican. In response to Leon Kubowitzki’s plea in late September 1944 for 
swift preemptive papal intervention on behalf  of  Jews in Hungary, the pa-
pal representative in Washington, Cicognani, maintained that word from the 
Holy See was that “the situation in Hungary is much less acute, since the per-
sons responsible for the previous persecution have been removed from 
power.” In what was becoming a signature style of  papal diplomatic engage-
ment with Jewish authorities, Cicognani asked for hard evidence to back up 
Kubowitzki’s claims, saying it was necessary in order to clarify the “appar-
ently contradictory information” about the Hungarian situation. Cicognani 
was careful to assure Jewish authorities of  the Holy See’s continued “vigi-
lance and concern,” adding that the church would “leave nothing undone to 
ameliorate the plight of  the unfortunate people of  Hungary.”148

 With or without clar i fi ca tion, various factors were conspiring to keep 
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Pius XII from issuing a forceful public appeal on behalf  of  the threatened 
Jews in Hungary. Chief  among these was the Allied strategic interest of  mut-
ing any criticism of  Soviet conduct as the Red Army fought its way across 
Eastern Europe. The prospect of  a papal condemnation of  both Nazi and 
Soviet behavior worried British and American of fi cials, mindful of  the obvi-
ous embarrassment and potential strategic implications of  hearing their So-
viet allies tarred with the same brush as the Nazis. Sir D’Arcy Osborne tele-
phoned his American colleagues at the Taylor mission to say that he “feared” 
the pope would speak on radio to address the plight of  Hungarian Jews but 
would also use the occasion to criticize Soviet occupation practices. Osborne 
said that the pope should be prevailed upon not to say anything about the 
Soviets, since this could bring “very serious po lit i cal repercussions.” Osborne 
need not have been concerned. American of fi cials at the Vatican had it from a 
most reliable source, Domenico Tardini, that the pope had no intention of  
saying anything at all—not even about the sta tus of  Hungarian Jews—pre-
cisely because he then would feel compelled to condemn Soviet behavior.149

 Not for the first time, papal prudence and the pretense of  neutrality 
trumped other considerations of  a more strictly humanitarian nature. It 
helped to reinforce the pope’s rationale to know that the Allies themselves 
preferred public silence over a stinging rebuke of  Soviet excesses. Papal si-
lence on the fate of  Hungarian Jews in Nazi hands was the price to be paid for 
the overriding po lit i cal and military implications of  criticizing the Soviet Red 
Army, which remained the bulwark against Hitler’s ambitions in the East. No 
doubt Pius XII worried about other repercussions as well. As American intel-
ligence data suggested, Hitler’s government reacted angrily to persistent signs 
of  papal intervention, even if  by private means. According to one intelligence 
report, the Hitler government was especially bothered by the Vatican’s “ob-
jec tion to the violently anti- Semitic policy.”150 This response was further evi-
dence that Hitler and the Nazis were paying close attention to ev ery thing the 
pope said and did, and evidently were more aware of  the potential power of  a 
papal condemnation than even the pope himself.
 Called upon to condemn publicly Nazi policies against Jews, Pius XII 
chose to exercise prudence and restraint, all in the name of  avoiding a greater 
evil. It is clear now that this approach preserved the institutional integrity of  
the church throughout Nazi- occupied Europe. This, in turn, furnished pa-
pal representatives with the concrete means with which to assist persecuted 
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Jews and other victims of  Nazi brutality. But questions lingered. Were such 
prudence and caution appropriate for the Vicar of  Christ? Was it the behav-
ior of  a prophet, a martyr, or a saint? With millions of  innocent civilians al-
ready dead, and thousands more facing a similar fate, what greater evil could 
there be?



6

A New World Order

As had been his tradition since becoming pope in 1939, Pius 
XII used the feast of  his namesake, Saint Eugene, to address the Sacred Col-
lege of  Cardinals on June 2, 1945. It had been less than a month since the un-
conditional surrender of  the German army and the fall of  the Third Reich. 
Hitler and most of  the Nazi leadership were either dead or in custody, while 
many others were in hiding and on the run. The defeat of  Nazi Germany 
freed Pius XII from the self- imposed constraints that had tempered his public 
responses to Nazi policies. Allied victory in Europe ought to have freed him 
to address squarely the Nazi racial war.
 The pope’s address did contain a few rehearsed allusions to “the many 
crimes committed against mankind,” and to the use of  “exquisite sci en tific 
methods to torture or eliminate people who were often innocent.” Pius XII 
made special mention of  the persecuted church of  Germany, and of  the sys-
tematic campaign against the Polish clergy. He even spoke explicitly about 
Nazi crimes committed against “the unfortunate youth of  Germany,” pre-
sumably for having bequeathed to them a country in ruins, materially and 
spiritually.1 But he offered no special word of  acknowledgment or comfort to 
the Jews. This omission was further evidence of  his unwillingness or inability 
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to grasp the true nature and scale of  the Nazi war against the Jews and its 
consequences. Although no one yet had a precise sense of  the numbers to 
quantify the catastrophe, Pius XII knew from his own sources that entire Jew-
ish communities in parts of  Europe had been destroyed. Even when more 
precise information reached the pope and his staff  just after the war, tell-
ing of  the scale of  the Final Solution, they reacted with surprise and incredu-
lity, even skepticism. But any frank talk about the thorny prob lem of  lin-
gering anti- Semitism throughout Europe, let alone the historical legacy of  
anti- Judaism, was out of  the question. As we have seen, Pius XII was not in-
different to the fate of  millions of  Jews; nor was he oblivious to the enormous 
challenges facing Jewish or ga ni za tions struggling to salvage what they could 
of  Jewish life in Europe. He simply refused to accept the prem ise of  Christian 
responsibility for Hitler’s crimes. Moreover, he had other priorities.
 The main thrust of  the pope’s speech to the cardinals in June 1945 was to 
articulate those priorities, chief  of  which were the moral and material recon-
struction of  Europe and the coming of  a new world order. His speech echoed 
his 1939 Christmas Eve sermon on the five points of  a “just and honorable 
peace,” a statement of  principle that echoed the Atlantic Charter of  1941, the 
Anglo- American plan for the postwar era.2 Pius XII continued to defend the 
principle of  national self- determination and security, invoking too the rights 
of  ethnic minorities, as he had in 1939. He envisioned a genuine program of  
disarmament by all the major powers. And he hoped for the establishment of  
new international or ga ni za tions to regulate the affairs of  states and correct 
the mistakes and oversights of  preceding or ga ni za tions.
 The pope’s vision for the postwar era rested above all on the principles 
that had guided his po lit i cal philosophy from his earliest days as a papal diplo-
mat: a stable and uni fied Germany, fully integrated into the family of  Euro-
pean states and acting as a spiritual, cultural, and po lit i cal bulwark against 
Communism. This vision of  a new European order made Pius XII one of  the 
earliest advocates of  a geopo lit i cal arrangement prem ised on integration and 
cooperation among former enemy powers. It was a model for Europe’s fu-
ture that sought to move beyond the era of  competitive nationalism that had 
caused two great wars. For some commentators, the pope’s blueprint for Eu-
rope made him some thing of  a po lit i cal prophet—a kind of  founding father 
of  European uni fi ca tion who looked to the Continent’s future by urging a 
rediscovery of  its Christian past. When he died in October 1958, the French 
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news paper Le Monde argued that Pius XII’s commitment to the idea of  a 
“united Europe” was one of  the great proj ects of  his po lit i cal life.3

 It would be an exaggeration to consider Pius XII one of  the fathers of  the 
European  Union, but he was one of  the earliest advocates of  European in-
tegration, which he hoped would be achieved in conjunction with a redis-
covery of  the Continent’s Christian heritage. The call for Europe’s spiritual 
reawakening had a pragmatic goal: to contain and ultimately defeat the Com-
munist scourge. No matter what the Soviets had done to help defeat the 
Third Reich, Pius XII never wavered in the conviction that, together with the 
pagan nationalism and racialism of  the Nazis, the atheistic materialism of  
Soviet Communism constituted one of  the great heresies of  the modern age. 
Worse still, Communism’s growing appeal in places like Italy and France con-
stituted an immediate strategic threat in the very heart of  Christian Europe. 
With the memory of  1919 always fresh in his mind, Pius XII warned omi-
nously in June 1945 of  the “mobs of  dispossessed, disillusioned, disappointed 
and hopeless men” in ev ery corner of  the Continent, potential recruits to 
join what he called “the ranks of  revolution and disorder,” thus paving the 
way for “a tyranny no less despotic than those for whose overthrow men 
planned.”
 In his speech to the cardinals in June 1945, Pius XII offered a carefully 
crafted jus tifi ca tion of  his wartime policies, which turned on a selective read-
ing of  the events of  the preceding de cade. He sought to absolve the church, 
the papacy, and even the mass of  ordinary Germans of  responsibility for the 
crimes of  Nazism. He spoke fondly of  his time living and working among the 
German people he loved and admired so much; he de scribed that period as 
“twelve of  the best years of  our mature age.” His first explicit moral condem-
nation of  Nazism as a “satanic specter” came as part of  his attempt to absolve 
the German people of  the sins of  the Third Reich. As he had on other occa-
sions during the war, within weeks of  the German surrender Pius XII took up 
the argument against the notion of  collective guilt. Choosing his words care-
fully, he said that he hoped Germany could be reborn after “the guilty have 
expiated the crimes they have committed.” The pope also sought to redeem 
in the court of  public opinion his own policy and that of  his predecessor in 
pursuing formal diplomatic relations with Hitler’s Germany in 1933, and pre-
serving formal ties right to the end, despite years of  constant tension and re-
peated violations of  the terms of  the 1933 agreement. With a certain mea sure 
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of  defensiveness, Pius XII insisted that the Vatican had long denounced Na-
zism as incompatible with Christian doctrine, pointing to a stream of  “pro-
tests” to the German authorities, culminating in the searing papal condem-
nation of  1937, which, the pope recalled, only made matters worse for the 
persecuted German church.
 The centerpiece of  Pius XII’s postwar apologia was that Catholics in Ger-
many and in all of  Nazi- occupied Europe—and clergy in particular—had “en-
dured indescribable suf ferings for their faith and for their vocation.” It was as 
if  Nazism’s greatest crime was that it had declared an unholy war against 
Chris tian i ty. In a report from August 1945, Pius XII’s staff  offered a detailed 
assessment of  the Nazi persecution of  Catholics in Germany and in parts of  
German- occupied Europe. It served to buttress the evolving narrative of  a 
Nazi crusade to destroy the Catholic Church. The report reiterated long- 
standing complaints dating back to the 1930s about repeated Nazi violations 
of  the 1933 concordat, the closure of  Catholic parochial schools, and the at-
tempt to teach the Nazi Weltanschauung in place of  the Catholic catechism, as 
well as the arrest, con finement, and execution of  thousands of  priests and 
religious. The pattern of  persecution carried over into Nazi- occupied Eu-
rope, in places like France, Belgium, and Holland. Among the clergy, Pius XII 
reasoned, no group had suf fered more than Polish clerics—close to 3,000 of  
them had been imprisoned in concentration camps, beaten, and tortured, 
leaving few survivors by war’s end.4 Indeed, it was thought that people of  
faith would find some solace in hoping that the ultimate sac ri fice paid by so 
many clerics might be taken by God as reparation for Nazi crimes.5

In the Shadow of  Auschwitz: Pius XII and the Jews after the Shoah

If  Pius XII could afford a few words to acknowledge the “unfortunate youth 
of  Germany” or the valiant martyrdom of  Polish priests, then surely the spir-
itual leader of  the Christian world could acknowledge the fate of  European 
Jews. So reasoned several leading Jewish and Catholic fig ures in the months 
and years after the war. For Jewish authorities, papal support entailed more 
than a public statement condemning all forms of  anti- Semitism. There were 
practical ways in which spirited papal intervention could help the decimated 
Jewish communities to recover what they could, physically, culturally, and 
spiritually. For Jewish or ga ni za tions mounting a massive relief  effort on be-
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half  of  survivors, the iden ti fi ca tion and return of  Jewish children who had 
survived the Holocaust by find ing shelter in Catholic convents and monaster-
ies or in Catholic families was a top priority.6 It was impossible to know just 
how many Jewish children had survived the Holocaust.7 It was also impossi-
ble to know how many of  these child survivors were still in Catholic convents 
or households.8 The first challenge was to find these children. The survivors, 
even those who had been baptized as Catholics, had to be returned to their 
parents, relatives, or appropriate Jewish or ga ni za tions. For Jewish authorities, 
raising child survivors as Jews was essential to the survival of  the Jewish 
 people.9

 For the Vatican the matter was not so straightforward. In the first place, 
neither Jewish or ga ni za tions nor church of fi cials in Rome or elsewhere in Eu-
rope had spe cific details about how many child survivors were in Catholic 
hands at the end of  the war or even where they were. More challenging, 
though, was the doctrinal and pastoral dilemma posed by Jewish children 
who had been baptized as Catholics during the war, some reportedly of  their 
own volition. What was to be done about a Jewish child who had been bap-
tized during the war and whose parents had returned at war’s end and were 
now asking for their child to be returned? What was to be done about Jewish 
children, baptized or not, who were orphaned?
 For Jewish authorities, the answer was obvious, and they resolved to let 
Pius XII hear it. In September 1945, Leon Kubowitzki, secretary of  the World 
Jewish Congress, went to Rome with the encouragement of  the Ital ian Jew-
ish leader Raffaele Cantoni. Contacts in the American delegation to the Vati-
can helped Cantoni secure for Kubowitzki a private audience with the pope. 
Kubowitzki intended to ask Pius XII to issue an authoritative encyclical con-
demning anti- Semitism, but he also hoped to enlist the pope’s help in find ing 
Jewish child survivors in Catholic institutions and directing that they be re-
turned to their families or to Jewish or ga ni za tions. Representatives of  the 
Ital ian Jewish community implored Kubowitzki to express their gratitude for 
papal efforts on their behalf  during the war. A hesitant Kubowitzki agreed, 
realizing that Ital ian Jews were “truly grateful” to the pope and to Catholics 
for helping them survive the Nazi occupation.10

 Far from the cold and aloof  caricature of  Pacelli that already was taking 
hold in the popular imagination, Kubowitzki found the pope to be warm and 
hospitable. “His eyes were shining,” Kubowitzki recalled, “and a smile full of  
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kindness weaved round his lips.”11 The two men settled into a cordial but 
frank conversation with Franklin C. Gowen of  Myron Taylor’s of fice listen-
ing quietly. To Kubowitzki’s expression of  gratitude, Pius XII replied simply, 
“We have done it with all our affection.” When Kubowitzki spoke of  some 
six million Jewish victims of  the Holocaust, the pope readily acknowledged 
the nature and extent of  the tragedy, saying simply, “It is terrible. And in what 
cruel way they died.” “But now ev ery thing is over,” Pius XII added; “the per-
secutions have come to an end.” Kubowitzki agreed that the priority now had 
to be reconstruction, and he made two spe cific requests of  the pope. The first 
was for a papal statement that addressed some of  the theological and biblical 
roots that undergirded centuries of  Christian anti- Jewish sentiment. Pius XII 
re flected for a moment and said he would consider the matter “with good 
will.” The second request was that any surviving Jewish children in Catholic 
hands be returned to the Jewish community. According to Kubowitzki’s ac-
count, the pope was “obviously astonished” to hear of  such cases and asked, 
“But are there many?” Kubowitzki explained that while most child survivors 
had been returned, Jewish or ga ni za tions were meeting with “dif fi culties in 
certain cases,” citing in particular instances in France, Belgium, and Holland. 
In keeping with his cautious nature, or maybe simply stalling for time, Pius 
XII asked Kubowitzki to produce a memorandum on the subject and to pro-
vide him with statistics. “We should like to study the prob lem,” the pope said. 
“We shall devote our full attention to it.” Kubowitzki promised to deliver just 
such a report, and the meeting ended on a personal note, with Pius XII asking 
about the fate of  Kubowitzki’s own family. Upon hearing that they were well 
and in America and Belgium, the pope ended the audience, saying, “I was 
glad to see you. May God Bless you.”12 Kubowitzki thought he detected a 
“note of  triumph or irony” in the pope’s smile as the two parted company, 
but he could not be sure.13

 The promised memorandum never materialized because quantifiable 
data proved hard to find.14 Kubowitzki claimed in later years that after his 
meeting with the pope, he had attempted to follow up on the various com-
plaints he had heard about Jewish children in the custody of  Catholic reli-
gious houses. But his investigations came to naught. For the most part, he 
found, Jewish children had been “recovered by other means,” though he did 
not say what those means were. His account makes it clear that not long after 
meeting with Pius XII, Kubowitzki concluded that there was nothing sub-
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stantive to report to the pope; nor was there anything further that the pope 
could be asked to do to facilitate the return of  the child survivors.15

 That Pius XII and his advisors were at a loss as to how to respond to Jew-
ish concerns over the custody of  child survivors was made clear when Ger-
hart Riegner of  the Geneva of fice of  the World Jewish Congress met with 
Monsignor Montini in November 1945. Evidently Kubowitzki’s visit had not 
done much to sensitize the papal entourage to the issue of  child survivors in 
Catholic institutions. Riegner was in Rome as the WJC representative at a 
meeting of  25,000 Jewish survivors who had found refuge in Italy. The delega-
tion had come to Rome to meet with Pius XII and to thank him for his efforts 
on their behalf. Raffaele Cantoni accompanied Riegner to the Vatican to meet 
with Montini.
 The meeting did not go well. Riegner asked for intervention at the high-
est levels to locate child survivors and return them to their families. The dis-
cussion that followed was, in Riegner’s words, “extremely painful for me.” 
He said later that it was “one of  the most dramatic and unhappy undertak-
ings in my life.”16 Most disconcerting of  all was that Montini openly “con-
tested” Riegner’s claim that close to a million and a half  Jewish children 
had perished in the Holocaust. Montini thought the fig ure “inflated.” Riegner 
cited as an example the case of  Hungary, where, on the basis of  prewar data, 
one would expect to find 100,000 Jewish children. Instead, Jewish or ga ni za-
tions to date had managed to find only 8. Montini scoffed at the claim that 
hundreds of  thousands of  children in Hungary and elsewhere in Europe had 
been killed, saying, “That is not possible. They probably emigrated.” Riegner 
pointed out that tens of  thousands of  Jewish children in Hungary would have 
had neither the means nor the freedom to travel very far in Nazi- occupied 
Central Europe. Montini’s stance seemed to soften as the conversation wore 
on. Riegner had the sense that perhaps only then did Montini begin to com-
prehend the full scale of  the tragedy. Even so, the caution that had long char-
acterized papal diplomacy was evident. As Pius XII had done with Kubow-
itzki, Montini asked Riegner for spe cifics. “Point out to me where these 
children are,” Montini reportedly said, “and I will assist you in recovering 
them.” Riegner replied curtly, “If  I knew that, I  wouldn’t need you.”17

 The Jewish leaders who met with the pope did not impute the Vatican’s 
careful response to sinister motives. How, then, to explain the Vatican’s hesi-
tant, noncommittal reaction? Surely part of  the answer lies in the absence of  
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solid evidence to document the nature and scale of  the issue. Riegner iden-
tified the prob lem as one of  perception, a lack of  un der stand ing. During 
the war and in its immediate aftermath, Riegner reasoned, neither the pope 
nor his se nior advisors realized just what had happened to the Jews. As 
Riegner put it, “Ignorance of  the scope of  the tragedy persisted. That is a 
simple fact.”18

 When he met with Pius XII in March 1946, Isaac Herzog, the chief  rabbi 
of  Palestine, similarly came away with the impression that Pius XII was sur-
prised to hear of  the full extent of  what Herzog called “the Jewish people’s 
di sas ter.” The pope also seemed surprised to hear that anti- Semitism was still 
widespread in Poland. Like Kubowitzki, Rabbi Herzog had gone to the Vati-
can not only to ask Pius XII to make a statement condemning anti- Jewish 
sentiment, but also to enlist the pope’s help in find ing child survivors in Cath-
olic care. As before, Pius XII asked first for a memorandum. Herzog detected 
some thing of  a diplomatic ploy in this request. In his report of  the meeting 
Herzog noted, “I asked him to issue a decree [on anti- Semitism] but he hesi-
tated to give this to me. They say he is a diplomat. In this regard, it was once 
said of  a certain rabbi that he was cle ver and I said: ‘a rabbi should not be 
 cle ver, he should be wise.’ The Pope is cle ver . . . he promised to help me if  I 
ran into dif fi culties.”19 This time around, though, the requested memoran-
dum was prepared, and Herzog delivered it to the pope a couple of  days after 
their first meeting. Even with a written report in hand, the pope and his staff  
asked for more precise information. Vatican of fi cials told Herzog that the 
pope would consider issuing wider directives to church institutions only on 
the condition that Herzog himself  “investigate the incidents” as he made his 
way through Europe.20

 Herzog set out across war- torn Europe to seek out information on the 
fate of  Jewish communities ev erywhere, including child survivors in Catholic 
care. He went first to Paris, where he met with papal nuncio Angelo Roncalli, 
the future Pope John XXIII. The two men knew each other well from Ron-
calli’s days as nuncio in Istanbul, where he had worked to rescue Jews from 
Europe. Although the details of  the meeting remain obscure, it seems clear 
that after his conversation with Herzog, Roncalli sought the Vatican’s guid-
ance on how he and the French  bishops should respond to Herzog’s request 
for assistance. The matter was submitted to the Holy Of fice, which issued 
five directives to guide the local churches.21 It is telling that in the covering 
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remarks transmitting the instructions to Roncalli, the Pope’s under- secretary 
of  state, Domenico Tardini, began by saying that in the opinion of  the “Emi-
nent Fathers” of  the Holy Of fice, “if  possible, there should be no response to 
the Grand Rabbi of  Palestine.” The Vatican directed church of fi cials not to 
communicate in writing with Jewish authorities, presumably to avoid com-
mitting anything definitive to paper.
 When a response was deemed necessary, the first step was for church of fi-
cials to conduct their own investigations and handle each case separately. Jew-
ish children who had been baptized validly, even if  under the auspices of  a 
rescue and shelter effort, were not to be “entrusted to institutions that would 
not be in a position to guarantee their Christian upbringing.” If  the children 
had been given to Catholic institutions or to Catholic families by their par-
ents, and if  the parents returned to reclaim them, then those children ought 
to be returned to their families, but only if  the children had not yet been bap-
tized. In the case of  orphans who had not been baptized, the church claimed 
to be responsible for them and so could not abandon them to “any persons 
who have no rights over them, at least until they are in a position to choose 
for themselves.”22 The note transmitting the instructions ends with the sol-
emn statement that “this decision of  the Holy Congregation of  the Holy Of-
fice has been approved by the Holy Father.”
 Jewish leaders were not the only ones dissat is fied with the pope’s re-
sponse, which had the feel of  deferral and avoidance rather than spirited 
moral leadership. The most notable Catholic voice in favor of  a papal state-
ment that would come to terms with what had transpired during the Holo-
caust was that of  the renowned French philosopher Jacques Maritain, argu-
ably the most in flu en tial Catholic thinker of  the twentieth century. His was a 
prophetic voice in the interwar era urging Catholic thinkers to speak and 
write about Jews and Judaism in respectful terms and to guard against “all 
hatred and contempt against the Jewish race and the religion of  Israel.”23 
Having spent most of  the war in exile in the United States, where he had 
helped to animate the intellectual spirit of  the French Resistance, Maritain 
was tapped by General Charles de Gaulle to serve as French ambassador to 
the Holy See, a position Maritain occupied between 1945 and 1948.24

 Given his evolving concern with Catholic responses to the Jewish ques-
tion, Maritain turned to the Vatican after the war for spiritual leadership in 
coming to terms with the painful legacy of  Christian anti- Semitism, which, 
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he believed, was all too evident in the Holocaust. Writing to Montini in July 
1946—in friendship, Maritain said, not as an ambassador, though he must 
have presumed that his letter would reach the pope—he asked Pius XII to say 
some thing about the almost “supernatural” hatred of  Nazi anti- Semitism, 
which had claimed the lives of  millions of  European Jews in the most “sav-
age” way im ag i na ble. He reminded the Vatican that the Nazis had “liqui-
dated” six million Jews during the war, had “massacred” thousands of  Jewish 
children, and that thousands more had been “torn from their families and 
stripped of  their identity.” He asserted, “Nazism proclaimed the necessity of  
removing Jews from the face of  the earth (the only people that it wanted to 
exterminate as a people),” thereby underscoring the unique nature of  the Nazi 
war against the Jews.25 Maritain acknowledged that the pope had done much 
during the war to “save and protect the persecuted,” and he recognized Pius 
XII’s “condemnations of  racism that have won for him the gratitude of  Jews 
and all those who care for the human race.” Maritain even claimed that he 
accepted the “wisdom” of  the pope’s rationale for not referring spe cifi cally to 
Jews in his wartime pronouncements, lest he make matters worse for the per-
secuted. But now that Nazism had been defeated, Maritain asked, had not 
the time come for Pius XII to say some thing spe cifi cally about the enormous 
tragedy that had befallen European Jews? What Jews and Christians needed 
above all, he said, was “a voice—the paternal voice, the voice par excellence, 
that of  the Vicar of  Jesus Christ—to tell the truth to the world and shed light 
on this tragedy.” In other words, even if  others were not willing to speak the 
truth, the pope should do so.
 Maritain was asking Pius XII to lead rather than to follow, to demonstrate 
moral clarity and spiritual leadership. He left no doubt that in asking this of  
the pope, he was not only pleading on behalf  of  the Jews but also defending 
the integrity and authority of  the church’s teaching and of  its claims to be a 
witness to truth in the world. He wanted the pope to show courage in ac-
knowledging “the part that many Catholics had in the development of  anti- 
Semitism,” and to express “la vraie pensée de l’Église,” that is, “the true 
thought of  the Church . . . striking at a cruel and evil error, as well as being a 
work of  justice and reparation.”
 Evidently Pius XII did not see the logic of, or need for, a papal statement 
to serve as a work of  reparation. That would mean accepting some mea sure 
of  Catholic responsibility for what had transpired. Pius XII saw no such re-
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sponsibility, or at least refused to acknowledge it publicly. When the pope and 
Maritain met just a few days after Maritain sent his letter to Montini, Pius XII 
assured the French philosopher that the matter had been addressed more 
than adequately in a meeting with Jewish groups several months earlier.26 It 
was settled. Pius XII had said all he was going to say on the matter; a painful 
chapter of  recent his tory was closed.
 Maritain knew otherwise. Just a few weeks earlier, the Polish town of  
Kielce had witnessed what the New York Times called the “worst anti- Semitic 
outbreak” since the end of  the war. In scenes that were eerily similar to epi-
sodes from the past, fictitious tales of  Jewish ritual murder of  gentile children 
sparked mob violence against local Jews; some forty Jews were killed in the 
violence.27 Word of  a renewal of  anti- Semitic violence, in Europe and be-
yond, is what had prompted Maritain to approach the Vatican in the first 
place. A flabbergasted Maritain noted in his diary that the Vatican news paper 
was dismissing the Kielce violence as “non racial.” It was clear, he wrote, that 
“Catholic conscience is poisoned” by anti- Semitism and that “some thing has 
to be done.”28 In his letter to Montini, Maritain had singled out as especially 
disconcerting the role that Catholics continued to play in the “development” 
of  anti- Semitism in Europe and also in South America.
 Later that summer Maritain met with Leon Kubowitzki in Paris, where 
the two men exchanged stories of  their respective papal encounters. Maritain 
said that he had found both the pope and Montini “friendly” to the idea of  an 
encyclical on anti- Semitism but added that he suspected the pope and his ad-
visors were “afraid” to take such a decisive step. Maritain purportedly admit-
ted to Kubowitzki that he was profoundly saddened by the pope’s “silence” 
during the war in light of  what had happened to the Jews; there was no escap-
ing the fact that Pius XII had made ev ery attempt to avoid speaking directly 
about the persecution of  the Jews, con fin ing himself  to statements of  a gen-
eral nature. A confounded Kubowitzki asked Maritain why the pope would 
not want to have his name associated with such an encyclical. A path- breaking 
statement on the legacy of  Christian anti- Semitism “would have a deep and 
lasting in flu ence and would be of  considerable historic sig nifi cance.” To this 
Maritain replied, “I would not hesitate to answer in the af firmative, if  we 
were speaking about his predecessor.”29

 There is no mistaking the fact that Pius XII and his advisors were crafting 
a narrative of  heroic papal intervention on behalf  of  persecuted Jews during 
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the war, which conveyed a clear Catholic conscience in the aftermath of  the 
Holocaust. Even before the war ended, for instance, Monsignor Tardini told 
of fi cials in Myron Taylor’s of fice that approximately 6,000 Jews in Rome had 
been given “refuge and succour” by the Vatican during the Nazi occupation 
of  the city. Tardini estimated that between the time the Germans arrived in 
Rome in early September 1943 and the Allied liberation of  the city in early 
June 1944, some 180 Catholic institutions and religious houses, including pon-
tifical universities, had provided “asylum” to Jews, as well as to several promi-
nent Ital ian anti- Fascists, some of  whom were Communists and Socialists. 
Tardini told Taylor that the Vatican preferred not to have this information 
made public for fear of  Nazi and Fascist reprisals in occupied territories while 
the war was still being fought.
 The pope and his se nior advisors were framing the narrative of  papal ac-
tion on behalf  of  persecuted Jews lest the story be skewed by elements with a 
po lit i cal agenda hostile to the church.30 In a meeting at the Vatican with the 
Supreme Arab Council of  Palestine in early August 1946, Pius XII ventured 
further than ever before in speaking of  the persecution of  European Jews, 
referring to his many “condemnations” of  the “persecutions” that “fanatical 
anti- Semitism” had unleashed against the Jewish people. Called yet again to 
take sides in a thorny geopo lit i cal matter, this time over the state of  Palestine 
and the growing impetus for the creation of  a Jewish state in the Holy Land, 
Pius XII made it clear to the Arab leaders, as he had to the Jewish leaders in 
the preceding months, that he intended to continue his policy of  “complete 
impartiality.” He was careful to add, perhaps mindful of  the emerging ten-
dency to question his behavior during the war, that the impartiality de-
manded of  the Vicar of  Christ did not mean “indifference” to the plight of  all 
peoples, regardless of  their ethnic, cultural, or religious background. All peo-
ples could count on Pius XII to help achieve a just and peaceful coexistence.31

 Part of  constructing a narrative of  papal action on behalf  of  Jews entailed 
widely publicizing praise for Pius XII that came from grateful Jewish commu-
nities during and after the war. In February 1944, Rabbi Isaac Herzog wrote to 
Pius XII saying that the “people of  Israel will never forget what His Holiness 
and his illustrious delegates, inspired by the eternal principles of  religion . . . 
are doing for our unfortunate brothers and sisters in the most tragic hour of  
our his tory.” Chaim Weizmann, future president of  Israel, said during the 
war that “the Holy See is lending its powerful help whenever it can, to miti-
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gate the fate of  my persecuted co- religionists.”32 One of  the most evocative 
expressions of  gratitude came from Israel Zolli, the chief  rabbi of  Rome dur-
ing the Second World War. Near the end of  the war, Zolli claimed to have a 
mystical experience that led him to convert to Catholicism. By his own ad-
mission, he took on Pius XII’s Christian name—Eugenio—as a sign of  grati-
tude for the pope’s efforts to save thousands of  Roman Jews.33

 Publicly expressed Jewish gratitude carried considerable currency in Vati-
can circles, which were highly sensitive to the charge of  papal inaction. Vati-
can sources triumphantly reported that expressions of  gratitude from Jews 
ev erywhere were crossing the pope’s desk. At the height of  the war, the pope 
had referred to such appreciation from Jewish or ga ni za tions as proof  that his 
policies, although unpopular among certain groups, were working in con-
crete ways to help the persecuted Jews. Writing in April 1943 to  Bishop von 
Preysing of  Berlin, who, we know, continued to implore Pius XII to do more 
on behalf  of  the remaining German Jews, the pope pointed out how authori-
tative statements, whether from the  bishop of  Rome or from the German 
 bishops themselves, could go only so far in in flu enc ing the Hitler govern-
ment. This was another way of  saying that private diplomatic channels had 
been tried, but to no avail. At the same time, Pius XII spoke con fi dently of  
the Holy See’s charitable work on behalf  of  “non- Aryan Catholics,” as well as 
those of  the Jewish faith. The pope said,

This action has necessitated a great deal of  patience and disinter-

estedness on the part of  the executive arms of  Our relief  or ga-

niza tions in meeting the expectations—one might even say de-

mands—of  those asking for help, and also in overcoming the 

diplomatic dif fi culties that have arisen. Let us not speak of  the 

very large sums in American money which We have had to dis-

burse on shipping for emigrants. We gave those sums willingly 

because the people were in distress. The money was given for 

love of  God, and We were right not to expect gratitude on earth. 

Nevertheless, Jewish or ga ni za tions have warmly thanked the 

Holy See for these rescue operations.34

 After the war, Pius XII could count on similar expressions of  Jewish grati-
tude to bolster his defense of  papal wartime action, and to respond to claims 
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of  papal inaction. In late November 1945, L’Osservatore Romano reported on a 
meeting between Pius XII and a delegation from the Congress of  Jewish Ref-
ugees in Italy, a group composed mainly of  Polish Jews recently freed from 
Nazi concentration camps. The delegation had asked to meet with Pius XII to 
thank him personally for his “generosity” in offering assistance to Jews during 
the “terrible period of  Nazi- Fascist persecution.” In his address to the group, 
Pius XII studiously avoided any talk of  Catholic responsibility for the tragedy 
that had befallen European Jews, saying only that the “abyss of  discord, ha-
tred and persecution” that had opened between “peoples and races” was 
caused by “doctrines of  error and intolerance, which are contrary to the true 
spirit of  human and Christian kindness.” He interpreted this visit by a group 
of  Jewish survivors as “an intimate testimonial of  the gratitude” to the church 
and to Catholics who proved themselves able to “rise above narrow and arbi-
trary limits fixed by selfish ness and racial hatreds.” Mindful that thorny po lit-
i cal questions were already being raised about the future of  Europe’s dimin-
ished Jewish communities, with renewed talk of  a Jewish state in the Holy 
Land, Pius XII insisted that the church could not speak to “questions of  a po-
lit i cal and territorial character.” Instead, it would con fine itself  to its “reli-
gious mission” and to helping furnish “the basis for the solution of  those 
questions with justice and equity.” This was a diplomatic way of  conveying 
Pius XII’s long- standing reservations about the prospect of  a Jewish state in 
Palestine, which would find more explicit and authoritative expression in the 
coming years.35

 The pope’s oratory was true to form. His mea sured statement was pas-
toral and po lit i cal, sensitive in its acknowledgment of  Jewish suf fering yet 
shrewd in assigning blame for the catastrophe to errors of  doctrine that 
sprang not from the heart of  the church but from a fundamental violation 
of  divine law. Yet despite the public pro jec tion of  con fi dence and self- 
assuredness in his response to the Nazi persecution of  Jews, in private Pius 
XII seems to have had some moments of  doubt over his decision to restrain 
his public statements about the Hitler regime, whether about the fate of  Jews 
or about Nazi behavior in general. Writing in his diary in October 1941, An-
gelo Roncalli rec orded that in a meeting with Pius XII, Pacelli had asked him 
whether the pope’s “silence” vis- à- vis Nazism was being misunderstood and 
judged unfavorably. Writing to the German arch bishop Josef  Frings in March 
1944, Pius XII acknowledged that it was “painfully dif fi cult to decide whether 
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reserve and prudent silence or frank speaking and forceful action are called 
for.”36 Pius XII obviously wrestled with the nagging doubt that his tory would 
judge him harshly for his failure to condemn more directly Nazi atrocities.37

Pius XII and the Remaking of  Europe

Many critics emerged at war’s end to cast stones at Pius XII’s wartime leader-
ship, especially at his reluctance to confront the Fascist dictators forcefully in 
public. The British diplomat Sir Oliver Harvey wrote to D’Arcy Osborne re-
ferring to Pius XII as “Mr. Facing- both- Ways, being all things to all men who 
are not Communists.” Harvey’s reasoning echoed criticism first seen in Cath-
olic circles in the early weeks of  Pacelli’s pontificate, namely, that Pius XII 
“failed to pronounce clearly against German atrocities, or against the fire 
bombings of  civilian populations.” For this reason, the British diplomat con-
cluded, the pope’s many “fine speeches and exhortations inevitably fall flat.” 
The spiritual father of  Catholicism was thus doomed to play a marginal role 
in postwar world affairs.38

 In his reply to Harvey, D’Arcy Osborne, who was not above criticizing 
the pope, said that he found it “dif fi cult” to answer the charges being leveled 
against him. Osborne knew well that many “good” British Catholics, as he 
called them, agreed that Pius XII had played an “ignoble role” during the war 
in his failure to speak out publicly and directly against Nazi atrocities. Yet Os-
borne admitted a certain mea sure of  un der stand ing of  the pope’s approach, 
saying that it arose fundamentally from Pius XII’s “attitude of  meticulous and 
seemingly pusillanimous neutrality.”
 Ironically, perhaps, Osborne had not always been so empathetic in his as-
sessment of  the policy of  papal neutrality. In a secret report to Prime Minis-
ter Winston Churchill in July 1945, Osborne de scribed Pius XII as “timorous, 
irresolute and averse to irrevocable action.” Having observed the pope and 
his modus operandi from a unique and intimate perspective for the duration 
of  the war years, Osborne was con flicted in his assessment of  Pius XII. “It is 
impossible not to admire the saint or to like and respect the man,” Osborne 
wrote. But he admitted that “it is less easy to esteem the diplomat, the politi-
cian, the Pontiff.”39

 In his correspondence with Harvey, though, Osborne seems to have re-
turned to his more empathetic perspective on the ever- contested Pius XII, 
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perhaps if  only to counter what he saw as excessive, unbalanced, or unin-
formed criticism. He explained to Harvey that, whatever the impression may 
be to the outside world, Pius XII “is genuinely convinced . . . that he spe cifi-
cally condemned all Nazi war crimes in his public speeches during the war.” 
Nothing could shake the pope from this opinion, Osborne added. For his own 
part, Osborne could not agree with Harvey’s indictment not simply of  Pius 
XII’s silence in the face of  Nazi war crimes but also of  the pope’s seemingly 
“tender” way of  dealing with clerical collaborators—mentioning by name 
Cardinal Suhard of  Paris, Cardinal Innitzer of  Vienna, and Arch bishop Stepi-
nac of  Zagreb. On the matter of  the clergy in particular, Osborne saw no 
point in Harvey’s suggestion that the pope ought to have removed Stepinac 
after his trial and conviction in 1946, as an institutional censure for collabora-
tion with Ante Paveliç’s Ustaša regime. As for the charge that Pius XII was 
“tender” with collaborators such as Marshal Petain of  Vichy France, Osborne 
observed that the Vatican’s dealings with the Petain government did not mean 
that it approved of  Petain’s policies.
 Osborne reasoned that it was dif fi cult for anyone to understand papal 
policy, let alone lay persons and non- Catholics. There were so many “impon-
derables” that conditioned papal responses to events well beyond a pope’s 
control. So Pius XII’s apparent silence might be the result of  his genuine hope 
that by remaining neutral and above all being seen to remain neutral, the pa-
pal of fice could work constructively to bring about a quick and workable 
peace settlement. And while certain papal decisions might appear “inscruta-
ble, confusing and, on occasion, reprehensible” to practical minds, Osborne 
admitted, it should be borne in mind that the Vatican is not only suprana-
tional and universal, but also “fourth- dimensional.” In other words, when the 
pope and his advisors assess contemporary events and chart a course for pa-
pal policy, they “reckon in centuries and plan for eternity.”
 Long after he left his post at the Vatican, in fact, amid the gathering con-
troversy over Pius XII’s wartime role occasioned by Hochhuth’s play The Dep-
uty, Osborne offered an exceedingly flattering portrait of  the embattled pon-
tiff. “So far from being a cool (which, I suppose implies cold- blooded and 
inhumane) diplomatist,” Osborne wrote in a 1963 letter to The Times of  Lon-
don, “Pius XII was the most warmly humane, kind, generous, sympathetic 
(and, incidentally, saintly) character that it has been my privilege to meet in 
the course of  a long life.” Osborne acknowledged, as he had back in 1947, that 
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Pius XII was concerned with maintaining “meticulous neutrality between the 
warring countries.” He acknowledged too that the pope was pro- German; 
more precisely, he was “pro- German Catholic.” But Osborne had no doubt 
of  Pacelli’s sensitivity to the “human suf fering” caused by the war, or of  the 
pope’s universal compassion and charity for all peoples, “quite irrespective of  
nationality or faith.” He concluded that the enormous challenges facing the 
wartime pope were exacerbated by the effective limits of  his power. After all, 
Osborne asked, “what could he effectively do?”40

 General Charles de Gaulle, who met with Pius XII in late June 1944, was 
impressed by Pacelli’s “sensible and powerful” thinking. De Gaulle remarked 
that Pius XII “judges ev ery thing from a perspective that surpasses human be-
ings, their undertakings and their quarrels. . . . One feels that the supernatu-
ral burden that he alone carries in the world weighs down on his soul, but he 
bears it willingly, certain to the end, sure of  the way.” De Gaulle appreciated 
Pius XII’s “lucid thought,” which was focused on “consequences” and on the 
policy of  the church, “on what it does, on its language, on the way it is con-
ducted.” For de Gaulle, Pius XII’s lucidity in thought and resolute action ex-
plained why, as supreme pontiff, “he displays the gifts of  authority, of  in flu-
ence, of  the eloquence given him by God.” De Gaulle concluded effusively, 
“Pious, compassionate, po lit i cal—in the highest meaning these can assume—
such does this pontiff  and sovereign appear to me because of  the respect that 
he inspires in me.”41 No doubt it helped the pope’s image that the two men 
shared a broadly similar vision of  a new Europe grounded on cooperative po-
lit i cal and economic relations among Germany, France, and Italy.42

 Still, questions lingered in Allied circles about the wisdom of  Pius XII’s 
wartime policies and about his capacity for decisive leadership. Pacelli contin-
ued to confound diplomats and intelligence of fi cers who struggled to offer a 
definitive reading of  how he worked. One line of  reasoning in intelligence 
circles had it that Pius XII’s “temperament” made him vulnerable to pressure 
from his small but tightly knit entourage. When Luigi Maglione died in late 
summer 1944, the pope decided not to appoint a successor, relying instead on 
the under- secretaries Tardini and Montini. For a time it was rumored that 
Arch bishop Spellman, whom Pius XII named a cardinal in early 1946, was a 
leading candidate for the position. Ev ery one knew that Spellman was close to 
the pope, and, with the growing prestige and in flu ence of  American Catholi-
cism, it made sense that an American prelate should be considered for one 
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of  the most powerful positions in papal government. Some journalists even 
mused aloud that there might soon be “an American Pope.”43

 Pius XII never chose a replacement for Maglione, serving out the remain-
der of  his pontificate—some thirteen years—without a secretary of  state.44 
This created considerable frustration among the Vatican’s diplomatic corps; 
it also exacerbated the pope’s isolation from the other organs of  church gov-
ernance. Whereas Maglione had met with diplomats at least once a week, 
foreign diplomats could now meet with the pope directly only ev ery few 
months. Access to the pope became even more dif fi cult as Pius XII faced re-
curring bouts of  serious illness. Writing to the French Foreign Of fice in early 
1954, French Ambassador Wladimir d’Ormesson reported that a kind of  “ab-
solute dictatorship” had come to characterize Pius XII’s pontificate, though 
he admitted readily that it was a rather benign and mild form of  rule. This 
was to be expected, given the pope’s “sensitive and hesitant” temperament 
and his reputation for deliberating carefully, to the point of  procrastinating, 
but it was a form of  dictatorship all the same, which saw Pius XII growing 
ever more detached from the day- to- day life of  the church.45

 Even some high- ranking cardinals, including the prefects who ran the cu-
rial of fices in Rome that administered church affairs around the world, could 
not conceal their frustration with the management of  the papal schedule and 
the increased dif fi culty in gaining direct access to the pope. The powerful 
French cardinal Eugène Tisserant complained to the French ambassador that 
the pope was too involved and yet simultaneously too detached from the ad-
ministration of  church affairs. On the one hand, Pius XII seemed almost ob-
sessed by the diplomatic files, scrupulously reviewing even minor dispatches; 
on the other hand, the prefects of  the various Congregations met with the 
pope only ev ery two weeks or so. Even then, the meetings were said to be 
rather perfunctory, with the pope seeming to pass over im por tant substantive 
discussions.46

 Others who worked closely with Pius XII on a daily basis complained that 
while the pope was a careful and deliberative leader, he at times exhibited 
prudence and caution that could translate into inaction or procrastination. 
Father Leiber, the Je su it priest who enjoyed privileged access to Pius XII, ad-
mired Pacelli deeply but felt the pope was overly sensitive and a perfectionist, 
all of  which detracted from his capacity to be a truly great leader.47
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 It was no secret that Pius XII was a solitary fig ure, maintaining great re-
serve even among his closest associates. Father Leiber once said the pope 
rarely ever spoke to his advisors in a “leisurely, relaxed manner.” As closely as 
he worked with Tardini and Montini, it is said that Pius XII probably dined 
with them only once in ten years.48 Pius XII certainly guarded his thoughts 
jealously, especially those pertaining to individuals who worked in church ad-
ministration. As Leiber put it, Pius XII “was most careful not to give a judg-
ment about these personalities, especially if  it could be interpreted less favor-
ably.”49 Despite his preference for solitude, Pius XII surrounded himself  with 
an inner circle of  close advisors, of fi cial and unof fi cial, who made up the 
rather con fined and rarified world Pius XII occupied in the last de cade of  his 
life. The pope’s most intimate circle was dominated not by staff  members of  
the Secretariat like Tardini or Montini but by the German Je su its Robert 
Leiber, Wilhelm Hentrich, and Ivo Zeiger. Even Pius XII’s personal confessor, 
Augustin Bea, was a German Je su it. Originally from Baden, Bea taught Scrip-
ture studies at the prestigious Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome and 
the Pontifical Biblical Institute. It was to Bea that Pius XII turned for as-
sistance in compiling the 1943 encyclical, Divino Afflante Spiritu, which Time 
magazine once de scribed as akin to a “declaration of  in de pen dence” for 
Catholic biblical scholars.”50 Bea, who was named a cardinal in 1959, was one 
of  the leading fig ures of  the Second Vatican Council and a pioneer in Catholic-
 Jewish relations.
 Mother Pascalina Lehnert and the other German- speaking sisters of  the 
papal household rounded out the German contingent that dominated Pius 
XII’s inner circle.51 The pope also relied on the counsel of  clerical confidants 
such as Cardinal Franceso Marchetti Selvaggiani and Monsignor Ludwig 
Kaas, who had been in Rome by Pacelli’s side since 1933. The American prel-
ate Monsignor Francis Spellman, then arch bishop of  New York and, like Kaas, 
a friend and confidant to Pacelli since the 1920s, was said by American intelli-
gence of fi cials to be “the only friend of  the Pope who can dine with him.” 
This was no small feat given Pacelli’s obsessive preference for dining alone.52 
Among lay persons, the pope’s nephew Carlo Pacelli and Vatican City direc-
tor Enrico Galeazzi enjoyed privileged access to Pius XII, meeting with him 
frequently, almost ev ery evening at the height of  the war. That Pius XII relied 
on his nephew to handle high- level matters was made clear when he sent 
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Carlo to North America after the war to secure material aid for Ital ian recon-
struction—part of  the pope’s efforts to procure resources from abroad in or-
der to stem rising Communist fortunes in Europe.
 On the eve of  the 1952 local elections in Rome, in which the Communist 
and Socialist parties threatened to win power, Pius XII relied on his informal 
network of  trusted confidants to convey his policies. Having resolved to en-
courage Italy’s Christian Democrats to countenance an electoral alliance with 
the parties of  the Right as part of  a great Center- Right, anti- Communist co-
alition in the elections, Pius XII asked the Je su it priest Father Riccardo Lom-
bardi to speak directly with Alcide De Gasperi to urge the Christian Demo-
cratic leader to consider an electoral alliance with the Right.53 De Gasperi 
dismissed the idea as po lit i cally dangerous to the long- term viability of  a cen-
trist Catholic party in postwar Ital ian politics.
 Apparently disappointed with the premier’s response, Pius XII ordered 
Lombardi to pay De Gasperi’s wife a visit, or so the Je su it rec orded in his di-
ary. If  direct pressure from the Vatican on the leader of  the Christian Demo-
crats would not work, surely his wife, Francesca, herself  a devout Catholic, 
would be easier to persuade. Lombardi traveled to the De Gasperi coun-
try home outside Rome, not far from the papal summer residence at Castel 
Gandolfo. It was a decidedly unpleasant encounter. Lombardi, who was re-
nowned for his thundering public exhortations, rec orded in his diary that he 
found himself  literally “screaming” at De Gasperi’s wife, who responded in 
kind; it was enough to attract the concern of  puzzled police of fi cers standing 
nearby. Like her husband, Francesca De Gasperi saw in Lombardi’s machina-
tions the ugly side of  ecclesiastical interference in po lit i cal affairs.54

 Through this tightly controlled but unof fi cial network the pope’s postwar 
policies were communicated to other Vatican of fices. The role of  the Ger-
man Je su it Ivo Zeiger in helping to apply papal policy after the war offers an-
other example of  decision- making in Pius XII’s inner circle. Zeiger was a for-
mer rector of  the German College in Rome and a widely respected expert in 
church law. Pius XII appointed him to the Vatican Mission in Kronberg in 
1945, working alongside American  bishop Aloisius Muench to or ga nize the 
massive papal relief  effort in Germany and address the tricky question of  
church- state relations in a country occupied by foreign powers. Papal relief  
work entailed an unprecedented mobilization of  material resources, money 
above all. The campaign was a tremendous success. Muench helped to pro-
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cure close to five million dollars, much of  it from the charitable donations of  
American Catholics.55

 Father Zeiger was some thing of  an éminence grise in Pacelli’s inner circle. 
By virtue of  his training and extensive network of  contacts, he exercised sig-
nifi cant if  underestimated in flu ence over papal policy. It helped that Zeiger 
was well known in church circles in Rome and above all that he enjoyed Pius 
XII’s personal trust. As Father Leiber noted, “Zeiger knew Rome.” He was 
flu ent in Ital ian, having lived and worked in the city for years. He had an inti-
mate knowledge of  the inner workings of  church governance, and he had 
contacts in clerical circles in and around the Vatican. Of  course, Zeiger knew 
his own country just as well if  not better and appreciated the challenges a 
defeated Germany now faced.56

 Zeiger’s personal relationship with Pius XII dated back to the 1930s, when 
he worked closely with the future pope and Monsignor Kaas to finalize the 
details of  the 1933 Reichskonkordat. The pope’s personal trust went a long way 
after 1945 to magnifying Zeiger’s importance. Although other people assigned 
to the Vatican Mission in Kronberg were nominally more powerful, it was 
Zeiger who had direct access to Pius XII and also to the German  bishops. 
This made him an indispensable conduit between the Vatican and the  bishops 
on the ground, and Pius XII had long placed enormous stock in preserving 
the relationship between the German  bishops and the  bishop of  Rome. In the 
words of  Monsignor Alberto Giovanetti of  the Vatican’s Secretariat of  State, 
who worked on papal relief  in Germany, Zeiger may have had no formal title 
in the papal relief  commission’s work, but he was for all intents and purposes 
“the real man of  the Mission” because of  the practical authority invested in 
him by Pius XII. Even  Bishop Muench, who carried the formal title as the 
pope’s representative to Germany, relied on Zeiger to deliver reports on the 
situation of  the German church directly to Pius XII.
 Muench learned quickly that this was just as Pius XII wanted it, that the 
pope preferred to work directly through Leiber, Zeiger, and Pascalina Leh-
nert. The fact that Mother Pascalina was in charge of  the vast Vatican ware-
house filled with material supplies—food, clothing, printing paper, Bibles, 
and catechism books—coupled with her unfettered access to the pope, gave 
the indomitable Pascalina Lehnert far greater in flu ence than her position as 
papal housekeeper would suggest. Of  all the people surrounding Pius XII, 
 Bishop Muench discovered, it was Mother Pascalina who was to be “informed 
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of  all developments” and kept abreast of  conditions in Germany.57 Even into 
the 1950s, after Muench had been appointed of fi cially as papal nuncio in West 
Germany, Mother Pascalina remained an im por tant Vatican conduit on mat-
ters related to postwar Germany’s social and economic recovery.58 As Muench 
came to appreciate, Pius XII’s housekeeper seemed to have a hand in virtually 
ev ery thing that transpired in and around the pope.
 This included his concern for the situation in Germany, which the pope 
had declared to be his top priority at the end of  the war. Meeting in July 1946 
to discuss the future of  papal relief  efforts in Germany, Muench remarked on 
Pius XII’s “great love” for the German people, who faced enormous chal-
lenges. Although he rejected outright the notion of  a collective German guilt 
for the crimes of  Nazism, Pius XII was not oblivious to the destructive legacy 
of  Hitler’s regime; nor was he insensitive to the logic of  holding Germany 
accountable in some way for its actions. In an address to the cardinals in early 
June 1947, the pope put it plainly: “We well know indeed the extent and the 
gravity of  the unspeakable horrors with which a defeated system covered the 
face of  Europe; nor do We wish to lessen the enormity of  its guilt.” But it 
was dangerous for the victors to think they could or should act with impunity 
in dealing with the vanquished. To ensure a lasting peace, Pius XII insisted, 
the victors should take care to avoid employing the very tactics for which the 
vanquished were being punished.59

 It did not take long for Muench to realize that the pope’s heart and mind 
were still very much in Germany. He rec orded in his diary in November 1948 
that Pius XII was “more interested in affairs of  [the] Church in Germany than 
in any other part of  the Church.” Another Vatican insider told Muench that 
Pius XII had no faults other than “that he loves Germans too much.”60 It was 
about more than loving the Germans too much—Pius XII made a speedy res-
olution of  the postwar German crisis a top priority. The prob lems facing a de-
feated, demoralized, and occupied Germany were enormous: an acute refu-
gee crisis that exacerbated conditions of  poverty, hunger, and disease; thorny 
questions about the fate of  prisoners- of- war and accused war criminals; 
the severe “disruptions” to the internal or ga ni za tion and communal life of  
German Catholicism; and Germany’s po lit i cally uncertain future, which also 
meant uncertainty for the future of  church- state relations, an issue especially 
close to Pius XII’s heart.61

 The pope obviously clung to the memory of  his experiences as a nuncio 
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in Germany, so much so that his policy toward that country after 1945 was 
driven by assumptions and expectations that had been formed de cades ear-
lier under different circumstances. One veteran Vatican watcher quipped to 
Muench that the pope evidently “thinks that he is still nuncio in Germany.”62 
Nowhere was this more prob lematic than in the pope’s attitude on the sta tus 
of  the 1933 concordat. Pius XII reasoned that the agreement he had negoti-
ated in good faith with the legitimate German government of  the day re-
mained valid even after the fall of  Hitler’s Germany, and so should be incor-
porated into any future constitutional arrangement to emerge for a new 
German state. It remained one of  the core principles of  Pacelli’s po lit i cal phi-
losophy: the first and essential condition for the freedom and vitality of  Ger-
man Catholicism rested on a legal formula to regulate church- state relations. 
Pius XII urged his representatives to hold firm in defending against any seri-
ous or unilateral revision to the substance of  the 1933 agreement. He warned 
Muench not to allow himself  to be intimidated by his German counterparts.
 Pius XII knew from his own experience as nuncio that one should “talk 
up to Germans, stand firm.”63 There was no disputing Pacelli’s success as 
nuncio in the 1920s in formalizing historic agreements with governments in 
Bavaria and Prussia. But the situation had changed by the late 1940s. Even 
some of  his advisors complained that Pius XII failed to appreciate fully the 
sea change in German politics wrought by Nazism, its defeat in war, and the 
foreign occupation that followed. As Muench confided to his diary, the Ger-
man federal republic that was taking shape in the years after 1945 did not have 
the same power or freedom of  action as previous German states. However, 
Pius XII refused to recognize just how unprecedented the situation was after 
1945.64 Just as when he was nuncio, and then through his years as Vatican sec-
retary of  state, Pacelli trusted himself  more than anyone to understand Ger-
man affairs and to defend the interests of  German Catholicism.

The Cold Warrior

Pius XII proved himself  similarly capable of  combative leadership in the great 
confrontation with Communism after 1945. It was not opposition at any cost. 
He continued to hold fast to one of  the fundamental principles of  his po lit i cal 
philosophy: to work with any form of  government, irrespective of  ideology, 
toward workable, mutually ben e fi cial accommodations between church and 
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state. The result was some thing of  a hybrid papal response to the Commu-
nist threat in Europe and elsewhere in the world, one that was bound to alien-
ate supporters and critics alike.
 Pius XII was unmistakably alarmed about the potential spread of  Com-
munism in Western Europe and the Americas. In the words of  the French 
ambassador Wladimir d’Ormesson, Pius XII was “obsessed” with the Com-
munist threat.65 Luigi Gedda, one of  the leading lay persons in Italy’s Catho-
lic Action movement, recalled being summoned to the Vatican by a worried 
Pius XII in late January 1948. It was at the start of  an intense campaign to elect 
the first parliament of  Italy’s post- Fascist republic, and the Ital ian Communist 
and Socialist parties seemed to be headed for certain victory at the polls. Pius 
XII was visibly agitated at the prospect of  a Communist electoral victory, and 
frustrated by the seeming inability of  the Christian Democrats, the Catholic 
party, to stem the rising Communist fortunes. In desperation, he turned to 
the ostensibly apo lit i cal Catholic Action, an or ga ni za tion of  Catholic laity, to 
help get out the Catholic vote against the Leftist parties. For Pius XII, the 
prospect of  a Communist victory in Italy was unthinkable. The pope made it 
clear to Gedda that there was too much at stake in these elections to leave 
Catholic interests in the hands of  the fractious and seemingly inept Christian 
Democrats. Worried that it was too late to stem the Communist tide, Pius 
XII readily deferred to Gedda’s superior organizing skills. The pope appreci-
ated in particular Gedda’s original ideas for using mass media and the existing 
capillary networks of  Catholic Action to get out the Catholic vote, especially 
in the south.66 In fact, to do what he could to thwart a Communist victory at 
the polls, Pius XII instructed one of  his nephews to visit the United States and 
Canada on the eve of  the vote, hoping to procure grain to alleviate the food 
shortage, which Pius XII believed was one of  the material causes of  rising 
Communist popularity.67

 Pius XII’s anxiety over the Communist threat was predictable enough, 
given his memory of  the toxic dynamic created by revolutionary ferment in 
Germany and the reaction to it when Hitler’s po lit i cal career began in the 
early 1920s. Before the war’s end, Pius XII and his staff  already were hearing 
that in areas under Soviet control Polish Catholics were facing persecution 
and harassment from a different but equally implacable enemy. Reports told 
eerily familiar accounts of  Catholic priests being arrested and held incom-
municado, and of  “subtle efforts” by Polish authorities to “undermine” the 
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church’s position in Polish society. Poland was only the beginning. Pius XII 
and his advisors watched anxiously as Communist parties, backed by Mos-
cow, came to in flu ence and eventually control Hungary and other heavily 
Catholic countries in Eastern and Central Europe. There were also growing 
fears for the religious freedoms of  Catholic minorities in Yugoslavia, Albania, 
and elsewhere.68

 Faced with obvious Soviet transgressions of  religious freedoms and the 
norms of  civility and decency, Pius XII displayed a remarkable capacity for 
forceful public opposition, as well as energy and imagination in rallying an 
array of  instruments—spiritual and po lit i cal—to arm a new generation of  
Christ’s soldiers. In his annual Christmas address of  1946, for instance, he was 
clearly attacking the increasingly popular Ital ian Communist and Socialist 
parties—both of  which had close ties to Moscow—when he told Ital ians that 
the choice they faced as voters was “to be either with Christ, or against 
Christ.”69 It was a stark admonition to voters in an overwhelming Catholic 
country to re flect well on the spiritual consequences of  an ostensibly po lit i cal 
choice.
 The soldiers of  Christ had been summoned to battle again. When in De-
cember 1948 Communist of fi cials in Hungary tried Cardinal Jozsef  Mind-
szenty for treason and sentenced him to life imprisonment, Pius XII showed 
no hesitation. In mid- February 1949, the pope convened a special meeting of  
the College of  Cardinals to address the Mindszenty case. The solemn venue 
was meant to underscore the gravity of  the situation and the depths of  the 
pope’s alarm and anger. Later that month, he addressed the people of  Rome, 
telling them of  the “cry of  indignation” that the arrest had elicited from the 
 bishop of  Rome. “Can the Pope be silent,” Pius XII asked, “when a State, ex-
ceeding the limits of  its competence, arrogates to itself  the power to sup-
press dioceses, to depose  Bishops, to upset the or ga ni za tion of  the Church, 
and to reduce it below the minimum requirements for the effective cure 
of  souls?” Gone was any trace of  that circumspection that the world had 
come to expect of  Pius XII’s speeches during the war. Here, fi nally, was the 
kind of  address so many people had been hoping for when the full brunt of  
Nazi oc cupation was bearing down on helpless civilian populations, especially 
the Jews.
 American diplomats familiar with papal circles believed that the pope had 
deliberately  adopted an unambiguously combative approach. Those at the 
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Vatican reported that he was gratified by the enthusiastic public response to 
his address, seeing it as con fir ma tion of  his decision to speak publicly in such 
unequivocal ways. The time for accommodation and engagement, it seemed, 
was over. As one diplomat put it, Pius XII’s “tone and bearing was that of  a 
militant leader who was prepared to engage the enemy at whatever cost.”70 
Not content simply to cast off  the mask of  public neutrality or maintain ora-
torical restraint, the pope approved in July 1949 a controversial move by the 
Holy Of fice to threaten with excommunication anyone with known Com-
munist af fili a tions.71 This was as clear an indication as any of  Pius XII’s deter-
mination to combat Communism with ev ery means at his disposal, in this 
case using a rare and powerful form of  internal punishment reserved for the 
gravest of  ecclesiastical crimes. It was expected to have the greatest force in 
France and Italy, where, the pope knew, a growing number of  Catholics, cler-
ics even, were flirting openly with movements and ideas that espoused radi-
cal social change. With France and Italy boasting the largest Communist par-
ties in the Western world, talk of  a Communist victory at the ballot box was 
no mere fantasy.
 Exacerbating the pope’s anxiety was the widespread assumption in cer-
tain Vatican circles—namely, among a group of  Je su its associated with the 
in flu en tial journal La Civiltà Cattolica—that “fifth columns” of  Soviet Com-
munism were active in Western Europe, poised to exploit widespread popu-
lar discontent and social crisis to serve the cause of  Soviet expansion. Often 
referred to as the partito romano, the Roman faction, this group of  Vatican in-
siders, whose leading exponent was Cardinal Alfredo Ottaviani of  the Holy 
Of fice, urged Pius XII to forge an even closer alliance with Western govern-
ments, especially the Truman administration, as part of  a multifront crusade 
to defend Western civilization.72 By virtue of  its clerical training and cultural 
outlook, the Roman faction saw the pope—a Roman born and bred—as its 
ideal leader.73

 As we have seen from his responses to the 1948 Ital ian election, it was no 
secret to anyone that Pius XII shared the Roman faction’s mistrust of  Italy’s 
Christian Democrats. This, despite the party’s growing electoral fortunes 
during Italy’s democratic transition. Although it was the dominant party of  
po lit i cally active Catholics, it contained internal currents on both the Left and 
the Right of  the po lit i cal spectrum. Because of  what he perceived to be its 
fractious and at times indecisive nature, Pius XII had serious doubts about the 
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party’s capacity to confront the domestic Communist menace. He was con-
cerned, too, that its leader, the devoutly Catholic Alcide De Gasperi, was 
prone to consider hazardous po lit i cal coalitions with Italy’s growing Com-
munist and Socialist parties. One of  Italy’s most dominant postwar politi-
cians, the enigmatic Giulio Andreotti, recalled that Pius XII thought of  Chris-
tian Democracy as a po lit i cal means to achieve religious ends. Apparently, 
American observers who first became acquainted with Italy’s nascent Chris-
tian Democracy in the last year of  the Second World War similarly assumed 
that po lit i cal Catholicism in Italy was a branch of  the Vatican, with De Gas-
peri as a kind of  “Vatican spokesperson.” It would take time and considerable 
effort by De Gasperi and his allies to convince the Americans otherwise.74

 Pius XII knew well that De Gasperi was too in de pen dent to take orders 
from the Vatican, let alone to act as its spokesperson. He did not much trust 
De Gasperi or the entire enterprise of  creating a vibrant, autonomous po lit i-
cal party to act as a Catholic voice in the public realm. The pope had what 
Giulio Andreotti de scribed as an unyielding philosophy about Catholics in 
politics, which made him deeply suspicious of  a Catholic po lit i cal party that 
was open to working with its po lit i cal opponents.75 Pius XII was also wary of  
certain reformist currents within Christian Democracy, which tended to the 
moderate Left of  the po lit i cal spectrum and had included vocal critics of  the 
Vatican’s approach to Mussolini’s Italy in the interwar era. Notable among 
them was the Sicilian priest Luigi Sturzo, a politician who was forced into ex-
ile in the early 1920s for his criticism of  Fascism and the church’s policy of  
accommodation with the Mussolini regime. When in 1945 Sturzo, who was 
living in the United States, expressed the hope of  returning to Italy, Pius XII 
balked at the idea. It was not just that Sturzo had long refused to accept on 
principle the terms of  the Vatican’s 1929 treaty with Italy. Pius XII also wor-
ried that if  Sturzo trumpeted a pro- republican line at a time when Ital ians 
were deciding the fate of  their monarchy, Pius XII would be in the uncom-
fortable position of  having to defend the monarchy. The pope apparently 
feared that this would split Catholic loyalties and lead to the creation of  a 
Catholic monarchist party, an eventuality that neither the pope nor De Gas-
peri welcomed. Nor did it help Sturzo that Pius XII felt him to be too lax 
about the dangers of  Communism and too friendly with the Left.76 Sturzo 
did return to Italy in 1946 and eventually was named senator for life in the 
Ital ian parliament, where he continued to defend the ideal of  an autonomous 
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Catholic po lit i cal movement working to preserve and promote parliamen-
tary democracy and freedom.77

 De Gasperi, like Sturzo before him, felt the personal sting of  papal disap-
proval. As we have seen, on the eve of  critical local elections in Rome sched-
uled for 1952, Pius XII and exponents of  the Roman faction urged the Chris-
tian Democrats to consider forming a broad electoral alliance with parties of  
the Right, including those with monarchist and even neo- Fascist sympathies. 
A victory for the Communist and Socialist parties in the cap ital of  the Catho-
lic world in the midst of  the heightening tensions of  the Cold War would 
have represented a stinging defeat and embarrassment for the Vatican.78

 Pius XII made no secret of  his anxiety over the outcome of  these local 
elections and the serious repercussions for Italy and the world should the 
Communist and Socialist parties score a symbolic victory at the polls. He 
told one Christian Democratic parliamentarian in the fall of  1951 that “things 
are going badly.” The pope was especially worried about news reaching 
him from across Italy of  “Communist activity which grows ever more auda-
cious,” spurred on, he said, by the movement’s “growing numbers.” Pius XII 
wanted the Catholic politicians to be “stron ger” in facing down the Commu-
nist threat; what was needed especially, the pope said, was for decisive action 
on the part of  Italy’s Christian Democratic rulers to address the underlying 
issues that were fueling the rising Communist prospects.79 In a conversation 
with Father Riccardo Lombardi—often referred to as “God’s microphone” 
for his oratorical flair and evangelical fervor—Pius XII acknowledged that the 
Je su it was right in saying that the church in Italy was in need of  reform and 
renewal, but the most pressing challenges were po lit i cal. Talk of  reform, re-
newal, and revival were all well and good, the pope acknowledged, but the 
immediate prob lem was the pending elections in Rome. “If  the Communists 
win in Rome, in Italy,” Pius XII warned, “it will cast a shadow on the entire 
world: France would become Communist, and then Spain and then all of  
Europe.”80

 De Gasperi held his ground in the face of  considerable po lit i cal and per-
sonal pressure from the Roman faction. One source of  pressure was the bom-
bastic Father Lombardi, whose confrontation with Francesca De Gasperi, 
while typical of  his style, was viewed with disfavor in Vatican circles. In fact, a 
few months after the meeting with De Gasperi’s wife, Lombardi met with the 
pope and spoke in such an intemperate manner that Pius XII decided that it 
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was best never again to meet with Lombardi one- on- one.81 More serious and 
direct pressure on De Gasperi came from Monsignor Pietro Pavan, a pro-
fessor at the Lateran pontifical university and an expert on Catholic social 
thought. Pavan’s work was well known to Montini and others at the Secre-
tariat of  State.82

 In late 1951 Pavan was tapped by Monsignor Tardini to approach De Gas-
peri to discuss the state of  Ital ian po lit i cal affairs. The first meeting took place 
at De Gasperi’s apartment in central Rome in early December 1951.83 It was, 
as Pavan rec orded, a cordial and respectful meeting. Pavan explained that 
he had come at the pope’s behest to convey to the Ital ian leader Pius XII’s 
“great concern” about the pending local elections in Rome and the conse-
quences for the papacy and the church if  the parties of  the “extreme Left” 
won power.
 De Gasperi responded that while he could appreciate the pope’s anxiety, 
he felt Pius XII was not being fully informed of  all the good work the govern-
ment was doing to promote Ital ian reconstruction and, by extension, allevi-
ate the conditions that were fueling rising Communist popularity. He politely 
rejected the pope’s suggestion of  a rapprochement with the parties of  the 
Right, especially the neo- Fascist Ital ian Social Movement. De Gasperi said 
he was convinced that the “healthy forces” eventually would win. He also 
pointed out that since the Communist and Socialist parties could claim up-
ward of  40 percent of  the popular vote, removing them from the po lit i cal 
scene could provoke a “civil war,” which in turn could spread beyond Italy’s 
borders.84

 Pavan reminded De Gasperi that on these last points, the pope was clear: 
Communism was “enemy number 1.” Without saying so directly, the Vatican 
was telling De Gasperi to worry less about the threat of  neo- Fascism and 
more about the clear and present danger posed by Italy’s Left parties. In a 
tone that was half- joking, half- serious, De Gasperi pointed out to Monsignor 
Pavan that if  the Communists were to come to power, even if  briefly, De Gas-
peri would be the first to be hanged.85

 Eventually the pope relented, and the vague plans for some kind of  anti- 
Communist electoral front for the Rome elections never materialized.86 The 
entire episode provides im por tant insights into Pius XII’s mind- set and modus 
operandi. Clearly, he feared a Communist victory in Rome or Italy, and he 
doubted whether the Christian Democrats could defend church interests ad-
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equately in the public realm. So great was his anxiety about the Communist 
threat, and so deep was his suspicion about the Christian Democrats, that he 
was persuaded to consider a po lit i cally volatile electoral alliance that could 
have compromised the integrity of  Ital ian po lit i cal Catholicism at a delicate 
moment in Italy’s postwar his tory. Yet when he came up against De Gasperi’s 
principled opposition and realized that dissension in the Catholic ranks would 
only hasten a Communist victory, his habitual pragmatism won out, and he 
quietly dropped the matter. For all of  his misgivings about De Gasperi and 
the Christian Democrats, the pope realized that they remained the stron gest, 
surest voice for the church in Ital ian politics. He concluded that there was lit-
tle to be gained, and much to be lost, by dissension in the Catholic ranks. And 
Pacelli had never been one to insist on getting his way when he saw that it 
was futile or counterproductive.
 Even still, Pius XII did not easily forgive De Gasperi’s intransigence. In 
June 1952, after the much- anticipated Rome elections saw De Gasperi’s cen-
trist line af firmed, the Ital ian leader asked for an audience with Pius XII, hop-
ing for papal blessings on the occasion of  his thirtieth wedding anniversary. It 
was a deeply personal request from a devout Catholic, not a po lit i cal request 
from the leader of  the Ital ian government. The pope refused. It fell to Mon-
tini, who shared De Gasperi’s centrist orientation, to explain that Pius XII 
thought it inopportune so soon after the Rome elections to meet with the 
leader of  the Christian Democrats. Such a meeting, he said, would give the 
impression of  papal support for the victors, while reinforcing the mistaken 
impression of  collusion between the Vatican and the Christian Democrats. In 
reality, it was nothing more than a deliberate snub, and De Gasperi knew it. 
He made it clear through Ital ian of fi cials at the Holy See that whatever his 
personal feeling, the Vatican had to answer to the Ital ian people for the snub. 
“As a Christian I accept the humiliation,” De Gasperi wrote, but as head of  
the Ital ian government and as Italy’s foreign minister, “the dignity and au-
thority that I represent and which I cannot shed even in private matters, de-
mands that I express my astonishment at such a remarkable refusal, and . . . 
reserve the right to ask the Secretariat of  State for clar i fi ca tion.”87

 Pius XII may have come to regret the way he had treated De Gasperi in 
the wake of  the Rome elections. Toward the middle of  August 1952, he sent 
Monsignor Pavan to meet with De Gasperi a second time, ostensibly to dis-
cuss a possible electoral alliance between the Christian Democrats and mon-
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archist elements in future elections. Again, De Gasperi held his ground. His 
party was oriented along Center- Left lines, he said, but open to the Right. 
Since it did not have the numbers to govern alone, it depended on the po lit i-
cal support of  a number of  diverse po lit i cal factions. If  the party were to af-
filiate exclusively with parties of  either Right or Left, De Gasperi reasoned, it 
would be torn by internal divisions and bereft of  key electoral support from 
its broad base of  solidly centrist voters. Any move to either extreme of  the 
po lit i cal spectrum would be the death knell of  the Christian Democratic ex-
periment.
 Monsignor Pavan thought it best for De Gasperi to meet directly with 
Pius XII to explain this philosophy. It may be that the pope was reaching out 
to De Gasperi, through an intermediary, to make up for his slight to the Ital-
ian leader back in June. With the unpleasant memory of  that episode still 
fresh in his mind, De Gasperi was cautious but tactful. He said that he more 
than welcomed a meeting with the pope, but he underscored that as leader 
of  his party and as head of  the government, he would not take the risk of  
asking for a meeting unless he was assured that it would be granted. An emo-
tional De Gasperi added that if  Pius XII judged his po lit i cal approach to be 
mistaken, then the veteran Catholic politician would retire from public life. “I 
am a Christian,” De Gasperi said, “and I am nearing the end of  my days and 
never will I act against the expressed will of  the Holy Father.” While no doubt 
sincere, De Gasperi may have been posturing, sending the pope a subtle re-
minder of  his unquestionable success in laying the foundations for the Chris-
tian Democrats’ dominance of  Ital ian po lit i cal life.88

 Some Vatican insiders, including Montini, cautioned against aligning the 
papacy too closely with any one party, government, or bloc of  states. Not 
that anyone at the Vatican had any serious doubts that mutual interest dic-
tated a close working relationship between the Holy See and the Western 
powers, especially the United States. It was clear enough in the aftermath of  
the war that defending Christian civilization in a renewed Europe would de-
pend on the military and fi nan cial might of  the emerging superpower of  the 
Western world. So enthusiastic was the pope about the prospect of  Ameri-
can fi nan cial backing for European reconstruction in the form of  the Mar-
shall Plan that Monsignor Montini de scribed Pius XII as “almost American.”89 
Pius knew how much European recovery depended on the generosity of  the 
American government and people.90
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 For all its pretense at neutrality, the Vatican realized that its interests coin-
cided more generally with those of  the Truman administration and the West-
ern cap italist democracies. This did not mean, though, that the pope was pre-
pared to sac ri fice the papal neutrality he had defended so assiduously. Pius XII 
was obsessed about the red menace, but he was too temperate to allow it to 
cloud his judgment to the point of  abandoning what had long been a signa-
ture of  his diplomatic style and po lit i cal philosophy: engagement and concili-
ation with secular governments, irrespective of  their ideological or po lit i cal 
nature.91 He was too much the pragmatist, too much of  a realist, to believe 
that a bona fide crusade against Soviet Communism, waged on various fronts 
and through various means, was either desirable or feasible. So while Pius XII 
would play the part of  anti- Communist crusader, he also kept open the lines 
of  communication with the Communist world—and more spe cifi cally with 
the ordinary people in Communist countries—hoping to avoid irrevocable 
ruptures that would serve no one’s interest.92 He declared in his Christmas 
address of  1951 that those who demanded of  the church a “renunciation of  
her neutrality and a defi nite election in favor of  one or the other side” failed 
to understand that the church was a mystical entity, not an “earthly power” 
or “world empire.” Consequently, Pius XII said, “there can be no question of  
the Church renouncing her po lit i cal neutrality for the simple reason she can-
not serve purely po lit i cal interests.”93

 As he had during World War Two, then, Pius XII would attempt to steer 
papal diplomacy deftly down a path of  po lit i cal neutrality between the two 
emerging power blocs. Once again, however, pretensions to papal neutrality 
would prove both elusive and illusory.94 For one, Pius XII was shrewd enough 
to realize that, in the initial postwar period at least, Vatican and Catholic in-
terests throughout Europe coincided most closely with those of  the Western 
powers, especially the United States. It was more than a matter of  a shared 
aversion to Communism. As we saw above, Pius XII and his men knew that 
Europe’s material reconstruction—which they considered the most obvious 
way to stem the rise of  Communism—depended ultimately on growing U.S. 
economic clout and the willingness of  the United States to expend its wealth 
strategically. At the same time, there were limits to Vatican–U.S. coopera-
tion in the crusade against Communism in Central and Eastern Europe. The 
Americans might be content with a would- be policy of  containment, but the 
Holy See could not afford such limitations, ever- more mindful of  the vul-
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nerable condition of  Catholic interests in Communist regimes ev erywhere. 
In fact, some historians argue that by 1948 the Catholic Church was effec-
tively on its own when it came to dealing with Communism behind the Iron 
Curtain.95

 Further eroding papal claims to neutrality between the two blocs was the 
mutually reinforcing dynamic of  increasing Communist control and outright 
persecution of  the Catholic Church in Eastern Europe, and Pius XII’s hard- 
line response, which was to reject the possibility of  Catholic collaboration of  
any kind with Communist parties and regimes.96 In practice, taking a hard- 
line stance against Communist regimes in places like Poland and Hungary 
put Catholic leaders and institutions in those countries in dif fi cult, perhaps 
even untenable positions. After all, what was true of  the Catholic Church in 
Nazi Germany was true of  the church in many Communist- bloc countries 
where cooperation with Communist of fi cials was the best way to avoid in-
creased repression.97 Many Catholics in the Communist bloc—from  bishops 
to the laity—did appreciate the pope’s resolute spiritual leadership and dis-
cerned in his private dealings with them the same mea sure of  trust and dis-
cretion he had shown the German  bishops who had written to Rome during 
World War Two seeking guidance on how best to respond to German occu-
pation.98

 Even still, the 1950 decision of  the Polish hierarchy, led by the new pri-
mate Archbishop Stefan Wyszynski, to conclude a formal agreement with 
the Polish government met with Pius XII’s sharp disapproval. The Polish 
 bishops had not sought let alone received the Vatican’s approval to conclude 
such an agreement, and now, the Holy See feared, Catholic leaders elsewhere 
would see fit to follow suit. Domenico Tardini expressed the sentiment of  the 
papal court when he remarked to the British representative at the Vatican 
that the decision by the Polish hierarchy was “simply disastrous.” Faced with 
the stark and unenviable choice of  publicly denouncing the agreement or 
saying nothing, Pius XII and his diplomats said nothing.99

 The fact that Poland’s most powerful Catholic prelate was arrested in 1953 
and imprisoned for several years would seem to vindicate Pius XII’s reason-
ing that hopes for a modus vivendi between the church and Communist re-
gimes were illusory. The story goes that when Wyszynski, whom Pius XII 
had named a cardinal in 1953, went to Rome in 1957, after having been re-
leased from prison the previous year, he was snubbed by Pius XII. Some re-
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ports suggested that Wyszynski had to wait almost a full week before the 
pope would agree to see him. The Communist press seized on the story and 
distorted the facts so that what was an entirely expected delay was inflated 
into a story of  papal disapproval for Wyszynski’s policy of  engagement with 
the Polish state.
 In later years, when asked about the incident, Cardinal Wyszynski scoffed 
at talk of  a papal snub, insisting that, far from being given the cold shoulder 
by Pius XII, he had found a warm and emotional welcome at the papal court. 
Pius XII, he said, had wept openly for the fate of  the Polish church. During 
Wyszynski’s installation as cardinal, a visibly shaken pope had told him that 
for someone who had known three years in prison, there was added sig nifi-
cance to the tradition which says that the deep red of  the cardinal’s cap sym-
bolized a readiness to shed blood for the faith.100

 If  there was any lingering animosity between Pius XII and Cardinal 
Wyszynski stemming from their disagreement about how best to deal with 
Communist regimes, it was not apparent when Pius XII was being considered 
for sainthood after his death. Wyszynski de scribed Pius XII as “an exceptional 
man” with “eminent Christian virtue,” and he defended the pope’s approach 
during the heady early years of  the Cold War, especially in the 1950s, when 
Pius XII avoided making speeches that dealt too explicitly with the delicate 
po lit i cal situation in Poland, focusing instead on matters of  a religious or pas-
toral nature.101

 Pius XII’s response to Wyszynski when he became a cardinal suggests 
that there may be some thing to the claim that in the last years of  his life, the 
combative cold warrior of  the immediate postwar era gradually  adopted a 
more conciliatory approach in dealing with the Communist world. Some his-
torians argue that after the excommunication order issued by the Holy Of fice 
in 1949, Pius XII began sending signals to Communist leaders in the Soviet 
 Union and throughout Eastern and Central Europe of  the Vatican’s willing-
ness to work toward an accommodation between church and state behind 
the Iron Curtain. A telling gesture of  the pope’s opening to the East came in 
July 1952, when Pius XII issued an open letter to the people of  Russia. It fol-
lowed his letter earlier that year to the Catholic Church in China. In tone and 
style, these papal messages to peoples living under Communist regimes bore 
obvious similarities to earlier addresses directed to those living under Nazism. 
While he intended to signal the Vatican’s willingness to deal with the legiti-
mate po lit i cal authority of  the day, the pope also made it clear that any ac-
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commodation between church and state presupposed certain fundamental 
principles. These included, above all, rights and freedoms for individuals, es-
pecially religious freedom. In the letter to Catholics in China, Pius XII used 
language that was strikingly similar to any number of  his utterances, public 
or private, regarding the church’s relationship with the Fascist dictatorships 
of  the interwar era. The Catholic Church, he wrote, expressed no preference 
for any one form of  government over another. It respected the natural desire 
of  a people to  adopt the form of  government consistent with its traditions 
and values. Hence the pope’s consternation to hear of  the persecuted Catho-
lics of  China, of  the repression of  the charitable works of  so many Catholic 
religious working in schools and hospitals, and of  priests and  bishops forcibly 
removed from their posts or prevented from practicing freely and openly the 
sacramental life of  the church.102

 Whatever their intended impact, such papal statements were carefully 
crafted forms of  public diplomacy that allowed the pope to appear as a will-
ing par tic i pant in dialogue with civil authorities while also registering a thinly 
veiled protest against the state’s treatment of  its Catholic minorities. And as 
he had done in his dealings with Hitler’s Germany and Mussolini’s Italy, Pius 
XII complemented his rather restrained public statements with diplomatic 
maneuvers, sending signals behind the scenes that the Vatican was serious 
about its desire to reach a workable accommodation with Communist states, 
especially with the Soviet bloc. Until Sta lin’s death in 1953, the few tentative 
contacts between the Vatican and the Soviets came at the pope’s initiative. 
Sta lin did not take these initiatives seriously, nor did he care to see the papa-
cy’s international prestige and in flu ence enhanced in postwar Europe. The 
story has been told repeatedly of  Sta lin’s alleged quip to Roosevelt at Yalta, 
questioning the logic of  involving the pope in discussions about Europe’s fu-
ture: “The Pope? Who is he? How many divisions does he have?” Pius XII ap-
parently caught wind of  the story and was offended by it. According to his 
personal physician, Riccardo Galeazzi- Lisi, when the pope read the news of  
Sta lin’s death in 1953 he grinned and said: “Joseph Sta lin is dead. Now he will 
see how many divisions We have up there!”103

Vatican Ratlines

As we have seen, in the years after the war, Pius XII had directed Vatican re-
sources toward a massive and multifront relief  effort.104 Among the earliest 
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and most successful initiatives was one that worked with governments in 
South America to encourage the migration of  thousands of  refugees dis-
placed by war. By professing a particular concern with the plight of  Catholic 
refugees, and appealing to the self- interest of  pro- Catholic governments in 
such places as Argentina, which might be eager to see European Catholic mi-
grants settle in their country, the Vatican hoped to do some thing concrete on 
behalf  of  the nominally baptized Jews, who, like all of  European Jewry, were 
desperate to find a safe haven.
 In the confusion and chaos of  the refugee crisis, these Vatican- backed 
emigration schemes were easily manipulated by a small handful of  nefarious 
characters, including some well- placed Roman Catholic clerics, to help se-
cure the escape of  known or suspected war criminals.105 In a top- secret report 
prepared for the State Department in May 1947, Vincent La Vista reported on 
the details of  a well- de fined “German or ga ni za tion . . . for the illegal emigra-
tion of  Germans to South America.” There were similar or ga ni za tions for 
other nationalities and groups, including Jewish refugees, all with of fices in 
Rome headed almost entirely by Roman Catholic prelates. Several such net-
works ran from parts of  Germany and Central Europe through to Spain or 
Portugal and then on to South America. The Ital ian ratline, though, arguably 
was the most im por tant and certainly one of  the busiest of  the smuggling 
networks, with Vatican- related or ga ni za tions and properties playing an oper-
ative role.106 According to La Vista’s report, by 1947 the Vatican had become 
“the largest single or ga ni za tion involved in the illegal movement of  emi-
grants.”107

 So it was that among the thousands of  displaced persons who were pass-
ing through Rome after the war, there were dozens if  not hundreds of  known 
or suspected war criminals and escaped POWs. They could count on Vatican-
 affiliated relief  or ga ni za tions to help them obtain passports for foreign travel 
from the International Red Cross under false pretenses. On the basis of  in-
formation culled from someone iden ti fied only as “the notorious Dr. Willy 
Nix”—whom La Vista iden ti fied as the head of  the Free German Committee 
in Italy and under investigation by Ital ian authorities yet enjoying the “be-
nevolent protection of  the Vatican”—intelligence agents dissected the pro-
cess by which legitimate relief  operations were being manipulated, with the 
Vatican’s tacit approval, it seemed. Individuals whom Nix knew or suspected 
of  being wanted by Allied authorities for involvement in war crimes or as es-
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caped POWs were issued false iden ti fi ca tion papers and travel documents. 
The would- be refugees were then put in touch with a Father Bayer, whom La 
Vista iden ti fied as the “Vatican representative” dealing with the German line 
of  the emigration scheme, or with one Father Carlos, also iden ti fied as affili-
ated with the Vatican. With the help of  some well- connected lay persons who 
were said to be close to the Vatican, the fugitives could secure food and other 
material necessities, including reference letters and perhaps even the promise 
of  paid employment once they arrived in South America.
 This “chain of  refugees,” as La Vista called it, worked seamlessly and ef fi-
ciently because of  individuals like Willy Nix and Father Bayer, who enjoyed 
“Vatican connections.” Vatican connections, it was believed, begat connec-
tions with government and businesses in Argentina and other receiving coun-
tries. Of fi cial travel papers issued by the International Red Cross, unwittingly 
in most cases, gave these fugitives the cover of  legality. So did Vatican relief  
efforts. Seen from the perspective of  suspicious intelligence of fi cers, the emi-
gration schemes had all the appearances of  a bona fide Vatican- backed ratline 
to clandestinely ferry to safety hundreds if  not thousands of  Nazis and Nazi 
collaborators, all under the cover of  an otherwise legitimate objective. “The 
jus tifi ca tion of  the Vatican for its par tic i pa tion in this illegal traffic is simply 
the propagation of  the Faith,” La Vista reported. It was the familiar refrain of  
Vatican neutrality, this time applied to relief  efforts aimed at helping refu-
gees, regardless of  their nationality or po lit i cal af fili a tions.
 According to La Vista’s report, the Vatican made no secret of  its eager-
ness to help such people regardless of  their po lit i cal feelings, “as long as they 
are anti- Communist and pro- Catholic.” As a result, large numbers of  former 
Nazis were going to Italy with the express purpose of  obtaining false travel 
papers, and then leaving promptly via Ital ian or Spanish ports for Latin Amer-
ica, mainly for Argentina. The popularity of  Latin American destinations 
prompted further investigation by field agents and revealed the Vatican’s op-
erative role. La Vista explained that “in those Latin American countries where 
the Church is a controlling or dominating factor, the Vatican has brought 
pressure to bear which has resulted in the foreign missions of  those coun-
tries taking an attitude almost favoring the entry into their country of  former 
Nazi and former Fascists or other po lit i cal groups, so long as they are anti- 
Communist.” Legwork by members of  Myron Taylor’s staff  con firmed that 
there was some substance to this claim. Taylor’s assistant J. Graham Parsons 
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reported in August 1947 that his contacts at the Panama delegation in Italy 
con firmed that Panama was eager to admit emigrants who clearly had no 
Communist af fili a tion or leanings. The net effect of  this unwritten rule, Par-
sons concluded, was that “persons possessing a fascist background are favor-
ably considered” to settle in the country. And so it was, it seemed, with other 
Latin American states.108

 The State Department took La Vista’s report seriously and acted quickly 
to take up the matter with Vatican of fi cials and with representatives of  the 
International Red Cross in Geneva. It would seem that no one in the Taylor 
mission suspected that the pope himself  or any of  his close advisors knew of  
the scheme, let alone authorized it. Consequently, the of fi cials couched their 
concern in terms of  a friendly warning that the legitimate cause of  aiding 
refugees was being exploited by a small but active group eager to cap italize 
fi nan cially and po lit i cally on the trafficking of  wanted war criminals. As Par-
sons put it to Vatican of fi cials, the U.S. government was concerned that “un-
scrupulous persons, often engaged in illicit and clandestine activities, had 
been able increasingly to secure documentation for travel through the unwit-
ting assistance of  charitable or ga ni za tions and governments and institutions 
cooperating therewith.” Sir D’Arcy Osborne of  the British Legation to the 
Holy See dismissed as “completely untrue” allegations that Vatican relief  
schemes, and in particular the Pontifical Aid Commission (Pontificia Com-
missione di Assistenza, or PCA), would “knowingly promote or abet the emi-
gration and resettlement in South America of  war criminals.”109

 What troubled certain American of fi cials the most, though, was the like-
lihood that among those securing travel documentation through bogus 
means were large numbers of  Soviet agents: Communist operatives who 
were exploiting the messy nature of  refugee relief  work in Rome to reach the 
United States. The notorious Willy Nix was said to be a double agent. Decry-
ing what it called the “wholesale victimization of  agencies engaged in hu-
manitarian work,” the State Department asked the Vatican to join it in pursu-
ing “further precautions against illicit travel” of  this kind, lest “unfriendly 
agents” be allowed to undermine the “integrity of  nations” and besmirch the 
reputation of  genuine humanitarian work on behalf  of  refugees. It was a tell-
ing sign of  the fast- approaching Cold War that American of fi cials were more 
concerned that Soviet agents might be infiltrating U.S. territory than that sus-
pected war criminals might be evading justice with the help of  charitable or-
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ga ni za tions funded generously with donations from the American public. La 
Vista estimated that upward of  100,000 Russian agents were flowing illegally 
in and out of  Italy through Vatican- related channels. This is an implausibly 
high number and casts a shadow of  doubt on the reliability of  the informa-
tion La Vista was drawing upon to reach such alarming conclusions. In the 
tense and uncertain atmosphere of  the nascent Cold War, the frightening 
prospect of  thousands of  Communist agents entering the United States by 
means of  a messy illegal emigration network operating apparently with the 
Vatican’s tacit approval sounded alarm bells in American diplomatic and in-
telligence circles; the ethical concerns raised by the prospect of  war crimi-
nals’ fleeing from justice was of  secondary concern.110

 Could the pope’s fear of  Communism, bordering on paranoia, according 
to some observers, have led the supremely cautious Pius XII to accept some 
degree of  association with the postwar ratlines? It will not do to speak simply 
of  Vatican ratlines, as if  Pius XII had declared it the of fi cial policy of  the Holy 
See to sponsor the clandestine escape of  war criminals. Nor is it fair to take 
the nefarious actions of  some working for Vatican relief  or ga ni za tions as 
proof  of  the pope’s direct knowledge and involvement. When Parsons spoke 
to Monsignor Walter Carroll in August 1947 to report on La Vista’s find ings, 
Carroll responded with assurances that he would bring the matter to the at-
tention of  the highest Vatican authorities. But, he added, the agencies listed 
in La Vista’s report, like the ones headed by  Bishop Hudal, were “not con-
nected with the Vatican.”111 What was true of  Hudal was true also of  men 
such as Father Bayer or the Croatian priest Krunoslav Draganoviç, who was 
helping a sizable number of  Croatian Fascists escape through Rome under 
the auspices of  the PCA, which enjoyed fi nan cial support from American 
Catholics.112 As the Je su it historian Father Robert Graham said when ac-
knowledging Draganoviç’s schemes, “Just because he’s a priest  doesn’t mean 
he represents the Vatican. It was his own operation. He’s not the Vatican.”113

 There is some evidence to show that, at the very least, Pius XII knew that 
small paramilitary groups of  former generals and soldiers, whose wartime 
rec ords were murky at best, were forming “under- cover resistance groups” to 
engage in “guerrilla warfare against Russians.” This is what the pope told 
Aloisius Muench when they met in September 1947. Although Muench’s 
 rec ord of  their meeting is sketchy, it con firms that Pius XII was told that 
Muench’s name had been mentioned in an American military intelligence re-
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port on these purported resistance groups. Muench hastened to assure the 
pope that he had “never discussed po lit i cal matters” with foreign nationals 
said to be part of  a gathering counter- revolutionary resistance movement to 
fight Soviet Communism.114 It remains unclear what Pius XII thought of  such 
initiatives one way or another.
 A few American intelligence reports from the last year of  the war sug-
gested that Pius XII was serious about the idea of  creating a kind of  Catho-
lic super- state in the heart of  Europe, some thing akin to the old Austro- 
Hungarian Empire, to act as a bulwark against the Soviet menace.115 The Ital-
ian priest Luigi Sturzo dismissed as “absurd” the tales of  an ac tual “Vatican 
plan” to restore monarchies in parts of  Europe as a way of  thwarting Com-
munism. No doubt some in the church might prefer a hereditary monarch to 
an elected leader, Sturzo conceded, but the pope and his advisors were not 
among them. Sturzo reasoned that “those responsible for Vatican policies are 
too wide- awake not to perceive the poverty and danger of  any such maneu-
ver. . . . It is, in short, a scheme for a different century.”116

 The more pertinent question is whether Pius XII was so blinded by his 
fear of  Communism that he was led into abandoning his well- known pru-
dence to embrace such immoral and illegal schemes. According to historian 
Michael Phayer, Pius XII led the Western world “in an unethical fight against 
communism.” Phayer insists that the pope “did not hesitate to flout princi-
ples of  justice in pursuit of  a pragmatic goal that was necessary to protect the 
Catholic Church, or so the pontiff  thought.” In this version, the normally 
circumspect Pius XII allowed the Vatican’s legitimate refugee relief  initiatives 
to be manipulated for the illicit purpose of  shepherding such mass murderers 
as Adolf  Eichmann to safety.117 Or Pius XII became the powerful protector of  
murderous men like Ante Paveliç, the Croatian Ustaša leader who reportedly 
found temporary shelter in Vatican properties on his way to Argentina. In a 
similar vein, there is some evidence to suggest that Pius XII gave tacit ap-
proval to the clandestine work of  Father Draganoviç and afforded the Croa-
tian priest—who was de scribed even by American intelligence operatives as a 
“war criminal” and a “fascist”—shelter and protection in Vatican properties. 
It is telling, perhaps, that according to one CIA report, within days of  Pius 
XII’s death in October 1958, Vatican of fi cials asked Draganoviç to leave the 
College of  St. Jerome, where he had been living and working with impunity 
since the latter part of  the war.118
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 It makes for a good story, but is it true? It is conceivable, of  course, that 
Pius XII at least knew of  the ratline operations. It is possible, too, that the 
pope authorized such operations and instructed his staff  to provide the nec-
essary fi nan cial and material resources needed to pull off  the great escape 
of  notorious war criminals. Michael Phayer is convinced that Father Dra-
ganoviç’s role directly implicates Pius XII. The fact that someone working for 
a Vatican or ga ni za tion could be so deeply enmeshed in the ratlines scheme, 
Phayer concludes, is proof  positive of  “the direct involvement of  Pius XII 
himself.”119 Drawing on evidence from the diplomatic and intelligence re-
ports of  the time, the Argentine journalist Uki Goói has written that the doc-
umentation proves “not only how Pius XII was fully aware of  the sanctuary 
provided to war criminals at Roman ecclesiastical institutions, but also how 
he personally liaised with the Nazi- smuggling operation at the Croatian Con-
fraternity of  San Girolamo [Saint Jerome].” This, Goói says, despite the Vati-
can’s repeated denial that the pope had any knowledge of, let alone direct 
dealings with, the work of  men like Draganoviç.120

 According to reports from the Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) agent 
Robert C. Mudd, some 100 Ustaša were in hiding at the Saint Jerome semi-
nary, hoping to escape to Argentina through Vatican channels, and with the 
full knowledge of  the Vatican and Argentine government.121 Mudd de scribed 
how Draganoviç and others working with the Vatican’s relief  efforts were 
able to move in and out of  Vatican City effortlessly, shielded by the diplo-
matic immunity afforded of fi cial Vatican vehicles. Draganoviç’s work with 
Ustaša trying to flee to South America, Mudd reasoned, “defi nitely links him 
up with the plan of  the Vatican to shield these ex- Ustashi nationalists” and 
help them reach South America. Mudd was convinced that the Vatican was 
counting on the “strong anti- communist feelings of  these men,” and thus 
wanted to help facilitate their migration to South America “in any way possi-
ble to counteract the spread of  Red doctrine.”
 That the Vatican and associated or ga ni za tions had become the epicenter 
of  illegal emigration movements just after the war is clear enough. Writing to 
the Supreme Allied Commander in November 1946 on the search for Paveliç, 
a po lit i cal advisor in the Foreign Of fice stated bluntly that it was “increasingly 
clear that many of  the more im por tant quislings [that is, traitors] are taking 
refuge under the wing of  the Church” in Italy. Confounding the situation was 
the unlikelihood that Ital ian police could be persuaded to search for men like 
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Paveliç if  it meant entering church property, unless, of  course, the Vatican it-
self  could be “persuaded into active cooperation.”122 Adding to this certainty 
was the fact that Allied of fi cials believed the Vatican was dragging its feet on 
expelling from the Vatican proper such men as former Nazi diplomat Baron 
von Weizsäcker. American Secretary of  State James Byrnes wrote with con-
cern at the start of  1946 to Robert Murphy, Truman’s advisor on Germany, 
complaining of  the Vatican’s “negligible” assistance in turning over former 
“enemy aliens” to Allied of fi cials.123 American representatives at the Vatican 
tried to reassure Washington that the Vatican wanted to be rid of  former Ger-
man diplomats as soon as possible, but the pope wanted certain assurances 
that men like Weizsäcker and their families would be treated fairly and hu-
manely when they left the con fines of  Vatican City.124 Harold Tittmann wrote 
that the Vatican was “most anxious” to see former German diplomats leave, 
but was concerned “only with the appearances and with its own prestige as 
charitable and impartial institution.” The pope and his staff  were especially 
sensitive to how German Catholics might perceive their collaboration with 
the powers that now occupied their country. As Harold Tittmann explained, 
the Vatican fully expected German Catholics to play a central role in the “fu-
ture rehabilitation” of  Germany.125 It was out of  a similar concern for the ef-
fect on public opinion of  so many death sentences being meted out to former 
German and Ital ian generals, along with the logic of  Christian compassion 
and forgiveness, that Pius XII could appeal to Allied authorities all the way 
to Truman to commute the death sentences of  convicted war criminals.126 
Among those for whom the pope sought clemency was General Anton Dos-
tler, the commander of  the 75th German Army Corps, condemned to death 
by a U.S. military tribunal in Rome in October 1945 for having ordered the 
execution of  unarmed American POWs. The Vatican wanted Dostler’s life 
spared solely on compassionate grounds. The American member of  the Vati-
can diplomatic of fice, Monsignor Carroll, assured U.S. of fi cials that Dostler 
was a devout Roman Catholic and a “deeply religious man.” The pope’s ap-
peal in this instance, as in most cases, was politely acknowledged by the rele-
vant Allied authorities, then promptly ignored.127

 The diplomatic and military of fi cials who fielded the many papal requests 
for clemency could accept the pope’s interventions as emanating from hu-
manitarian impulses, even when appeals were made on behalf  of  accused 
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mass murderers.128 By the second half  of  1947, though, American and British 
of fi cials were find ing it harder to hide their frustration with the Vatican’s fail-
ure to acknowledge that religious institutions in Rome, affiliated in one way 
or another with the Vatican, likely were harboring known or suspected war 
criminals. Nowhere was this more obvious than in the case of  a group of  
Croatian Ustaša generals and POWs whom the Yugoslavs wanted extradited 
to face trial as war criminals. Some Allied of fi cials believed that Pius XII was 
actively pleading the case of  these Croatian nationals in order to keep them 
from the hands of  the Yugoslavian Communist leader Tito. Pius XII’s distrust 
of  the Yugoslav Communists was no secret to the Allied representatives who 
worked closely with the pope. According to Myron Taylor, the pope saw Tito 
as a “cruel, ambitious dictator of  the worst type . . . utterly unreliable and 
dangerous.”129

 This did not alleviate the frustration of  the American and British of fi cials 
who wanted the pope to understand the enormous damage the matter was 
doing to the Holy See’s moral credibility. A case in point was the Vatican’s 
slow response to queries about the whereabouts of  the Croatian po lit i cal and 
military leaders actively being sought as war criminals by the Yugoslavian 
government. The former In de pen dent State of  Croatia, which after 1941 un-
dertook a murderous campaign targeting civilians, mainly Serbs and Jews, 
had taken hundreds of  thousands of  lives. Forced conversions of  orthodox 
Serbs to Catholicism, the legal and economic marginalization of  Jews, con-
centration camps and systematic mass murder—such was the nature of  
Ustaša brutality, which even some German of fi cials believed was excessive.130 
During the war, Pius XII and his staff  certainly were well aware of  the brutal 
nature of  an ostensibly pro- Catholic regime and of  the particularly vulnera-
ble situation of  some 40,000 Jews in Croatia. Religious leaders in Croatia, 
both Jewish and Catholic, together with relief  and rescue or ga ni za tions from 
Italy, implored the Holy See to see what could be done to get Croatian Jews, 
including those who had converted to Catholicism, out of  harm’s way; this 
might entail allowing them to travel to Italy or to remain in those parts of  the 
former Yugoslavia currently occupied by Ital ian troops who were expected to 
be accommodating. Like his counterparts in other parts of  occupied Europe, 
the Vatican’s envoy in Zagreb, Giuseppe Marcone—who carried the title of  
apostolic visitor rather than nuncio since there were no formal diplomatic 
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ties between the Holy See and the Ustaša regime—persistently entreated the 
Croatian authorities to listen to the dictates of  morality and Christian charity. 
He enjoyed, at best, very  modest success.131

 While it is true that the Holy See refused to recognize formally the Ustaša 
regime, it is also the case that Pius XII declined to issue anything like a strong 
public denunciation of  murderous behavior being carried out ostensibly in 
the name of  Catholic Croatia. Not surprisingly, then, after the war Yugosla-
vian authorities were prone to view the Vatican’s attitude toward former 
Ustaša leaders with deep suspicion. The most notorious among the Ustaša 
who were reportedly being sheltered in Vatican- related property were Ante 
Paveliç, the Ustaša leader himself, who had met with Pius XII at the Vatican in 
1941. Reports had it that even Hitler’s Serbian wartime collaborator, General 
Milan Nedic, found shelter in Vatican property, though such claims were con-
tradicted by word reaching Allied authorities that Nedic had committed sui-
cide while in custody in early February 1946.132

 Allied authorities had known for some time that the Vatican took issue 
with Yugoslavia’s widespread demands for handing over war criminals and 
so- called quislings, reasoning that some individuals were being unjustly ac-
cused presumably because of  their opposition to the Yugoslav Communists. 
Such was the case with Monsignor Gregory Rozman, the  bishop of  Ljubljana, 
who was characterized as a suspected quisling and interned at the Klagenfurt 
camp in Austria. In late January 1946, American and British of fi cials learned 
that the pope himself  wanted the Allies to allow  Bishop Rozman to flee to 
northern Italy, to find refuge in a Benedictine abbey at Praglia, near Padua.133 
As Allied of fi cials had it from the Vatican, the abbey was a “centre of  refuge” 
for Yugoslav priests and seminarians, and thus would be eminently “suitable” 
for Rozman. Osborne relayed the pope’s request to the Foreign Of fice, saying 
that he hoped the Allies would be amenable. They were not, at least not while 
investigations were still ongoing to determine whether there was evidence 
to warrant handing Rozman over to Yugoslavia to be tried. Allied of fi cials, 
the Americans in particular, had doubts about the Yugoslav charges against 
 Bishop Rozman. There was, in the words of  one British of fi cial in Belgrade, 
“nothing that can be called concrete evidence against Rozman.” American 
of fi cials at Belgrade went even further and questioned Yugoslav motivations, 
to the point of  suggesting that the charges against Rozman were “propagan-
distic” and were part of  the Tito government’s “campaign against the Church 
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in Yugoslavia.”134 Even still, so long as doubts about Rozman’s wartime activi-
ties remained, and there was little question that he had expressed anti- Allied 
views during the war, Allied authorities did not want him leaving the Klagen-
furt area, let alone traveling into northern Italy to find church- backed refuge. 
In fact, the Foreign Of fice and the British representative at Belgrade wanted 
Osborne to let the pope know that the existence of  a small “community” of  
Yugoslav priests near Padua, even if  they were bona fide refugees in need 
of  the church’s humanitarian assistance, nevertheless could fuel the Yugosla-
vian government’s suspicions to the detriment of  Catholic interests in the 
country.135

 There were no such doubts about men like Nedic or Paveliç. The thought 
that they might be find ing shelter in Rome from people associated even 
loosely with the Vatican caused predictable consternation among American 
and British of fi cials. And although there remained serious doubts about 
whether such a high- profile fig ure as Paveliç was given sanctuary in Vatican 
properties in Rome, Allied authorities had it from the Yugoslavs that at least 
five men who were being sought by the Yugoslavian government were indeed 
in Rome, living in Vatican properties, apparently at the Oriental Institute in 
Rome.136 The Yugoslav government claimed to have learned that a “large 
number” of  wanted war criminals were managing to escape Italy and make 
their way to South America, with the active assistance of  the Vatican’s Pon-
tifical Aid Commission in the form of  visas and fi nan cial assistance procured 
under false pretenses.137

 Having agreed to work with the Yugoslavian government on helping to 
bring suspected war criminals and quislings to trial, the Foreign Of fice coun-
seled a direct approach to the Vatican to see whether they might respond pro-
actively. In fact, by the start of  1947, the Foreign Of fice was eager to wash its 
hands of  the affair, asking that Yugoslavia deal directly with the Vatican about 
in quir ies related to the five former Ustaša presumed to be enjoying Vatican 
cover.138 This the Yugoslav government did in early February 1947.
 Osborne, who knew the court of  Pius XII better than any other foreign 
diplomat, had his doubts about Vatican cooperation. He warned that there 
should be no talk whatsoever of  anything like a “forced search” of  Vatican 
territories by the authorities in search of  suspected war criminals.139 The Vati-
can’s resentment, not to mention Catholic opinion in Eng land, would be all 
the greater, Osborne reasoned, in light of  the fresh wounds lingering from 
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the arrest, trial, and eventual conviction in October 1946 of  Arch bishop Aloy-
sius Stepinac, the most powerful prelate in Croatia. For Marshal Tito’s re-
gime, by virtue of  his dealings with the Ustaša, Arch bishop Stepinac clearly 
was guilty of  collaboration. It mattered little to Yugoslavian of fi cials that 
Stepinac had denounced Ustaša excesses during the war; Allied of fi cials them-
selves were inclined to regard Stepinac’s wartime rec ord as questionable. The 
Vatican, for its part, had no doubt about true Yugoslavian intentions. It con-
sidered the Stepinac trial a farce; the arch bishop was an innocent pawn in 
a dangerous game of  early Cold War politics whose unfair arrest and sham 
trial were but the opening salvo in a war against Catholicism in the new 
 Yugoslavia.140

 Even still, the Foreign Of fice wanted Osborne to send a clear signal to the 
Vatican that the alleged harboring of  known or suspected war criminals was a 
dangerous game that could only hurt church interests in the long run. As a 
Foreign Of fice dispatch from M. S. Williams put it to D’Arcy Osborne at the 
start of  January 1947, the likes of  Nedic and Paveliç were “not Thomas à 
Beckets”—a stark warning to the Vatican to avoid making martyrs out of  
brutal war criminals.141 Osborne delivered this message to the Vatican, speak-
ing with Tardini, who was able to con firm that the pope had instructed 
church- related institutions to exercise greater vigilance when being asked to 
“entertain guests,” which was to say, harbor refugees. Pius XII ordered that 
such shelter was to be given only with the approval of  a “higher authority.” 
This could be taken as one way of  saying diplomatically that anyone being 
housed in church property was going to be allowed to stay there at the pope’s 
discretion, albeit with due consideration for the concerns of  friends and allies 
in postwar reconstruction. Osborne had his doubts about papal cooperation. 
He wrote to a colleague in the Foreign Of fice to say that “if  they [Ustaša refu-
gees] were in Vatican territory I do not believe for a moment that the Pope 
would give the order for their surrender.” But Osborne was speaking here 
about a hypothetical. Given what Tardini had said about the pope’s recent in-
structions against harboring refugees, Osborne himself  was inclined to be-
lieve that the five suspected quislings had already left their Roman refuge.142

 Osborne’s reports suggested that the Vatican was not willing to accept 
responsibility openly for what certain or ga ni za tions attached to its massive 
postwar relief  efforts might be doing to harbor suspected war criminals and 
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to help them evade justice by escaping to the Americas. When they met in 
early February 1947, Osborne and Tardini discussed charges from the Yugo-
slavs that a number of  wanted Ustaša were being helped to escape from Eu-
rope to South America under the guise of  the charitable work of  the PCA, a 
clear allusion to Father Draganoviç’s work based out of  Saint Jerome Col-
lege.143 In fact, by late 1946 some British diplomatic of fi cials had been con-
vinced that Paveliç was in Italy and that his precise whereabouts were known 
to Draganoviç alone.144 When Tardini tried to disassociate the Vatican’s Sec-
retariat of  State from Draganoviç and the day- to- day functioning of  the Pon-
tifical Aid Commission, Osborne retorted sharply that whatever its precise 
connection to the Vatican, the aid commission “was a Vatican or ga ni za tion 
and the instrument of  papal charity, and that consequently responsibility for 
it could not be disavowed.”145 Tardini’s attempt to disassociate his of fice from 
the pontifical relief  commission strained the limits of  credulity, and so Os-
borne called him to account. Clearly, British of fi cials were not impressed with 
this apparent attempt to absolve the pope of  any responsibility for activities 
taking place under the guise of  or ga ni za tions that Pius XII himself  had estab-
lished. Nor were they pleased with the Vatican’s apparent unwillingness to 
cooperate with Allied authorities, and with the Tito regime, in handing sus-
pected war criminals over to the Yugoslavs. As J. R. Colville of  the Foreign 
Of fice’s Southern Department observed, “I am afraid the Vatican have not 
been helpful. . . . The plain fact is that the [Roman Catholic] Church appar-
ently has no wish to come to terms with Tito and is willing to support his 
enemies.” Colville went on to say, “But if  Pope Pius XII wishes to assume the 
mantle of  Gregory VII . . . he can do it better than by harboring Ustashi.”146 
When the Vatican intervened with Allied authorities on behalf  of  Miroslav 
Spalaicovich, former Yugoslavian representative to Paris who took refuge in 
Italy after the war, pleading that the aged and ailing man was in no condition 
to be extradited to Yugoslavia to face trial, the Southern Department of  the 
Foreign Of fice wrote to the Po lit i cal Advisor’s Of fice at Caserta to suggest 
that the Vatican be made aware that there was compelling evidence to sub-
stantiate Spalaicovich’s guilt. It was a diplomatic way of  saying for the rec ord 
what of fi cials were saying privately—that on the matter of  former Ustaša and 
other wartime collaborators, the Vatican risked being on the wrong side in 
the judgment of  his tory.147
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 Indeed, there was a growing conviction that the pope approved of  the 
scheme to shelter a certain number of  Croatian Fascists from Yugoslavian 
justice. One British of fi cial wrote in late 1947 that

there has been much evidence to show that the Vatican has per-

mitted the encouragement both co vert, and overt, of  the 

Ustashi. . . . This wholly undesirable or ga ni za tion has not only 

been collectively responsible for vile atrocities on an immense 

scale during the war but has ever since its inception made use of  

murder as a normal po lit i cal weapon. There is surely all the dif-

ference between giving shelter to, let us say, dissident Slovene 

priests, and giving positive aid to a creature like Paveliç?

From Walter “Red” Dowling at the U.S. State Department came un der stand-
ing and even appreciation for the Vatican’s “humanitarian attitude towards 
criminals who may have shown any indication of  repentance.” But the Paveliç 
case was different. “It seems to me,” Dowling told J. Graham Parsons at the 
Taylor mission, “that Paveliç’s peculiarly unsavory rec ord would make it dif fi-
cult for the Church to afford him protection.”148

 It is assumed that Paveliç had found his way to Rome by the spring of  
1946, and remained there until the end of  1948, when he was able to escape to 
Argentina, presumably via a Vatican ratline. By 1947, American and British 
authorities had grown more earnest in their search for Paveliç. The Yugoslav 
case found a receptive audience with the American diplomat John Moors 
Cabot, who was uniquely placed to evaluate the likelihood of  a Vatican- 
Argentine connection. He was stationed in Argentina until 1947, when he was 
moved to the American Embassy in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. Moors Cabot heard 
directly from Tito about the Ustaša who were said to be hiding in Italy and 
Austria. In a letter to the U.S. State Department in June 1947, he wrote, “Some 
arrangement has been worked out with the Vatican and Argentina by which 
collaborationist Yugoslavs will be helped to emigrate [sic] to Argentina.” He 
seems to have realized that the “arrangement” had the blessing of  his own 
government. Indignantly, he questioned the practical as well as ethical conse-
quence of  such an arrangement not only for the Vatican but also for the 
United States, which risked compromising its “moral obligations” if  it al-
lowed such a scheme to continue. “How we can defend this rec ord before the 
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UN if  the Yugoslavs take it there I do not know, and there are increasing evi-
dences they will. As I see it we may then be forced either to accept a humiliat-
ing decision against us or so manipulate things as to show that we also con-
sider [the] UN a mere instrument of  power politics.”149

 For some time, all manner of  rumor surrounding Paveliç’s whereabouts 
had been swirling in diplomatic and intelligence circles. The most conclusive 
evidence pointed to Paveliç being sheltered in Rome, where, it was said, he 
enjoyed some very powerful backing at the Vatican. If  Paveliç were in Rome, 
American intelligence reports concluded, he was most likely being sheltered 
at the College of  St. Jerome, a property that enjoyed the extraterritorial sov-
ereignty afforded to Vatican properties by virtue of  the church- state accords. 
So if  American and British of fi cials wanted him arrested and extradited to 
Yugoslavia, there was no other means than to implore the Vatican and Pius 
XII directly to help facilitate Paveliç’s apprehension. The few intelligence re-
ports produced at the time suggested that the Vatican resisted this pressure, 
and instead urged the British and Americans to think of  Paveliç as a potential 
strategic ally to help remove the Communist Tito. As CIC agent William Go-
wen wrote, the Ustaša leader’s “contacts are so high and his present position 
is so compromising to the Vatican, that any extradition of  subject would be a 
staggering blow to the Roman Catholic Church.”150 But intelligence reports 
of  this kind were notoriously unreliable, based as they were on scarce and 
often inaccurate information about the world of  the Vatican—a world to 
which intelligence operators and even diplomats had very limited access, if  
any at all. Getting accurate information about the Vatican entailed piercing a 
veil of  secrecy; it meant breaching what David Alvarez aptly de scribes as “a 
wall of  silence and discretion” put up by the small handful of  se nior individu-
als who guided papal diplomacy and guarded zealously—under oath, in fact 
—the Vatican’s secrets.151

 It is not surprising, then, that the reports of  Paveliç’s whereabouts were 
wildly inconsistent, so much so that no one in diplomatic or intelligence cir-
cles could verify for certain where the Croatian Ustaša leader was, or where 
he was likely to go. Some reports placed him in British or American custody; 
others had him living in hiding in Switzerland. One story located Paveliç in 
Argentina by May 1947, fresh off  a passenger ship from Genoa, bedecked in 
clerical clothing and surrounded by a veritable “retinue” of  Catholic clerics. 
As Parsons noted when reporting all this to Dowling at the State Department, 
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it was dif fi cult to take any of  these stories seriously since Paveliç, “like Kilroy, 
seems to be ev erywhere.”152

 After a brief  but intense search to pinpoint Paveliç’s whereabouts, the 
hunt for the Nazi collaborator was stopped abruptly in the late summer of  
1947. The message that reached CIC Rome was “HANDS OFF.”153 In a curi-
ous reversal, CIC agent William Gowen, whose father worked with the Tay-
lor mission at the Vatican, abandoned his earlier insistence that Paveliç be 
surrendered immediately and recommended that the hunt be called off. How 
to explain Gowen’s change of  heart? Some have speculated that the youn ger 
Gowen was feeling the in flu ence of  a powerful coterie of  well- placed of fi cials 
close to the pope, including Montini, the British representative Osborne, and 
also members of  Taylor’s staff, including Harold Tittmann and Gowen’s fa-
ther.154 Perhaps he was, but it seems more likely that word was out that the 
complex world of  underground escape routes was operating under the unof-
fi cial patronage of  the Allied powers. The search for Paveliç in Vatican envi-
rons went cold.
 Despite the seductive allure of  its sensationalistic elements, the damning 
indictment of  Pius XII’s purported involvement in the so- called Vatican rat-
lines rests on shaky foundations. In fact, there really were no Vatican ratlines 
as such. Claims to that effect have long been based on highly selective reading 
of  partial and sometimes dubious intelligence reporting of  the immediate 
postwar era. There simply is no direct, credible evidence to prove that Pius 
XII knew of  such schemes or that he personally approved and helped to fi-
nance them using funds from, among others, charitable donations intended 
for postwar relief  efforts. Given his propensity for caution and probity, it 
seems unlikely that he would have dared to authorize such questionable op-
erations, fraught not only with ethical but also with strategic and symbolic 
dangers for the Holy See and for all of  Catholicism. Was his mistake to have 
trusted too much the discretion of  his advisors or other cardinals in the Cu-
ria, or Allied authorities, for that matter, who saw some strategic opportuni-
ties in the ratline operations? After all, the operation of  the notorious ratlines 
depended more on the strategic interests of  the Western powers on the eve 
of  the Cold War than on papal patronage.155

 While Pius XII cannot be directly implicated in the ratlines operations, he 
cannot be absolved of  complete responsibility for the use, or rather misuse, 
of  Vatican- related institutions and relief  structures. Pleas of  innocence based 
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on ignorance of  the dubious dealings of  prelates like Father Draganoviç or 
 Bishop Hudal, whom the Vatican entrusted with delicate aspects of  postwar 
papal aid, were bound to be met at the time—and ever since—with a mea-
sure of  incredulity if  not derision. True, it was possible for the pope or the 
Secretariat of  State to claim, as each did, a plausible deniability about such 
activities, especially if, as seems likely, the schemes were known to only a few 
of fi cials. What is more, when he was informed that religious institutions like 
Saint Jerome College purportedly were being used to shelter wanted war 
criminals, Pius XII ordered heightened surveillance, presumably to keep such 
things from happening again. Even still, if  not Pius XII himself  then someone 
or some persons with in flu ence in the Vatican provided a mea sure of  legiti-
macy and protection to Draganoviç and Hudal, who, in turn, twisted papal 
relief  into a tool for escape.
 This speaks to a paradoxical quality of  Pius XII’s administration of  Vati-
can affairs. On the one hand, the pope governed with singular authority over 
certain areas, namely, the po lit i cal and diplomatic of fices of  the Holy See. In-
deed, foreign diplomats marveled at the discipline shown by Vatican of fi cials, 
confounded and frustrated though they were by their secrecy. Not even 
American or British clerics who were working for the Holy See could be ca-
joled by their fellow nationals into breaking the code of  silence.156 On the 
other hand, the internal discipline exhibited in the po lit i cal and diplomatic of-
fices of  the Vatican was not always replicated in other branches of  papal ad-
ministration. Pius XII’s administration was not immune to tensions, con flicts, 
and internal competition. Indeed, the fault lines arguably were deepened by 
the pope’s renowned capacity to procrastinate and to deliberate so carefully 
as to delay decisive action. Making matters worse was an increasing tendency 
for Pius XII to rely on an informal, unof fi cial network of  trusted advisors to 
handle practical matters like the or ga ni za tion and distribution of  papal relief. 
In the absence of  the formal structures of  discipline and control employed in 
the diplomatic of fices, and given the enormity and the urgency of  the post-
war refugee crisis, it appears that a few people with access to resources, like 
Draganoviç and Hudal, also enjoyed considerable latitude to improvise and 
delegate as they saw fit, at least for a time.
 Evocative talk of  Vatican ratlines must therefore yield to the more mun-
dane but nonetheless troubling possibility that the postwar escape routes ex-
ploited a certain dysfunction and inattention in the administration of  Vatican 
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affairs. There was also the lack of  po lit i cal will on the pope’s part to see Vati-
can resources enjoined in a campaign to mete out victor’s justice, especially 
when, as in the case of  Yugoslavia, the victors were Communists who seemed 
determined to persecute the Catholic Church. Either way, the story of  the 
ratlines with its many unanswered questions casts a long shadow on Pius XII’s 
otherwise heroic efforts to help rebuild the Continent after a cataclysmic war. 
The intersection of  papal relief  work with the culture and system of  postwar 
escape suggests at the very least a disturbing lack of  transparency and ac-
countability in the use of  relief  resources, if  not simple naiveté and poor 
judgment in the administration of  relief.



7

The Universal Pope

In a biting critique of  the curial culture of  the late 1940s, 
the outgoing French ambassador to the Holy See and venerable philosopher 
Jacques Maritain complained to French of fi cials that the so- called Govern-
ment of  the Church ac tually governed little and administered much. It per-
formed not so much a leadership role in the church as a regulatory function, 
protecting the store, as it were. Citing Chateaubriand, Maritain referred to 
the Curia as a “monarchical government ruled by old men.” It was futile, 
then, to look to Rome for new ideas or what Maritain called “evangelical ini-
tiatives.” Meaningful change, he concluded, would have to emerge “sponta-
neously” among the wider church community. Papal Rome, Maritain stated, 
“keeps watch, exercises prudence, directs in order to control, takes its time 
and takes account of  the times.”1

 Though he was sensitive to the con flicting demands made of  papal lead-
ership, Maritain at trib uted to Pius XII’s character and style of  governance the 
increasingly stultified intellectual atmosphere in Catholic thought in the years 
after 1945. He saw Pius XII’s approach to leadership as antithetical: on the one 
hand, the pope encouraged free and open debate on fundamental matters 
pertaining to doctrine, liturgical practices, or scriptural interpretation; on the 
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other, he acted as a severe doctrinal enforcer, containing or suppressing trends 
in research that strayed too far from orthodox teachings. The pope who is-
sued pioneering statements to stimulate reform in certain areas of  church 
life at the same time allowed a reactionary and repressive culture to fester, to 
the point of  authorizing formal censures of  some prominent Catholic theo-
logians.
 Many of  Pius XII’s advisors and admirers admitted that in the latter part 
of  his pontificate especially the papal court exhibited a tendency toward iner-
tia, stagnation, and reaction. For a faithful critical thinker like Jacques Mari-
tain, it was especially lamentable that Pius XII gave free rein to the “archaic 
methods” and mentality of  the men of  the Holy Of fice. Denouncing the 
“abuses” flowing from the secretive manner in which the doctrinal watchdog 
scrutinized the work of  Catholic scholars, Maritain singled out the incompe-
tence and “mediocrity” of  many of  the advisors (consultors) called upon by 
the Holy Of fice to lend expert opinion in highly specialized fields of  study. 
Given that there was no centralized, cohesive method to the Holy Of fice’s 
work of  doctrinal surveillance and enforcement, this left far too much lati-
tude to ad hoc denunciations from individual sources to individual cardinals. 
It was not unusual for vague and unsubstantiated charges, motivated by per-
sonal rivalry or politics, to reach the ear of  one curial cardinal or another, 
tripping a censorious alarm among the doctrinal watchdogs of  the Holy Of-
fice. For all its power, the of fice was characterized by what Maritain de scribed 
as a “surprising provincialism.”2

 Tensions within the church of  Pius XII over doctrinal matters in ten si fied 
through the late 1940s and reached a crescendo after the publication of  the 
papal encyclical Humani Generis (August 1950). In it, Pius XII condemned what 
he saw as the “false theories” of  modern philosophies that were affecting the 
work of  Catholic thinkers—whose adherents were labeled by critics as expo-
nents of  a nouvelle théologie, a “new” theology that threatened to undermine 
the very foundations of  the church’s teaching.3 Concerned that the essence 
of  the Christian message gradually was being lost and growing unintelligible 
and irrelevant in the lives of  believers, the exponents of  the so- called new 
theology argued in favor of  a return to Scripture and to the writings of  the 
Fathers of  the Church. This, they hoped, would pave the way for a rediscov-
ery of  the true dynamism of  the Christian faith.4 It would mean peeling back 
layers of  deeply rooted and of fi cially sanctioned explanations of  the founda-
tions of  the faith.
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 For Pius XII, this trend in Catholic theology bordered on open contempt 
of  the supreme teaching authority of  the church. More than simply a re-
sponse to the nouvelle théologie, then, Humani Generis was intended to discour-
age the movement. “It is true,” Pius XII wrote, “that Popes generally leave 
theologians free in those matters which are disputed in various ways by men 
of  very high authority in this field; but his tory teaches that many matters that 
formerly were open to discussion, no  longer now admit of  discussion.” Pius 
XII acknowledged that the encyclical did not in itself  “demand consent” of  
the theologians, since such papal letters did not carry the full weight of  the 
“supreme power” of  the pope’s teaching authority. But he made it clear that 
some things were no  longer open for debate.5

 The will of  Pius XII was clear enough: there was room in the church for 
research and debate on a host of  issues, including, for instance, the doctrine 
of  evolution, but within well- de fined limits. One could talk about evolution 
from a Catholic perspective so long as one accepted the precept that the hu-
man body  comes from both “pre- existent and living matter,” in other words, 
that humans have a soul that is created “immediately” by God. At the same 
time, Pius XII refused to tolerate any serious Catholic engagement with the 
idea of  “polygenism,” an argument against the idea that Adam was the “first 
parent of  all,” created by the one, true God. Pius XII dismissed such talk as 
“conjectural opinion” and said definitively that “the children of  the Church 
by no means enjoy such liberty” to research and discuss the theory.
 There were limits to what Catholic scholars could research, write, and 
teach about interpreting Scripture. As the author of  the encyclical that freed 
Catholic exegetes from a literal interpretation of  the Bible, Pius XII was eager 
to encourage continued critical- sci en tific study of  the sacred texts of  the He-
brew Bible and the Gospels. One had to be vigilant lest the Catholic scholar 
fall prey to an excessive historicism, to the point of  emptying the texts of  
their divine inspiration and message. Pius XII conceded that the Sacred Books 
contained passages that drew upon the metaphors, symbols, and traditions of  
the ancient communities in which the texts were formed. Yet he insisted that 
whatever the sacred writers took from the culture of  their day, they did so 
“with the help of  divine inspiration.” This rendered “immune from any er-
ror” the fundamental spiritual truth of  the Sacred Books.6

 In his crusade to preserve Catholic doctrine, the critics say, Pius XII and 
the conservative prelates who had come to dominate his circle in the last 
years of  his pontificate effectively slowed the push for much- needed reform 
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to church structure and teachings. The practical effects of  this authoritative 
papal intervention were felt by the French and German theologians who 
were considered the leading lights of  the nouvelle théologie. It was not so much 
what the pope himself  had said in the encyclical as how a small group of  prel-
ates close to the pope and at the Holy Of fice—Fathers Leiber and Hentrich, 
Monsignor Ottaviani, Father Garrigou- Lagrange—exploited their in flu ence 
with the pope and in the Roman Curia to deal forcefully with what they saw 
as excessively “pro gres sive” trends emanating from French Je su it circles.7

 The French Dominican theologian Yves Congar recalled that from 1947 
until 1956, he faced “an uninterrupted series of  denunciations, warnings, re-
strictive or discriminatory mea sures and mistrustful interventions” from of fi-
cial circles in Rome.8 Even Maritain and others, like the American Je su it theo-
logian John Courtney Murray, found themselves in the crosshairs of  at least 
some of  the doctrinal watchdogs in the Curia; they were spared an of fi cial 
censure only by the death of  Pius XII.9 In an atmosphere that recalled the an-
timodernist crusade of  the early twentieth century, the French Je su it theolo-
gian Henri de Lubac was to be kept away from seminary teaching and his 
books removed from library bookshelves and Catholic bookstores.10 It is said 
that soon after succeeding Pius XII as Pope John XXIII, Angelo Roncalli made 
it known that he was pained by the atmosphere created by Humani Generis, 
complaining that he had learned of  the papal document only through the 
news papers.
 Despite all this, Pius XII cannot be caricatured so easily as the architect 
of  an archconservative, reactionary, and monolithic church culture. Pius XII 
could be temperate, judicious, and forgiving when he saw fit. Henri de Lubac, 
for instance, would make peace with the Curia and even win the praise and 
con fi dence of  Pius XII. Writing through Augustin Bea in March 1958, the 
pope wanted to assure de Lubac that he had a “lively interest” in the French 
Je su it’s books, especially in the controversial Méditations sur l’Eglise, and, 
moreover, that he was impressed by the “sci en tific soundness” of  de Lubac’s 
work. Bea noted that Pius XII expected great things from such a great mind 
working for the “good of  the Church”; the pope was encouraging him “to 
continue with much con fi dence your sci en tific activity from which much 
fruit is promised for the Church.”11

 It is of  no small sig nifi cance that Roncalli, the pope who would convene 
the Second Vatican Council and thereby spark enormous transformations in 
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Catholic life, lauded Pius XII as a “great teacher of  the Faith,” together with 
the illustrious church fathers. Roncalli saw in Pius XII’s work a winning for-
mula for grappling with modernity that allowed the church to profess its un-
changing faith in an ever- changing world, for the good of  all peoples.12 In-
deed, for Pacelli’s two immediate successors, Roncalli and Montini, it was 
Pius XII himself  who was the real spiritual father of  the council. Montini rea-
soned that the corpus of  Pius XII’s teachings was a “vast and fruitful prepara-
tion for the doctrinal and pastoral words” of  the council.13 Whereas critics 
saw in Pius XII a pope out of  touch with reality and out of  step with the age, 
Montini saw “a friend of  our times,” someone open to “dialogue” with the 
many expressions of  modernity, albeit informed by an unyielding commit-
ment to the universal and absolute truths of  the Gospel. It was good and just 
to remember him, Montini concluded, and above all to follow his lead.14

 Over the course of  his dif fi cult pontificate, Pius XII issued a steady stream 
of  authoritative teachings and decisions—more than forty encyclicals in all, 
to say nothing of  the hundreds of  letters and speeches. His teachings can be 
grouped into three distinct but related categories: theological- ecclesiological, 
social- po lit i cal, and moral- ethical. The broad range of  his teaching was 
marked by a complex mixture of  continuity and change. The result was, and 
continues to be, a contradictory and at times ambiguous legacy for the doc-
trinal and or ga ni za tional life of  the church. In some ways, Pius XII was a pio-
neering pope who broke the mold of  papal leadership and cast a new one, by 
insisting that the pope speak frequently to the church and to the world on a 
host of  issues and to the widest possible range of  social categories.
 The German Je su it Augustin Bea, one of  the most in flu en tial voices at 
the Second Vatican Council calling for change in Catholic attitudes toward 
Jews and Judaism, predicted that his tory would rank Pius XII as one of  the 
truly great popes of  all time. As a renowned expert in biblical studies and 
Pacelli’s personal confessor after 1945, Bea brought a unique perspective, in-
sisting that it would take de cades if  not centuries for Pius XII’s “gigantic 
work” on behalf  of  the church and humanity to be fully understood and ap-
preciated.15 “Pius XII remains a doctor of  the Church for the future too,” Bea 
wrote in 1959, “even if  of fi cially he has not (or not yet) been declared such.” A 
few years later, as he meditated upon Pacelli’s in flu ence on the life of  the 
church and especially in the work of  the Second Vatican Council, Bea went so 
far as to say “that the teaching spread by Pius XII has become the spiritual air 
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that we constantly breathe without even being aware of  it.” Like Roncalli and 
Montini, Bea saw Pius XII’s legacy as “fundamental” for the council, espe-
cially because of  its comprehensive attempt to reconcile the ancient but un-
changing truths of  Christian faith to contemporary realities. Pius XII thus 
had left the church well placed to “re- conquer modern man to faith, to the 
Church, to Christ and to God.”16

 Pius XII’s capacity to be pro gres sive was evident during the Second World 
War, with the publication in 1943 of  two pioneering encyclicals, Mystici Corpo-
ris, on the church as the mystical Body of  Christ, and Divino Afflante Spiritu, 
on promoting biblical studies. These were followed in 1947 by the encyclical 
Mediator Dei, which addressed the subject of  the liturgy and encouraged new 
ways of  thinking about Catholic worship. While far from revolutionary, all 
three encyclicals were to have a profound in flu ence on the reforms instituted 
in the 1960s by the Second Vatican Council.17 Divino Afflante Spiritu arguably 
was the most consequential. Its subject matter—how Catholics were to inter-
pret the Bible—was esoteric, even banal when juxtaposed with the barbarous 
events that enveloped war- torn Europe. Nevertheless, it was a momentous 
publication that was bound to have a profound, lasting effect on the way 
Catholics related to the sacred texts of  their faith. Timed to coincide with the 
fiftieth anniversary of  Leo XIII’s encyclical Providetissimus Deus (November 
1893), which offered papal counsel on the proper way for Catholic scholars to 
engage in “the study of  Biblical science,” Divino Afflante Spiritu served to offer 
clarity and a new sense of  purpose and direction to Catholic biblical scholar-
ship even at such a turbulent moment in global affairs. The practical effect of  
Leo XIII’s encyclical had been to hamper and suppress the work of  a school 
of  biblical scholars who wanted to understand sacred Scripture through the 
lens of  the critical- historical method. Their purpose was not to challenge the 
divine nature or inspiration of  the holy books but simply to submit the books 
to critical study that drew upon emerging methods and sources of  the his-
torical sciences and to situate the sacred texts in their proper historical and 
cultural context.
 With one authoritative statement, Pius XII changed the way the church 
related to its sacred texts.18 Far from working under the constant threat of  
suspicion if  not censorship, Catholic biblical scholars effectively were being 
directed by the pope to employ what Pius XII de scribed as the “art of  textual 
criticism.” Catholic Bible studies were freed from the shackles of  a literalist 
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approach to scriptural interpretation. The point was not to undermine or 
question the divine nature of  the sacred texts or to empty the Bible of  its di-
vine message. To the contrary, Pius XII called for a critical method of  study-
ing the Bible precisely so as to cut through the layers of  translations and tran-
scriptions to get to the heart of  the original source. “Let the Catholic exegete 
undertake the task,” Pius XII declared, “of  all those imposed on him the 
greatest, that namely of  discovering and expounding the genuine meaning of  
the Sacred Books.” In exercising their work, he added, Catholic biblical schol-
ars ought to remember that their “foremost and greatest endeavor should be 
to discern and de fine clearly the sense of  the biblical words . . . so that the 
mind of  the author may be made abundantly clear.”
 To make the mind of  the author abundantly clear was to render more 
plainly and directly the scriptural basis for the Catholic faith and its practices. 
It also meant acknowledging how discoveries in such fields as archaeology 
had deepened un der stand ing of  the social and cultural world of  biblical Is-
rael, including ancient language and symbols.19 With an eye to the Catholic 
encounter with modernity, Pius XII invited biblical scholars to find ways of  
making their work accessible not only to other scholars but also to priests, to 
the men charged with teaching Christian doctrine to the people. The esoteric 
work of  critical scholars was, to the pope’s mind, a way of  helping “all the 
faithful to lead a life that is holy and worthy of  a Christian.”
 Commentators refer to the “prompt and dramatic” in flu ence on Catholic 
biblical studies of  Pius XII’s teaching on biblical interpretation. No doubt the 
development toward this more liberal approach had been a long time com-
ing, the logical outcome of  de cades of  internal debate and discussion among 
Catholic scholars over how best to reconcile critical biblical scholarship with 
the fundamental articles of  the Catholic faith. Still, it took the decisive inter-
vention of  Pius XII, and in particular his own comfort in the capacity to rec-
oncile textual criticism with the articles of  faith, to translate de cades of  inter-
nal wrangling into of fi cial Catholic teaching.20

 In March 1964, a few months after being elected Pope Paul VI, Giovanni 
Battista Montini, one of  Pius XII’s closest advisors over the years, paid hom-
age to his predecessor as he unveiled the imposing bronze monument to Pius 
XII in St. Peter’s Basilica. It was an effusive testament to a long, virtuous life 
of  Christian ser vice. Montini spoke admiringly of  Pius XII’s “complete devo-
tion” to the papal of fice and his capacity to re flect deeply on the nature of  
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that of fice. Montini admired Pacelli’s understated but profound spirituality 
and religious piety, to say nothing of  his asceticism and work ethic despite 
chronically fragile health. What to others appeared to be a pedantic attention 
to minor details was, to Montini’s mind, a “rare ability” to understand how 
the proper ordering of  so many “small things” mattered to getting the “big 
things” right. Other observers recalled how studiously and dili gently the pope 
worked to prepare his statements, paying close attention to ev ery detail, from 
background research to the meticulous reading and revision of  ev ery last sen-
tence, ev ery last word. Those who worked with the pope understood that 
Pius XII did all this out of  a genuine sense of  duty, with an elevated sense of  
the papal of fice. Domenico Tardini recalled that Pius XII liked to say that the 
pope “must speak as pope.” This meant preparing carefully, methodically, for 
ev ery public address, to the point of  delving into highly specialized studies in 
such areas as science and medicine.
 Especially noteworthy was his interest in atomic physics and medical eth-
ics, two expansive and rapidly developing fields that Pius XII had the foresight 
to see were going to challenge traditional Christian faith and practice in un-
precedented ways. Far from shirking away from advances in sci en tific and 
medical research or retreating behind the illusory protection afforded by a 
reactionary orthodoxy, Pius XII boldly entered the fray of  sci en tific and medi-
cal research. He grappled openly and in sophisticated ways with cutting- edge 
research, mindful of  the need to make new discoveries and advances fit with 
the essence of  the Christian claim. In his presentations to the Pontifical Acad-
emy of  Sciences, which counted among its members some of  the most illus-
trious scientists of  the day, Pius XII could dazzle with his mastery of  complex 
questions of  quantum mechanics, all the while relating find ings in sci en tific 
research back to the age- old moral and philosophical questions of  life.21

 Pius XII’s many addresses in the areas of  science, medicine, and bioeth-
ics—which numbered in the hundreds—reveal a very different Pius XII from 
the diplomat- pope of  the war years. There is scarcely a trace of  the cautious 
restraint of  the pope’s wartime oratory, little evidence of  the tendency to-
ward circumlocution that characterized his speeches at the height of  World 
War Two. In these speeches, Pius XII seemed fully alive to the prophetic and 
the evangelical dimension of  papal leadership. At the opening of  the seventh 
annual meeting of  the Pontifical Academy of  the Sciences in February 1943, 
the pope acknowledged the “cap ital importance” of  certain discoveries and 
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inventions stemming from what he called “ar ti fi cial transformations” in the 
nucleus of  the atom. Such pioneering sci en tific discoveries, he said, raised 
fundamental questions about the very nature of  the universe and of  “exis-
tence” itself. Therein lay the importance of  acknowledging the path- breaking 
work of  scientists while insisting that this work play itself  out against the 
backdrop of  ultimate questions about the natural order, its origins and 
 destiny.
 In this respect, Pius XII hoped to serve as a bridge between two worlds—
faith and reason, the supernatural and the natural. There was no question in 
his mind which of  them reigned supreme. Still, it was sig nifi cant that the spir-
itual head of  the world’s largest religious denomination was prepared to en-
gage in dialogue with the world of  science in the middle of  the twentieth 
century. Pius XII thus signaled that he was open to find ing ways of  reconcil-
ing faith and reason, religion and science. Rather than retreating into a reac-
tionary obscurantism, Pius XII insisted that faith could not escape from cer-
tain dictates of  reason and its method. But he insisted equally that science 
could not escape the dictates of  natural law and the moral universe. His ex-
position was technical, pastoral, and poetic all at once—a veritable tour de 
force of  oratory. He called on scientists to admire the great “theater” of  hu-
man life with all its wonders, the epic drama that featured the “grandeur of  
man” at center stage. All the human sciences, Pius XII concluded, from anat-
omy to physics to psychology, medicine, and even politics—all of  them, he 
said, together constituted a great “hymn to God,” and all human endeavors 
were governed by the moral dictates of  conscience. A de cade later he would 
have occasion to revisit the subject of  nuclear technologies, praising the many 
potential bene fits of  nuclear advancements while warning ominously of  
what he called the “homicidal and suicidal madness” evident in the arms race. 
The former were testimony to the grandeur of  man, the latter to the conse-
quences of  a science unmoored from morality and ethics.22

 This was Pius XII speaking as he thought a pope should speak. His task 
and tone were educative and pastoral. He stood before the professionals not 
as one of  them but as the Vicar of  Christ and the  bishop of  Rome—a pastor 
to the whole human family. It was true that he wanted to speak competently 
to the specialists in the technical language of  their field. But he knew his own 
limits.23

 His authority was evident whenever Pius XII sought to remind his audi-
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ences both of  the limits and of  the ultimate purpose of  any form of  sci en tific 
inquiry. Speaking to a group of  astronomers in May 1957, Pius XII demon-
strated an appreciation for the critical methods by which sci en tific knowledge 
was advanced. At the same time, he used the opportunity to caution the mod-
ern scientist not to be seduced by the excitement of  discovery into thinking 
himself  “lord of  the cosmos.” He wanted scientists to remember that the 
“truth” which ev ery researcher seeks exists ultimately “on a higher plane than 
that of  sci en tific research.” The “moral universe,” the pope continued, “tran-
scends the physical world”; consequently, he reasoned, “ev ery gain made by 
science is on a lower plane than that of  man’s personal destiny—the ultimate 
aim and purpose of  his existence—and of  the relations which unite him to 
God.” Speaking to a group of  geophysicists in 1954, Pius XII intoned that the 
human mind “remains subject in its essence and in its activity to the supreme 
command of  a Divine Creator.” And he warned about the perils to society of  
a life of  the mind detached from a proper, holistic, integrated sense of  the 
nature and purpose of  human life. More than just a warning, though, it was a 
call for scientists to exercise moral and civil responsibilities. “Knowledge di-
vorced from the rest of  life,” Pius XII warned, “be comes sterile, nay danger-
ous. The scientist is above all a man face to face with his destiny, and from 
him, more than from others, will be required an accounting for the good and 
the evil that he has done.”24

 In asserting the primacy of  morality and ethics in the face of  would- be 
advances in sci en tific research, Pius XII restated in contemporary terms fun-
damental Catholic teachings about the nature of  human life and the dignity 
of  the person. In these ethical admonitions, the pope spoke plainly about the 
lessons of  the recent past, evoking the lingering specter of  Nazism and the 
great human tragedies wrought by science and medicine unmoored from 
morality. In a wide- ranging address to an association of  Ital ian Catholic mid-
wives in October 1951, Pius XII reiterated in unequivocal terms Catholic doc-
trine forbidding ar ti fi cial means of  contraception or insemination. The 
speech captured the pope’s skill at blending a defense of  orthodoxy with rec-
ognition that Catholics had to adapt, or rather respond effectively, to the 
spread of  knowledge and new technologies, together with rapidly changing 
social mores. In speaking to this group of   women on intimate matters related 
to marriage, sexuality, and contraception, Pius XII proved that he could be 
orthodox and modern—albeit within defi nite limits—at the same time. He 
reiterated orthodox Catholic teaching, which held that contraceptive prac-
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tices, in particular sterilization, constituted “a grave violation of  the moral 
law.” The same applied to abortion, even in cases when the health or life of  
the mother was endangered.25 No one, not even the so- called public author-
ity—that is, the state—had any right to permit such a practice, even less to 
authorize its use against “innocents.” The matter had been settled defi nitely 
by his predecessor’s encyclical on marriage (Casti connubbi, December 1930) 
and reinforced at Pacelli’s instruction by the Holy Of fice in early 1940, in re-
sponse to the widespread use of  sterilization in Nazi Germany.26

 Alongside this resolute defense of  orthodoxy, though, the pope took the 
first tentative steps toward of fi cial acceptance of  the methods of  natural fam-
ily planning. In a gesture that anticipated by over a de cade the Second Vatican 
Council’s call on the laity to assume a more active role in the life of  the 
church, Pius XII called on Catholic midwives to exercise their “professional 
apostolate” in defense of  the church’s conception of  the meaning and dig-
nity of  human life. In leaving the door open to ongoing debate and research 
on methods of  natural family planning, Pius XII told the  women that it was 
their responsibility—not the priest’s—to instruct and counsel married cou-
ples about moral and ethical methods of  family planning, in keeping with 
church teaching.27

 Ironically, the pope pilloried for his seeming “silence” during the Holo-
caust was concerned near the end of  his life that he had written and said too 
much during his pontificate. Speaking in May 1957 to Father Antoine Wenger, 
then editor of  the French Catholic news paper Le Croix, Pius XII admitted 
to worrying that perhaps by issuing so many letters and speeches over the 
course of  a long pontificate he had con trib uted to an “in fla tion of  the papal 
word.”28 Some critics at the time agreed that Pius XII perhaps was speaking 
too frequently and too expansively on matters far beyond his competency. 
The result was not so much the in fla tion of  papal words as their trivializa-
tion.29 Such criticism re flected a dramatic reversal of  expectations from those 
placed on Pacelli at the height of  World War Two, when it was his persistent 
silence that reputedly was damaging the moral prestige of  the papacy.

The Coming of  Global Catholicism

In the area of  social and po lit i cal commentary, Pius XII spoke out in general 
terms about the threat to religious freedom posed by the spread of  atheism, 
but also more spe cifi cally about the campaigns of  repression and persecution 
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in flicted on Catholics in Eastern Europe and China.30 There were signs, too, 
of  an evolving doctrine of  religious freedom that could articulate basic pre-
cepts of  human dignity beyond the traditional concern for the rights and 
privileges of  Catholics, be they in a majority or a minority. Despite having felt 
the chilled censorious atmosphere of  the last years of  Pacelli’s pontificate, 
John Courtney Murray a few years later lauded Pius XII’s po lit i cal teach-
ings for having furnished a “badly need aggiornamento,” or updating, of  the 
church’s doctrine on religious freedom. What Pius XII did was to encourage 
a “change in the state of  the . . . question” on religious freedom. While his 
was not yet a fully articulated doctrine of  religious freedom per se, Court-
ney Murray reasoned that Pius XII had carefully discerned the “signs of  the 
times” in realizing that the growth of  personal freedoms demanded the ap-
plication of  state power in a manner consistent with what the pope called the 
“dignity and freedom of  the citizenry.” For Courtney Murray, it was espe-
cially im por tant that during the Second World War, Pius XII had warned con-
sistently against an excessive and inappropriate use of  state power in ways 
that con flicted with the “personal rights and duties of  man.” In this respect at 
least, Pius XII could be seen as both a transitional and a transformational fig-
ure. At the very least, Pacelli had come some way from the near- exclusive 
concern for the religious rights of  Catholics exhibited during his tenure as 
papal nuncio in Germany and then as secretary of  state.31

 After the war, Pius XII prayed for peace in Palestine in the face of  the po-
lit i cal, military, and social crises that resulted from the establishment of  the 
state of  Israel, reserving special mention for the “thousands of  refugees” who 
were driven to “wander from their fatherland in search of  shelter and food.” 
Then there was the “grievous” news of  damage and outright destruction to 
the sacred sites of  Chris tian i ty, especially within the “Holy City” of  Jerusa-
lem. News of  damage to the holy places af firmed Pius XII in repeating his call 
for Jerusalem and other religious sites to be under the patronage and protec-
tion of  the international community.32 In the encyclical letter Fidei Donum 
(April 1957), Pius XII addressed the state of  Catholic missions around the 
world. Africa merited special attention, the pope said, since the church there 
continued to strive “to forward her work among the heathen multitudes.” 
Although “healthy prog ress” had been made in bringing the Gospel to that 
diverse continent, there were signs that “seeds of  trouble are being sown . . . 
by the proponents of  atheistic materialism.” The letter was intended as an 
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appeal to Catholics around the world to lend material and moral assistance to 
the vital work of  the missionaries—who were far too few in number—so that 
“the message of  saving truth may be brought to what is called ‘darkest’ Af-
rica, where some 85,000,000 people still sit in the darkness of  idolatry.” At the 
time of  his death in late 1958, there was clear evidence that Pius XII’s atten-
tion to Africa as fertile grounds for evangelization was paying dividends. Un-
der Pacelli’s pontificate, the number of  Catholics in Africa rose from 5 million 
to well over 20 million.33

 Although his language harked back to outmoded conceptions of  Europe’s 
civilizing mission, there were unmistakable signs that Pius XII appreciated 
the need to move beyond the colonial mentality of  previous eras, with its ac-
companying po lit i cal and economic systems of  servitude. In an implicit but 
clear- minded critique of  old- world colonialism and of  the ongoing tensions 
in Africa and Asia between indigenous populations and their erstwhile Euro-
pean colonizers, Pius XII in 1956 expressed solidarity with the “non- Europeans 
who aspire to full po lit i cal in de pen dence.” The lingering practices and men-
tality of  old- world colonialism, the pope warned, were bound to fuel antago-
nism among indigenous populations which, in turn, would leave them vul-
nerable to the deceptive allure of  Communist ideology. In his Christmas 
address of  1955, Pius XII declared, “Let not those peoples be denied a fair and 
pro gres sive po lit i cal freedom and [let them not be] hindered in its pursuit.” In 
his last encyclical from June 1958, Ad Apostolorum Principis, which dealt with 
Communism and the church in China, Pius XII reiterated his teaching from 
earlier in the de cade declaring “that the Catholic Church is a stranger to no 
people on earth, much less hostile to any. With a mother’s anxiety, she em-
braces all peoples in impartial charity.”34

 Closer to home, the aging Pius XII showed a remarkable awareness of  
the social, economic, and cultural transformations that were challenging the 
Catholic laity in the West to question the relevance of  church doctrine in 
their daily lives. Mindful of  the growing appeal of  domestic Communist and 
Socialist parties in Western Europe, Pius XII spoke frequently to workers 
and students, assuring them of  the church’s awareness of  social questions 
and  issues of  economic fairness. Pius XII forcefully and persistently reiterated 
Catholic rejection of  the Marxist class warfare thesis and defended private 
property rights; he also restated the church’s commitment to such principles 
of  social justice as the “just wage” for workers. In various venues and through 
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diverse media, Pius XII urged Catholics to reject the ex tremes of  Communist 
and cap italist economic systems, and work instead for a system ordered by a 
proper Christian sense of  the dignity of  the human person.35

 In the area of  church governance, one of  the most consequential respon-
sibilities of  a pope is to appoint  bishops and name cardinals, from whose 
ranks are drawn electors and future popes, as well as the heads of  the in flu en-
tial of fices of  the Roman Curia. In this area of  church life, Pius XII also broke 
new ground and helped lay the foundations for a truly global Catholic com-
munity. Evidence of  his commitment to the internationalization of  church 
governance was evident in the early months of  his pontificate, when he ap-
pointed twelve indigenous  bishops from Asia and Africa. The importance of  
the moment was not lost on Catholics in the old world. One French parish 
magazine, for instance, praised the new pope’s appointments as “both an af-
fir ma tion of  the University of  the Church and a condemnation of  all racism.” 
Pius XII’s bold move was praised in 1939 as “a continuation of  his predeces-
sor’s work” but also as “a fine response to the errors of  Germanic racism.”36 
Could it be that ordinary Catholics saw some thing in the new pope, some-
thing of  his true intentions toward Nazism, that eluded the diplomats and 
heads of  state?
 Pius XII made his tory again after the war when in 1946 and 1953, respec-
tively, he named as cardinals Thomas Tien of  China and Valerian Gracias of  
India. They were the first indigenous Catholics of  their respective nations to 
sit in the College of  Cardinals.37 The 1946 Consistory—the first of  only two 
times in his long pontificate that Pius XII appointed new cardinals—was a 
historic step toward the internationalization of  the central government of  
the church. It was also an opportunity for Pius XII to reward American Cath-
olics for their stalwart moral and material support of  Vatican policies through 
the war years with the appointment of  leading American prelates as cardi-
nals: Francis Spellman of  New York, Edward Mooney of  Detroit, Samuel 
Stritch of  Chicago, and John Glennon of  St. Louis. News coverage seized on 
the novelty of  the occasion. For the first time in his tory, a contingent of  cardi-
nal designates, including  Bishop Tien of  China, traveled by air to receive the 
customary red hat. In a telling sign of  the state of  affairs in Italy at war’s end, 
Vatican tailors did not have enough material to outfit all of  the new cardinals 
with the robes proper to their new of fices, leaving the American designates 
and  Bishop Tien to borrow from the wardrobes of  several deceased Ameri-
can cardinals.38
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 Speaking to the new cardinals in February 1946, Pius XII acknowledged 
publicly that his decision to appoint so many new cardinals from outside the 
traditional Catholic bastions of  Europe re flected a deliberate strategy to un-
derscore at the highest levels of  church governance the “supranational char-
acter” and “universal unity” of  the church. The pope took care to distinguish 
the church’s sense of  its global nature and mission from what he called “mod-
ern imperialism.” The church, Pius XII declared, “is not an Empire,” at least 
not in the way the modern world and modern states conceived of  the term. 
In fact, he said, the two were diametrically opposed to each other at a funda-
mental level. For Pius XII, the universalism of  the church sought first and 
foremost to preserve and promote individual identity and the dignity of  the 
human person. The church worked to “model and perfect” the image of  the 
divine in each individual as the proper foundation for a fair, just, and secure 
human society. The imperialism of  the modern nation- state worked in the 
opposite sense, seeking expansion for its own sake and exploiting people to 
serve that end. For Pius XII, the selfish, self- serving territorial ambition that 
underlay modern imperialism had been and continued to be the cause of  dis-
cord, insecurity, and instability in global affairs. It was the universalism of  the 
church, Pius XII insisted, that offered the surest guarantee of  meaningful, du-
rable peace among nation- states and within so ci e ties.39

 It could be said that no pope to that point had done more than Pius XII to 
foster a truly global Catholicism, giving spiritual inspiration and concrete 
material assistance to Catholic missionaries and local ecclesiastical authori-
ties in Africa and Asia. Pius XII realized too that old- world assumptions about 
spreading the church’s message would have to change to adapt to newfound 
realities. Speaking in 1955, he acknowledged explicitly the need to start think-
ing differently about the nature of  the church’s his tory and its mission. While 
recognizing that for many people Chris tian i ty’s his tory was tied intimately to 
the West, the pope said that it was im por tant to remember that the church “is 
conscious of  having received her mission and task for all time to come and for 
all men, and consequently of  being tied to no determined culture. . . . She is 
. . . ready to maintain contact with all cultures.” This echoed a message Pius 
XII had sent to the Christians of  India a few years before, when he insisted 
that the church respected indigenous cultures and customs and would com-
pel “no one to  adopt foreign ways of  living.” After all, he said, the church 
“belongs to the East as well as the West.”40

 In this sense, then, the church alone constituted what Pius XII de scribed 
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as the “perfect society”—a truly universal community that “embraces and 
unites all men in the unity of  the mystical body of  Christ.” Each individual 
and all peoples, he said, therefore are called to come to the church, to the 
house of  the Father, as he saw it. This call was a far cry from the “imperialis-
tic tendencies of  the day,” Pius XII insisted. Deprived of  a moral foundation 
and freed from all ethical restraints, the modern state, in its domestic affairs 
and in its international relations, pursued its naked material self- interest even 
after the war with a ruthless disregard for human life and for the integrity of  
entire communities. The results were ev erywhere to see in postwar Europe: 
the mass movements of  people, the expulsions and the deportations ordered 
by governments to displace groups from their lands and their roots, and in 
the “violent separation” of  countless families. Invoking the 1931 encyclical 
Quadragesimo anno, Pius XII proposed a Catholic alternative: an order within 
and among states that placed the whole human person, attendant with his 
full dignity and freedom as a child of  God, at the very heart of  the social or-
der. Far from expressing vague and abstract philosophical principles, Pius XII 
insisted that there were practical matters at stake: basic questions about free-
dom, justice, equality, and authority in the communal life of  society; about 
how to balance personal dignity and freedom with the common good; about 
how to or ga nize the communal life of  the “social body,” as he put it, so that 
government and authority are exercised in ways that serve the individual and 
the common good, and not the other way around. A truly Christian social 
order, Pius XII believed sincerely, was the only concrete antidote to what he 
decried as the “degradation of  man” and the “humiliating condition” wrought 
by mass society in modern times.41 This was no call for retreating into some 
medieval Christian utopia, but rather a challenge to modernity to find its way 
back to the true source and purpose of  human dignity and the common 
good.

Death of  a Pope

At the end of  October 1950, after returning from his usual solitary walk 
through the Vatican gardens, Pius XII told Mother Pascalina and the sisters of  
the household that he had just witnessed a “strange spectacle.” Against an 
otherwise clear sky, the sun had suddenly darkened and then was encircled by 
a blazing ring of  light, as if  on fire. The pope watched transfixed without any 
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harm to his eyes as the sun then moved  gently from side to side. The next day 
he asked the sisters to accompany him on his walk, hoping they, too, would 
behold the wondrous sight. “Did you see?” Pius XII asked them as he watched 
in awe. “It was the same as yesterday.” The sisters saw nothing. For Pius XII, 
though, there was no doubt that what he had seen was real. He could even 
interpret it as perhaps a celestial sign of  favor on a momentous declaration he 
was set to issue that very day: the Dogma of  the Assumption, the controver-
sial move to enshrine in of fi cial church teaching an ancient but contentious 
belief  in Christian tradition that upon her death the mother of  Jesus was 
taken body and soul into heaven. The pope claimed to witness the spectacle 
of  the sun a week later, and then again a year later while he was at the papal 
vacation residence at Castel Gandolfo. He even asked the Vatican Observa-
tory whether its sophisticated instruments had detected anything unusual on 
those days. The rec ords showed nothing out of  the ordinary.42

 These visions came to Pius XII amid a transitional phase in his pontificate 
and in global affairs. The year 1950 had been especially busy on various fronts, 
marked by numerous public functions to commemorate the Holy Year and 
by the release of  a spate of  encyclicals and speeches. Pius XII simultaneously 
steered a course for the church in changing international affairs while ful fill-
ing what might be considered the most vital function of  the papal of fice: to 
preserve and promote the coherence and consistency of  Catholic doctrine 
while maintaining the unity of  an increasingly diversified global Catholic 
community. It was estimated that at the time Pius XII died in 1958, the global 
Catholic population was just fewer than five hundred million—the single 
largest religious denomination. About half  of  all Catholics lived in Europe, 
and Catholics constituted the overwhelming majority in Central and South 
America. But sizable Catholic minorities were growing in North America, in 
the United States in particular, and in Asia and Africa. The economic in flu-
ence of  American Catholicism far surpassed the de mo graphic presence of  
U.S. Catholics. Estimates had it that donations coming from American Catho-
lics—who numbered around thirty- six million—translated into more than 
half  of  all Vatican revenues. Without the concrete material support of  the 
American church, the Vatican’s massive relief  efforts, and its missionary work 
in Africa and Asia, would have been inconceivable. The fact was not lost on 
Pius XII, who did more than any pontiff  in his tory to promote American prel-
ates to positions of  in flu ence at the highest levels of  church governance.43
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 In the early 1950s, papal concerns about postwar European reconstruc-
tion evolved into more generalized Cold War anxiety about the spread of  
Communism across the globe. There was a growing sense in the Vatican’s 
diplomatic of fices that crises in other parts of  the world ought now to come 
to the fore of  the Vatican’s attention. Writing in 1953 to  Bishop Aloisius 
Muench, Monsignor Montini complained about the many ordinary Germans 
who continued to write to the Holy See, and usually to the pope directly, ask-
ing for material assistance—for clothing, food, employment—or sometimes 
beseeching the Vatican to help in the sale of  valuable artwork to aid German 
families in their economic recovery. Montini told Muench that with Germa-
ny’s economic recovery well under way, it was time for Germans to “help 
each other” rather than continue begging the pope for aid. The Vatican now 
had to attend to more pressing concerns in other parts of  the world, from the 
Middle East to Asia, and other areas of  Europe.44

 The glob al i za tion of  the church made for a fuller papal agenda than ever, 
even as the aging Pius XII struggled through bouts of  life- threatening ill-
nesses. Those who had occasion to meet with Pius XII in those years mar-
veled at the pontiff ’s sustained capacity for long days of  work filled with 
meetings, study, and prayer. In private correspondence, the pope’s personal 
confessor, Augustin Bea, documented the genuine concern among his advi-
sors that Pius XII was pushing himself  too hard, still keeping long hours, 
meeting with groups of  pilgrims and dignitaries, and continuing to write and 
deliver speeches on a wide array of  topics. Bea felt compelled to tell the pope 
of  his concern. “The Pope refuses to discuss the subject,” Bea wrote in 1956. 
On another occasion Bea observed in his personal papers that Pius XII “does 
not spare himself  because his sense of  duty is too strong to allow this.”45

 In fact, Pius XII’s personal habits changed hardly at all as the pope grew 
older. Aloisius Muench rec orded in his diary in October 1953 that the pope 
“has grown old since I saw him two years ago—illness of  last winter took 
much of  him.” The meeting ended with a warm embrace between the two 
men, with Pius XII thanking a deeply moved Muench for his work on behalf  
of  the church in Germany.46 Within a few months of  that meeting, in Febru-
ary 1954, the pope fell gravely ill. Muench rec orded in his diary that reports 
about Pius XII’s health were “not good.” The Vatican was not saying much 
about the pope’s condition, and what it was saying was, to Muench’s mind, 
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“unsatisfactory.” This only served to fuel rampant speculation in the media, 
with some reports claiming that Pius XII was suf fering from a form of  severe 
depression, while others concluded that the pope was suf fering from gastritis, 
ulcers, or possibly even stomach cancer. Reliable information from the pope’s 
inner circle con firmed that Pacelli indeed was suf fering from some kind of  
digestive ailment, a prob lem that had plagued him since childhood. Muench 
rec orded in his diary that those with access to the papal court were preparing 
for Pacelli’s imminent death. The pope was said to be in a fragile state. Weeks 
without solid food had left the gaunt Pacelli emaciated. Discreetly, Muench 
prepared the draft of  an obituary for the news agencies.47

 By early April 1954, Pius XII was on his way to recovery, though concerns 
about his delicate health persisted. In December rumors began to swirl of  yet 
another medical crisis. Some reports said that the pope had suf fered a heart 
attack, while others suggested that the stomach ailments of  earlier in the year 
had returned with a vengeance. This was more than speculation. Pius XII was 
on the precipice, again, of  a life- threatening illness whose precise nature or 
origins were never made quite clear. The pope’s health deteriorated to the 
point where he was administered his last rites. A team of  physicians kept con-
stant watch while his circle of  advisors prepared for the inevitable. Father 
Robert Leiber reportedly said of  the pope, “If  he lives until Christmas, we 
can thank God.”48 Those closest to Pius XII took some comfort in knowing 
that well before falling ill, the pope had spoken openly of  his mortal end. He 
even claimed to have had a kind of  revelation about his own passing, telling 
his inner circle, “I will die suddenly, but I have asked for one day to prepare 
myself.”49

 As he straddled the line between life and death near the end of  1954, Pius 
XII experienced another one of  his visions. The pope confided the episode to 
a number of  close friends, including his private secretary, Father Hentrich, 
who rec orded Pacelli’s version of  events in his diary.50 Pius XII also shared the 
story with Father Virginio Rotondi, an Ital ian Je su it who went to visit the ail-
ing Pacelli on the morning of  December 2. Pius XII told Rotondi flatly, “This 
morning I saw the Lord.” The pope proceeded to explain how the day before 
he had heard a voice alerting him to expect a vision. The next day, having re-
ceived Holy Com mu nion, Pius XII prayed the traditional Anima Christi prayer. 
As he uttered the words, “In the hour of  my death call me,” Pius XII says that 
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Jesus appeared and stood next to him. Convinced that his earthly pilgrimage 
was ending, Pius XII continued with the prayer, proclaiming, “Et iube me ve-
nire ad te—And bid me come unto Thee.”
 The apparition ended, and Pius XII recovered. His time was still a few 
years off. As he lay convalescing in the days after the vision, he confided to 
Cardinals Eugène Tisserant and Nicola Canali that he was “disappointed” to 
have survived.51 Each successive health scare left the aging pontiff  weaker and 
de pen dent, physically and emotionally, on a small and increasingly restricted 
circle of  attendants and confidants. The narrow and rarefied world of  the 
 papal court grew more insular, with competing agendas and petty jealou-
sies combining to accentuate the dawning awareness of  a pending transition 
in power. Mother Pascalina was the reputed cause of  persistent discontent 
among Vatican insiders who resented her overbearing manner and excessive 
in flu ence over the pope. Cardinal Mario Nasalli Rocca di Corneliano, a long-
time Vatican insider who had known Pacelli since the early 1930s, concluded 
that Mother Pascalina’s in flu ence over Pius XII was “sig nifi cant,” especially in 
matters concerning internal Vatican affairs and the Holy See’s dealings with 
Germany, Bavaria, and Switzerland. Nasalli Rocca recalled hearing Domenico 
Tardini complain bitterly about this situation in colorful language. It was said 
that Mother Pascalina was aware of  her power and in flu ence, and that she 
was not above exercising her privileged access to Pius XII to settle personal 
scores. She reportedly was overheard boasting once about having convinced 
the pope in 1946 to delay naming Monsignor Borgoncini- Duca a cardinal. Pre-
sumably this was in retribution for certain suspicions Borgoncini- Duca— 
a long- serving member of  the Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical 
Affairs—had raised while Pacelli was nuncio in Berlin about Lehnert’s rela-
tionship with the future Pius XII and about the propriety of  her role in the 
nuncio’s of fice.
 Given his rectitude and sense of  responsibility to the papal of fice, it is dif-
fi cult to imagine that Pius XII would allow himself  to be in flu enced by any-
one, let alone the head of  his household, in some thing as im por tant as the 
appointment of  a cardinal. This is not to say that Mother Pascalina played a 
trivial role in papal circles. The former deputy- editor of  L’Osservatore Romano, 
Cesidio Lolli, agreed that Mother Pascalina exercised considerable in flu ence 
in and around the papal court, and not only over household matters. She 
could be overly zealous at times in controlling access to the pope, to the point 
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of  trying to limit the frequency and duration of  Lolli’s im por tant meetings 
with Pius XII to discuss revisions of  papal statements set to be published in 
the Vatican’s of fi cial mouthpiece. Lolli recalled an incident in which Lehnert 
interrupted one of  his meetings with Pius XII to remind the pope that it was 
time for dinner. The pope gave Mother Pascalina a stern look and kindly 
asked her to leave.
 In later years, Mother Pascalina dismissed such claims, saying that in all 
her time working for the pope, she had never once interrupted an im por tant 
meeting.52 To Lolli, Pius XII undoubtedly had enormous respect and even 
abiding affection for Mother Pascalina, especially for her superior or ga ni za-
tional skills. The pope made no secret of  his admiration for Mother Pascali-
na’s administration of  the Vatican warehouse, which she ran with exacting 
precision in wartime and during postwar reconstruction to help coordinate 
the massive papal relief  effort. Pius XII was convinced that her skills in this 
regard were second to none. As he put it to Lolli, “She is good at what she 
does.” Father Wilhelm Hentrich, for sixteen years Pius XII’s private secretary, 
recalled the pope’s reaction when Mother Pascalina broke her foot and was 
hospitalized: a distraught Pius XII heaped praise on the Bavarian nun, saying 
that without Mother Pascalina, he would have died a long time ago. Beyond 
appreciating her indispensable role in the running of  the papal household, 
Pius XII knew that he could trust Mother Pascalina to follow his orders in the 
handling of  the papal relief  efforts, no small thing for a pope who ruled in a 
highly personalized manner and counted on the informal network of  his in-
ner circle to execute some of  the more im por tant pieces of  papal policy. Of-
ten when Pius XII met privately in the evenings with his nephew Carlo and 
Enrico Galeazzi, ostensibly to discuss matters related to the administration 
of  Vatican City, it was not uncommon for the pope to invite Mother Pascalina 
to be present.53

 Clearly, then, Lehnert was some thing more than the pope’s housekeeper, 
even though she held no formal position in the Vatican’s power structure. 
Cardinal Mario Nasalli Rocca di Corneliano acknowledged in later years that, 
from what he saw of  how the papal court worked, Mother Pascalina was in-
deed an influential figure.54 To be sure, she enjoyed the trust and respect 
of  in flu en tial prelates who were especially close to Pius XII, including Cardi-
nal Faulhaber of  Munich and Cardinal Spellman of  New York. There was 
no question that Mother Pascalina oversaw the papal relief  effort with an 
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iron fist, and that she sometimes lacked tact when dealing with high- ranking 
clerics. Invariably, this ruffled a few feathers, especially among certain in flu-
en tial members of  the Roman Curia. After Pius XII’s death, Mother Pascalina 
would pay the price for her authoritarian and domineering manner, as was 
evident in the rumors that circulated in Roman circles and in the press alleg-
ing among other things that she and the sisters may have  profited materially 
from their privileged access to the pope and to the papal relief  warehouse. To 
a person, the other members of  Pius XII’s inner circle of  aides and confidants, 
while acknowledging Mother Pascalina’s at times overbearing manner, dis-
missed such allegations as unfounded and grossly unfair.
 There could be no doubt as to Mother Pascalina’s sincere devotion to the 
pope, and to the simple, self- effacing manner in which she and the other sis-
ters went about serving the Holy Father.55 What mattered above all to the 
formidable Bavarian sister was the pope’s con fi dence in her honest and capa-
ble work, and this Mother Pascalina enjoyed in spades. Still, it is dif fi cult to 
imagine that Pius XII would allow Mother Pascalina to interfere in sensitive 
church affairs. It was one thing to involve her in decisions pertaining to the 
distribution of  papal relief. It was some thing else altogether to envision Pius 
XII turning to Mother Pascalina for advice on matters relating to church gov-
ernance like the naming of   bishops.56

 There were signs that an ailing Pius XII was losing his renowned control 
over his own entourage, evidence that age and illness were taking their toll 
on his capacity for lucid judgment and effective governance. A telling indica-
tion of  waning papal control, at least over some members of  the pope’s inner 
circle, came when news broke in the Ital ian media late in 1955 of  Pius XII’s 
purported visions of  Christ a year before. Father Rotondi told the story of  
the pope’s vision to a popular Ital ian magazine, even though Pius XII had 
sworn him to secrecy. News spread quickly to media around the world, 
prompting the Vatican’s news paper to issue a statement saying that the pope 
“certainly neither desired nor approved” of  the so- called indiscretion that led 
to the reporting of  his vision.57 But the Vatican did not deny the ac tual claim 
of  a purported vision, which many took to be con fir ma tion that the pope re-
ally did profess to have seen visions. The remarkable nature of  the claim was 
not lost on commentators in either the secular or the Catholic media. As re-
ported in the British Catholic weekly The Tablet, “There is, we believe, no au-
thenticated rec ord of  a vision of  Christ being experienced by any earlier Pope 
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other than St. Peter himself.” Of  course, other popes in his tory had claimed 
to see visions of  one kind or another, but, as The Tablet concluded, Pius XII’s 
claim “is the only example we can find of  a vision of  any kind being at trib-
uted to a Pope for more than a thousand years.”58

 The publicity surrounding the pope’s fantastical claims embarrassed 
some Catholics. After all, it was one thing to hear that Pius XII was seeing 
things, but another thing entirely to think that the stories of  visions were be-
ing publicized deliberately by the Holy See, as if  to lend to Pius XII an aura of  
sanctity. The pope’s advisors found themselves in a delicate situation. They 
could hardly deny outright any talk of  visions and apparitions, especially with 
Pius XII insisting that what he had experienced was real. “I can tell you,” the 
pope said to Domenico Tardini, “the others might think it was a sick man’s 
hallucination.” Pius XII insisted, “This morning, while I was assisting at Holy 
Mass, for an instant I saw Our Lord. It was only an instant, but I saw Him 
clearly.”59 As the pope’s personal confessor, Augustin Bea was uniquely posi-
tioned to offer insights into the matter. Writing to one skeptical critic, Bea in-
sisted that it was “certain” that Pius XII had experienced the vision de scribed 
in news reports, saying spe cifi cally that Pius XII “is convinced that it was not 
an illusion.”60 Whatever they may have thought of  the pope’s purported vi-
sions, members of  his inner circle could not ignore that Pius’s claims to have 
seen Christ coincided with a remarkable recovery from a dreadfully serious 
illness, one that had seen the long- serving pope at death’s door near the end 
of  1954. Bea unhesitatingly de scribed the pope’s recovery after December 1954 
as nothing short of  a “miracle.”61

 Although Pius XII maintained a full and active schedule, with no signs of  
altering his routine of  constant work until the early- morning hours, the ef-
fects of  age and declining health were readily evident. Meeting with Aloisius 
Muench in May 1957, Robert Leiber assured the American prelate that Pius 
XII continued to follow German affairs more closely than any others, and still 
read attentively all of  Muench’s reports. The pope was in relatively good 
health, but he tired more easily and his face showed obvious signs of  fatigue. 
Leiber was convinced that should Pius XII suf fer another bout of  pneumonia, 
he likely would not recover.62 When Muench met with the pope a week later, 
he found Pius XII in a spritely mood. In the course of  a forty- five- minute dis-
cussion that was dominated, as always, by talk of  German affairs, the pope 
managed to get in a highly offensive joke, knowing presumably that Muench 
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would not object: Hitler and Moses meet in heaven. Hitler apologizes for his 
treatment of  the Jews and then asks Moses whether he started the fire of  the 
burning bush. This was an apparent allusion to presumed Nazi responsibility 
for the Reichstag fire of  1933, although Muench’s mention of  the episode in 
his diary does not elaborate on what Pius XII was trying to say. It may have 
been merely an ill- conceived and flippant remark, or perhaps it betrayed anti- 
Jewish prejudice carefully hidden from public view. Either way, the insensitive 
remark showed little of  the re fined probity for which Pacelli was renowned.
 When Muench saw Pius XII again in June 1958, he was surprised to find 
the pope in remarkably good health. As had been the case for several years, 
though, Pius XII seemed fixated on the afterlife. He told Muench that, having 
reached the ripe old age of  eighty- two, he was eager to “go to heaven.” In late 
September 1958, Pius XII began exhibiting symptoms of  the digestive prob-
lems that had afflicted him in the previous bouts of  illness.63 The return of  
persistent hiccups was especially alarming. The pope admitted that he was 
feeling ill, so much so that he cancelled his weekly public audience. Vatican 
Radio announced simply that the pope was not able to speak publicly because 
of  a “slight indisposition.”
 In fact, Pius XII was dying. For a few days he managed to continue work-
ing, meeting with individuals and groups, including some seven hundred 
American pilgrims who were introduced to the pope by his old friend and 
confidant Cardinal Spellman. The persistent hiccupping was impossible to 
miss. He took a decisive turn for the worse on Saturday, October 4, when he 
was forced to cut short his address to a group of  Ital ian plastic surgeons, but 
not before he decried the immorality of  surgery performed “only to satisfy 
vanity or the caprice of  fashion” while acknowledging instances when plastic 
surgery may be legitimate, even necessary.64 Later that evening, while trying 
to work at his desk, Pius XII said he felt ill and fainted.
 Undeterred by the illness that slowly was consuming his already frail 
body, Pius XII insisted on making a public appearance on the balcony of  the 
papal residence at Castel Gandolfo. This would be his last public appearance, 
to members of  the International Congress of  Public Notaries. It was clear to 
ev ery one who saw him that day that the situation was critical. One of  the 
pope’s physicians, stomach specialist Antonio Gasbarrini, was immediately 
summoned from Venice to Rome. In the early- morning hours of  Monday, 
October 6, Pius XII suf fered what Vatican of fi cials were describing as “cere-
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bral circulatory disturbances.” It was a stroke. The pope was paralyzed and 
falling in and out of  consciousness. His personal secretary, Father Wilhelm 
Hentrich, administered the last rites. Other physicians were called to the 
pope’s bedside, including the discredited Riccardo Galeazzi- Lisi, the half- 
brother of  the powerful Vatican City of fi cial and papal confidant Enrico 
Galeazzi. Galeazzi- Lisi, who was an ophthalmologist, began caring for Pius 
XII when Pacelli was secretary of  state and is said to have earned Pacelli’s 
eternal gratitude for helping to relieve chronic headaches at trib uted to eye 
strain. This, together with the noteworthy family connection, doubtless ex-
plains why Pacelli appointed Galeazzi- Lisi his personal physician upon be-
coming pope in 1939. The physician fell out of  favor with the pope, however, 
after attempting to sell to the press his personal diaries—reportedly to the 
tune of  $12,000 U.S.—detailing Pius XII’s health crisis of  1954.65

 How, or why, Galeazzi- Lisi had been readmitted into Pius XII’s good 
graces and allowed to be part of  a reserved team of  specialists to treat the dy-
ing pontiff  was a question very much on the minds of  Vatican observers in 
the weeks and months following Pacelli’s death. That such a dubious fig ure 
should have been invited to join a team of  noteworthy specialists to treat the 
pope in his final days may be owing to the decisive in flu ence of  Mother Pas-
calina. One account suggests that when Pius XII fell gravely ill in early Octo-
ber, the sisters of  his household, unable to locate Gasbarrini, turned to the 
disgraced Galeazzi- Lisi. An unapologetic and emboldened Galeazzi- Lisi took 
to giving press conferences in the days after Pius XII died, to the Vatican’s 
great embarrassment. He told the press, among other things, that it was the 
pope himself  who had called the discredited physician to Castel Gandolfo 
the weekend Pacelli fell ill, asking for a “complete check.”66 As it happened, 
the man who a few years earlier had fallen out of  favor with Pius XII found 
himself  a protagonist in the dramatic final moments of  Pacelli’s life, and he 
would earn a mea sure of  infamy for his bizarre behavior in the days follow-
ing the pope’s death.
 The gravity of  the pope’s condition was made evident on October 6, 
when Vatican of fi cials asked the clergy and the faithful of  Rome to pray for 
their  bishop. Churches across the city filled spontaneously as ordinary Ro-
mans gathered to offer prayers. The Vatican switchboard was inundated with 
calls from around the world, including from Ital ian President Giovanni Gron-
chi, asking for more information about the pope’s condition and extending 
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prayers and good wishes for his recovery. Aside from the obvious human di-
mension to news of  a dying man, there were affairs of  state at play. After all, 
Pacelli had been a deeply in flu en tial fig ure in the church and in global affairs 
for de cades and had governed as pope in a highly personalized and central-
ized manner. It was not lost on outside observers that for most of  his pontifi-
cate Pius XII had ruled without a secretary of  state. Nor had he bothered to 
name a cardinal camerlengo (chamberlain) whose task it would be to manage 
church affairs in the interim between the pope’s death and the election of  a 
successor, the very role Pacelli had assumed so resolutely when Pius XI died 
in 1939. The absence of  a formal chamberlain would leave the immediate 
transition in the hands of  the French cardinal Tisserant, then dean of  the Sa-
cred College. The urgency of  fill ing the vacancy was evident in the haste with 
which the cardinals chose one of  their Ital ian counterparts, the accomplished 
papal diplomat Benedetto Aloisi Masella, to serve as interim camerlengo un-
til after the election of  the new pope.67

 In the tense hours that followed, there were occasional hopeful signs of  a 
recovery. A medical bulletin issued on Tuesday, October 7, said that Pius XII 
was “completely conscious.” According to Cesidio Lolli, the pope was “per-
fectly lucid” throughout the day; he even asked to listen to a part of  
Beethoven’s first symphony. The pope was well enough, in fact, to receive 
visitors, including his youn ger sister Elisabetta, and Monsignor Angelo 
dell’Acqua, then head of  the general affairs section of  the Secretariat. Days 
away from death, Pacelli was still conferring with his staff  about church 
 affairs.68

 All hope of  recovery was dashed the following morning when Pius XII 
suf fered another stroke and fell into a coma. Of fi cial bulletins later that day 
said explicitly that the pope’s condition offered “little hope” and had “pro-
gres sively become more serious” despite vigorous treatment. Pius XII’s neph-
ews were summoned from Rome to Castel Gandolfo, where they found their 
uncle drifting in and out of  consciousness. In a last, fleeting moment of  lucid-
ity, when he awoke to see Carlo Pacelli standing at his bedside, Pius XII asked, 
“What are you doing here? Get to work!” A few hours later, Pius XII lost all 
consciousness and, as his nephew put it, entered into his “agony.”69

 As Pacelli lay dying in a nondescript room on the second floor of  the pa-
pal summer residence, away from the noise emanating from the crowd gath-
ered below in the square in front of  Castel Gandolfo, thousands of  people, 
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from the faithful to curious onlookers, descended on St. Peter’s Square in 
Rome to keep vigil. Among them was a group of  German pilgrims who had 
filled twelve buses for the long drive to Rome. Vatican Radio broadcast the 
Mass that was being celebrated just beyond the pope’s bedroom by his long- 
time aide Domenico Tardini, and invited listeners to continue praying for the 
pope so that “God’s will be done.”70

 On Thursday, October 9, Eugenio Pacelli breathed his last. The time was 
3:52 a.m. The of fi cial cause of  death was heart failure. Pacelli was surrounded 
by his nephews, by Mother Pascalina and the other sisters of  the household, 
and by members of  the papal staff, including the German Je su its Hentrich 
and Leiber, and by Monsignor Tardini. It was Tardini, in fact, who intoned 
the Magnificat, popularly known as the Canticle of  Mary, the great exhorta-
tion of  Mary’s assent to God’s plan for salvation. Tardini was overheard say-
ing that a saint was about to enter the gates of  heaven.71 Vatican Radio made 
the announcement of  the pope’s death a few minutes later. Church bells across 
the Eternal City tolled as a group of  the faithful lingered before dawn in St. 
Peter’s Square; some wept openly, while others fell to their knees to pray for 
the repose of  Pacelli’s soul. One woman expressed the sentiment of  many 
mourners around the world when she said simply, “A saint has left us.”72

 The pope’s last words reportedly were, “Pray, pray, pray that this unhappy 
situation for the Church may end.”73 A sick and infirm pope, one who was 
incapacitated physically or mentally, truly could not function for very long in 
an institution where he alone has the authority to make the most consequen-
tial decisions in spiritual or administrative affairs. Complicating matters was 
the absence of  clear provisions, either in church law or by tradition, for how 
church affairs were to be administered when the pope was incapacitated. The 
absence of  a powerful, resolute secretary of  state—such as Pacelli had been 
in the last months and weeks of  Ratti’s pontificate—further fueled anxiety 
and uncertainty in curial circles and beyond about who was in charge as Pius 
XII lay dying. It fell to Cardinal Tisserant and a handful of  cardinals of  the 
Curia to form what reports de scribed as an “informal directorate of  cardi-
nals” to attend to certain administrative matters during the pending papal 
transition.74

 Signs that the Pacelli era was over were readily apparent within hours, 
even minutes, of  Pius XII’s death. Wilhelm Hentrich, the pope’s personal sec-
retary, left the papal palace immediately after hearing physicians con firm that 
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the pope was dead.75 His work was complete. News agencies reported seeing 
Mother Pascalina leaving Castel Gandolfo with two suitcases and a bird cage 
that held Pius XII’s pet birds, including his favorite, a goldfinch named Gre-
tel.76 When she arrived at the Vatican in the hours after the pope died to assist 
Cardinal Tisserant in ordering Pius XII’s personal effects before sealing the 
papal apartment, part of  the ritual of  the transition of  papal power, Mother 
Pascalina found an of fi cial of  the papal Noble Guard at the gates to block her 
entry. She was told brusquely never again to set foot on Vatican soil, although 
it is not clear whether any such formal orders were ever given, and, if  so, by 
whom. As she recalled in later years, only the direct intervention of  Cardinal 
Tisserant allowed her to gain entry into the Vatican palaces.77

 At Castel Gandolfo, it fell to the sisters from Menzingen to help with the 
preparations for Pacelli’s funeral. With the same reverence and devotion that 
had won them Pacelli’s undying gratitude and loyalty in life, Mother Pas-
calina and the sisters served him in death, carefully dressing his body in prep-
aration for the exposition of  the corpse. It was to Mother Pascalina that Car-
dinal Tisserant turned to ask whether Pius XII had left anything in the way of  
a last will and testament. Tisserant understood that Mother Pascalina’s privi-
leged relationship with Pius XII made her indispensable to a smooth and or-
derly transition of  power. Other Vatican insiders wondered about personal 
papers that the pope may have kept in his private study at Castel Gandolfo or 
in the Vatican, documentation that might be relevant to Vatican affairs, es-
pecially to the po lit i cal and diplomatic business of  the Secretariat of  State. 
Mother Pascalina knew that in 1956 the pope had hastily composed a kind of  
spiritual testament, after having a premonition that he would die suddenly. It 
was written on the back of  a scrap of  paper, which he kept under lock and 
key in his desk in the papal apartment at the Vatican. With Mother Pascalina 
and Carlo Pacelli present, Tisserant was able to secure the pope’s testament, 
which would be read to the entire Sacred College of  Cardinals. With this vi-
tal step in the transition ensured, Cardinal Tisserant ordered the papal apart-
ment to be closed and sealed off  until the election of  a new pope. As for Pius 
XII’s personal papers, Mother Pascalina told the interested Vatican of fi cials 
—in particular Monsignor dell’Aqua of  the Secretariat of  State—that he had 
left the members of  his staff  explicit orders to burn ev ery thing upon his 
death. This Mother Pascalina did, with the help of  Sister Maria Corrada, the 
pope’s cook.78
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 Tales of  personal papers and even of  a secret reform proposal left behind 
by the deceased pope persisted as the solemn rites of  the papal funeral began. 
In the weeks after Pius XII died, rumors swirled about “diaries” that the pope 
reportedly had left but that had since disappeared. Some Vatican insiders ap-
parently believed there might be some truth to the claim, hence the inquiries 
made of  Mother Pascalina. In the hands of  long- standing Vatican critics, like 
the Ital ian Communist news paper L’Unità, the story evolved into a typical 
tale of  Vatican intrigue, with Mother Pascalina and the pope’s nephews at the 
center. Even the New York Times reported on the claim that after Pius XII’s 
death, Vatican authorities saw Mother Pascalina carrying a “bulging brief-
case” out of  the papal residence and handing it over to an uniden ti fied char-
acter waiting at the walls of  Vatican City. The Communist daily opined that 
the man in question may have been one of  the pope’s nephews, or perhaps an 
“agent” working for the West German government. The pope’s nephews de-
nied the claim, while German and Ital ian authorities dismissed the entire re-
port as “absurd.”79

 By late morning on October 9, Pius XII was lying in state at Castel Gan-
dolfo. He was clothed in a plain white silk cassock adorned with embroidered 
vestments and a red velvet cape with an ermine trim, his head crowned with 
a stunning gold miter. On his feet were soft velvet shoes with embroidered 
gold crosses.80 Thousands of  mourners, from leading Ital ian statesmen and 
high- ranking Catholic prelates to ordinary citizens filed past the bier to pay 
their final respects. It was reported that some local Communists were in at-
tendance to pay homage to the pope who had opened the doors of  the papal 
palace to hundreds of  refugees during the war, including partisans and Jews. 
Cardinal Spellman went to extraordinary lengths to be present at the papal 
palace. The New York–bound ship on which he was traveling at the time of  
the pope’s death made an emergency stop in Portugal, and from there he was 
flown to Rome.81

 In the late afternoon, the motorcade left Castel Gandolfo to escort the 
body of  Pius XII to St. Peter’s. Tens of  thousands of  mourners and onlookers 
lined the highway to Rome, with crowds sometimes spilling onto the streets 
to get a closer look or even quickly touch the hearse carrying the body of  the 
pope whom many Romans credited with helping to deliver the city from the 
worst excesses of  war. Angelo Roncalli, the cardinal arch bishop of  Venice, 
who in a matter of  weeks would be chosen to succeed Pacelli, marveled at 
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the historic turnout of  ordinary Romans to pay homage to their  bishop. He 
confided to his diary that it was unlikely any Roman emperor had ever re-
ceived such popular acclamation.82

 The funeral cortege was late in arriving at the Church of  Saint John Lat-
eran, the Cathedral of  the Diocese of  Rome, where funeral rites were cele-
brated. Fi nally, the remains were carried to the Vatican. Throngs of  mourn-
ers and onlookers continued to line the route that led from Saint John Lateran 
to St. Peter’s, passing through the heart of  the ancient city, and along the 
modern Corso Vittorio Emanuele, which crossed in front of  the storied 
streets and neighborhoods of  Pacelli’s youth. The pope’s nephews, Frances-
co’s sons Carlo, Marcantonio, and Giulio Pacelli, walked behind the hearse.
 The bells of  St. Peter’s tolled as the pro ces sion wound its way through 
the heart of  the ancient city, beckoning Pius XII to his final resting place. The 
crowds that lined the route to the Vatican flowed into St. Peter’s Square, 
which was filled to capacity. Pius XII lay in state in St. Peter’s, in the apse just 
beyond Bernini’s monumental canopy, which towers over the main altar. He 
was to be interred in the crypt beneath the majestic basilica, just steps from 
Peter’s tomb. For admirers, it was only fitting that Pacelli should be laid to 
rest near the tomb of  the first pope; after all, it was he who had ordered the 
definitive investigation of  the crypt beneath the basilica, where researchers 
found compelling evidence to con firm what tradition had long held was the 
burial site of  Saint Peter, the first pope.83

 The bier was flanked by members of  the Noble Guard, a colorful, sym-
bolic remnant of  the papal military forces of  a bygone era. From dawn to 
dusk for three consecutive days, tens of  thousands of  people filed past the 
bier as the guards kept constant vigil. Detracting from the majestic solemnity 
of  the moment were signs that the pope’s body was decomposing rapidly. 
Observers noted that the eyes of  the guards and others keeping vigil at the 
bier of  Pius XII “smarted and watered.” Evidence of  rapid decomposition 
was impossible to ignore as thousands of  mourners continued to file past 
the body. It was the first of  a series of  undig ni fied episodes connected to the 
pope’s former personal physician, Riccardo Galeazzi- Lisi. Inexplicably, the 
disgraced doctor was charged with the task of  embalming the pope’s body, 
even though he had no expertise in that area. Galeazzi- Lisi told the press that, 
together with the plastic surgeon Oreste Nuzzi, he had embalmed the pope’s 
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body using a method called “aromatic osmosis,” which consisted of  transmit-
ting resins and oils into a corpse by means of  a semi- permeable membrane—
in effect a cellophane sheet that was placed over the body for twenty hours. 
The sheet was removed when Pius XII’s body was prepared for return to 
Rome. Even as word of  the botched embalmment emerged, Galeazzi- Lisi 
boasted grandiosely to the press that the method used was similar to the way 
that Christ’s body would have been prepared after his crucifixion. It had the 
advantage of  avoiding any injections or evisceration of  the corpse, Galeazzi- 
Lisi said, and would preserve Pius XII’s corpse indefi nitely.84

 For Galeazzi- Lisi, it was the beginning of  the end of  a bizarre association 
with the papal court that befuddled Vatican insiders, the Ital ian medical pro-
fession, and Vatican watchers ev erywhere. His rift with the pope over his at-
tempt to sell details of  Pius XII’s earlier health crisis was no secret. That the 
discredited doctor was allowed back into the pope’s inner circle even after this 
episode was taken by many in the pope’s entourage as a sign of  Pius XII’s 
charity and compassion. It seems likely, too, that the pope was inclined to at 
least tolerate Galeazzi- Lisi’s presence in papal circles as a sign of  respect 
to the doctor’s eminently more serious and infinitely more in flu en tial half- 
brother Enrico Galeazzi. It is impossible to rule out the possibility that Pius 
XII himself  wanted Galeazzi- Lisi nearby as he struggled with declining 
health.
 Galeazzi- Lisi’s continued presence in the papal entourage even after the 
controversy of  the mid- 1950s could be taken as a sign of  the pope’s munifi-
cence, but it also raises questions about Pius XII’s judgment. One Milan news-
paper put it bluntly: “How could Pius XII entrust his health for so many years 
to a quack?”85 The dubious quali fi ca tions and character of  the chief  papal 
physician were painfully obvious when Galeazzi- Lisi created some thing of  a 
media sideshow as Pius XII lay dying, and in the days and weeks after Pacelli’s 
death. The first sign of  trouble came when media outlets in Rome printed 
news of  the pope’s death at Castel Gandolfo almost a day before it ac tually 
happened. A pool of  reporters had arranged to pay Galeazzi- Lisi, who was at 
the dying pope’s bedside, to give them some signal from a window of  Castel 
Gandolfo—the waving of  a handkerchief—to alert them when the pope had 
expired. Evidently some Ital ian reporters camped outside the papal palace 
mistook a fluttering curtain as the decisive signal and passed on the errone-
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ous word of  the pope’s death. Monsignor Angelo dell’Aqua rushed from Cas-
tel Gandolfo back to the Vatican to deny the rumor. By order of  the local po-
lice, the news reports were retracted.86

 There was worse to come. In the days and weeks after Pius XII died, news 
stories from Italy recounted in vivid detail Pacelli’s death agony. Even more 
shocking was the publication in news papers around the world of  Pius XII on 
his death bed, his face and body physically marked by the predictable signs of  
suf fering. In time it became clear that the source of  information about the 
pope’s final hours and of  the distasteful photographs was none other than 
Galeazzi- Lisi.87 The doctor’s attempts to  profit from his personal care of  the 
pope, which had been thwarted a few years earlier, fi nally succeeded. In addi-
tion to his own detailed clinical notes of  Pacelli’s final hours, which rec orded 
even the minutest detail of  the patient’s vital signs, Galeazzi- Lisi managed 
to sneak in a camera to photograph the dying pontiff. His personal diary and 
the photos were to be sold to the highest bidder; one report suggested that 
Galeazzi- Lisi wanted just over $3,000 U.S. for pictures of  the pope’s death 
throes, and about the same for a detailed account of  the pope’s final hours. 
Pacelli’s former personal physician even charged money to tell his story of  
the dubious embalming method. Various Ital ian dailies published the details 
of  Pius XII’s final agony, and the story was reprinted in news papers around 
the world, albeit with certain “crude” details excised.88

 The Vatican was indignant. The whole sordid episode was an affront not 
only to the memory of  a great pope but also to the personal dignity of  the 
deceased man. Vatican of fi cials denounced the publication of  such distasteful 
reports without naming Galeazzi- Lisi directly. His days as a Vatican insider 
were over. The only of fi cial sign of  displea sure with Galeazzi- Lisi came with 
the publication in L’Osservatore Romano of  the doctor’s letter to Cardinal Tis-
serant tendering his resignation. The Vatican organ reported tersely, “The 
resignation has been accepted,” adding that Galeazzi- Lisi’s position as papal 
physician had ended formally with Pius XII’s death. News reports also con-
firmed that the College of  Cardinals had ordered Vatican City police to bar 
the doctor from Vatican territory. More serious trouble awaited the unscru-
pulous physician. In December 1958, Rome’s Medical Association barred him 
from practicing in Italy. At the same time, Galeazzi- Lisi faced the prospect 
of  a criminal investigation. The Ital ian prime minister, Amintore Fanfani, 
launched an in quiry to determine whether Galeazzi- Lisi should be punished 
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under Ital ian law, by virtue of  the 1929 Lateran treaty, which made public 
 insults against the person of  the pope a punishable offense akin to insults 
against the president of  the Ital ian Republic.89

 Pius XII was laid to rest in the crypt beneath St. Peter’s on October 13, 
1958. It was the anniversary of  the Miracle of  the Sun, the purported celestial 
sign promised in an apparition of  the Virgin Mary to three peasant children 
at Fatima, Portugal, in 1917, and akin to the spectacle Pius XII claimed to have 
seen in 1950, a fitting bookend for a life punctuated by an intense devotion to 
the cult of  the Madonna. The funeral was a historic event: the first papal fu-
neral to be televised to a potential audience of  some twenty million people, 
with millions more around the world following the rites broadcast in various 
languages from Vatican Radio. Evidence that this was the dawn of  the televi-
sion age was obvious from the “candid shots” broadcast in the two- hour cer-
emony. The Prefect of  Pontifical Ceremonies was shown muttering direc-
tions under his breath, while a lay dignitary wearing the colorful garb of  a 
Spanish aristocrat played with his sword. These quizzical moments could not 
detract from the solemnity and the simple majesty of  the event: the cata-
falque bearing the body of  Pius XII stood at the heart of  the basilica, circled 
by a contingent of  Swiss Guards and by the officiating prelates, the cardinals 
of  the Sacred College first among them.
 It was early evening when the coffin of  Pius XII was lowered into the 
crypt of  St. Peter’s by pulleys erected next to the central altar of  the basilica, 
to the sounds of  the ancient Benedictus hymn. In his last will and testament, 
Pius XII had pleaded with those charged with caring for his mortal remains 
not to erect grand monuments to his memory. “It would be good enough if  
my poor mortal remains,” he wrote, “are placed simply in a holy place, the 
more obscure the better.” The niche in the papal crypt beneath St. Peter’s, a 
spot Pius XII himself  reportedly chose, truly was a holy place for Christians. 
But lying as it was across from the tomb of  Saint Peter—the “rock” on whom 
the Church of  Christ was to be built—Pacelli’s tomb could hardly be consid-
ered obscure; this place was the very seat of  the papal of fice and the heart of  
Roman Catholic Chris tian i ty. Was there a more fitting burial place for the 
man who, at his ordination more than a half- century earlier, had de scribed 
himself  simply as Eugenio Pacelli, Roman, and had lived all of  his adult life as a 
dutiful prelate working in Saint Peter’s shadow?



Epilogue

A Virtuous Life?

“The world pauses on the death of  a Pope.” So began an 
editorial in Life magazine in October 1958 that eulogized Eugenio Pacelli as 
“the most impressive living symbol of  the spiritual which the world knew.” 
Here was a man of  his times, and yet a man for all times, someone at ease 
with the trappings of  modernity but with the prophetic foresight to adapt an 
ancient and unchanging faith to a changing global reality. From the mundane 
features of  his daily routine—his use of  an electric razor, say, or a typewriter 
and dictaphone—to the more consequential and “far harder work” of  ap-
plying Catholic teaching to “a be wildering va ri ety of  grimly concrete situa-
tions,” in ev ery thing he said and did, Pius XII truly was a “modern Pope.” 
Not since the time of  Saint Thomas Aquinas had the church seen one of  its 
own so willing and able to offer what Life’s editorial called “a comprehensive 
spiritual comment on the temporality around him,” sharing original and au-
thoritative insights on a diverse and “inexhaustible” range of  topics—from 
 women’s fashions, to the effects of  television on family life, to the virtues 
of  space exploration, to the dangers of  irresponsible use of  pharmaceutical 
drugs or the ethical use of  painkillers for terminally ill patients. Pius XII 
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wanted not so much to come to terms with the modern world as to trans-
form it, to sanctify and ready it for its redemption.1

 This and other early assessments of  Pius XII’s life and work suggested 
that he had been a good pope, perhaps even great. It was said that he trans-
formed the papacy into an actor in global affairs, increasing its prestige and its 
in flu ence by advocating for humanity in a time of  crisis and uncertainty. An 
editorial in the Wall Street Journal concluded that Pius XII “made a distin-
guished mark on Western institutions,” above all by showing “that the real 
basis of  those institutions is moral force.” Commentators observed that al-
though some would have liked the pope to have spoken out more forcefully 
against Nazism during the war, there was no doubt that he was anti- Nazi and 
anti- Fascist. He was also prescient in his fight against Communism. Pius XII 
was, in the words of  one commentary, “strongly anti- Communist when many 
Western leaders were not.” It was a quality of  Pacelli’s leadership that reso-
nated with Polish Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski, who knew firsthand the true 
nature of  the Nazi and Soviet systems. Speaking to thousands of  mourners in 
Warsaw on the eve of  Pacelli’s funeral, Wyszynski praised Pius XII for his 
uncompromising, consistent opposition to “the abominable totalitarian sys-
tems” and for his defense of  “universal human rights.”2

 Church leaders ev erywhere were unanimous in their praise for the de-
ceased pontiff. Admittedly, it would have been dif fi cult for churchmen in po-
sitions of  power to say otherwise. Still, even erstwhile critics were effusive in 
their admiration. Arch bishop Joseph P. Hurley, who had worked with some 
mea sure of  disagreement under the pope during and after the war, said from 
St. Augustine, Florida, that he was “inexpressibly grieved at the death of  his 
Holiness Pope Pius XII.” One of  the sharper critics of  Pius XII’s wartime role, 
Hurley nevertheless managed to muster a positive assessment of  the deceased 
pontiff. Pius XII was a “man of  peace,” Hurley conceded, who “taught us to 
fight our way with Christian fortitude up through materialistic darkness to 
the light of  grace.” The primate of  Canada, Arch bishop Maurice Roy of  Que-
bec, said, “A great Pope has just died,” while  Bishop Fulton J. Sheen of  New 
York remarked, “We have lost a father on earth, but have gained an ambassa-
dor of  the peace to plead in heaven for our wounded world.” Pacelli’s old 
friend Cardinal Spellman remarked on a personal note that “[t]hose who have 
been privileged with the intimacy of  a deeper friendship have ever come from 
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his presence stimulated with the realization that they have been in the pres-
ence of  the Vicar of  Christ.” From Hong Kong,  Bishop Lawrence Bianchi de-
clared, “The Catholics of  Hong Kong have special reason to lament the death 
of  Pope Pius XII. Time after time he showed special favor to us.”3

 There was no shortage of  voices from the Jewish world praising the late 
pontiff  for his work on behalf  of  the persecuted Jews. This may come as a 
surprise, given the firestorm of  controversy that has followed Pius XII since 
the 1960s. Whether it was because a full un der stand ing of  the Holocaust had 
yet to mature or because sensibilities about the role of  powerful institutions 
like the papacy had yet to change, as they would during the cultural revolu-
tion of  the 1960s, up to the time he died, Pius XII generally was admired by 
Jewish communities ev erywhere. Israeli President Itzhak Ben- Zvi asked the 
country’s ambassador in Rome to pass along his condolences to the Vatican, 
referring to himself  as “spokesperson” for the numerous Jewish refugees 
saved “from death and torture” by Pius XII’s interventions during the war.4 
Golda Meir, Israeli foreign minister at the time, sent a telegram to the Vati-
can, mourning the pontiff ’s death and praising his work on behalf  of  the Jew-
ish people during the years of  “Nazi terror.” The chief  rabbi of  Jerusalem, 
Isaac Herzog, wrote to the Vatican to say that the death of  Pius XII was a loss 
for all the “free world,” and that Catholics were not alone in mourning his 
loss. Before the start of  a concert on the day the pope died, Leonard Bern-
stein led the New York Philharmonic Orchestra in a moment of  silence to 
acknowledge the passing of  a “great man,” Pope Pius XII. In the words of  
Pinchas Lapide, a former Israeli diplomat in Italy, never before had a pope 
been thanked with such warm praise by the Jewish communities of  the world 
for the work he had done on behalf  of  the persecuted Jews of  Europe. Rome’s 
chief  rabbi, Elia Toaff, said some thing similar in the days after Pius XII died. 
“More than any other people,” he remarked, “the Ital ian Jews had experi-
enced the great pity and supreme generosity of  the pontiff  during the unfor-
tunate years of  persecution and terror, when it seemed to them they had no 
open way of  escape.” Toaff  went on to provide tangible evidence of  the 
pope’s work on behalf  of  Ital ian Jews, referring to “the papal ruling to open 
the doors of  convents and parish houses” to the persecuted Jews.5

 Although the cause to have Pius XII declared a saint does not rest on his 
purported rescue and relief  work on behalf  of  Jews, and others, during World 
War Two, his promoters point to the testimony of  witnesses like Toaff  to 
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demonstrate that through an extraordinary exercise of  prudence, Pius XII 
saved many, many lives. This is what matters, they say, not what the pope said 
or did not say either during or after the war. For some people, the word pru-
dence suggests a certain mea sure of  cowardice and selfish ness; the prudent 
person is someone who avoids making the dif fi cult and even risky decisions 
for the sake of  self- preservation.6 But for the spiritual and intellectual tradi-
tion in which Pius XII was steeped, prudence is considered to be the “mother” 
of  all virtues—that practical wisdom that determines moral and ethical ac-
tion, in keeping with God’s laws. Following Ar is totle, Thomas Aquinas de-
fined prudence as “right reason in action.” Omnis virtus moralis debet essens 
prudens, Aquinas held: “All virtue is necessarily prudent.” All of  the ethical 
virtues—justice, fortitude, and temperance—are grounded in and molded by 
the virtue of  prudence. Put in lay man’s terms, only the prudent person can 
be good, fair, and temperate.7 To act prudently is not to act perfectly, with-
out fault or misjudgment. The prudent person, called to act in practical ways 
in the world, meditates and deliberates. He seeks counsel from his tory and 
from the learned, and tries to discern the will of  God while weighing the 
risks and bene fits as well as the potential consequences of  a given course of  
action. The Book of  Proverbs (14:15) has it that the prudent man “looks where 
he is going.” Another version puts it this way: the “cle ver consider their 
steps.”
 Whatever we might say about him or however we might judge his ac-
tions, there can be no doubt that Pius XII always looked where he was going, 
always considered his steps. For his many critics, this suggests that Pius XII 
was more cle ver than prudent. Others, by contrast, reason that by carefully 
considering his steps, by refusing to speak out explicitly against the system-
atic persecution of  Jews in particular, Pius XII wisely preserved the church’s 
capacity for concrete action, however limited or inadequate. Indeed, as we 
have seen, the Vatican’s Secretariat of  State itself  boasted to Allied of fi cials 
near war’s end that the Holy See could be credited with making it possible for 
Rome’s many religious institutions and residences to offer shelter and assis-
tance to some 6,000 Jews in Rome during the Nazi occupation of  the city.8 
Other estimates cited by established historians such as Renzo De Felice and 
Meir Michaelis—and accepted by such eminent scholars as Sir Martin Gil-
bert—put that number at around 4,000 Jews who found shelter and survival 
in dozens of  Rome’s religious institutions, not to mention the thousands of  
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others who found refuge in private homes.9 For the advocates of  Pius XII, the 
salient point is this—without the pope’s approval, albeit indirect and private, 
such systematic and effective succor would not have been feasible.
 The absence of  substantive documentation to trace the courageous res-
cue efforts of  religious orders and ordinary citizens directly back to the pope 
and the Holy See has not discouraged promoters from building what they say 
is a solid argument grounded on an eminently logical inference. Indeed, to 
the criticism that Pius XII failed to protest forcefully in public when the Nazis 
began the roundup of  Rome’s Jews, his promoters argue that by virtue of  his 
prudent, pragmatic approach, he helped save the lives of  the vast majority of  
Rome’s Jewish community. From the historical rec ords currently available, 
we know that in places like Budapest many thousands of  Jews found shelter 
and ultimately survival thanks to the efforts of  papal representatives act-
ing apparently with Pius XII’s blessing and material assistance. Other evi-
dence shows that through his representatives, Pius XII protested forcefully 
when the Slovak government began to deport approximately 80,000 Jews to 
Auschwitz. There are many more such wartime rec ords that document Pius 
XII’s knowledge of  and support for various initiatives by papal representa-
tives and church institutions to protect tens of  thousands of  European Jews. 
Mostly, it did not help but sometimes it did. And lives were saved.
 Yet the cause to have Pius XII made a saint will always be dogged by a 
great imponderable that lingers over Pius XII’s policy of  avoiding public con-
frontation with the Hitler regime. It is the standard by which his pontificate 
has been judged wanting by so many critics, no matter what might be said 
about rescue and relief  efforts. What if Pius XII had issued a forceful, un-
equivocal condemnation of  Nazism and especially its persecution of  Jews? 
What if the pope had directed his representatives and all European Catholics 
to resist Nazi policies actively? How many more Jews, and others, might have 
been saved?
 It is impossible to provide properly historical answers to such impondera-
bles. It might be a useful analytical tool to speculate on possible out comes of  
a different approach from the pope during the Holocaust. It is clear enough 
that Pius XII could have spoken out more clearly, more explicitly, to denounce 
the Nazi persecution of  Jews and others, including Catholics. He could have 
directed Catholic agencies and the Catholic faithful to make anti- Nazi resis-
tance a religious crusade or the rescue of  Jews and other victims a religious 
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duty. So, yes, Pius XII could have done things differently. But we can never say 
with certainty that a different approach would have produced a different out-
come. The approach he chose—to avoid public confrontation and thus avoid 
a greater evil, as he put it—is all we have to go by. How do we assess this ap-
proach? That is the question.
 Or it is one question. If  we widen our lens and view the whole of  Pius 
XII’s life and pontificate, the question emerges: where in the long, travailed 
his tory of  the papacy, an institution with ancient roots that has seen its share 
of  sinners and saints, does Pope Pius XII sit?10 While the study of  Pius XII’s 
full legacy awaits its historian, there is a strong argument to be made that 
taken as a whole his reign over the church was consistent with the moral, 
pastoral, and po lit i cal leadership expected of  the Vicar of  Christ. Pius XII ful-
filled the complex papal role as well as anyone of  his generation, or any gen-
eration, could. He maintained decent working relationships with all the ma-
jor constituencies of  the Catholic community. While resolutely defending the 
claims of  papal supremacy, Pius XII generally was respectful of  the authority 
of  local  bishops. He sought their counsel and showed himself  willing and 
able to defer to their discretion, especially in instances where the application 
of  a universal standard risked having untold adverse effects according to lo-
cal, regional, or national circumstances. He preached but also practiced the 
noblest sense of  the religious calling, marrying asceticism and self- denial with 
an elevated sense of  the priest’s vocation, all the while taking decisive first 
steps toward a greater opening to the laity. In many respects, he governed the 
internal affairs of  the church with a firm but flex i ble, pragmatic sensibility. 
He left the Vatican’s fi nances arguably in better shape than ever in modern 
times and helped to bolster the material position of  the Holy See through a 
deft reliance on the growing fi nan cial power of  American Catholics in partic-
ular.11 At the time of  his death, there were more Catholics in the world than 
ever before, and they were spread out across the globe further than ever be-
fore. There were more non- Ital ians in the governing of fices of  the church, 
too, including the College of  Cardinals. It is little wonder that just twenty 
years after Pius XII died, the world would see the election of  the first non- 
Italian pope in well over 400 years.
 We return to where we started and remember that, despite the carica-
tures and mythic versions, Pius XII was a person, not an institution. As he 
readily acknowledged in his last will and testament, Eugenio Pacelli, like any-
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one, had many deficiencies and shortcomings. He hurt, offended, and scan-
dalized a good many people, Catholics and non- Catholics—sins of  commis-
sion and of  omission for which this pious and God- fearing man sincerely 
asked forgiveness in his last testament. In death, as in life, Pius XII remained 
polarizing, enigmatic, and elusive, even to those who knew him.12 Temperate 
and cautious by nature and training, Pius XII could also be severe and un-
yielding. Re flective and self- critical to the point of  self- doubting at times, he 
could also be stubbornly self- assured and self- righ teous. While ruling with a 
strong, resolute hand in some areas of  church life, he sometimes seemed to 
govern little and thus delegated to a narrow clique of  informal confidants re-
sponsibility for delicate papal affairs. Broad- minded, intellectually curious, 
and prescient, he allowed a reactionary, inquisitorial culture to fester—to the 
personal and professional detriment of  some of  the church’s most intelligent, 
creative, and faithful servants.
 In the parable of  the good shepherd from John’s Gospel, the sheep hear 
the shepherd’s voice and follow him because, Jesus says, they recognize his 
voice. Can we say that Pius XII called his own sheep; that he let his voice be 
heard for them to follow? And not just his followers but others who, to bor-
row again from Scripture, did not belong to his fold? For, as Jesus admonishes 
in the same parable, “these also I must lead, and they will hear my voice, and 
there will be one flock, one shepherd.”13 Perhaps no failure—personal or pas-
toral—was greater than Pius XII’s inability or unwillingness to lend his singu-
larly authoritative voice to arouse the individual and collective conscience in 
a humanitarian defense of  European Jews before and during the war. After 
the war, when the self- imposed restraints of  neutrality had been removed, 
Pius XII either failed to perceive or refused to accept the obvious spiritual 
need for a public accounting of  what had transpired in the heart of  Christian 
Europe. This is not to say that he was anti- Semitic or hard- hearted in the face 
of  the catastrophe that befell Jews and others during World War Two. We 
know that he was neither of  these things. It was simply that he failed to ap-
preciate how a word from the foremost spiritual leader of  the Christian world 
could serve as a powerful symbol and practical impetus for action during the 
war, and for atonement and reconciliation after.
 To accept the need for atonement entailed accepting a degree of  Catholic-
 Christian responsibility for the theological and cultural antecedents of  the 
Holocaust. Pius XII simply did not see the logic of  that prem ise, and so he 
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refused to accept it. It was for this reason that a respectful but disappointed 
Jacques Maritain wrote in 1948, after having failed to extract from Pius XII a 
strong public statement acknowledging the painful legacy of  Christian anti- 
Semitism, to express his doubts about the pope’s po lit i cal and diplomatic 
choices. He wondered whether Pius XII’s diplomacy conformed to the evan-
gelical function of  the papal of fice. Maritain realized, of  course, that the pa-
pal of fice made con flicting, often incompatible demands of  the men who oc-
cupied the Chair of  Saint Peter. There were times when papal leadership was 
more juridical and po lit i cal than pastoral and evangelical, what Maritain as-
cribed to the “realism” of  Saint Peter, as opposed to the profound, brilliant 
insights of  a Saint Paul or the “evangelical love” of  a Saint John. For observers 
like Maritain, it was hard to deny that, at least in the first part of  his pontifi-
cate, Pius XII was more the diplomat than the evangelist. Maritain concluded 
wistfully that, judging from the first part of  the pontificate through the war 
years and just beyond, Pius XII always appeared “more worried about achiev-
ing practical results by means of  po lit i cal and diplomatic prudence and by 
acts of  charity” than by offering clear, resolute “witness” to the Christian 
claim through the proclamation of  “words that could shake the conscience 
of  all peoples.”14

 One could argue, as we saw above, that Maritain failed to appreciate how 
Pius XII’s concern with achieving “practical results” by means of  “po lit i cal 
and diplomatic prudence” ac tually may have saved lives. But his salient point 
was another—once the war was over and circumstances had changed, pru-
dence demanded that the pope play the part of  the evangelist rather than the 
diplomat. To do nothing, to say nothing, was not the kind of  leadership one 
expected from the Vicar of  Christ. Maritain suspected that Pius XII himself  
realized as much, and anguished over it.
 So it is understandable that even among those who loved and admired 
Pius XII, there was—and is—some ambivalence about the cause to have Pius 
XII declared a saint. Indeed, even those who knew Pacelli the best seem to 
have been divided over whether he merited the honor of  sainthood. Domenic 
Tardini and Augustin Bea, both of  whom worked side- by- side with Pacelli for 
years, were convinced of  the merits of  the cause. Bea was an early albeit in-
formal proponent of  the cause to have Eugenio Pacelli declared a saint. The 
year after the pope died, Bea wrote, “Pius XII was not a martyr in the usual 
sense of  the term. Even so, he was a martyr: a martyr to his duty, to his love 
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for the church, to his love for souls.”15 Bea concluded that there was ample 
proof  that Pius XII “died in the odor of  sanctity.” Apparently even Pope John 
XXIII was on rec ord as saying that he thought Pius XII would be canonized 
someday.16 Father Robert Leiber, by contrast, who worked as closely with 
Pius XII as anyone else, was not so sure. When asked about the merits of  Pius 
XII’s cause for sainthood, Leiber is reported to have remarked, “Grande si, 
santo no”—great, yes, but not a saint.17

 On December 19, 2009, Pope Benedict XVI approved the decree that ac-
knowledges simply “the heroic virtues of  the Servant of  God Pius XII (Eu-
genio Pacelli), Pope, born in Rome 2 March 1876, died at Castelgandolfo 9 
October 1958.” With this simple decree, Pius XII moved one step closer to 
sainthood, even if  serious benchmarks have yet to be reached before the con-
troversial wartime pope can be declared a saint. The Catholic Church teaches 
that the purpose of  the virtuous life is “to become like God.” To have exhib-
ited “heroic virtues” in his lifetime is to say that Pius XII gave extraordi-
nary witness in word and deed to the Christian virtues, among them pru-
dence, fortitude, and temperance. Above all, it is to underscore that he made 
the three theological virtues—faith, hope, and charity—the cornerstone of  
his conscience and actions. This was manifest in his renowned asceticism 
and spirituality, his Marian devotion, his work as a diplomat during the First 
World War and later as pope on behalf  of  prisoners- of- war and refugees, his 
prophetic warnings about the evils of  nationalism and atheistic materialism, 
and even in his cautious response to the many demonstrable crimes of  Na-
zism. In all this, his promoters say, Pius XII practiced the Christian virtues in 
an extraordinary way.
 It is entirely understandable that for many people, especially for Jewish 
communities around the world, such a conclusion simply does not square 
with the facts. To many people, Benedict XVI’s decision appears premature 
and insensitive, given the many wounds in Jewish- Catholic relations. How-
ever, to say, as Benedict has done, that Pius XII exhibited “heroic virtues” is 
not to render a final verdict on the questions about his wartime activities. 
Nor is it to suggest that Pacelli was a perfect man, or that his life’s work be-
fore and after becoming pope was without its ambiguities and shortcomings. 
Benedict’s point, simply, is to say that Eugenio Pacelli lived as a virtuous man 
striving in extraordinary ways to be like God.
 The extent to which he succeeded awaits final judgment.
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ACS Archivio Centrale dello Stato, Rome

Fondo Segreteria Particolare del Duce (Carteggio Riservato)
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12 vols.
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ARSI Archivium Romanum Societatis Iesu, Rome
ASMAE Archivio Storico Diplomatico del Ministero degli Affari Esteri 

Ital ian, Rome
Fondo Ambasciata d’Italia presso la Santa Sede
Fondo Ministero dell’Africa Ital iana

ASV Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Vatican City
CDJC Centre de documentation juive contemporaine, Paris
CZA Central Zionist Archives, Jerusalem
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 3. Many thanks to Rev. Murray Watson, biblical scholar at St. Peter’s Seminary in 
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able at http://saintpetersbasilica.org/Docs/GuideSPB1.htm; Niccolo Suffi and 
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 5. Pius XII used the phrase “Soldiers of  Christ” in his first encyclical, Summi Pontifi-
catus, “On the Unity of  Human Society,” October 20, 1939.

 6. Rolf  Hochhuth, The Deputy, trans. Richard and Clara Winston, preface by Dr. 
Albert Schweitzer (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997); originally 
published and staged in Germany as Der Stellvertreter in 1963.

 7. Hochhuth, The Deputy, Act Two, 101. The story about Pius XII’s staff  taking his 
calls on their knees, which is without foundation, was asserted in recent years by 
Gary Wills, “The Vatican Monarchy,” New York Review of  Books, February 19, 1998. 
For further de scrip tions of  Pacelli’s daily routine and temperament, see Douglas 
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142 (April 2004): 18–24.
 11. The Tablet, June 29, 1963, 714.
 12. Robert C. Doty, “Pope Paul Opens Way to Sainthood for John and Pius,” New 

York Times, November 19, 1965, 1. For more on the “politics” of  canonizing Pius 
XII, see Kenneth L. Woodward, Making Saints: How the Catholic Church Determines 
Who Be comes a Saint, Who  Doesn’t and Why (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1990); 
and Michael W. Higgins, Stalking the Holy: The Pursuit of  Saint- Making (Toronto: 
House of  Anansi Press, 2006).

1. The Black Nobility and Papal Rome

 1. This story is recounted in numerous sources, including Marvin R. O’Connell, 
Critics on Trial: An Introduction to the Catholic Modernist Crisis (Washington, DC: 
Catholic University of  America Press, 1994), 23; and Owen Chadwick, A His tory of  
the Popes, 1830–1914 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 305.

 2. Quoted in Robert Graham, Vatican Diplomacy: A Study of  Church and State on the 
International Plane (Prince ton, NJ: Prince ton University Press, 1959), 182. In fact, 
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Errors.

 3. Ludovico Pratesi, Il rione Ponte (Rome: Newton Compton, 1994).
 4. Marcantonio Pacelli, “Questi pseudo storici,” Strenna dei Romanisti 55 (1994): 389–

393; Andrea Tornielli, Pio XII: Eugenio Pacelli; Un uomo sul trono di Pietro (Milan: 
Mondadori, 2007), 8.

 5. According to Father Edoardo Cerrato, procurator general of  the Congregation 
of  the Oratory of  Saint Philip Neri, traditionally the first floor of  the palazzi in 
the neighborhood in which Pacelli was raised was called the “piano nobile,” 
or the “noble floor,” reserved for the aristocracy, usually the ac tual owners of  the 
large building. In conversation with the author, Chiesa Nuova, Rome, Decem-
ber 16, 2010.

 6. The story reportedly was told to Ilse- Lore Konopatzki by Pacelli’s sister Giusep-
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 7.  Vita Documentata, 2–3.
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1850–1950 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 69–72.

 9. Tornielli, Pio XII: Eugenio Pacelli, 8; Rafaelle De Cesare, The Last Days of  Papal 
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